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The Oxfordshire Aggregates and Archaeology Assessment
This project quantified and reviewed the archaeological potential of the
aggregate areas in Oxfordshire in order to provide an assessment of the
threat to the archaeological resource from future aggregate extraction.
This enabled discussion of suitable management and mitigation strategies,
based on robust data and research frameworks. The project was funded by
the Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund and managed by English
Heritage.

This project forms part of a programme of archaeological resource
assessments for the aggregate producing areas of approximately half of
England. The purpose of the assessment process was to identify and
improve knowledge of the archaeological resource of the aggregate
producing areas of Oxfordshire, thereby providing the appropriate tools to
facilitate decisions regarding strategic planning, management and
preservation of archaeological sites and historic landscapes within those
areas.
This report examines the impact of previous quarrying on the
archaeological resource by generating statistics on the numbers of known
archaeological sites of different types and periods which lie within the
areas of previous quarrying. Whilst the impact on the archaeological
resource from sand and gravel quarrying is obviously much the largest, the
effects of limestone, chalk and ironstone extraction have also been
considered.
A detailed analysis of the archaeological resources of the aggregate areas
and an assessment of the relative significance of sites within these areas
for each period has been undertaken. A series of case studies looked at
current methodologies associated with the evaluation, excavation and
mitigation of the archaeological resource within quarried areas, leading to
recommendations for improvement.
A detailed impact assessment of areas proposed for future extraction has
also been undertaken. The detailed period by period research framework
developed in this document will enable a better understanding of the
potential of these areas as extraction continues and allow informed
discussion on the management and mitigation of the archaeological
resource within areas earmarked for quarrying in the future.
The resource assessments also feed into the planning process, providing
broad-level information on the historic environment which should allow
more informed strategic planning, especially in the formulation of regional
and local spatial strategies and policies.
The other main aim of the project was to increase public, industry and
other stakeholders’ awareness of the archaeological potential and
evidence for historic landscapes within the aggregate areas. This has been
achieved by the production of an illustrated summary booklet.
The results of the project, in the form of a report and project GIS, have
been submitted to EH who retain copyright.
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The Oxfordshire Aggregates and
Archaeology Assessment

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background to Project

1.1.1

This project forms part of a programme of archaeological resource assessments for
the aggregate producing areas of approximately half of England which began with
Gloucestershire in 2008. The purpose of the assessment process is to identify the
aggregate producing areas within the county and assess the state of knowledge of the
archaeology in them. The impact of extraction on the archaeological resource is also
assessed, and research agendas and frameworks are prepared to enable a better
understanding of these areas as extraction continues.

1.1.2

The resource assessments also feed into the planning process, providing broad-level
information on the historic environment which should allow more informed strategic
planning, especially in the formulation of regional and local spatial strategies and
policies.

1.2

Project Scope

1.2.1

The project has the following overall aims:
• To improve knowledge of the archaeological resource of the aggregate producing
areas of Oxfordshire thereby providing the appropriate tools to facilitate
decisions regarding strategic planning, management and preservation of
archaeological sites and historic landscapes within them.
• To increase public, industry and other stakeholders’ awareness of the
archaeology and historic landscapes within the aggregate areas.

1.2.2

The scope of this assessment is the archaeology of the areas of Oxfordshire which are
currently, or have historically, produced aggregates. The study areas cover roughly
50% of the county, but urban areas are specifically excluded from this, as the
presence of a settlement mitigates against exploitation of the aggregate resource.
Although this project deals with the archaeology of the aggregate producing areas, it
is not designed to replace the usual framework for the assessment of potential impact
on the archaeological resource of new or proposed aggregate sites. Rather, it is
intended to assess the broader background of these sites within an aggregates context.

1.2.3

The assessment process utilised Historic Environment Record (HER) data provided
by Oxfordshire County Council. This data was used as provided and no attempt was
made to clean the data or to enhance records. The Upper Thames Valley National
Mapping Project (NMP1) carried out by English Heritage (EH) (Fenner and Dyer,
n.d) is not integrated within the Oxfordshire HER, but was used here as a separate

1
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data set. Both point data and raster images were obtained for the NMP and used for
this assessment.

1.3

National Policy framework

1.3.1

The recently issued Planning Policy Statement 5 (Planning for the Historic
Environment; PPS 5) (Communities and Local Government 2010) replaces the
previous Planning Policy Guidance: Archaeology and Planning (PPG 16) and
Planning and the Historic Environment (PPG15). Policies outlined in PPS 5 of
importance to the management of development and impacts to the cultural heritage
resource. Relevant policies which provide a framework within which regional and
local policies operate include:
• Policy HE 3 which refers to the need for Local Development Framework to set
out a 'positive, proactive strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the
historic environment.
• Policy HE 6 which specifies the level of information required where a planning
application may impact upon heritage assets, and refers to the use of a staged
approach to collate and present such information through, for example, deskbased assessments and field evaluation.
• Policy HE 7 refers to the need to determine the significance of heritage assets,
especially where the benefits of the proposal must be balanced against a loss of
significance to heritage assets.
• Policy HE 8 indicates the desirability of identifying heritage assets at an early
stage in the evolution of any scheme and of identifying any previously
unidentified assets during the pre-application stage of the project.
• Policy HE 9 states that 'there should be a presumption in favour of the
conservation of designated heritage assets and the more significant the
designated heritage asset, the greater the presumption in favour of its
conservation should be.
• Policy HE10 states that developments should be treated favourably if they
preserve those elements of the setting that make a positive contribution to or
better reveal the significance of the asset. Where applications do not do this local
authorities should weight any such harm against the wider benefits of the
application.
• Policy HE11 provides guidance for assessing whether the benefits of an
application for enabling development to secure the future conservation of a
heritage asset outweigh the disbenefits of departing from the development plan
or from national policies.
• Policy HE 12 clearly sets out the need to fully record heritage assets where their
significance would be impacted or lost by an application and where that loss is
justified.

1.3.2

The policies in PPS5 differentiate harm to the significance of heritage assets, into two
categories: substantial harm or harm. In order to gain planning permission where
there will be 'substantial harm' the decision maker has to be satisfied that the
permitted scheme will 'deliver substantial public benefits that outweigh that harm'
(policy HE 9.2).
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1.4

Regional and local policy

1.4.1

The policies and proposals that are the basis of the Development Plan are contained
within the Regional Spatial Strategy and Local Development Frameworks, and in the
case of minerals referred to as Mineral Development Frameworks. All planning
applications must be determined in accordance with the Development Plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.

1.4.2

Minerals planning is controlled at a national level by Minerals Planning Guidance
Notes (MPGs), which provide advice and guidance to local authorities on the
operation of the planning system in regard to minerals. These MPGs must be
considered by the local minerals planning authority in the preparation of minerals
development plans, but are gradually being replaced by Minerals Policy Statements
(MPSs).

1.4.3

At a local level, the Minerals and Waste Local Plan for Oxfordshire was adopted in
1996 for the period up to 2006, and a revised Minerals and Waste Development
Framework covering 2007 to 2010 was submitted to the Secretary of State in March
2007. Due to technical difficulties and the need for the revision of the Scheme, the
timetable within the Scheme could not be met and discussions for a new timetable for
the Minerals and Waste Development Framework with the Government Office for the
South East are on-going. The Oxfordshire Structure Plan was replaced by the South
East plan in January 2011 and the Oxfordshire website on Minerals and Waste Policy
describes the difficulties and the way forward:
• The South East Plan, the Regional Spatial Strategy for the South East, contains
strategic polices for minerals and waste development. These include an
apportionment of aggregates provision in the South East Plan, which for
Oxfordshire is 1.82 million tonnes per annum for sand and gravel and 1 million
tonnes per annum for crushed rock. This plan was revoked by the Secretary of
State for Communities and Local Government on 6 July 2010; ……. However, on
9 November, a judgement in the High Court, found that the decision to revoke
Regional Spatial Strategies was unlawful….. The effect of this decision is to reestablish Regional Spatial Strategies as part of the development plan, although
the Government’s intention to abolish them in the Localism Bill (which is now
going through parliament) remains a material consideration in planning
decisions.
•
The County Council’s Cabinet Member for Growth and Infrastructure,
Councillor Ian Hudspeth, wrote to the Minister for Decentralisation, the Rt Hon
Greg Clark MP, about the sand and gravel apportionment on 9 July 2010…….
The County Council has previously rejected the higher figure of 2.1 million
tonnes a year, which had been proposed by the government, in Proposed
Changes to South East Plan Policy M3 (March 2010).
•
On 19 October 2010 the County Council’s Cabinet agreed an interim preferred
strategy approach for mineral working in the short to medium term. This is to
concentrate sand and gravel working in existing areas of working. For soft sand
and crushed rock, the approach is also based on existing areas of working.
• Public consultation on a preferred minerals strategy will now take place in
Summer 2011, so that it can be informed by the assessment of need. The ability
of existing working areas to provide for the medium to longer term has been reassessed now that the requirement for sand and gravel supply has been
established; and consideration has been given to new areas of working. On 16th
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February, the Cabinet will consider a preferred minerals strategy for public
consultation.

http://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/wps/portal/publicsite/councilservices?WCM_
GLOBAL_CONTEXT=http://apps.oxfordshire.gov.uk/wps/wcm/connect/occ/I
nternet%2FCouncil+services%2FEnvironment+and+planning%2FPlanning%2
FPlanning+policy%2FMinerals+and+waste+policy%2FENV+-+P++Minerals+and+waste+policy
1.4.4

One of the Saved Policies from the 2016 Oxfordshire Structure Plan, when it was
replaced by the South East plan, includes M2, that to do with Minerals and Waste:
Locations for sand and gravel working will be identified in the Minerals and
Waste Development Framework. In identifying appropriate locations, the
County Council will take account of the distribution of sand and gravel
resources; the existing pattern of supply and distribution of workings;
proximity to main market areas; accessibility to the main transport routes;
risk of bird strike; restoration and after use potential; and development plan
policies, in particular which seek to safeguard:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Important archaeological remains, historic buildings and area.
Areas and sites of nature conservation importance, especially Special
Areas of Conservation and Sites of Special Scientific Interest.
Features of landscape importance, especially Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty.
Best and most versatile land.
The water environment.
Land uses which are sensitive to nuisance; and
The safety and convenience of all road users, including pedestrians and
cyclists.

The identification in the development plan of locations for mineral working
provides certainty as to where new mineral extraction development is likely
to be permitted and where it is not likely within the period of the plan. The
Oxfordshire Structure Plan 2011, adopted in 1998, identified four general
locations where the principal of sharp sand and gravels workings was
accepted, at Sutton Courtenay; Sutton Wick; Stanton Harcourt (Lower
Windrush Valley); and Eynsham-Cassington-Yarnton. This Structure Plan
does not identify locations for mineral workings; this will be done in the
Minerals and Development Framework [see above].
Pending preparation of the Minerals and Waste Development Framework
Core Strategy and Minerals Site Proposals Document, the factors in policy
M2 will be material considerations in the determination of planning
applications for sand and gravel working.

http://portal.oxfordshire.gov.uk/content/publicnet/council_services/environme
nt_planning/planning/planning_policy/regional_planning/saved_policies.pdf
1.4.5

The Proposals Map in the Local Plan indicates more specifically the areas identified
for sand and gravel working, known as permitted sites with extant permissions. The
exact working area will be determined at the planning application stage, when an
Environmental Impact assessment will be required during and which fieldwork may
be carried out, this is discussed further in section 6 below. The archaeology of these
areas has been considered in Section 5 of this report and the areas themselves plotted
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on the GIS. A number of other sites already have permissions, known as ROMPS;
these are also discussed below in Section 5. Both these types of site have been added
to the GIS and sites with extant permissions are plotted on figure 13 and ROMPs and
their study areas on figure 12.
1.4.6

In summer 2005 the Council invited industry, landowners and interested parties to
nominate sites to be considered for inclusion in the Minerals Sites and Waste Sites
Documents. This invitation was repeated as part of the consultation on the Minerals
and Waste Core Strategy (Issues and Options) Consultation Paper in June 2006.These
nominated sites have also been added to the GIS, assessed in Section 5 and plotted on
figure 14.
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2

INTRODUCTION TO MINERALS

2.1.1

The main deposits of sand and gravel are found in the Thames and Windrush valleys.
Less extensive deposits are found in the valleys of the Cherwell, Evenlode, Ock and
Thame. The valley gravels are generally of a good quality with the better quality
gravels found downstream of Abingdon. The water table in the river valleys is usually
near the surface, which means that after working, pits tend to be left as lakes. Sharp
sand and gravel is also found in the Chilterns north of Reading and east of
Wallingford and north of Bicester near Finmere. These ‘plateau’ gravels generally
have a high proportion of silt and clay which have to be washed out if they are to be
used for concrete. They occur above the water table and pits can normally be restored
to agriculture. Bedrock sands and gravels occur along the Midvale ridge generally to
the north of the Corallian limestone in a band approximately from Oxford to
Shrivenham.

2.1.2

In Oxfordshire limestone is used as an aggregate in the construction industry and for
making building blocks, paving stones and slates and as agricultural lime. Limestone
is found in a broad band running from Broughton Poggs in the west, through
Charlbury and Stonesfield, to Stratton Audley in the east within the Cotswolds. A
band of Corallian limestone forms the Midvale Ridge running from Oxford to
Shrivenham.

2.1.3

Chalk is used in the cement industry, and is also used in small quantities as an
aggregate and as agricultural lime. Chalk is found in the south and south-east of the
county in the Chilterns to the east Goring and the Berkshire and Marlborough Downs
in the west.

2.1.4

Ironstone is only found in the north of the county within the Cotswolds and the
Northamptonshire Uplands, based on the Countryside Agency (CA) designated areas
(CA, 1999).

2.1.5

Traditionally some 300,000 tonnes of limestone and chalk aggregate has been
produced each year, but production was substantially higher during the construction
of the M40. Policy SD3 of the Minerals and Waste Local Plan states that planning
permission will not normally be granted for new limestone and chalk quarries and
those extensions to existing limestone and chalk quarries will be considered against
national policies and those in the Structure and Local Plan. Very small quarries to
supply traditional local building stone to the immediate area may be permitted as an
exception to this policy.
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3

THE AGGREGATES RESOURCE ASSESSMENT

3.1
3.1.1

3.2
3.2.1

3.3

Introduction
The aggregates resource within Oxfordshire has been plotted on figure 1. The extent
of the reserves of these minerals has been mapped by the British Geological Survey
(BGS) and described below. A list of previous and current quarries are given and
plotted on figure 2, cross referenced to numbering in the table below. This data was
obtained from the BGS.

Defining Study Areas
BGS digital mapping was used to identify four study areas, based on the kinds of
geology which is exploited for aggregates. In all cases, areas considered to be urban
(as defined by the Oxfordshire Extensive Urban Survey) and other large settlements
were excluded from the study as these are unlikely to be affected by quarrying.
Polygons containing the aggregate producing geology of the county were produced in
a GIS environment and divided into four areas: sand and gravel, limestone, ironstone
and chalk.

Sand and Gravel

Terrace sand and gravel
3.3.1

The main concentration of terrace sand and gravel deposits are located towards the
centre of the county, along the Thames Valley. The Thames runs eastwards across a
vale of Oxford Clay, collecting various tributaries from the Cotswolds such as the Coln,
Windrush and Evenlode, before turning to a south-easterly direction at Oxford towards
the chalk escarpment of the Berkshire Downs and Chilterns. The Cherwell, which drains
the eastern end of the Cotswolds, joins the Thames at Oxford.

3.3.2

Oxfordshire has a total reserve of c 12 million tonnes of sand and gravel, of which
river terrace deposits form the most important group. These occur at several levels in
the major river valleys in the county and are worked extensively in the Thames
Valley and its tributaries. Some of the largest deposits occur in the west of the county,
to the south and east of Carterton, where extensive areas of quarrying including Gill
Mill, Hardwick and Stanton Harcourt, occur. The other significant area of quarrying
is to the south of Abingdon and the quarries at Sutton Courtney.

Bedrock sand and gravel
3.3.3

These are poorly consolidated sandstone bedrock deposits including the Horsehay
Sand formation, the Highworth Grit formation and the Faringdon Sponge Gravel
formation which are currently quarried for building sand. Although these deposits
occur over limited areas along the Midvale Ridge, they tend to be thick, offering
much potential resource. The most significant deposit of bedrock sand and gravel
occurs to the south of Abingdon, where it is extracted at Tubney Wood and Cothill
Quarries.
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3.3.4

Table 1 lists the active and inactive sand and gravel quarries within the county.

Quarry Site Name

Type

Status

Location

ID
OS NGR E OS NGR N
1

North Stoke Farm

Sand and Gravel

Previous

461118

185598

2

Benson

Sand and Gravel

Previous

461661

191593

3

Heath

(M40 Sand and Gravel

Previous

464820

203374

Farm

Borrow Pit)
4

Chadlington

Sand and Gravel

Previous

432931

221131

5

Standlake

Sand and Gravel

Previous

439328

203719

6

Foxley Farm

Sand and Gravel

Previous

442170

208109

7

Sutton

Wick Sand and Gravel

Previous

449388

195623

(Corporation Farm)
8

Sutton Courtney

Sand and Gravel

Previous

450835

193328

15

Dry Sandford

Sand and Gravel, Previous

445868

200322

445747

199141

Limestone
16

Cothill

Sand and Gravel, Previous
Limestone

17

Steeple Aston

Sand and Gravel

Previous

447216

226361

18

Wiggington heath

Sand and Gravel

Previous

438363

234992

19

Longworth

Sand and Gravel

Previous

438642

198903

20

Windmill Hill Borrow Pit Sand and Gravel

Previous

437846

197868

21

Hitchcopse

Sand and Gravel

Previous

445391

199428

22

Rowleigh (Dry Sandford) Sand and Gravel

Previous

445701

200216

33

Stanford

Vale Sand and Gravel, Previous

432760

194052

in

the

(Shellingford Crossroads) Limestone
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Quarry Site Name

Type

Status

Location

ID
OS NGR E OS NGR N
37

Ducklington

38

Eleven

Sand and Gravel

Previous

435732

208426

Acres Sand and Gravel

Previous

451537

196983

Sand and Gravel, Previous

456667

210333

446781

199494

(Tuckwells)
58

New Road

Limestone
59

Cothill Manor

Sand and Gravel, Previous
Limestone

61

Eye

&

Dunsden Sand and Gravel

Previous

473553

175063

(Caversham)
65

Crowmarsh

Sand and Gravel

Previous

463771

188322

66

Oakley Wood

Sand and Gravel

Previous

464144

189131

67

Goulds Grove (Ewelme Sand and Gravel

Previous

464616

190168

No1)
68

Ewelme No2

Sand and Gravel

Previous

464572

190594

69

Rumbolds Lane

Sand and Gravel

Previous

465303

193732

70

Milton Common

Sand and Gravel

Previous

465301

203059

71

Wiggington Heath

Sand and Gravel

Previous

438369

234721

72

Lyneham Road

Sand and Gravel

Previous

426945

222316

73

Dean Pit

Sand and Gravel

Previous

434127

221375

74

Church

(Little Sand and Gravel

Previous

422258

201090

Farm

Farringdon)
75

Jespers Hill

Sand and Gravel

Previous

429756

195101

76

Folly

Sand and Gravel

Previous

445953

198049
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Quarry Site Name

Type

Status

Location

ID
OS NGR E OS NGR N
77

Rockley Copse

Sand and Gravel

Previous

446143

202126

78

Marlborough Road

Sand and Gravel

Previous

450372

205336

79

Littlemoor Sandpit

Sand and Gravel

Previous

453293

202761

80

Farmoor Reservoir

Sand and Gravel

Previous

444548

206184

81

City Farm

Sand and Gravel

Previous

442906

211201

82

Purwell Farm

Sand and Gravel

Previous

444494

211958

83

Eynsham Road

Sand and Gravel

Previous

445043

210178

84

Acrey

Sand and Gravel

Previous

445652

211068

85

Greenhill Farm

Sand and Gravel

Previous

448363

217861

86

Cote

Sand and Gravel

Previous

436059

202831

87

Brighthampton

Sand and Gravel

Previous

438708

202333

Sand and Gravel

Previous

443582

204537

(Stanton Sand and Gravel

Previous

440746

205528

(Standlake)
88

Bablock Hythe

89

Dix

Pit

Harcourt)
90

Runway Pit

Sand and Gravel

Previous

440908

205147

91

Brand Mill

Sand and Gravel

Previous

440194

205693

92

Hardwick

(Wadham Sand and Gravel

Previous

439145

205469

Brasenose)
93

Hardwick

Sand and Gravel

Previous

438143

205537

94

Eagle Farm Pits

Sand and Gravel

Previous

438520

204590

95

Hardwick Manor Farm

Sand and Gravel

Previous

438821

205330

96

Black Ditch Farm

Sand and Gravel

Previous

440447

205066
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Quarry Site Name

Type

Status

Location

ID
OS NGR E OS NGR N
97

Hardwick Road

Sand and Gravel

Previous

439856

204533

98

Linch Hill

Sand and Gravel

Previous

441106

204687

99

Barrow Hills

Sand and Gravel

Previous

450860

198366

100

Lower Radley

Sand and Gravel

Previous

452923

197990

101

Thrupp Farm

Sand and Gravel

Previous

452242

197196

102

Sutton Wick

Sand and Gravel

Previous

449364

195006

103

Steventon Road

Sand and Gravel

Previous

447783

193129

104

Pearith Farm

Sand and Gravel

Previous

453848

192607

105

Sutton Courtney

Sand and Gravel

Previous

451621

193058

106

Sutton Courtney

Sand and Gravel

Previous

450995

194183

107

Bishops Court Farm

Sand and Gravel

Previous

457141

194394

108

Queenford

Sand and Gravel

Previous

457776

195338

109

Finmere (Foxley Fields Sand and Gravel

Previous

462791

232404

Farm)
110

Sandshill

Sand and Gravel

Previous

428814

194245

111

Wicklesham

Sand and Gravel

Previous

429246

194163

112

Bowling Green Farm

Sand and Gravel, Previous

431102

195054

Limestone
113

Hatford

Sand and Gravel

Previous

433263

195470

114

Gainfield

Sand and Gravel, Previous

434871

195504

Limestone
115

Wick Hall

Sand and Gravel

Previous

451500

197442

201

Bowling Green Farm

Sand and Gravel

Current,

431035

194885
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Quarry Site Name

Type

Status

Location

ID
OS NGR E OS NGR N
Active
202

Chinham Farm

Sand and Gravel, Current,
Limestone

203

Shellingford

204

205

Tubney Wood

Hatford Quarry

194857

432773

193637

444800

200822

432883

195557

445442

200014

445557

227370

474560

176358

428823

194233

441925

203874

452117

194041

451558

197580

Active

Sand and Gravel, Current,
Limestone

431331

Active

Sand and Gravel, Current,
Limestone

Active

Sand and Gravel

Current,
Active

206

Upwood Park

Sand and Gravel, Current,
Limestone

Not

yet

commenced
207

Duns Tew

Sand and Gravel

Current,
Active

208

Caversham

Sand and Gravel

Current,
Active

209

Sands Hill

Sand and Gravel

Current,
Inactive

210

Stanton Harcourt

Sand and Gravel

Current,
Inactive

211

212

Sutton Courtenay (Bridge Sand and Gravel

Current,

Farm)

Active

Thrupp Farm

Sand and Gravel

Current,
Inactive
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Quarry Site Name

Type

Status

Location

ID
OS NGR E OS NGR N
213

Stonehenge Farm

Sand and Gravel

Current,
Not

440707

202232

429257

194181

437700

207103

446734

210994

449629

194384

452332

197672

462339

232170

yet

commenced
214

Wicklesham Quarry

Sand and Gravel

Current,
Active

215

Gill Mill

Sand and Gravel

Current,
Active

216

Cassington

Sand and Gravel

Current,
Active

227

Sutton Wick

Sand and Gravel

Current,
Inactive

228

Thrupp Lane

Sand and Gravel

Current,
Active

230

Finmere

Sand and Gravel

Current,
Inactive

Table 1: Sand and Gravel Quarries

3.4

Limestone

3.4.1

The limestone study area occurs in the north and west of the county, in two parallel
units: oolitic limestone in the Cotswolds and Corallian limestone along the
Corallian/Midvale Ridge to the south of the Thames and to the south and west of
Oxford. The Cotswolds continue to the west and north into Gloucestershire.

3.4.2

Oxfordshire has estimated permitted reserves of up to 10 million tonnes of crushed
rock aggregate, with limestone forming the majority of the material currently being
worked. The Great Oolite Group occurs in the northern part of the county with the
Chipping Norton Limestone formation and the White Limestone formation currently
being quarried for aggregate. Due to their high mudstone content and/or limited
thickness, other limestones of the Great Oolite Group, the Corallian Group and the
Portland Group are not currently worked, although they have been in the past. A
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significant proportion of the limestone area lies within the Cotswold ANOB, but is
still actively quarried at Castle Barn and Rollright. Active and inactive limestone
quarries are listed in Table 2.

Quarry Site Name

Type

Status

Location

ID
OS NGR E OS NGR N
15

Dry Sandford

Sand

and Previous

445868

200322

445747

199141

Gravel,
Limestone
16

Cothill

Sand

and Previous

Gravel,
Limestone
23

Salford

Limestone

Previous

428095

229120

24

Lime Works

Limestone

Previous

432279

230268

25

Enstone Quarry

Limestone

Previous

438586

225012

26

Oathill

Farm Limestone

Previous

441948

224896

(Whiteway)
27

Northbrook

Limestone

Previous

449842

222537

28

Ardley Woods (Ardley) Limestone

Previous

453733

227380

29

Slape Hill

Limestone

Previous

442262

219634

30

Doctors Pit

Limestone

Previous

436179

220533

31

Woodperry

Limestone

Previous

456948

210842

32

Lye Hill (Holton)

Limestone

Previous

459218

206830

33

Stanford in the Vale Sand

and Previous

432760

194052

443825

196478

34

(Shellingford

Gravel,

Crossroads)

Limestone

New Road

Limestone
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Quarry Site Name

Type

Status

Location

ID
45

Churchill Road

Limestone

Previous

431207

225027

46

Castle Barn (Fairgreen Limestone

Previous

430106

222753

Farm)
47

Swalcliffe

Limestone

Previous

437409

236275

48

Chesterton

Limestone

Previous

454994

222013

49

Kirtlington

Limestone

Previous

449495

220029

50

Whitehill

Limestone

Previous

447780

218590

51

Town (Charlbury)

Limestone

Previous

436786

219892

52

Dogslade

Limestone

Previous

433501

215937

53

Crawley

Limestone

Previous

433338

213102

54

Holly Court Farm

Limestone

Previous

435661

215108

55

North Hill (Fish Hill Limestone

Previous

438547

214208

Extension)
56

North Leigh (Fish Hill) Limestone

Previous

438993

214120

57

Long Hanborough

Limestone

Previous

441723

214694

58

New Road

Sand

and Previous

456667

210333

446781

199494

Gravel,
Limestone
59

Cothill Manor

Sand

and Previous

Gravel,
Limestone
60

Stanford in the Vale

Limestone

Previous

433155

193941

62

Lowfield Farm

Limestone

Previous

473640

174675

63

Caversham

(Sonning Limestone

Previous

474629

175542
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Quarry Site Name

Type

Status

Location

ID
Eye)
112

Bowling Green Farm

Sand

and Previous

431102

195054

434871

195504

431331

194857

432773

193637

444800

200822

and Current, Not yet 445442

200014

Gravel,
Limestone
114

Gainfield

Sand

and Previous

Gravel,
Limestone
202

Chinham Farm

Sand

and Current, Active

Gravel,
Limestone
203

Shellingford

Sand

and Current, Active

Gravel,
Limestone
204

Tubney Wood

Sand

and Current, Active

Gravel,
Limestone
206

Upwood Park

Sand
Gravel,

commenced

Limestone
220

Burford

Limestone

Current, Active

427633

209465

221

Dewars Farm

Limestone

Current, Active

454022

224832

222

Shipton

Current, Not yet 447795

217400

on

Cherwell Limestone

Quarry
223

Whitehill

commenced
Limestone

Current, Not yet 426914

210741

commenced
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Quarry Site Name

Type

Status

Location

ID
224

Woodeaton

Limestone

Current, Inactive

453327

212273

225

Hatford Quarry

Limestone

Current, Active

433042

195454

226

Rollright Phase II

Limestone

Current, Not yet 428197

230416

commenced
229

Ardley

Limestone

Current, Inactive

454262

225877

231

Rollright Phase I

Limestone

Current, Inactive

428157

230634

Table 2: Limestone Quarries

3.5

Ironstone

3.5.1

The ironstone study area is located in the north of the county, to the west and south of
Banbury. It occurs to the north of the main concentration of limestone and continues
over the county boundary into Warwickshire and Northamptonshire. This study area
has been heavily extracted in the northern part of its distribution, at Alkerton, but less
so to the south of Banbury.

3.5.2

These deposits, known as the Banbury Ironstone Field, comprise the Lower Jurassic
Marlstone Rock Formation laid down approximately 190 million years ago. It
consists of ferruginous limestone that has been enriched by secondary oxidation and
is up to around 10 m thick. It generally occurred under little or no overburden and
was extensively quarried for ore, mainly for steel making in South Wales, until the
late 1960s. This resource is currently quarried for aggregate in only two locations in
the north of the county: Alkerton and Hornton Grounds. Active and inactive ironstone
quarries are listed in Table 3.

Quarry

Site Name

Type

Status

Location

ID
OS NGR E OS NGR N
35

Shenington (Near Uplands Ironstone Previous

437846

245793

Farm)
36

Bloxham

Ironstone Previous

442210

235831

39

Shenington

Ironstone Previous

436047

244643
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Quarry

Site Name

Type

Status

Location

ID
40

Shenington

(Sugarswell Ironstone Previous

436485

243710

(South

of Ironstone Previous

436506

242584

42

Epwell Grounds Farm

Ironstone Previous

436457

241356

43

Shenington

of Ironstone Previous

437886

240465

Farm)
41

Shenington
Shenington)

(west

Balscott)
116

Alkerton

Ironstone Previous

439505

242663

217

Alkerton

Ironstone Current, Active 438635

243122

218

Great Tew

Ironstone Current, Active 438862

229524

219

Wroxton Fields

Ironstone Current, Active 440549

241421

Table 3: Ironstone Quarries

3.6

Chalk

3.6.1

The chalk area is located in the south of the county, where it forms part of the North
Wessex Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), known also as the
Berkshire Downs, overlooking the Vale of the White Horse. This is separated from
the chalk of the Chiltern Hills by the River Thames which flows through the Goring
Gap. The Chilterns are also an AONB and overlook the Vale of Aylesbury. The chalk
area forms an open downland and includes some of the highest land in Oxfordshire.

3.6.2

The chalk within the county falls into two classes: low grade Grey Chalk and higher
quality White Chalk. The Grey Chalk was formerly worked for cement manufacture
in Chinnor, whilst the White Chalk was quarried for agricultural lime at Playhatch.
Much of the area of chalk bedrock lies within the North Wessex Downs and Chilterns
ANOBs and it is not currently extracted. A list of inactive chalk quarries is given in
Table 4.
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Quarry ID Site Name

Type Status

Location
OS NGR E OS NGR N

9

Letcombe (Childrey)

Chalk Previous 437286

186958

10

Moulsford Downs

Chalk Previous 458201

183038

11

Ambrose Farm

Chalk Previous 465572

189214

12

Pishill

Chalk Previous 471299

190425

13

Chinnor Cement Works Chalk Previous 475567

199829

14

Playhatch (Caversham)

Chalk Previous 474051

176487

44

Rumbolds Pit (Ewelme) Chalk Previous 464671

192675

64

Highlands Farm

181550

Chalk Previous 474081

Table 4: Chalk Quarries

Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty
3.6.3

Although much of the limestone and all of the chalk areas lie within AONBs this was
not considered to be a long-term constraint on the quarrying of the resource within
those areas. The quarries that lie within AONBs have been listed in Table 5.

Quarry Site Name

Type

Status

Location

ID
OS NGR E OS NGR N
1

North Stoke Farm

Sand

and Previous

461118

185598

and Previous

432931

221131

Gravel
4

Chadlington

Sand
Gravel

9

Letcombe (Childrey)

Chalk

Previous

437286

186958

10

Moulsford Downs

Chalk

Previous

458201

183038

11

Ambrose Farm

Chalk

Previous

465572

189214

12

Pishill

Chalk

Previous

471299

190425

13

Chinnor Cement Works

Chalk

Previous

475567

199829
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Quarry Site Name

Type

Status

Location

ID
OS NGR E OS NGR N
23

Salford

Limestone

Previous

428095

229120

24

Lime Works

Limestone

Previous

432279

230268

30

Doctors Pit

Limestone

Previous

436179

220533

40

Shenington

Previous

436485

243710

(Sugarswell Ironstone

Farm)
42

Epwell Grounds Farm

Ironstone

Previous

436457

241356

44

Rumbolds Pit (Ewelme)

Chalk

Previous

464671

192675

45

Churchill Road

Limestone

Previous

431207

225027

46

Castle Barn (Fairgreen Farm) Limestone

Previous

430106

222753

51

Town (Charlbury)

Limestone

Previous

436786

219892

52

Dogslade

Limestone

Previous

433501

215937

53

Crawley

Limestone

Previous

433338

213102

57

Long Hanborough

Limestone

Previous

441723

214694

64

Highlands Farm

Chalk

Previous

474081

181550

65

Crowmarsh

Sand

and Previous

463771

188322

and Previous

464144

189131

and Previous

464616

190168

and Previous

464572

190594

and Previous

426945

222316

Gravel
66

Oakley Wood

Sand
Gravel

67

Goulds Grove (Ewelme No1) Sand
Gravel

68

Ewelme No2

Sand
Gravel

72

Lyneham Road
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Quarry Site Name

Type

Status

Location

ID
OS NGR E OS NGR N
Gravel
73

Dean Pit

Sand

and Previous

434127

221375

and Previous

457141

194394

Current,

428197

230416

428157

230634

Gravel
107

Bishops Court Farm

Sand
Gravel

226

Rollright Phase II

Limestone

Not

yet

commence
d
231

Rollright Phase I

Limestone

Current,
Inactive

Table 5: Quarries within AONB
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4

THE IMPACT OF PREVIOUS AND CURRENT MINERAL EXTRACTION ON THE
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE

4.1

Methodology

4.1.1

Using the Shapefiles for previous and current quarries, searches were undertaken to
discover how many sites of different dates have been removed by quarrying in each
of the four aggregate areas (sand and gravel, limestone, ironstone and chalk). For the
purposes of this search, archaeological sites were subdivided by whether the record
was for a find spot or for an archaeological site (i.e. everything other than a findspot).
These results were interrogated further by date and then compared with the total
numbers of known sites recorded in the aggregate area so that a percentage of those
destroyed by quarrying could be extrapolated. The whole assessment was undertaken
within the GIS environment.

4.1.2

The results have initially been separated to reflect the main data sources; Oxfordshire
Historic Environment Record (HER), EH’s Mapping Programme (NMP) and
Abingdon Reservoir Assessment (Reservoir). The HER database was queried using
polygons of each of the study areas defined above within a GIS environment and
records relating to monuments and findspots recovered. No attempt was made to
clean or correct the data. A site is only recorded as being from the NMP where it is
obviously not part of an existing HER record, so as to avoid duplication. Only the
NMP point data supplied by EH has been used in the searches, not the raster images.
It can be seen from examination of the GIS and raster images that not all of the sites
identified and plotted as a raster image had been given a NMP or HER number, and
indeed on occasion the point data was for a wide area of different areas of individual
cropmarks. This leads to an underestimation of the resource. Point data from the
Abingdon Reservoir data was also used and once again any obvious duplicates
removed. All datasets have been amalgamated for the date analysis, quantification of
the percentage loss and final discussion.

4.1.3

Scanned raster images of the NMP cropmarks were used as a visual aid to enhance
the analysis of the data (figure 3). Whilst this could not be used for querying the data
the spread and types of cropmarks helped inform the assessment.

4.1.4

To ground truth the GIS data for the existence of past quarries, a known area of
quarrying in each of the aggregate areas was selected and compared with historic OS
maps. The full sequence of 6” and 1:10,000 OS maps from c 1880 were inspected and
areas of any additional quarrying identified. This established whether the information
held on former quarries represents an accurate picture of historic quarrying. Six areas
were selected – two within the sand and gravel (Dorchester, Yarnton), one on chalk
(Chinnor), one on ironstone (Alkerton) and two on limestone (Little Rollright and
Whitehill/ Burfords). Due to the results from the ironstone area, two further areas
were selected for comparative purposes, at Great Tew and Bloxham.

4.1.5

A degree of overlap between periods should be expected as some chronological
periods used by the HER are very broad. This is particularly a problem for multiperiod sites, for example, the finds from Painter’s Pit (PRN MOX10967) range from
middle Palaeolithic to early medieval and the entire site has been assigned a single
date of middle Palaeolithic to early medieval by the HER. Where sites such as this
overlap period boundaries they have been included within all relevant periods. A
detailed account of how the data was used and managed can be found in Appendix 1.
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4.2
4.2.1

Results of data analysis
Table 6 shows the breakdown of the number of known archaeological sites destroyed
by previous quarrying within the four aggregate areas. It can be seen that sand and
gravel quarries have had the most effect on known sites due to a combination of the
large areas quarried and the intensive utilisation of the gravel terraces throughout
time.

Aggregate area

HER/Findspots

HER/Sites

Reservoir

NMP

Total

Sand and Gravels

64

256

0

1

321

Limestone

3

14

0

0

17

Chalk

3

6

0

0

9

Ironstone

6

13

0

0

19

Total

76

289

0

1

366

Table 6: Known archaeology removed by previous quarries
4.2.2

Obviously this is an underestimation of the resource given that many archaeological
sites would have been removed by quarrying prior to the presence of archaeological
sites being a material consideration within the planning system (PPG16).

4.2.3

Table 7 shows the breakdown of the number of known archaeological sites destroyed
by current quarries within the four aggregate areas. Once again sand and gravel
quarries come out top for destruction of known sites, although limestone quarrying is
a close second.

Aggregate area

HER/Findspots

HER/Sites

Reservoir

NMP

Total

Sand and gravels

6

32

0

0

38

Limestone

3

15

0

0

18

-

-

-

-

Chalk

-

Ironstone

-

-

-

-

-

Total

9

47

0

0

56

Table 7: Known archaeology removed by current quarries
4.2.4

Table 8 shows a breakdown by period of known archaeological sites destroyed by
previous quarrying within the four aggregate areas. The large numbers of known sites
and finds dating to the Neolithic to Romano-British which have been destroyed
reflects the fact that the most intensive activity of the gravel terraces occurred during
these periods. Whilst not great in numbers, the table also shows the potential for
quarrying to discover Palaeolithic and Mesolithic tools and implements.
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Aggregate area

Sand

and

Prehist

7 (0)

gravels

Pala

14

Meso

4 (3)

(13)

Limestone

1

-

Neo

50

e BA

31 (5)

m/l BA

77 (12)

(13)
-

-

-

2

Chalk

IA

Ro

53

58

(10)

(15)

-

6 (3)

1 (1)

1 (1)

e Med

Med

Post-

Un-

med

known

30 (5)

6 (5)

4 (1)

26 (2)

1

-

4

-

2

2 (1)

Ironstone

-

-

1 (1)

1 (1)

-

1 (1)

-

3 (2)

-

-

5

1

Total 2

8

14

5 (4)

51

31 (5)

80 (13)

54

68

31 (5)

6 (5)

15 (1)

29 (3)

(11)

(21)

(13)

(14)

Table 8: Breakdown of the known archaeological resource destroyed by previous quarrying
by period
4.2.5

Aggregate area

Table 9 shows a breakdown by period of those sites destroyed by current quarrying
within the four aggregate areas. The same patterns are reflected here as for previous
quarrying.

Prehist

pala

Meso

Neo

e BA

m/l BA

IA

Ro

e Med

Med

Post-

Un-

med

known

Sand and gravels

1 (1)

1

3 (1)

7 (2)

9

13 (3)

15 (3)

15 (5)

7 (1)

5 (1)

4

2

Limestone

-

1 (1)

1 (1)

3 (1)

3 (1)

7 (2)

7 (2)

8 (2)

3 (1)

3 (1)

3

1

Total

1(1)

2 (1)

4(2)

10(3)

12(1)

20 (5)

22 (5)

23 (7)

10(2)

8(2)

7

3

Table 9: Breakdown of the known archaeological resource destroyed by current quarrying
by period

4.3
4.3.1

Percentage of overall resource affected by past extraction
Table 10 shows the total number of known archaeological sites per aggregate
resource. Most of the sites occur on the sand and gravel with the chalk and limestone
areas showing a similar number of sites. This reflects the similarity in size between
the chalk and limestone areas, while the fewer numbers of sites on the ironstone
reflects the relatively small area of ironstone bearing geology in Oxfordshire.

2

Numbers in brackets are findspots, those without are sites. There are more entries on this table than
the last due to a number of periods being present at each site. Prehistoric is used where no specific
period given.
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Aggregate area

HER/Sites

Reservoir

NMP

Total

Sand and gravels

3246

52

30

3328

Limestone

974

65

1

1040

Chalk

943

0

5

948

Ironstone

124

0

0

124

Total

5287

117

36

5440

Table 10: Overall numbers of known archaeological sites per aggregate area
4.3.2

Aggregate area

Sand

Her

and
gravels

Res.

Table 11 shows a breakdown of known archaeological sites for each period within the
whole of each of the four aggregate areas. Once again the high numbers of Neolithic
through to the Romano-British period reflects the intensive exploitation of the gravels
from these periods, with a peak in the Bronze Age. A similar pattern and peak can be
seen in the three other aggregate areas.

Prehist

Pala

Meso

Neo

e BA

m/l BA

IA

Ro

e Med

Med

Post-

Un-

med

known

183

89

70

347

229

503

337

642

255

664

429

477

53%

79%

65%

62%

68%

59%

56%

63%

78%

72%

55%

54%

-

-

-

52
6%

NMP

12

1

3%
Lime-

Her

stone
Res.

NMP

2

15

0.2%

2%

61

2

15

89

48

141

117

195

28

115

213

140

18%

2%

14%

16%

14%

17%

20%

19%

8%

12%

27%

16%

5

8

1%

1%

2

-

-

0.2%

50

-

6%
1

-

-
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Aggregate area

Chalk

Her

Res.

Prehist

Pala

Meso

Neo

e BA

m/l BA

IA

Ro

e Med

Med

Post-

Un-

med

known

77

22

22

116

55

189

133

156

43

119

103

136

22%

22%

20%

21%

16%

23%

22%

15%

13%

13%

13%

15%

-

2

7

3

8

11

27

2

24

36

17

2%

1%

1%

1%

2%

3%

0.6%

3%

4.6%

2%

107

559

335

849

599

1024

328

923

781

887

5

NMP

1%
5

Ironstone

1%
Total

348

113

Table 11: Overall number and percentage of sites per period for aggregate area

4.3.3

Aggregate area

Sand

and

Table 12 shows the overall percentage of sites from each period affected by the
different types of previous quarrying. Proportionally a larger amount of Palaeolithic
and Mesolithic material has been removed by all forms of quarrying which is
understandable given that quarrying is the activity most likely to lead to the discovery
of finds from this period. Within the sand and gravel areas, with the exception of the
later periods, the proportion of known sites removed is relatively consistent, from
between 11% to 19%. Limestone and chalk quarrying has removed relatively smaller
amounts of the known resource with the proportions rising in the ironstone areas.

Prehist

3.5%

Pala

30%

Meso

10%

Neo

18%

e BA

m/l BA

15.7%

17.7%

IA

18.6%

Ro

11%

e Med

13.7%

gravels

Me

Post-

Un-

d

med

known

1.6

1.2%

5%

1.9%

-

1.9%

2.2%

13.9

5.9%

%

Limestone

-

-

-

-

-

1%

-

4.6%

Chalk

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.5%

1.3%

Ironstone

-

-

100%

28.6

-

25%

-

18.5

%

%

3.6%

-

-

-

%

Table 12: Percentage of sites per period affected by past quarries
4.3.4

Table 13 shows the overall percentage of sites from each period affected by the
different types of current quarrying. Whilst the percentages are smaller, they are
relative to the percentages seen as being removed by previous quarries.
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Prehist

Aggregate area

Pala

Meso

Neo

e BA

m/l BA

IA

Ro

e Med

Med

Post-

Un-

med

known

Sand and gravels

1%

1%

5.7%

2.6%

3.9%

3.1%

5.3%

3%

3%

0.9%

0.9%

0.4%

Limestone

-

50%

13%

4.5%

8%

6%

7.7%

5%

14.3%

3.4%

1.4%

0.5%

Table 13: Percentage of sites per period affected by current quarries
4.3.5

Table’s 14-15 look at the number and percentage of sites within each of the aggregate
areas in relation of the area covered by each of the aggregate resource and the total
number of sites recorded by the HER, Reservoir and NMP. This allows an
understanding of the density of recorded sites across each of the resources in relation
to the rest of Oxfordshire (Table 16).

Aggregate Area

Area

HER

Reservoir NMP

Total

Sand and Gravel

475.22

3246

52

30

3328

Limestone

342.96

974

65

1

1040

Chalk

369.47

943

0

5

948

Ironstone

80.07

124

0

0

124

Total all aggregate areas

1267.72

5287

117

36

5440

Total County

2609

9424

179

181

9784

Table 14: Total Number of sites compared with aggregate areas (km squared)
Aggregate Area

Area

% of HER

% of

% of

% of

Reservoir NMP

Total

Sand and Gravel

475.22

34.44%

29.05%

16.57%

34.01%

Limestone

342.96

10.34%

36.31%

0.55%

10.63%

Chalk

369.47

10.01%

0

2.76%

9.69%

Ironstone

80.07

1.32%

0

0

1.27%

Total all aggregate areas

1267.72

56.10%

65.36%

19.89%

55.60%

Total County

2608

100%

100%

100%

100%

Table 15: Percentage of assets within aggregates areas
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4.3.6

Table’s 14-15 shows that the largest number and percentage of known sites are
recorded within the sand and gravel areas with the limestone and chalk having very
similar amounts, reflecting their similarities in character and resource area.

Aggregate Area

Area

% of HER

%

of %

of %

Reservoir NMP

Total

Sand and Gravel

475.22

6.83

0.11

0.06

7

Limestone

342.96

2.84

0.19

0

3.03

Chalk

369.47

2.55

0

5

7.55

Ironstone

80.07

1.55

0

0

1.55

Total all aggregate areas

1267.72

4.17

0.09

0.03

4.29

Total County

2608

3.61

0.07

0.07

3.75

of

Table 16: density (records per square km) of assets within aggregates areas
4.3.7

Table 16 shows a similar picture reflecting the very high density of sites within the
sand and gravels, for example nearly 7 sites on average within a square kilometre in
comparison to nearly 3 per km squares within the limestone, with slightly dense
levels on the chalk. This either reflects the true relative densities or the fact that sites
are more visible on the gravels and sands and are more likely to be identified by both
development and quarrying.

4.3.8

This analysis has been taken one step further by looking at the density of
archaeological sites by period of archaeological sites per period (Table 17) per 1km
square within each aggregate area.

Aggregate area Prehist Pala Meso Neo e BA m/l BA IA

Ro

e Med Med Post-med Un-known

Sand and
Gravel

0.41 0.19

0.15 0.73

0.48

1.06 0.71 1.36

0.54

1.4

0.9

1.14

Limestone

0.19 0.01

0.04 0.26

0.14

0.43 0.34 0.57

0.08 0.34

0.62

0.55

Chalk

0.22 0.06

0.06 0.31

0.15

0.51 0.36 0.42

0.12 0.32

0.28

0.37

Ironstone

0.06

0.02 0.09

0.04

0.1 0.14 0.34

0.02

0.45

0.21

0

0.3

Table 17: Density (records by 1km) of archaeological sites by period within each aggregate
area
4.3.9

This shows sites dating to the middle and late Bronze Age, Roman and medieval
periods are most prevalent per km squared on the sands and gravels, with a similar
pattern seen on the limestone, but also a relatively high density of Iron Age and Postmedieval sites. The chalk also has a reasonably high density of Neolithic and the
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ironstone only shows high densities of post-medieval, medieval and Roman with a
relative lack of density of sites from the earlier periods. Table 18 shows the numbers
and percentage of records for each period for each of the data sources.

Period

Total

% of

HER

% of

Reservoir % of

Number

total

records

HER

records

of records

records

Prehistoric (NDA)

348

6.40%

326

6.17%

Palaeolithic

113

2.08%

113

2.14%

Mesolithic

109

2.00%

109

2.06%

Neolithic

559

10.28%

559

10.57%

Early Bronze Age

335

6.16%

335

6.34%

Other Bronze Age

849

15.61%

841

15.91%

Iron Age

599

11.01%

598

11.31%

Roman

1024

18.82%

1020

19.29%

Early Medieval

328

6.03%

328

6.20%

Medieval

923

16.97%

922

17.44%

Post-medieval

781

14.36%

781

14.77%

Unknown

887

16.31%

770

14.56%

Records

NMP

Records

records

4.27%

8

6.84%

102

% of

Reservoir records

5

2

NMP

1.71%

87.18%

17

47.22%

1

2.78%

2

5.56%

1

2.78%

15

41.67%

Table 18: Number and percentage of sites per period and by record type
4.3.10 Table 19 shows the amounts of each individual aggregate resource which have been
affected by quarrying, showing that 18% of the overall ironstone resource has/is
being quarried, by the far the largest percentage. The limestone and sands and gravels
have had between 1-3% quarried, with chalk only having had 0.3% quarried.
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Total area of

Past

Current

quarries (sq. km)

Total aggregate

% of aggregate

area

area

Sand and gravel

2.47

5.65

475.22

1.7

Limestone

4.9

3.18

342.96

2.6

Chalk

1.21

0

369.47

0.3

Ironstone

12.93

0.85

80.07

18

Table 19: Total area of past and current quarries

4.4

Main areas of previous quarry activity where known archaeology lies

Sand and Gravel
4.4.1

In areas where known archaeological sites have been destroyed, the majority of large
scale quarrying for sand and gravel is associated with the river terrace deposits along
the Thames Valley to the north-west and south-west of Oxford; at Stanton Harcourt,
Cassington, Abingdon, Sutton Courtney/Appleford/Drayton and Dorchester. There
are smaller scale quarries along the Thames at Enslow, North Stoke and Benson in
the south of the County. River terrace deposits of the Evenlode have also been
exploited on a small scale basis, such as at Chadlington and on a large scale along the
Windrush Valley south of Witney. Right at the southern tip of the County lies the
large quarry at Caversham. Known archaeological sites have also been destroyed
during the excavation of borrow pits on the river terrace deposits along the M40 at
Milton Common. Less quarrying has been undertaken on areas of bedrock sand and
gravel. The largest concentration of quarries occurs to the east of Faringdon and more
limited areas at and near Cothill.

Limestone
4.4.2

The main areas of limestone quarrying are around Charlbury, at Slap Hill to the east
of Charlbury, Kirtlington near Tackley and at North Leigh in the north of the County.
Other areas include Woodperry near Beckley Lye Hill to the north of Wheatley, at
Cothill Manor to the west of Abingdon and Bowling Green Farm near Faringdon in
the south-west of the County.

Iron stone
4.4.3

The only area of ironstone quarrying in the County lies in the north, to the north-west
of Banbury, with archaeological sites found at the Shennington and Akerton quarries,
and a small area at Bloxham to the south of Banbury.
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Chalk
4.4.4

4.5

The main area of chalk extraction in the County is that associated with the cement
works to the south of Chinnor. There are isolated quarries in the south of the County;
to the north of Reading and south of Henley-on-Thames, to the south-east of
Watlington, to the north-east of Wallingford and to the south-west of Wantage.

Areas of current quarry concentrations where known archaeology lies

4.5.1

The main areas of limestone quarrying currently being worked within which
archaeology has been documented are at Bunkers Hill to the east of Woodstock and at
Shipton-on-Cherwell. There are a series of limestone quarries near Faringdon, which
have also produced soft sand, with further small-scale limestone quarrying at Hatford,
Shellington and Chinham.

4.5.2

Most of the current sand and gravel quarrying is concentrated in the Thames Valley
and includes large areas at Cassington, Upwood Park and Tubney Wood, a very large
area at Gill Mill with smaller areas at Stanton Harcourt, Thrupp Lane Abingdon and
Bridge Farm Sutton Courtney. There are also current quarries to the east of Faringdon
and at Duns Chew.

4.6

Results of historic map comparison

Sand and Gravel
4.6.1

The two areas selected for this comparison were Dorchester and Yarnton. In neither
of the areas chosen was any evidence for quarrying shown before the 1950s and all
the quarries shown on the historic maps lay within the areas already shown as
quarried on the GIS. This would suggest that the information on the GIS gives an
accurate picture of the loss of this resource.

4.6.2

However, within the study area for the Linch Hills and Watkins Farm ROMP (see
below), only some of the previously quarried areas seen on the current OS was
recorded on the GIS, which underestimated quarrying within the 1 km study area by c
60%. This suggests that there may be some areas where the GIS underestimates the
number of quarries.

Chalk
4.6.3

No chalk extraction was shown in the Chinnor area on the 1st Edition OS map.
Several small Chalk pits were marked on the subsequent maps, some across the
county boundary in Buckinghamshire. The 1922 OS map was the first to show work
within the area occupied by Chinnor Cement works quarry. Although there are
several chalk pits outside the Chinnor Cement Works quarry plotted on the GIS, their
combined extent would only represent c 25% of the area of the cement works. Chalk
extraction, even allowing for Chinnor, has never represented a major industry in
Oxfordshire.

Ironstone
4.6.4

At Alkerton the 1st Edition OS map did not show any quarrying and the 2nd and
1920s Editions only a few small sites. However, by the 1950s the situation was
radically different. Two large areas of ironstone quarry are shown to the east of
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Alkerton on the north side of the A422, both served by a mineral railway, which
continued eastwards to the north of Banbury. Another substantial quarry was also
marked at Hornton Hill Farm to the north-east of Hornton. By the 1970s there was a
substantial quarry east of Alkerton, on the west side of the current Alkerton quarry.
None of these areas have been identified as former quarries on the GIS. These results
suggest that the current mapping may represent an underestimate in the loss of the
resource by perhaps c 40%.
4.6.5

Further ironstone quarries at Great Tew and at Bloxham were checked with the
historic maps, both much smaller than the original selection. The Great Tew area is
constrained by its geology, and located on a fairly discrete outcrop of ironstone. A
number of small quarries were identified outside the area already plotted on the GIS.
Their combined area was in the order of one third of the area mapped on the GIS.

4.6.6

Around Bloxham historic maps show a series of small additional quarry areas, two of
which were adjacent to the area already mapped and both now within the built up area
of Bloxham. More significantly, to the east of Bloxham, there was a large ironstone
quarry seen on the maps from the 1900s to 1950s, north of the road to Milton. Like
the quarry already mapped on the GIS this was served by a railway line. Its area was
similar to that mapped on the GIS Bloxham quarry, suggesting a c 100%
underestimate in the loss of resource. The extent of quarrying in ironstone areas is
likely therefore to have been seriously under-recorded on the GIS.

Limestone
4.6.7

Two recorded limestone areas were assessed through the historic OS maps: at Little
Rollright and around the Whitehill and Burford quarries. In both instances a number
of small additional quarry sites were identified, but the combined areas would only
represent less than 25% of that already recorded.

4.6.8

A discrepancy was found for the limestone area at Stratton Audley during the analysis
of ROMPs (see below). From the OS map a large area of it appears to have been
quarried away, although no current or previous quarry has been identified on the GIS.
This suggests that the impact of the quarrying in the limestone areas may also be an
underestimation.
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5

THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE AGGREGATE PRODUCING AREAS

5.1
5.1.1

5.2

Introduction
The following sections discuss the archaeology of the aggregate producing areas of
the county in detail. The material is discussed chronologically, the significant points
of the resource are discussed and a research framework outlined for each period. The
sections within each period summary are not always the same as they differ to best
reflect the differences between the characteristics of each period.

Archaeological Background

5.2.1

The presence of the University at Oxford has meant that in Oxfordshire
archaeological investigation has a long history. Although there are relatively few
spectacular standing monuments, such as the Rollright Stones, one of the side-effects
of gravel extraction was a supply of artefacts. Early antiquarian interest into his
material included John Aubrey and Dr Plot in the 17th century and William Stukeley
in the 18th. During the 19th century regional and nationally important research was
carried out by Lukis, Dryden, Dawkins, Rolleston and Stephen Stone and this
continued through 20th century with archaeologists such as E.T Leeds, Major Allen,
W.F Grimes, Humphrey Case, Richard Atkinson and D.N Riley.

5.2.2

One of the distinctive features of archaeological investigation carried out in the
county is the large-scale, landscape-based approach developed as a response to the
large scale of gravel working in the Thames Valley. Much of this work has also been
threat-led, in response to threats of development and destruction, with relatively few
research-led projects having been undertaken. Indeed, the formation of the Oxford
Excavations Committee in the 1960s was direct in response to destruction of sites
through gravel extraction. The Oxford City and County Museum, founded in 1965,
took over the role of co-ordinating this work, but the first long-term excavation policy
was formulated by the independent Upper Thames Archaeological Committee,
although his was largely unsuccessful. The increase in archaeological activity (and
the proliferation of Archaeological Excavation Committees) in the early 1970s led to
the establishment of the first independent, county-based archaeological unit, the
Oxfordshire Archaeological Unit (OAU), in 1973. The role of the unit was to
formulate policies and undertake excavation within the whole of the county, replacing
the piecemeal and uncoordinated approach which previously existed.

5.2.3

OAU carried out survey work in the Upper Thames Valley, partly in response to the
Royal Commission on Historical Monuments survey of the river gravels of England:
A Matter of Time (RCHME 1960). An initial survey was published in 1974 (Benson
and Miles 1974), with the summers of 1975 and 1976 being particularly productive,
increasing the known cropmark sites on the gravels by 30%. Further survey was
carried out by the Royal Commission on Historical Monuments, as one of the four
pilot studies for the National Mapping Programme (NMP). The area surveyed
covered the Thames from its source in Gloucestershire to the western outskirts of
London (Fenner and Dyer n.d) and discovered new sites, some located within sites
which were already known. The report suggested areas for future research which
included Neolithic funerary monuments, prehistoric and Roman settlement, Iron Age
defended sites, field systems and pentagonal enclosures.
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5.2.4

The OAU became Oxford Archaeology (OA) in 2002 and continues to produce
syntheses and surveys of the aggregate producing areas, in addition to bringing
backlog sites to publication. An ongoing monograph series Thames Valley
Landscapes is concerned with the reporting of excavations within the Thames Valley,
whilst the Thames Through Time, funded by the ALSF through EH, covers the whole
stretch of the river from the Palaeolithic to the modern period in four volumes
(Morigi et al. 2011, Booth et al. 2007; OA forthcoming, Lambrick and Robinson
2009).

5.2.5

Oxfordshire is covered by the journal Oxoniensia, published annually and South
Midlands Archaeology serves as a useful source of short reports and in particular of
accounts of work in progress. A number of the key excavations of the 1970s were
published by the CBA (Parrington 1978; Lambrick and Robinson 1979; Miles 1986),
while other sites have been published as British Archaeological Reports and in
national journals.

5.2.6

The county of Oxfordshire falls within the Solent Thames archaeological research
framework area and draft resource assessments and research frameworks have been
prepared
for
this
region,
available
here:
http://thehumanjourney.net/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=432&Ite
mid=225

5.2.7

Whilst archaeological attention has understandably focussed on the salvage of sites
before gravel extraction, this had led to a bias in fieldwork and understanding of other
areas. Outside the Thames Valley and river gravel areas considered here, the
archaeology of the ironstone is perhaps the least well understood, especially in
comparison to the neighbouring Cotswold limestone and Corallian ridge. Both of
these areas have relatively low levels of archaeological intervention, however, with
only a total of 17 records from within previous quarry sites on the limestone and 19
from the ironstone. In contrast, the chalk study area has a high number of upstanding
earthworks, but archaeological research has not been extensive here, with the
exception of excavations at White Horse Hill (Miles et al. 2003) and Waylands
Smithy (Atkinson 1965).

5.2.8

Whilst the majority of sites on the gravel terraces are known from cropmarks, the
characterisation of such sites is poor, reflecting difficulties and uncertainties in
assigning date and function based on cropmark evidence alone. There remains the
need to incorporate the results of the Upper Thames NMP survey within the HER and
for an analysis of this material in the light of discoveries and new thinking since it
was collected. Further flying and photography also has the potential to reveal new
sites and add detail to those already known, but alluvium can also mask some of the
evidence and the development of different kinds of prospection may have potential to
identify sites in these areas.

5.3
5.3.1

The Palaeolithic (c 500,000 – 9,500 cal BC)
Oxfordshire lies close to the limits of Palaeolithic occupation and, as a result of the
climatic fluctuations which characterised the Pleistocene, hominid presence in the
county must have been intermittent. It is also characterised by marked differences in
the availability of lithic resources. This variation is to some extent reflected in the
distribution of artefacts and must have exerted some influenced on hominid
behaviour. Although the Palaeolithic evidence from the county is not exceptionally
rich, these circumstances give it a particular interest.
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5.3.2

The majority of the Palaeolithic finds from the county are from the Lower/Middle
Palaeolithic. Upper Palaeolithic finds are rare, but include the important assemblage
from Gatehampton (Allen 1995). Most finds are from the gravels, and many are from
secondary contexts. Although a number of finds from below the gravels may not have
moved far, no truly in situ sites are known.

5.3.3

Roe (1968) lists a total of 85 individual sites of Lower and Middle Palaeolithic date
from Oxfordshire, while the HER records a total of 103 of Palaeolithic date from the
study areas considered here (Figure 4). The finds are predominantly from the river
gravels, although there are 36 findspots from the chalk area; there are no finds from
the ironstone study area and a single find from the limestone study area: a handaxe
from Bunkers Hill, Woodstock (PRN 3837). A number of Palaeolithic findspots are
recorded within the city of Oxford and are not considered here, but the main
concentrations of Palaeolithic records are from the gravels of the Thames Valley in
the vicinity of Reading and the area of gravel between Abingdon and Wallingford.
The Hanborough Gravel Formation, the oldest of the limestone terrace gravels of the
Upper Thames, has produced a single isolated handaxe, from Duke’s Pit at
Hanborough itself.

5.3.4

The Wolvercote Channel, located approximately 3 km to the north of Oxford, on the
west bank of the river Thames and north of its confluence with the river Cherwell, has
produced over 50 flint and 10 quartzite handaxes in association with manufacturing
flakes and palaeoenvironmental remains (Sandford 1924; Tyldesley 1986a). The
forms of the handaxes vary and have been assigned to various sub-groups (Tyldesley
1986b; White 1998; Ashton 2001) but are of a distinctive ‘Wolvercote’ shape. Little
modern work has been carried out on the molluscan, mammalian and plant
macrofossil remains from the site (Bell 1894a, Bell 1894b, Bell 1904, Pocock 1908,
Sandford 1924, Sandford 1926, Arkell 1947) but they contain straight-tusked
elephant, Ursus sp. (undetermined bear), horse, Stephanorhinus hemitoechus (narrownosed rhinoceros), red deer, aurochs and possible bison (Schreve 1997) and are
considered to reflect temperate but cooling conditions towards the end of an
interglacial. Plant macrofossils (Bell 1894a; Duigan 1956) and beetle remains (Blair
1923) from a thin peat within the channel suggest a transition from cold conditions at
the base of the channel to cool-temperate conditions higher up, based upon the
occurrence of the arctic-alpine hoary whitlowgrass Draba incana (Duigan 1956), the
northern weevil Notaris aethiops and mosses of cold climate affinities (Bell 1904).
The cooling climatic conditions were also reflected in sparse pollen assemblages from
a laminated silty clay at the top of the channel, which show a transition from pinedominated forest to open conditions.

5.3.5

At Dix Pit, Stanton Harcourt, a highly organic deposit within an interglacial channel
has produced major floral and faunal collections. Systematic investigations carried
out at the site in the 1990s yielded large collections of mammalian material (Briggs
and Gilbertson 1980; Briggs et al. 1985; Bridgland 1994; Buckingham et al. 1996),
dominated by a late form of mammoth, bison, horse and straight-tusked elephant,
with small numbers of brown bear, red deer and lion. Pollen from the channel were
poorly preserved, although 30 taxa have been recorded, consisting mainly of aquatic
and waterside plants (Buckingham et al. 1996). Fish remains have also been
recovered from the channel, including stickleback, pike, perch and eel (Buckingham
et al. 1996), together with specimens of frog and bird. Pollen from terrestrial species
included Alnus sp. (alder), Betula sp. (birch), Pinus sp. (pine), Prunus sp.
(blackthorn) and Sambucus sp. (elder), with other species, such as Quercus sp. (oak),
indicated by abundant pieces of wood. The predominant environment was, however,
herb-rich grassland: the molluscs from the channel indicate the presence of fresh
water and an absence of dense forest in the vicinity, with few shade-loving species of
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Coleoptera present. Both the mollusc and the insect fauna suggest warm conditions at
the time of deposition.
5.3.6

The archaeology was less rich than the palaeoenvironmental material, but includes
eleven handaxes, a Levallois-like core and two chopping tools (Buckingham et al.
1996; Scott and Buckingham, 2001) and at least some of these may be contemporary
with the channel deposits.

5.3.7

A much larger collection of artefacts is known from the sites of Berinsfield near
Dorchester-on-Thames and Gravelly Guy/Smith’s Pit, Stanton Harcourt (MacRae
1982, 1991). At Stanton Harcourt a total of 99 artefacts of both flint and quartzite,
including handaxes, chopping tools and cleavers, have been collected, but these are
water-worn and are likely to originate from eroded older landsurfaces (Hardaker
2001; Scott and Buckingham 2001). This may also be the case at Mount Farm Pit and
Queensford Pit at Berinsfield (MacRae 1982; Lee 2001), where over 200 artefacts of
both flint and quartzite are recorded. These are mostly abraded and frost damaged
handaxes, but some flakes (including handaxe thinning flakes) and two Levallois
cores and seven Levallois flakes were also recovered.

5.3.8

Eynsham Station Pit near Oxford is probably the best known locality for Ipswichian
finds in the county. Mammoth teeth have been reported from the base of the Eynsham
pit sequence, with ‘the very common occurrence of Hippopotamus’ in the overlying
gravels (Sandford 1924, 140). Other sites yielding finds of this date include Wytham,
Iffley, Abingdon, Dorchester and Radley (Sandford, 1924, 1925; Briggs et al. 1985).

5.3.9

At Cassington, Hardaker (2001) reported eight flint, 92 quartzite and one andesite
artefacts, whose condition suggested that they are derived from earlier deposits.
Pollen profiles indicate abundant Pinus sp. (pine), with Picea sp. (spruce) and Abies
sp. (silver fir) and smaller numbers of oak. Grasses and sedges are also well
represented and the overall picture of the vegetation is one of open woodland. The
large mammalian assemblage from the site is composed almost exclusively of bison
and reindeer, with a single individual each of wolf and brown bear.

5.3.10 Late Middle Palaeolithic bout coupé handaxes are recorded from Radley, Tuckwell’s
Pit and Abingdon, with roughly 10% of the national total of this type of artefact
recorded from the Upper and Middle Thames.
5.3.11 Currently the only Creswellian-stage late Upper Palaeolithic find from the Thames
Valley is a Cheddar point, found with an end scraper in redeposited contexts at
Mingies Ditch, Oxfordshire (Barton 1993). The end scraper may be a Final Upper
Palaeolithic implement. There is no sign of use on the point, but the end scraper
appears to have been deliberately snapped.
5.3.12 At present there are only a few diagnostic artefacts of Final Upper Palaeolithic date
from the Thames Valley, most of which have come from gravel extraction sites. A
curve-backed and penknife point and an opposed platform blade core are recorded
from Hardwick Pit, Hardwick-with-Yelford (Terry Hardaker pers. comm.), and a
curve-backed point, a blade end-scraper and a core were also discovered during the
Drayton Cursus excavations (Barclay et al. 2003, 126-7, figs 4.11-12). Final Upper
Palaeolithic ‘Long-blade’ assemblages are recorded from a total of 28 localities in
south-eastern England, with the site at Gatehampton Farm, Goring producing an
assemblage of these long blades interpreted by Barton (1995) as a kill/butchery site.
5.3.13 Several sites have produced high numbers of handaxes, but these generally have poor
contextual data. The site at Highlands Farm, to the west of Henley, is located on river
terrace deposits, but is poorly understood. Roe (1968) records ‘well over 3000’ flakes
and over 250 handaxes from the site, but the finds are dispersed with many known to
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be in private collections. Finds from Shiplake Crossroads, to the south of Henley,
include 48 handaxes, although the exact context of these finds is not known and a
total of 91 handaxes are recorded from Keylands, Sonning Common. On the county
boundary, at Farthingworth Green to the north of Caversham, a total of 70 handaxes
are recorded from Talbot’s Pit.
5.3.14 The findspots from the chalk are less well known, and occur exclusively in the southeastern part of the county. Finds include handaxes from Upperton, Woodcote,
Cucumber Wood, Emmer Green, and to the north-west of Henley. Two handaxes are
recorded from Care End and a further two from Kidmore End (Roe 1968 and data
from HER). A series of lithic scatters which include material identified as Palaeolithic
have been recorded from the area to the east of Wallingford, from Henley and from
Peppard Common, but it is not certain how much, if any, Palaeolithic material these
contained. The sites on the chalk are in the same general area as those from river
terrace deposits and probably relate to the exploitation of the wider landscape within
this region.
5.3.15 Given that there are no truly in situ sites in the county, it is difficult to assert that any
of the Palaeolithic material is of national significance. A number of particular finds
are, however, worth singling out as of special, certainly regional significance.
Hardaker’s long running work at Cassington has provided very detailed information
on the context of the artefacts, which is of regional significance in terms of our
understanding of the stratigraphic distribution of artefacts. The Highlands Farm site
is perhaps worth singling out on the basis of the large numbers of artefacts which
have been recovered. The relatively rich and well-researched environmental evidence
and artefacts from the Wolvercote Channel and from Dix Pit, Stanton Harcourt,
should also be regarded as being of regional significance. Given the general scarcity
of finds, the assemblage from Gatehampton Farm should be regarded as of regional
significance for the Final Upper Palaeolithic.

The effects of quarrying
5.3.16 There are 28 entries on the GIS for the Palaeolithic period which have been destroyed
either by previous or current sand and gravel quarrying out of a total of 89 entries
within this aggregate area. This means that 30% of the known Palaeolithic resource
within the sand and gravel has been destroyed by previous quarrying and 1% from
current quarrying. Quarrying within the other aggregate areas has not affected known
Palaeolithic sites.

Research Agenda
5.3.17 Hardaker (2004) has noted that Palaeolithic material occurs at the base of gravel
deposits or within the gravel stratigraphy. As such, archaeological survey prior to
development or gravel extraction will not yield Palaeolithic archaeology, because it is
generally not found on the surface. It is therefore desirable for a watching brief to be
kept as excavation proceeds, especially where commercial gravel extraction occurs.
5.3.18 A full assessment of the materials held in local museums is clearly needed in order to
verify the density of finds from sites such as Highlands Farm and Shiplake
Crossroads. Limited recent analysis of material held by the Ashmolean Museum has
identified late Upper Palaeolithic material within the collections and further work has
been recommended (Hey and Roberts n.d).
5.3.19 Work is also needed on lithic raw materials: Oxfordshire lies at the edge of the
distribution of flint and the extent to which this was used in comparison to other
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materials is a key question. The landscape context of fieldwalking and surface finds
also needs to be considered: to what extent were different areas exploited and what
does this represent? How does the fauna differ between areas such as the chalk,
limestone and river terraces?
5.3.20 Further work needs to be undertaken on the Wolvercote Channel, not least in relocating it and assessing its extent and potential for preservation of further
Palaeolithic material. Hardaker (n.d) has recommended that detailed study of gravel
pits with Devensian material should be undertaken in order to assess the distribution
of quartzite clasts on the bedrock surface, their relationship with the microtopography, and their association or otherwise with artefacts, with the objective of
testing the theory that these surfaces are ‘lag’ deposits possibly of pre-MIS 6 age.
5.4

The Mesolithic (c 9500 - 4000 cal BC)

Introduction
5.4.1

The Mesolithic in Oxfordshire has been the subject of several reviews over the past
few decades (eg Case 1952-3; Case 1986; Hey 2011). Of particular importance here
are the reviews produced for the Thames Solent Research Framework (Hey and Allen
2010) and the recent synthesis by Hey (2011).

5.4.2

The Mesolithic evidence from Oxfordshire is not rich. Of the sites recorded in the
HER data 66% are classified as findspots, a further 19% as artefacts scatters
(including artefacts scatters of mixed date) and 14% as finds from sites predominantly
related to activity to other periods. Only one site is given a more specific
classification: the ‘kill site’ at Gatehampton Farm (Allen 1995).

Variation in the quality of evidence
5.4.3

This summary of the HER data does not, however, provide a very clear indication of
the variation in the quality of the data recovered. The large assemblage of 6664 pieces
of predominantly early Mesolithic flint from excavations at Tubney (Bradley and Hey
1993), for example, is classified as a flint scatter alongside other, much smaller and
less systematically collected assemblages. The most important recent excavation of a
Mesolithic site in Oxfordshire, that at Windmill Hill, Nettlebed (Boismier and
Mepham 1995) is not recorded in the HER data (although a small cluster of findspots
around Nettlebed is), nor is the assemblage from Ascott-under-Wychwood (Benson
and Whittle 2006). Mesolithic artefacts are also quite frequently recovered from
residual contexts during the excavation of later sites (eg Oxford Castle; Poore and
Norton 2009), and such finds may well be under-represented in the HER data.

5.4.4

Nonetheless, the overall impression given by the HER data of the quality of the data
is correct. Most of the evidence has been recovered as stray finds, for fieldwalking or
from topsoil or residual contexts during the excavation of later sites. There have been
very few recent excavations targeted specifically at the recovery of Mesolithic finds.
Of the few recent excavations, the large assemblage at Tubney was not in situ
although the survival of clusters of finds suggest that it had not been badly disturbed
(Bradley and Hey 1993). At Windmill Hill, Nettlebed, analysis of the distribution of
the large assemblage (6359 pieces) of late Mesolithic flint suggested that, although
post-depositional disturbance had been very limited, the repeated occupation of the
site had led to distinct activity areas becoming blurred into each other (Boismier and
Mepham 1995). Of the remaining significant assemblages (eg Gravelly Guy
(Lambrick and Allen 2004; Rollright (Lambrick and Ambers 1988); Drayton (Barclay
et al. 2003); Gatehampton Farm (Allen 1995); Ascott-under-Wychwood (Benson and
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Whittle 2006); Oxford Castle (Poore and Norton 2009); Lock Crescent, Kidlington
(Booth 1997) most come from residual or topsoil contexts.

Issues in the interpretation of the evidence
5.4.5

The interpretation of what evidence is available is problematic for several reasons.
The first involves chronology. The Mesolithic covers a period of around 4500 years
(c 9500 cal BC to 4000 cal BC), but it is impossible to date much of the material with
any precision. Indeed, much can only be classified as Mesolithic. While broad
distinctions between early and late Mesolithic assemblages can sometimes be made, it
is often difficult to distinguish late Mesolithic and early Neolithic assemblages (a
distinction which is of particular significance given the potential importance of the
late Mesolithic to our understanding of the beginning of the Neolithic). More precise
dating is dependent upon lithic typologies, and thus the recovery of a limited range of
chronologically diagnostic types (such as microliths).

5.4.6

The second problem is posed by the lack of any finds beyond lithics. This reflects, of
course, the character of the contexts (disturbed, secondary or from the topsoil) from
which the material has been recovered. Even at Windmill Hill no material other than
lithics was recovered (Boismier and Mepham 1995). As a result of the absence of any
other associated material, the interpretation of the character of sites such as Windmill
Hill and Tubney is based entirely upon the character of the lithics.

5.4.7

The evidence for the merging of activity areas at Windmill Hill (ibid) underlines a
further major issue which affects the interpretation of surface flint scatters even more
strongly. It is unclear whether such scatters represent palimpsests, built up as the
result of repeated visits, potentially at very different dates and of very different
character, or single phases of activity. Because of interpretative difficulties such as
these, general inferences about the character of Mesolithic settlement and subsistence
have relied primarily upon the location of sites in the landscape (eg Holgate 1988a;
Hey 2011).

The distribution of sites
5.4.8

Despite the limitations of the HER data discussed above (Section 1), it does appear to
provide a reasonable accurate overall picture of the distribution of Mesolithic material
as it is currently known. The majority of sites (of all kinds) lie on the river gravels
(70/107), but there are also appreciable numbers on the chalk (22) and the limestone
(15). Only two sites, however, are recorded on the ironstone. Mesolithic sites are
plotted on figure 5.

5.4.9

Within these broad groupings, it is worth singling out certain more specific features
of the distribution.

5.4.10 The sites along the river terraces lie largely along the Thames, although there are also
sites along the Windrush and one findspot near the Ray by Otmoor. There are,
however, a number of more or less distinct clusters along the Thames at
Radley/Abingdon, Drayton/Sutton Courtenay and Long Wittenham, as well as a more
diffuse group between Wallingford and Goring, and in particular between North
Stoke and South Stoke. To some extent these groupings correspond to locations
where archaeological fieldwork (and survey in the case of the North Stoke-South
Stoke group: Ford 1987). These foci in turn largely correspond to the locations of
extensive quarrying (at Radley/Abingdon and Drayton/Sutton Courtenay). The
absence of findspots around Dorchester-on-Thames is, however, noticeable.
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5.4.11 Further upstream along the Thames the pattern is more striking. There are only a few
findspots along the Thames upstream of Abingdon: at Oxford, Yarnton/Cassington
(where the number of finds may be under-represented in the HER data), and at
Eynsham and Stanton Harcourt (again perhaps reflecting in part the location of
concentrations of archaeological fieldwork and quarrying). No findspots are recorded
upstream of Stanton Harcourt. This may simply reflect the limited extent of
archaeological fieldwork along this part of the Thames. There is, however, a very
noticeable concentration of Mesolithic sites along the Corallian ridge - especially at
Tubney and around Kingston Bagpuize, but extending also to the west of Faringdon which runs parallel to the Thames. Many of these sites are situated along the northern
edge of the Corallian ridge, and it has been argued that they were sited in locations
which allowed a variety of environments to be exploited (Hey 2011). These
environments would presumably have included the river valley itself, suggesting that
the absence of findspots from the valley reflects an absence of fieldwork rather than
of Mesolithic activity.
5.4.12 A further striking feature of the distribution is the contrast between the Chilterns,
where another concentration of findspots including Nettlebed (Boismier and Mepham
1995) occurs, and the Berkshire Downs where only one lithic scatters is recorded. It is
more difficult to argue that this contrast reflects differences in the extent of
archaeological fieldwork in the two areas. The scarcity of finds on the Berkshire
Downs is, however, matched by a similar scarcity in the Vale of the White Horse
(Hearne 2000).
5.4.13 Although a number of sites, including Ascott-under-Wychwood (Benson and Whittle
2006) and Rollright (Lambrick and Ambers 1988), are known on the Cotswolds
limestone, the overall density is low (c 1 site/40 km2), and most of the sites lie close
to the various tributaries of the Thames. Although only two sites are recorded on the
ironstone, the overall density of sites in this area is, in fact, comparable to that on the
limestone.
5.4.14 It is likely that the territories exploited in the Mesolithic were large. It is also quite
likely that patterns of exploitation varied considerably seasonally (for example,
aggregations of population over the winter are typical of hunter-gatherer populations
in colder climates in the northern hemisphere). Given the variation in the quantities
and composition of the assemblages in the HER, and the problems of interpreting
those assemblages discussed above, it is difficult to assess the degree to which
variation in the numbers and densities of sites might be related to differences in the
intensity of exploitation or of overall population in different areas. It is possible, for
example, that exploitation of the valleys was more intensive than that of the upland
areas. The relative densities of sites in the HER data would, in that case, accurately
(albeit no doubt very partially) reflect patterns of Mesolithic exploitation. It could,
however, be pointed out in relation to this suggestion that the largest assemblages
have all been recovered from ‘upland’ contexts (the Chilterns, represented by
Nettlebed and the Corallian ridge, represented by Tubney; the Cotswolds represented
by Ascott-under-Wychwood and Rollright). This might be taken to indicate either
more intensive exploitation of, or a greater degree of aggregation in, these areas. This
contrast, between upland and valley contexts, is, however, likely to reflect the
different post-depositional processes which have affected the two zones: more or less
in situ scatters on the limestone and chalk may well correspond to ploughed out flint
scatters on the river terraces.
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The significance of the Mesolithic evidence in Oxfordshire
5.4.15 Given the lack of undisturbed, in situ material, and of associated organic remains
(bone artefacts, other animal bone, plant remains and charcoal), none of the
Mesolithic sites in Oxfordshire can be regarded as of national significance.
Nonetheless, given that apart from the exceptional Kennet Valley sites, the Mesolithic
is not well-represented regionally, the least disturbed, large assemblages such as those
at Nettlebed and Tubney, are certainly of regional significance, providing the best
opportunity to examine the likely range of activities and, to varying extends, the issue
of whether sites were re-occupied. In the absence of richer evidence, our
understanding of Mesolithic settlement is still, however, based primarily upon the
overall distribution of sites. The remaining flint scatters and findspots can only be
regarded as of local significance. However, because of the significance of the
information they provide for the distribution of Mesolithic activity, they are of greater
significance than their rather poor quality might otherwise suggest.

The effects of quarrying
5.4.16 There are 11 entries on the GIS for the Mesolithic period which have been destroyed
either by previous or current sand and gravel quarrying out of a total of 70 entries
within this aggregate area. This means that 10% of the known Mesolithic resource
within the sand and gravel has been destroyed by previous quarrying and 5.7% from
current quarrying.
5.4.17 There are 2 entries on the GIS for the Mesolithic period which have been destroyed
either by previous or current limestone quarrying out of a total of 15 entries within
this aggregate area. This means that 13% of the known Mesolithic resource within the
sand and gravel has been destroyed by current quarrying.
5.4.18 There are 2 entries on the GIS for the Mesolithic period which have been destroyed
either by previous or current ironstone quarrying out of a total of 2 entries within this
aggregate area. This means that 100% of the known Mesolithic resource within the
sand and gravel has been destroyed by previous quarrying.
5.4.19 Given the overall higher density of Mesolithic sites in the river valleys, and the extent to which they have been and are being quarried, it is not surprising that the
majority of sites which have been affected by previous and current quarrying lie on
the sands and gravels. Sites in the other aggregate areas have, however, also been
affected. These consist of one findspot to the east of Banbury in the ironstone area
and one site on the limestone.

Research priorities
5.4.20 Given the absence of in situ assemblages with associated organic material, the
recovery of such assemblages must be regarded as a high priority. Depending upon
the degree of disturbance and preservation, such sites would potentially be of national
significance, and would be certainly be of outstanding regional significance. Hey and
Allen have suggested that investigating the extent to which Mesolithic sites are
preserved beneath alluvium and colluvium should be a research priority, and this
might contribute to the identification of well preserved, in situ Mesolithic sites (Hey
and Allen 2010). More generally, they also highlight the potential of predictive
modelling in locating sites and modelling the way in which the landscape was
exploited.
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5.4.21 It is impossible, at present, to say that one zone is of more significance than any other
in terms of research priorities. It is however, perhaps worth noting that while the
limestone and chalk may be under-represented overall, the most significant class of
large, little disturbed assemblages is probably under-represented on the river terraces.
Given the quantities of evidence available at present, any large assemblage with a
reasonable degree of integrity, would be of regional importance. Hey and Allen have
also pointed out that the more widespread application of microwear analysis would
provide greater insights into the character of the activities represented at such sites
(Hey and Allen 2010).
5.4.22 It is worth noting the major gaps in our understanding of the Mesolithic, if only to
underline the potential significance of any relevant evidence. As is true in many other
regions, human remains are completely unknown. Given the significance of isotope
analyses of human remains for our understanding of changes in subsistence between
the Mesolithic and Neolithic (eg Richards et al. 2003), any such find would be
national significance. There is no clear evidence for any form of ritual activity in the
Mesolithic, and the Mesolithic is thus still viewed primarily in terms of subsistence
strategies. Similarly, there is no evidence for any Mesolithic structures or other
evidence, which might add a more social dimension to our understanding of the
period.
5.4.23 As has been highlighted above, chronology remains a major stumbling block in the
interpretation of much of the evidence, and although much of the material may never
be susceptible to closer dating, better chronological definition would be an important
advance. Hey and Allen suggest that a re-assessment of Mesolithic finds could
contribute to fulfilling this research aim (Hey and Allen 2010).
5.4.24 Given that much interpretation of the Mesolithic is still based upon the overall
distribution of scatters and findspots, such evidence clearly remains of considerable
importance. This implies that efforts are focused upon collecting this evidence, much
of which lies in the ploughzone, through fieldwalking. It is also important, as Hey and
Allen stress (Hey and Allen 2010), to understand the biases in the distribution of this
data.
5.5

The Neolithic and early Bronze Age (c 4000 - 1700 cal BC)

Introduction
5.5.1

The periods covered in this section have been the subject of numerous reviews in the
past few decades (eg Case and Whittle 1982; Case 1986; Barclay et al. 1996; Hey and
Barclay 2007; Hey, Barclay, Bradley and Garwood 2011). Again, of particular
importance for this section are the review carried out for the Thames Solent Research
Framework (Bradley et al. 2010) and the recent synthesis by Hey, Barclay, Bradley
and Garwood in (Morigi et al. 2011).

5.5.2

In contrast to the Mesolithic, the evidence for the Neolithic in Oxfordshire is rich, and
has benefited from a long history of research, due in large part of the presence of the
University of Oxford. This research has been marked particularly by two features.
The first is that much of it has been influenced by quarrying (eg Leeds 1934a;
Atkinson et al. 1951; Case and Whittle 1982). The second is that aerial photography,
which was focused primarily upon the river gravels, has played a prominent role
(Allen et al. 1984). While both of these factors could be seen as introducing a bias
towards the gravels which has been further exaggerated by more recent developmentled archaeology, in the case of the Neolithic and early Bronze Age it also provides a
useful counterbalance to the bias towards standing monuments which affects some
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regions in these periods. In Oxfordshire, such monuments consist largely (although
not entirely) of barrows and cairns on the chalk and limestone. Neolithic/early Bronze
Age sites are plotted on figure 6.

Quarrying and the foci of Neolithic research
5.5.3

The importance of quarrying on the gravel terraces in determining the location of
extent of fieldwork has, however, also introduced other biases. The distribution of
Neolithic sites in the HER data shows clear concentrations of sites in the areas which
have been the focus for the most extensive quarrying, in the lower Windrush,
especially around Stanton Harcourt and Standlake, around Drayton and Sutton
Courtenay and a Dorchester-on-Thames. The cluster around Radley is due more to
the expansion of housing, although quarrying has also played a role (Case and Whittle
1982; Barclay and Halpin 1999), and the cluster around North Stoke appears to reflect
the high numbers of records resulting from Ford’s survey in this area (Ford 1987).
These foci of research also correspond to some of the major concentrations of
monuments (at Dorchester-on-Thames: Atkinson et al. 1951; Whittle et al. 1992; and
Stanton Harcourt: Barclay et al. 1995 in particular), and a high level of fieldwork
would, perhaps, be expected in these areas anyway. The Thames above Standlake
also contains important concentrations of monuments (causewayed enclosures in
particular) but has been subject to only limited quarrying and excavation.

The distribution of monuments: general comments
5.5.4

The Neolithic record of Oxfordshire is dominated by sequences of different forms of
monuments - long cairns and barrows, mortuary enclosures, oval barrows and other
small funerary monuments, causewayed enclosures, cursus monuments, and henges which are common to many other regions of southern England. The large numbers of
causewayed enclosures (Oswald et al. 2001) and cursus monuments (Barclay et al.
2003; Barclay and Harding 1999), as well as the major henge monuments, are
particularly noteworthy, although some of the smaller monuments, such as those at
Barrow Hills, Radley (Barclay and Halpin 1999) and Dorchester-on-Thames
(Atkinson et al. 1951; Whittle et al. 1992) have also been widely discussed.

5.5.5

The distributions of most of these monument types fall into two quite clear patterns.
The largest communal monuments - causewayed enclosures, cursus monuments and
henges - lie almost entirely on the river gravels. The two notable exceptions to this
pattern are the Westwell henge (Atkinson 1949) and the Rollright Stones stone circle
(Lambrick and Ambers 1988) both of which lie on the limestone. In contrast, most of
the smaller, perhaps more clearly burial-related monuments - long mounds and cairns
and ring ditches - have wider distributions, encompassing all of the aggregate areas.
The case for a range of smaller, generally earlier Neolithic monuments, consisting of
oval barrows, ring ditches and other kinds of sites, is less clear. Many of these sites
are situated on the river gravels, but it is possible that this distribution is misleading.
Wayland’s Smithy 1 (Atkinson 1965; Whittle 1991), for example, situated on the
chalk, could be seen as an upland equivalent of some of these valley structures. It is
possible that the distribution of the smaller monuments reflects the fact that they have
been more widely recognised on the gravels as a result of the greater focus of aerial
photography and of extensive, open-area excavation in that zone.
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The domestic landscape
5.5.6

The extensive open-area excavations on the gravel terraces are also responsible for
another feature of the Neolithic archaeological record in Oxfordshire, elements of the
domestic Neolithic landscape, which are in some areas quite well known. In contrast
to the monuments discussed above, this landscape consists of pits, artefact scatters
and a few structures. Our knowledge of this landscape is largely due to the extensive
areas opened up in response to quarrying. Leeds’ work at Sutton Courtenay provides
an early example (Leeds 1924; Leeds 1934a; Leeds 1934b), but the most striking
results have been achieved at Yarnton which boasts several post-built structures rectangular and circular early Neolithic structures, a subrectangular late Neolithic
‘house’ and a circular early Bronze Age ‘house’ (Hey in prep.). Pits and tree-throw
holes containing Neolithic finds, if not comparable structures, are known at a number
of other sites on the gravels, but similar evidence on the other aggregate areas is much
less extensive.

The scarcity of Neolithic sites on the ironstone
5.5.7

The remainder of this section will briefly review the Neolithic and early Bronze Age
evidence category by category. One final, more general comment should, however, be
made. While a range of Neolithic sites are quite well-represented on the chalk, the
river gravels and the limestone, only 7 Neolithic sites (of a total of 559) are recorded
on the ironstone, and of these 4 consist of stray finds (axes and other lithics). The
remaining 3 sites consist of a long barrow between Bloxham and Milton, a pit to the
south of Banbury and an unspecified, possibly Neolithic cropmark to the north of
Adderbury. The reasons for the low density of sites in this area may be complex, but
an absence of upstanding monuments and the limited extent of recent quarrying (and
perhaps lack of investigation in the case of earlier quarrying which other areas of
Oxfordshire received) are probably contributing factors.

Early Neolithic monuments
Portal dolmens
5.5.8

The earliest burial monuments in Oxfordshire may be portal dolmens (Barclay 1997),
three or four examples and possible examples of which are known, including the
Whispering Knights (Lambrick and Ambers 1988) and the Hoar Stone at Enstone.
Despite limited excavation at the Whispering Knights (ibid) and at similar sites in
Gloucestershire (Darvill 2004), their date remains uncertain. All of them lie on the
Cotswold limestone. Quarrying in this area has been limited and has not affected
these monuments.

5.5.9

Given our limited knowledge of this class of sites, their potential significance in the
sequence of burial monuments, and the evidence for wider relationships they provide,
they should be regarded as of regional significance and, is any well-preserved
example were to be found, potentially of national significance.
Long mounds and cairns

5.5.10 The HER data records 28 long mounds and probable long mounds in Oxfordshire.
These sites are quite evenly distributed between three of the aggregate areas: the
limestone (39%), river gravels (32%), and the chalk (21%). Only one example is,
however, known in the ironstone.
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5.5.11 Oxfordshire can be seen as lying between two major concentrations of CotswoldSevern monuments, and the mounds can thus be divided into three groups.
5.5.12 The first group consists of long cairns on the Cotswold limestone (Darvill 1982;
Darvill 2004), the south-eastern edge of which extends into Oxfordshire. Of the
examples in Oxfordshire, the most important excavations were those at Ascott-underWychwood (Benson and Whittle 2006), but a number of other important excavations
of sites in this group have taken place in Gloucestershire (eg Saville 1990).
5.5.13 To the south, the Oxfordshire long mounds and cairns on the chalk form part of a
larger group on the Berkshire Downs and beyond. Important excavations in this group
in Oxfordshire have taken place at Wayland’s Smithy (Whittle 1991; Atkinson 1965)
and, although with less significant results, at White Horse Hill (Miles et al. 2003).
5.5.14 The remaining sites lie largely along the Thames, with a particular concentration
between Abingdon and Sutton Courtenay, but also one example near Wheatley. None
has been excavated, and they are known only from aerial photographs (Hey 2011).
They tend to be shorter than the upland examples (ibid.) and whether they should be
classified with the upland monuments or with some of the other early Neolithic burial
monuments discussed below is open to debate.
5.5.15 It does not appear that any of the upland monuments have been affected by previous
quarrying. The effects of previous quarrying on the river gravels is more difficult to
gauge since most have been recognised quite recently (cf. Brown 1978). It is,
however, possible that monuments of this type have been destroyed by previous
quarrying. None of the known examples lies in an area of indicated resource.
5.5.16 The results of the excavations at Ascott-under-Wychwood (Benson and Whittle 2006)
and Wayland’s Smithy (Whittle 1991) have been of national significance, providing
not just details of the structures themselves and of their development, but also
significant assemblages of artefacts and human remains which have been subject to
isotopic analysis. They have also both yielded significant assemblages of radiocarbon
dates (Whittle et al. 2007; Bayliss et al. 2007). Many of the barrows are, however, in
a poor state of preservation (Brown 1978), and it is possible, therefore, that few
others would yield such significant results. The significance of the remaining
monuments would thus depend upon their state of preservation, but all but the least
well-preserved may be of regional significance.
Earlier Neolithic burial monuments on the gravels
5.5.17 A range of smaller, earlier Neolithic monuments, some associated with burials, are
known on the river gravels. These monuments comprise oval, circular, U-shaped and
rectangular enclosures. Classification of these monuments into distinct types is
difficult, not only because of variation in their forms, but because in some cases the
form of the monument changed over time. The best-known example of such change is
the oval barrow at Radley (Bradley 1992) which began as rectangular enclosure, was
transformed into a U-shaped enclosure, and back again, before becoming an oval
barrow. Furthermore, as has been noted above in the case of Wayland’s Smithy 1, the
distinction between some of the members of this varied group and the barrows
elsewhere is not absolute. Not surprisingly, then, these sites have been treated by
different authorities in different ways (cf. Garwood 2011).
5.5.18 The difficulty in classifying these monuments also affects the HER data making it
difficult to extract the relevant groups of sites from the data. Overall, however, the
distribution of these sites is clear: they are almost entirely confined to the gravels
along the Thames between Stanton Harcourt and North Stoke.
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Rectangular enclosures
5.5.19 A total of 8 sites are classified in the HER data as mortuary enclosures. All lie on the
river gravels along the Thames. These sites consist of rectangular ditched enclosures,
sometimes referred to as mortuary enclosures. The direct evidence from Oxfordshire
for an association with mortuary ritual is, in fact, slight, although human remains
were associated with the enclosures at Dorchester-on-Thames (Sites 1 and VIII;
Whittle et al. 1992; Atkinson et al. 1951). In addition, the interpretation as mortuary
enclosures is based primarily upon comparison with features found below long
barrows elsewhere (Kinnes 1992). Other excavated examples in Oxfordshire are
known at Yarnton (Hey in prep.), North Stoke (Case and Whittle 1982) and Radley
(Phase 1; Bradley 1992), and from aerial photographs at Buscot and Stadhampton
(Hey 2011).
5.5.20 Very little material has been found associated with the excavated examples, and the
direct evidence for their chronology is thus slight. However, wider comparisons (see
Hey 2011) indicates an early Neolithic date.
5.5.21 A number of these sites were excavated prior to quarrying (eg Dorchester-onThames: Atkinson et al. 1951; Whittle et al. 1992; North Stoke: Case and Whittle
1982; and Yarnton: Hey in prep.) and three of the sites recorded in the HER data lie
in areas of indicated resource (at Drayton, Yarnton and near Bampton).
Oval barrows
5.5.22 The HER data classifies 7 sites as oval barrows, four or which lie on the river
terraces, three (including Wayland’s Smithy 1) on the chalk and one, near Chipping
Norton, on the limestone. This data, however, does not include excavated examples at
Mount Farm, Berinsfield (Lambrick 2010a), New Wintles Farm, Eynsham (Case and
Whittle 1982), Dorchester-on-Thames (Site I: Atkinson et al. 1951) and unexcavated
examples at Drayton (Barclay et al. 2003) and Benson (Hey 2011). The best-known
excavated example is that at Radley (Bradley 1992) mentioned above which, like the
examples at New Wintles Farm and Mount Farm, was related to inhumation burials.
It is, however, difficult to define the chronological relationship between the burials
and the development of the monument with certainty.
5.5.23 Although none of the sites in the HER data have been affected by current or previous
quarrying, or lie in areas of indicated resource, the sites at Dorchester-on-Thames and
New Wintles Farm were excavated prior to gravel extraction, and it is possible that
other sites in the extensively quarried areas of the Thames gravels have been
destroyed without record.
Circular enclosures
5.5.24 The only Neolithic sites classified as circular enclosures in the HER data were at
Dorchester-on-Thames, where a range of enclosures - annular, pennanular, oval and
square, often in segments, and associated with inhumation and cremation burials,
were excavated in response to quarrying (Atkinson et al. 1951; Whittle et al. 1992).
Although these sites are well-known, few parallels have been found elsewhere and
their chronology is not well-defined. It is likely, however, that these sites were rather
later in date than the others considered in this section, perhaps dating from the late
Neolithic (see Garwood 2011, 400-401 for a recent discussion of the chronology).
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5.5.25 Of more relevance to the oval barrows discussed above are a small number of circular
enclosures which, with some of the oval barrows, Garwood (2011) has placed in a
group of ‘complex Neolithic burials’. The circular monuments associated with such
complex burials consist of Linch Hill Corner, Stanton Harcourt (Grimes 1943) and
Newnham Murren, Wallingford (Case and Whittle 1982). The burials within this
group are related by the presence of similar grave goods including jet belt sliders and
polished flint knives. The chronological evidence, however, suggests a wide range of
dates, covering the early and middle Neolithic at Mount Farm and the late Neolithic
at Radley.
5.5.26 Further circular enclosures not associated with burials are known at Corporation
Farm, Abingdon (Shand et al. in Barclay et al. 2003), Thrupp Farm, Radley (Thomas
and Wallis 1982), Cassington (Leeds 1934b) and Yarnton (Hey in prep.).
5.5.27 All of these sites again lie on the river gravels along the Thames between Stanton
Harcourt and Wallingford. Many of them were excavated prior to quarrying (although
some, eg Newnham Murren, were affected by other developments). Such circular
sites may be difficult to distinguish from late Neolithic/early Bronze Age ring ditches
in aerial photographs, and it is, therefore, difficult to assess the degree to which
further sites may be at risk from quarrying.
U-shaped enclosures
5.5.28 A small number of U-shaped enclosures are also known. These sites include two of
the phases of the Radley oval barrow (Bradley 1992) and small monuments at
Yarnton (Hey in prep.) and North Stoke (Case and Whittle 1982), all of which lie on
the gravel terraces. They are not distinguished as a distinct category in the HER data.
The finds from Radley suggest both a date in the late 4th millennium cal BC, and a
possible funerary role for the enclosures (Bradley 1992; Barclay and Halpin 1999).
Both the Yarnton and North Stoke examples were excavated prior to quarrying.
Other earlier Neolithic burials
5.5.29 The range of small monuments on the gravels discussed above, many of which were
related to funerary activity, does not exhaust the range of earlier Neolithic burial sites.
The linear mortuary structure at Radley (Barclay and Halpin 1999), consisting of a
wooden chamber supported on conglomerate blocks in a trench, which contained the
remains of three individuals, provide a further example which has early Neolithic
radiocarbon dates. There are also a number of flat graves at Radley (Barclay and
Halpin 1999), Curtis Pit, Abingdon (Wallis et al. 1971) and Drayton (Leeds 1934b;
Barclay et al. 2003). Such sites are unlikely to be identified from aerial photographs,
and their wider distribution is thus unclear. Both the Drayton and Abingdon sites
were discovered and excavated as result of quarrying.

Earlier Neolithic monuments on the gravels: significance
5.5.30 This wide range of sites, many associated with burials, underlines the diversity of
burial practices and associated monuments in the earlier Neolithic on the river
gravels. It is possible that comparable sites are under-represented in the other
aggregate areas where aerial photography and quarrying, both of which have been
very important in the discovery of these sites, has been less intensive and extensive.
5.5.31 The chronology and character of this wide range of sites is, despite a number of
important excavations, still poorly understood. Sites falling within this broad
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category, are, therefore, certainly of regional significance, and well-preserved
examples potentially of national significance.
Causewayed enclosures
5.5.32 The Upper Thames Valley is well-known as the location of a high density of
causewayed enclosures (Oswald et al. 2001). In contrast to many of the well-known
excavated examples elsewhere, all of these sites lie in the river valley. Most of the
Oxfordshire sites, however, are known only from aerial photographs. Aside from very
limited excavated at Goring (Allen 1995), the only example which has been
excavated is that at Abingdon (Case and Whittle 1982). Despite the limitations of the
work that was carried out at Abingdon, it has provided nationally significant
evidence, not just regarding the monument itself, but also in relation to Neolithic
pottery. The recent application of Bayesian modelling to radiocarbon dates from the
enclosure has refined its chronology, although some uncertainties remain (Bayliss et
al. 2011).
5.5.33 The Abingdon causewayed enclosure had been partially destroyed by quarrying prior
to its excavation. Otherwise the known examples do not appear to have been affected
by quarrying. One of them lies in an area of indicated resource.
5.5.34 Excavation at other causewayed enclosures in the Thames Valley outside Oxfordshire
has also been limited (Staines being the only extensively investigated example:
Robertson-Mackay 1987). The results of any investigation of the causewayed
enclosures in Oxfordshire would, therefore, certainly be of regional, and potentially
of national significance.
Cursus monuments and bank barrows
5.5.35 Although they are all small compared to the best-known examples elsewhere, the
Upper Thames Valley also contains a notable concentration of cursus monuments and
one example of a bank barrow (Barclay et al. 2003; Barclay and Harding 1999; Case
and Whittle 1982). All of the known sites are clearly identified in the HER data, and
all lie on the river terraces. Most of the sites lie between Drayton and North Stoke
along the Thames and the Thame, although there is also an example near the
Gloucestershire border at Buscot Wick.
5.5.36 Limited excavation has taken place at Drayton (Barclay et al. 2003), Dorchester-onThames (Atkinson et al. 1951; Whittle et al. 1992) and North Stoke (Case and
Whittle 1982), but in general the sites are associated with few finds. The evidence for
their chronology is not extensive but it seems likely that they were constructed after
causewayed enclosures (after c 3400 cal BC Barclay and Bayliss 1999).
5.5.37 Not surprisingly, given their size and the fact that in two cases they lie in areas which
have been quite extensively quarried, the excavated examples have all been affected,
to varying degrees, by quarrying. The example at Buscot Wick lies in an area of
indicated resource.
5.5.38 Although excavation has not yielded large assemblages of associated material, the
excavations at Drayton, for example, have been highly significant for the
interpretation of this class of monuments (Barclay et al. 2003). These sites are thus
certainly of regional significance, and arguably have the potential to be of national
significance.
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Henges and stone circles
5.5.39 A total of four large henge monuments are known in Oxfordshire - the Big Rings at
Dorchester (Atkinson et al. 1951; Whittle et al. 1992), the Devil’s Quoits at Stanton
Harcourt (Grimes 1943-4; Barclay et al. 1995). a monument at Westwell (Atkinson
1949), and the fourth, outside of the area that concerns us, around Keble College in
Oxford (TVAS 2010) - as well as a number of smaller hengiform monuments (eg at
Gravelly Guy: Lambrick and Allen 2004; and Barrow Hills, Radley: Barclay and
Halpin 1999). The HER data records 10 monuments of these types, one of which is
the Rollright Stones (Lambrick and Ambers 1988), which is a stone circle rather than
a henge monument in the usual sense of that term. The only other example of a stone
circle in Oxfordshire was associated with the Devil’s Quoits henge monument at
Stanton Harcourt (Grimes 1943-4; Barclay et al. 1995).
5.5.40 Of the sites recorded as henges or hengiforms monuments in the HER data, all but
one lie on the gravels. The exception is the Rollright Stones which lies on the
limestone. The Westwell henge is not recorded in the HER data, but also lies on the
limestone.
5.5.41 Of the major monuments which concern us (i.e. excluding Oxford), two have been
excavated, both in response to gravel quarrying, and the record of neither site can be
regarded as being as exhaustive as would be hoped for today (Atkinson et al. 1951;
Whittle et al. 1992; Grimes 1943-4; Barclay et al. 1995). In both cases quarrying has
been so extensive that there is little chance of carrying out further research. In neither
case is the chronology very well-founded. At Westwell, it appears that quarrying has
also occurred close to the monument itself (Atkinson 1949).
5.5.42 Despite the deficiencies in our knowledge of these sites, arguably all major henge
monuments are of national significance, and certainly, as a contrast to the large and
richer (in terms of associated material) henges of Wessex, the Thames Valley
monuments form an important group.
Timber circles
5.5.43 A small number of timber circles have been identified in Oxfordshire at Gravelly
Guy, Stanton Harcourt (Lambrick and Allen 2004), Spring Road, Abingdon (Allen
and Kamash 2008), Mount Farm, Berinsfield (Lambrick 2010a) and Dorchester-onThames (Atkinson et al. 1951; Whittle et al. 1992).
5.5.44 The material associated with these monuments is very limited and their chronology is
very uncertain. Although they are generally regarded as dating from the late Neolithic
(Gibson 1998), it is possible that they date from as late as the middle Bronze Age (eg
Spring Road: Allen and Kamash 2008). All of these sites were discovered as the
result of excavation at sites where there was a high density of features belonging to
other phases of activity, making it difficult to define their context clearly.
5.5.45 All of these sites lie on the gravel terraces. All but one was excavated in response to
gravel quarrying (Spring Road being the exception). No further examples are
identified in the HER data, and such sites are not likely to be easily identified in aerial
photographs. The threat from future quarrying is thus unclear, but it would not be
surprising if further, similar sites existed on the gravels.
5.5.46 Given the uncertainties concerning their chronology, it is difficult to argue that such
sites are of more than regional significance. In part, however, this reflects our
continuing ignorance rather than the potential significance of the sites.
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Round barrows, ring ditches and other late Neolithic/early Bronze Age
burials
5.5.47 The HER data records a total of 400 late Neolithic/early Bronze Age sites with ring
ditches or round barrows of various forms (bell, bowl, disc and pond are
distinguished in a few cases). The largest proportion (44%) of these sites lie on the
river terraces, but there are also a large number on the chalk (26%) and limestone
(19%). Only 3 sites (0.75%) are recorded on the ironstone. These figures should be
regarded as indicative only since the number of barrows and ring ditches at each
recorded site varies considerably. Indeed, the definition of the limits of a site may be
arbitrary where scatters of such monuments occur. Alongside the ring ditches and
round barrows, the important and exceptional Beaker period flat cemeteries at Foxley
Farm, Eynsham and at Cassington (Leeds 1934b; Leeds 1938; Case 1977) should also
be mentioned, as well as isolated Beaker burials elsewhere (eg at Yarnton: Hey in
prep.). All of these sites lie on the gravels, and although the Eynsham and Cassington
cemeteries have often been discussed, they remain exceptional sites.
5.5.48 The chronological classification of the ring ditches and round barrows in the HER
data is variable, most being attributed simply to the Bronze Age, but others to the
Neolithic. Without excavation, it is, of course, impossible to ascertain whether such
monuments date from the Beaker period or the early Bronze Age (associated with
Collared Urns, Food Vessels etc.). Indeed, it is possible that some of the ring ditches
identified from aerial photographs may be middle Bronze Age or earlier Neolithic
ring ditches, or even perhaps Iron Age enclosures. This chronological uncertainty is
unfortunate since recent research (eg Garwood 2011) has underlined the way in which
burial practices changed over the period which concerns us, and suggests that an early
Beaker period (c 2500 - 2100 cal BC), a late Beaker period (c 2150 - 1750 cal BC),
and the early Bronze Age (c 1900 - 1500 cal BC) should be distinguished.
5.5.49 Despite these difficulties, the figures are sufficiently large to suggest that overall, the
HER data gives a reasonably accurate impression of the distribution of these
monuments. While the number of ring ditches on the river gravels may have been
elevated by the more intensive coverage of this area by aerial photography, they are
much more likely to have survived as visible monuments on the chalk and limestone.
5.5.50 The most noticeable feature of the distribution of these sites, alongside the low
numbers on the ironstone, is the low density in the Chilterns compared to the
Berkshire Downs (although a few sites are known on the Chilterns).
5.5.51 It is impossible here to mention all of the excavated sites. Several major barrow
cemeteries are known in the county, at North Stoke (Case and Whittle 1982; Ford
1985), Radley (Barclay and Halpin 1999), to the north and south of Eynsham (City
Farm: Case et al. 1964; New Wintles Farm: Case and Whittle 1982; Foxley Farm:
Benson and Miles 1974), and at Stanton Harcourt (Lambrick and Allen 2004; Barclay
et al. 1995; Harden and Treweeks 1945; Grimes 1943). The Lambourn Seven
Barrows also now lie partly in Oxfordshire (Case 1956).
5.5.52 No attempt has been made to examine the distribution of different forms of barrows
since the data is very partial and it is clear, at Radley and Lambourn, for example, the
different forms of barrows occurred within the same cemetery. It is, nonetheless
worth noting briefly that at a few sites particular details of the ways in which these
monuments were constructed have been noted including, for example, post circles at
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Standlake (Case and Whittle 1982), stake-built structures at Cassington (Atkinson
1946) and Clifton Hampden (Leeds 1936), and of sequences of construction (eg
Gravelly Guy: Lambrick and Allen 2004; and Barrow Hills, Radley: Barclay and
Halpin 1999).
5.5.53 A large number of the major sites have seen some excavation, albeit often sometimes
in a piecemeal fashion and at widely different dates (with corresponding variation in
the quality of the records). The excavations at Barrow Hills, Radley (Barclay and
Halpin 1999) have perhaps been the most widely cited, although a number of the
other sites, and the flat cemeteries, have also been widely used as examples.
5.5.54 As well as human remains, important series of grave goods, including Beakers,
wristguards, ornaments, arrowheads and metalwork have been recovered from these
monuments. It is, in particular, worth noting that some of the earliest metalwork in
Britain has been recovered from some of these sites (eg Barrow Hills, Radley:
Barclay and Halpin 1999; Spring Road, Abingdon: Allen and Kamash 2008). A small
number of later, quite rich ‘Wessex’ culture’ burials are also worth noting (eg at
Barrow Hills, Radley: Barclay and Halpin 1999, and Stanton Harcourt: Harden and
Treweeks 1945).
5.5.55 A large number of the excavated ring ditches and burials on the gravels were
excavated in response to quarrying, and so widely distributed are such monuments
that it is likely that further, unrecorded examples were destroyed by earlier quarrying.
A total of 33 such sites lie in areas of indicated resource.
5.5.56 The significance of this large group of varied sites is itself equally varied. The best
preserved and analysed sites, such as Barrow Hills, as well as the exceptional
artefacts evidence from a few others, such as Spring Road, and perhaps also the
exceptional flat cemeteries at Foxley Farm and Cassington are of national
significance. Other sites, where details of construction, or burial rites, or of artefactual
associations (eg Gravelly Guy) are perhaps of regional significance. Poorly preserved
examples, however, with no associated burials or artefacts cannot be regarded as
being of more than local significance.

The domestic landscape
5.5.57 As is generally the case elsewhere in England, the settlement archaeology of the
Neolithic and early Bronze Age in Oxfordshire is poorly known. There are, however,
a number of potentially relevant kinds of evidence: houses, middens, pits, deposits in
tree-throw holes and flint scatters.
Houses
5.5.58 Evidence for Neolithic and early Bronze Age houses in the south of England is
extremely rare, and although only a few examples are known in Oxfordshire, they
nonetheless form a group of national significance. The structures at Yarnton, in
particular, dating from throughout this period, are exceptional (Hey in prep.), and are
associated with a good series of radiocarbon dates but only small numbers of finds.
These structures, all post-built, comprise a large rectangular or trapezoidal early
Neolithic structure, the precise form of which has proved difficult to reconstruct; a
later, small circular early Neolithic structure, a subrectangular late Neolithic structure,
and a small circular early Bronze Age structure. The only comparable evidence from
the county consists of post- and stakeholes which were preserved below the Ascottunder-Wychwood cairn (Benson and Whittle 2006).
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5.5.59 Since such structures are so rarely found, it is impossible to establish whether there
are any significant patterns in their distribution in relation to the aggregate areas. The
Yarnton structures lie on the gravel terraces while that (or those) at Ascott-underWychwood lie upon the Cotswold limestone. In both cases, however, it is likely that
the structures were only preserved because of particularly fortuitous circumstances. In
the case of Yarnton, the structures were preserved below alluvium. At Ascott-underWychwood, the cairn of the later barrow had preserved the traces of the structure.
Middens
5.5.60 Middens are equally rarely preserved, and, like the houses discussed above, their
survival appears to depend upon particularly fortuitous circumstances. The clearest
example in Oxfordshire was at Ascott-under-Wychwood (Benson and Whittle 2006)
where the early Neolithic deposits were preserved beneath the cairn. Early Neolithic
deposits interpreted as the remains of middens have also been found at Yarnton (Hey
in prep.). Because of the significant evidence they provide for early Neolithic
settlement and material culture, these deposits should be regarded as being of regional
significance.
Pits and tree-throw holes
5.5.61 Much more extensive evidence of Neolithic settlement is provided by pits and
deposits in tree-throw holes. Such features have generally been found as the result of
open-area excavation, and their distribution is thus heavily biased towards the river
gravels. The HER data records 38 sites with pits (tree-throw holes are not specifically
recorded). Of these, sites, 31 lie on the river terraces. A further five examples are
recorded on the chalk, three of which lie close to the Thames on the edge of the
Chilterns, and two of which lie on the Berkshire Downs. Only single examples are
recorded on the limestone and ironstone.
5.5.62 The HER data makes no attempt to define the chronology of these pits precisely. Pits
from all phases of the Neolithic and early Bronze Age have been found. Early
Neolithic examples are known, for example, at Benson (Pine et al. 2003), City Farm
Hanborough (Case et al. 1964) and Steeple Aston (Cook and Hayden 2000).
Significant groups of middle and late Neolithic and early Bronze Age pits are known
at Yarnton (Hey in prep.), Drayton (Barclay et al. 2003), and Gravelly Guy
(Lambrick and Allen 2004).
5.5.63 Both pits and tree-throw holes have been the subject of particular interest recently in
other regions (eg Evans et al. 1999; Garrow 2006; Lamdin-Whymark 2008). The
interpretation of both kinds of features may be problematical. Some deposits appear
to be little more than random collections of rubbish, but in other cases there are more
or less clear indications that deposits was structured in particular ways.
5.5.64 While such features cannot generally be regarded as being of more that local
significance, they provide some of the best evidence, distinct from that from
monuments, for Neolithic subsistence and settlement, and collectively and in the case
of large groups of such features, they are of regional significance.
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The effects of quarrying
5.5.65 There are 117 entries on the GIS for the Neolithic/early Bronze Age period which
have been destroyed either by previous or current sand and gravel quarrying out of a
total of 576 entries within this aggregate area. This means that 33.7% of the known
Neolithic/early Bronze Age resource within the sand and gravel has been destroyed
by previous quarrying and 6.5% from current quarrying.
5.5.66 There are 13 entries on the GIS for the Neolithic/early Bronze Age period which have
been destroyed either by previous or current limestone quarrying out of a total of 137
entries within this aggregate area. This means that 12.5% of the known
Neolithic/early Bronze Age resource within the sand and gravel has been destroyed
by current quarrying.
5.5.67 There are 2 entries on the GIS for the Neolithic/early Bronze Age period which have
been destroyed either by previous or current ironstone quarrying out of a total of 10
entries within this aggregate area. This means that 20% of the known Neolithic/early
Bronze Age resource within the sand and gravel has been destroyed by previous
quarrying.

Research priorities
5.5.68 Bradley has recently set out a research agenda for the Neolithic and early Bronze Age
in the Solent Thames area (Bradley et al. 2010) upon which the suggestions made
here are based.
Chronology
5.5.69 The use of Bayesian modelling has advanced our knowledge of the chronology of the
Abingdon causewayed enclosure (Bayliss et al. 2011) and the long barrows at Ascottunder-Wychwood (Bayliss et al. 2007) and Wayland’s Smithy (Whittle et al. 2007)
considerably. Other aspects of the chronology of the Neolithic and early Bronze Age
remain poorly defined however. Bradley singles out the following as being
particularly worthy of attention:
• the transition from the Mesolithic to the early Neolithic
• the chronology of the wide range of earlier Neolithic monuments
• the chronology of Beaker and early Bronze Age burials and settlement evidence
• the chronology of lithics
• the chronology of ceramics, and particularly of Peterborough Ware and early
Bronze Age urns which have received less attention than early Neolithic Bowl
pottery, Grooved Ware and Beakers.
Monuments
5.5.70 Oxfordshire possess a large number of a wide range of Neolithic monuments, but
even in the case of the well-known categories, such as causewayed enclosures,
excavation has been limited. The excavation of such monuments thus remains a
priority. Bradley singles out the following as being of particular importance:
• Causewayed enclosures. Excavation has been limited, and further excavation
could address issue concerning the chronology, and longevity and character of
their use
• Cursus monuments. The chronology and use of these monuments remains poorly
understood
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•
•

The relationship between the large henges and smaller monuments
The history of monument complexes. Certain areas are characterised by the
development of different forms of monuments throughout the Neolithic, and the
reasons for this, and for the contrasts between the kinds of monuments at
different complexes remain unclear (eg at Dorchester and Barrow Hills, Radley)

Burial
5.5.71 A wide range of burial practices and funerary monuments is represented in
Oxfordshire at all stages of the Neolithic, but the chronology of these forms and the
reasons for the variation remain poorly understood. Bradley stressed the following
issues:
• the date ranges of burial monuments, especially in the river valleys and in the
case of portal dolmens
• the relationship of smaller monuments to the larger examples
• the extent to and way in which the landscape may have been organised on a large
scale
• the character of funerary rites
• the chronology, use and form of round barrows, and the use of the areas around
such monuments
• flat graves and cemeteries
Settlement
5.5.72 Although some exceptional evidence for houses in the Neolithic and early Bronze
Age has been found in Oxfordshire, settlement evidence remains rare. The recovery
and characterisation of any such evidence should be regarded as a priority. The
degree of mobility and the size of settlements remain issues of special interest.
Alongside establishing the general extent and character of settlement, Bradley
highlights the following issues as being of particular importance:
• evidence for the relative size of population
• the reasons for scarcity of early Bronze Age settlement evidence in particular
• the identification of sites preserved below alluvial and colluvial deposits
• the extend and character of midden sites
Subsistence and the environment
5.5.73 In relation to settlement evidence it is also worth stressing that the character of
Neolithic subsistence remains poorly defined. Evidence from pits and tree-throw
holes may provide better evidence for subsistence than material recovered from
monuments. Isotopic analysis of human remains as well as analysis of lipids from
ceramics may also play an important role in extending our understanding of
subsistence. The extent to which the landscape had been cleared, and the history of
any clearances also remain important issues.
Cultural relations and exchange
5.5.74 Isotopic analysis of human bones has also begun to shed light on the movement of
people in the Neolithic and early Bronze Age, although such techniques have not yet
been used in Oxfordshire, they have enormous potential to extend our understanding
of the wider cultural relations of the area, and to complement evidence for such
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connections provided by the exchange of artefacts and by similarities in monument
forms.

5.6

The later Bronze Age and Iron Age (c 1700 cal BC to 43 AD)

Introduction
5.6.1

After the Mesolithic-Neolithic transition, the middle Bronze Age perhaps formed
probably the most significant period of change in British later prehistory, and the
character of the archaeological record appears to be the precise opposite of that which
characterised earlier periods. Whereas, settlement evidence remains scarce in the
Neolithic and early Bronze Age, and a variety of monuments, often funerary,
dominate the archaeological record, from the middle Bronze Age, monuments and
burial evidence, become less and less conspicuous, while settlement evidence
becomes increasingly dominant. Later Bronze Age/Iron Age sites are plotted on
figure 7.

5.6.2

The first set of processes to mark this transition is the abandonment of the forms of
burial, associated with round barrows, which characterise the early Bronze Age. The
second set of processes involve the development of settlements, evidence of which
becomes increasingly widespread from the middle Bronze Age. In subsequent
periods, several aspects of this development can be discerned. One marked trend is
for settlements to become more stable, with the same sites being occupied over a
number of generations and in some cases throughout the Iron Age in contrast to the
middle and late Bronze Age in which it seems that new houses were often built on
new sites, and that perhaps at a generational level, settlement was still quite mobile. A
second trend involves an increase in the density and size of settlements, although
most settlements remained quite small throughout the period. A third aspect involves
a diversification in the forms of settlements, although the broad range of settlement
types do not all fall into clear types, and it is thus difficult to assess the level of
variation except in impressionistic terms. The wide variation in settlements makes
categorisation and summarising the evidence difficult. Here, the classification used by
Lambrick (Lambrick and Robinson 2009) has been adopted.

5.6.3

Our knowledge of the sites in the differing aggregate areas has been influenced by
various factors including the varying application of aerial photography and the
visibility of sites in different aggregate areas, the extent of quarrying and other
developments, and the extent to which sites have remained visible in the landscape
(which in this period is relevant in relation to hillforts in particular). All of these
factors have, in different ways, influenced the formation of research programmes.

5.6.4

Although aerial photography has in more recent years been increasingly focused on
the chalk of the Berkshire Downs and the limestone and ironstone in the north of the
county (Lang 2008; Rhodes 1950; Featherstone and Bewley 2000; Winton 2003), it
was previously primarily focused on the gravels where sites are often revealed very
clearly as cropmarks. The review of this evidence by Benson and Miles revealed very
clearly the extent to which Iron Age remains survived on the gravels (Benson and
Miles 1974). This, and the fact that quarrying and other developments were focused
primarily on the gravels, led to a particular focus on the excavation of Iron Age (and
Roman) sites by the Oxford Archaeological Unit (Miles 1997). This work was
characterised not only by sometimes very large open area excavations (usually carried
out in the context of gravel quarrying) but also by intensive environmental sampling.
Although there has been much earlier work on the Iron Age settlements on the gravels
(also often in response to gravel quarrying), much of the best evidence for Iron Age
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settlement on the gravels has come from the large open area excavations resulting
from this focus. The large excavations at Yarnton (Hey and Timby forthcoming; Hey
in prep.) and Gravelly Guy (Lambrick and Allen 2004) provide outstanding
examples, but a number of smaller sites (eg Lambrick and Robinson 1979; Allen
1990; Allen and Robinson 1993; Lambrick 2010b) are also worthy of note.
5.6.5

As a result of this work and the results of earlier excavations, our knowledge of Iron
Age settlement on the river gravels. For example, around Stanton Harcourt and in the
lower Windrush, at Yarnton-Cassington, Long Wittenham, and around Berinsfield
and Dorchester, is now rich, and allows for very detailed attempts at archaeological
interpretation (eg Lambrick and Allen 2004; Lambrick and Robinson 2009).

5.6.6

Excavation in the other aggregate areas has been more limited. Where research has
taken place, for example the research programmes carried out by the Oxford
University Archaeological Society, and more recently the Hillforts of the Ridgeway
Project (e.g Gosden and Lock 2001), has been focused primarily upon hillforts, which
as a group, are increasingly well-known (Harding 1972). It is only more recently that
attention has been focused in these areas upon other kinds of sites, and in particular
upon banjo enclosures. This work has been primarily based upon aerial photography
(Featherstone and Bewley 2000; Winton 2003), but geophysical survey has also been
employed (Lang 2008), and is beginning to produce a more balanced view of the Iron
Age landscape. It is, however, worth noting that, with the exception of hilltop
defended enclosures, middle and late Bronze Age settlement generally leaves more
ephemeral traces than do Iron Age settlements, which may not be easily detected in
aerial photographs. Settlement in these periods beyond the gravels remains very
poorly known.

5.6.7

The Iron Age has been the subject of several important reviews and interpretations in
the last few decades (eg Cunliffe and Miles 1984; Hingley 1984; Miles 1997;
Lambrick and Robinson 2009). The recent resource assessment carried out as part of
the Solent Thames Research Framework (Lambrick 2010b) and Lambrick’s recent
synthesis (Lambrick and Robinson 2009) have been particularly important in the
compilation of this assessment.

Burial
Middle and late Bronze Age
5.6.8

Although there are indications of continuity with the early Bronze Age - or at least
the continued use of round barrow sites for burial - overall, the evidence for middle
Bronze Age burial practices in Oxfordshire is limited. The most well-known site is
probably the cremation cemetery at Standlake associated with a small ring ditch,
excavated by Stone in the middle of the 19th century and by Riley in the middle of
the 20th (Akerman and Stone 1858; Riley 1946). In total some 78 cremation burials,
71 with urns, were found, as well as a large burnt area which may have been the
remains of the pyre or at least debris from it. It has been suggested that the ring ditch
may itself also have been of middle Bronze Age date (Lambrick and Robinson 2009),
although Riley (1946) believed that it predated the middle Bronze Age cremation
burials.

5.6.9

At Stanton Harcourt, five middle Bronze Age cremation burials were found in the
upper fill of a group of three conjoined ring ditches (Hamlin and Case 1963; Barclay
et al. 1995). Again, it is unclear whether this represents re-use (or continued use) of
an earlier monument or if part, at least, of the group of ring ditches was constructed in
the middle Bronze Age.
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5.6.10 At Barrow Hills, eight secondary middle Bronze Age cremation burials were found
within a ring ditch (Barclay and Halpin 1999). Further middle Bronze Age cremation
burials have been found associated with a pond barrow at Wally Corner, Berinsfield
(Boyle et al. 1995), and further cremations and inhumations associated with a ring
ditch at Mount Farm, Berinsfield (Lambrick 2010a). At Mount Farm, a pit filled with
burnt stone and charcoal was found nearby.
5.6.11 The latest evidence which may indicate burial in relation to an earlier ring ditch
consists of two middle/late Bronze Age inhumations associated with a pond barrow at
Barrow Hills, Radley which have been dated to 1310-1000 cal BC and 1020-810 cal
BC (Barclay and Halpin 1999). A small number of isolated middle Bronze Age
cremation burials are also known at Yarnton (Hey in prep.) and Appleford Sidings
(Booth and Simmonds 2009).
5.6.12 There is also some evidence for isolated cremation burials in the late Bronze Age.
The largest group consists of a dispersed scatter of 28 deposits at Cassington (Hey in
prep.) which predate the establishment of the late Bronze Age settlement in the same
area. Three similar unurned cremation deposits have been found in an evaluation at
Bayswater Brook near Oxford (Lambrick and Robinson 2009).
5.6.13 A small number of other forms of middle and late Bronze Age burials have been
found. At both Watkins Farm, Northmoor (Allen 1990) and Mount Farm, Berinsfield
(Lambrick 2010a) human remains were recovered from waterholes. A more
specialised form of burial may be represented by a small number of middle and late
Bronze Age burials at Appleford Sidings (Booth and Simmonds 2009) and Sutton
Courtenay (Hamerow et al. 2007) which appear to have been tightly bound.
5.6.14 All of the middle and late Bronze Age burials discussed so far were found on the
gravel terraces, and many were excavated in response to quarrying (eg Riley’s work
at Standlake; Appleford Sidings; Cassington). It has already been pointed out that
without excavation, the date of ring ditches and the presence of secondary middle
Bronze Age cremations cannot be established. It is also worth noting that at Barrow
Hills some of the middle Bronze Age cremations had not been cut into the gravel, but
survived in traces of the original top soil. At other sites it is unlikely that such burials
would survive.
5.6.15 The significance of this evidence varies. None can perhaps be regarded as of national
significance, but the larger groups such as that at Standlake should certainly be
regarded as regionally significant. The isolated burials can only be regarded as of
local significance. It is, however, worth noting that evidence is accumulating from
several regions of southern England that isolated cremation burials were one of the
most common forms of burial in the late Bronze Age (eg Webley and Timby 2007).
Cumulatively, evidence for such burials is thus of wider significance.
Early and middle Iron Age
5.6.16 In the Iron Age examples of what appear to be formal burial areas are rare. At
Yarnton, three groups of inhumation burials were found adjacent to the middle Iron
Age settlement, and are associated with a good series of radiocarbon dates (Hey et al.
1999). At Spring Road, Abingdon, three further middle Iron Age inhumations were
found near a roundhouse, although it is possible that the roundhouse had been
abandoned before the burials were made (Allen and Kamash 2008). Three
inhumations were also found between two areas of middle Iron Age occupation at
Gallows Leaze (Wilson 2008).
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5.6.17 Elsewhere, almost all Iron Age human remains have been recovered from pits and
ditches associated with settlements and hillforts. A small number of comparable finds
are known from late Bronze Age contexts. Fragments of human bone were recovered
from the middle Bronze Age enclosure ditches at Corporation Farm (Barclay et al.
2003) and from late Bronze Age contexts at Whitecross Farm (Barclay et al. 2005).
5.6.18 In Iron Age contexts, the frequency of occurrence, composition of the buried remains
- ranging from complete inhumations to fragments of bone - and the character of the
burial, are very variable, and the interpretation of the deposits is still problematical.
While some appear to be deliberate burials, placed, for example, in the bottom of pits,
others appear to consist of nothing more than stray fragments of human bone
(although skull and long bone fragments appear to be particularly common; Wait
1986; Lambrick and Allen 2004). In some cases human remains appear to have been
treated in similar ways to the remains of animals.
5.6.19 At Gravelly Guy (ibid.) an exceptionally large number of deposits containing human
remains occurred, even given that the site was very intensively sampled. Given the
more limited number of features and the less intensive sampling, large assemblages of
human remains were also recovered at Mount Farm, Berinsfield (Lambrick 2010a)
and at Castle Hill, Little Wittenham (Allen et al. 2010). Human remains have also
been recovered from similar pit and ditch contexts at a wide range of other
settlements and hillforts (eg Yarnton: Hey et al. forthcoming; City Farm,
Hanborough: Case et al. 1964; Ashville/Wyndyke Furlong: Parrington 1978; Muir
and Roberts 1999; Steeple Aston: Cook and Hayden 2000; Segsbury: Lock et al. 2005
and Blewburton: Harding 1972; Collins 1947; Collins 1949; Collins and Collins
1953).

Field systems and land divisions
5.6.20 Alongside the gradual movement of burial away from monuments towards isolated
and then settlement contexts, the middle and late Bronze Age are marked by the
establishment of a range of field systems and other large scale territorial boundaries.
Lambrick (Lambrick and Robinson 2009) has made an important distinction between
landscape enclosure and landscape division: enclosure involves the creation of fields
and paddocks and thus appears to have been related to farming practices whereas
large scale division may reflect political or territorial divisions or broader contrasts in
the use of the landscape.
5.6.21 A large number of such boundaries are evident in aerial photographs but even with
excavation it is often difficult to establish the date of such field systems and other
boundaries. They are often associated with very small numbers of finds, and it is
difficult to establish whether associated material is residual or related to late stages in
the filling, or recutting of the features concerned. Given the concentration of large,
open area excavations, in which such features are most likely to be encountered, it is
not surprising that most of the excavated evidence related to such features comes
from the gravels. Some excavation has, however, also taken place on the Berkshire
Downs.
5.6.22 Given the chronological uncertainties, it is not surprising that this evidence is not very
clearly represented in the HER data. A total of 89 possibly prehistoric field systems
are included in the data of which 41 lie on the river terraces, 36 on the chalk and 10
on the limestone. None is recorded on the ironstone. A total of six sites lie in areas of
indicated resource. Although this data does not distinguish between features of
different dates and kinds, overall, it appears to give a reasonable impression of the
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overall distribution of such features. A more detailed picture must rely upon the less
extensive excavated evidence.

Co-axial field systems
5.6.23 Middle to late Bronze Age co-axial field systems have been identified at a large
number of sites along the Thames between Abingdon and Dorchester (at Eight Acre
Field, Radley: Mudd and Barclay 1995; Appleford Sidings: Booth and Simmonds
2009; between Steventon and East Hanney: Hearne 2000; at Northfield Farm, Long
Wittenham: Gray 1977; Thomas 1980; Baker 2002; Mount Farm: Berinsfield:
Lambrick 2010a; and around Didcot (Ruben and Ford 1992; Boyle et al. 1995).
5.6.24 Beyond these areas evidence is more limited. Possible examples at Farmoor
(Lambrick and Robinson 2009) and at Rollright (Lambrick and Ambers 1988), as
well as a possibly late Bronze Age L-shaped enclosure at Eynsham (Barclay and
Boyle 2001) have been noted, but, although there are some undated cropmarks, and
further examples are known upstream in Gloucestershire (Yates 2007), no dated field
systems are known along the Thames above Radley. It is particularly striking that
even the large open-area excavations at Yarnton/Cassington (Hey et al. forthcoming)
and at Stanton Harcourt (Lambrick and Allen 2004) have not revealed evidence for
such field systems. There is, therefore, evidence that the gaps in the distribution are
real.

Ranch boundaries
5.6.25 On the Berkshire Downs large numbers of ‘Celtic fields’ are known (Rhodes 1950)
but are probably Roman in date (Bowden et al. 1991). A number of large-scale
landscape divisions, known as ranch boundaries which it has been argued are
probably late Bronze Age in date are also known (Ford 1982a; Ford 1982b), and have
been subject to limited excavation. At Whitehorse Hill, Uffington (Miles et al. 2003),
limited excavation of one such ditch found only Roman pottery, but left the date of
the feature unclear. At Wayland’s Smithy, a ditch cutting across Neolithic features
contained early Iron Age pottery. Other examples have been sampled near Alfred’s
Castle (Gosden and Lock 2001). Similar evidence from the Chilterns is much more
limited, although one possible example of a similar boundary has been noted
(Lambrick and Robinson 2009). The HER data classifies just three features as ranch
boundaries all of which lie on the Berkshire Downs.

Pit alignments
5.6.26 Comparable large scale land divisions dating from the middle and late Bronze Age
may also have existed in the river valleys. At Northfield Farm, a boundary 600 m
long, associated with fields, cutting off a meander in the river has been identified,
although its date is uncertain. Two pit alignments one extending over 950 m were
identified in the same area (Baker 2002). A further long pit alignment has been
identified from cropmarks at Binsey (Lambrick and Robinson 2009). At Yarnton an
alignment of parallel slots and pits, dating from the late Bronze Age/early Iron Age
was found, although it is possible that this unusual set of features was related to a
timber trackway rather than a territorial boundary.
5.6.27 The HER data includes 13 sites with pit alignments which are attributed to the Bronze
and Iron Ages. Of these, 8 lie on the river terraces, 4 on the limestone and 1 one the
ironstone. Three of them are in areas of indicated resource.
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Iron Age land divisions
5.6.28 The extent to which Bronze Age field systems and land divisions remained effective
in the Iron Age is a matter of debate. A number of land divisions which may have
been created in the early/middle Iron Age have, however, also been identified.
Examples include a long boundary associated with pens at Slade Farm, Bicester (Ellis
and Hughes 2000); a long ditch not associated with any identifiable field system at
Yarnton-Cassington (Hey et al. forthcoming), and a long ditch at Blackditch, Stanton
Harcourt (Lambrick and Allen 2004). Smaller paddocks or fields have also been
identified at a number of Iron Age settlements (eg Mingies Ditch, Hardwick: Allen
and Robinson 1993; Watkins Farm, Northmoor: Allen 1990; and Mount Farm,
Berinsfield: Lambrick 2010a).
Field systems and land divisions: significance
5.6.29 As isolated features, such field systems and boundaries cannot be regarded as being
of more than local significance. As a whole, however, the development of such
systems and boundaries provides evidence for one of the most significant
developments in the exploitation of the landscape in prehistory (Yates 2007), and
since the evidence for their chronology is often so slight, well-dated examples should
be regarded as being of regional significance.

Settlements
The middle and late Bronze Age
5.6.30 Despite the widespread distribution of field systems and land divisions, settlement
evidence for the middle and late Bronze Age settlements remains limited. Middle
Bronze Age settlement is evidenced by a dispersed scatter of small roundhouses and
oval structures (Hey et al. 1999) and by a small complex of enclosures associated
with a cluster of postholes, perhaps representing a house, and pits at Corporation
Farm, Abingdon (Barclay et al. 2003). Similar evidence of dispersed settlement in the
late Bronze Age was found at Yarnton, while at Eight Acre Field, Radley a
roundhouse was found within one corner of the field system (Mudd and Barclay
1995). At Benson, scattered remains including a four-poster and possible oval or Dshaped structures suggest the existence of another late Bronze Age settlement (Pine et
al. 2003).
5.6.31 At Cassington much denser evidence for late Bronze Age settlement was found,
including rows of four posters and waterholes, numerous shallow pits and around a
dozen roundhouses and D-shaped structures (Hey in prep.). The settlement at
Cassington provides the clearest evidence for the increasing stability of settlement in
the late Bronze Age. Although it seems that even here, new houses were constructed
in new locations, and thus that the settlement shifted over time, the distances were
short, and in one case three roundhouses were constructed in succession in the same
location. It is possible that the rows of four-posters and waterholes developed over
time. Even so, the density of features remains low compared to many Iron Age
settlements, and it is probable that the settlement consisted of no more than two or
three houses at any one time.
5.6.32 One further element of late Bronze Age settlement - middens - may also indicate a
certain degree of stability. Spreads of burnt material and artefacts at Cassington may
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have been the remains of middens (although alternatively they could be interpreted as
the remains of burnt mounds), but clearer example have been found on the island
settlement at Whitecross Farm, Wallingford Barclay et al. 2005 and at Castle Hill
(Allen et al. 2010; Hingley 1979).
5.6.33 Given the dispersed character of most middle and late Bronze Age settlement
evidence, it is not surprising that it has been revealed almost entirely by open area
excavations almost all of which have been carried out in response to quarrying. This
is probably one of the reasons why such evidence is entirely confined to the river
gravels. With the exception of the Bronze Age defended enclosures discussed below,
the nature of middle and late Bronze Age settlement in the other aggregate areas is
unknown. (The chronological resolution of the HER data is not sufficient to provide
any useful information, the only sites being classified as specifically Bronze Age
settlements are Eight Acre Field (Mudd and Barclay 1995) and an unspecified Bronze
Age settlement site near Alkerton on the ironstone).
The Iron Age - Pit cluster settlement
5.6.34 From the end of the late Bronze Age much more stable settlement becomes apparent.
A number of pit cluster settlements - which are characterised by very dense clusters
of pits (and in the early Iron Age sometimes by four-posters), roundhouses and,
especially from the middle Iron Age, by small ditched enclosure - have been
excavated on the gravels. The most thoroughly investigated example is Gravelly Guy
(Lambrick and Allen 2004), but other examples includes Standlake (Stone 1857),
Beard Mill (Williams 1951), Vicarage Field (Thomas 1955); the Aerodrome site
(Hamlin and Case 1963), Linch Hill (Grimes 1960), Hanborough (Case et al. 1964),
Yarnton (Hey et al. forthcoming), Faringdon (Weaver and Ford 2005),
Ashville/Wyndyke Furlong (Parrington 1978; Muir and Roberts 1999), and Little
Wittenham (Allen et al. 2010). Most of these sites were first occupied at the end of
the late Bronze Age or in the early Iron Age, and were occupied throughout most of
the Iron Age, although in some cases, such as Yarnton, there were shifts in the
location of settlement. Although these sites are located on the gravels, a possible
example has been found at the foot of the hill on which Madmarston Camp hillfort
lies (Allen 2000). A further example may have been associated with Castle Hill
(Allen et al. 2010).
The Iron Age - House, pen and paddock settlements
5.6.35 A number of smaller settlements or farmsteads are also known and seem to be
particularly characteristic of the middle Iron Age (although this impression may be
due to the fact that houses and pens in the early Iron Age were usually not surrounded
by gullies and are thus less easily to identify). Sites of this kind, consisting of one or
more groups of houses associated with a small number of pens or small paddocks
include Slade Farm, Bicester (Ellis and Hughes 2000), Farmoor (Lambrick and
Robinson 1979), Finmere (Current Archaeology 2002), Port Meadow (Lambrick and
McDonald 1985; Atkinson 1942); Whitehouse Road, Oxford (Mudd and Bradley
1993); and Thrupp, Radley (Everett and Eeles 1999). The example at Farmoor is of
particular interest since it was sites in wet pasture which was subject to flooding. It
appears to have been occupied only seasonally, probably for summer grazing
(Lambrick and Robinson 1979).
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The Iron Age - Enclosed settlements
5.6.36 The diversity of Iron Age settlement is further underlined by the existence of a
number of enclosed settlements. The best known of these is perhaps Allen’s Pit near
Dorchester-on-Thames (Bradford 1942) where, although an important assemblage of
pottery was recovered from the large ditch, little is known of the interior. Other
excavated examples are known at Neptune Farm and Wigbalds Farm, Little
Wittenham (Savory 1937; Allen et al. 2010; Harding 1972).
The Iron Age - Banjo enclosures
5.6.37 Much more widely distributed evidence is available for banjo enclosures. Large
numbers of such sites are known from aerial photographs on the Berkshire Downs
(Featherstone and Bewley 2000; Winton 2003), in the Cotswolds (Lang 2008).
Although geophysical surveys have been carried out on some of the Cotswolds
examples (ibid.), very little excavation has taken place in these areas. Although only a
smaller number of sites of this type are known on the gravels, they have much more
extensively excavated at Watkins Farm, Northmoor (Allen 1990) and Mingies Ditch,
Hardwick-with-Yelford (Allen and Robinson 1993).
5.6.38 The HER data classifies 41 sites as banjo enclosures. Of these, 32 lie on the Cotswold
limestone, 4 on the chalk (all on the Berkshire Downs), 2 on the river terraces (which
does not include Watkins Farm), 1 in the bedrock and sand area and 1 on the
ironstone. This data certainly underestimates the number of sites on the Berkshire
Downs (Winton 2003; Featherstone and Bewley 2000).

Settlements, quarrying and significance
5.6.39 With the exception of the large numbers of banjo enclosures on the limestone and the
chalk (and the hillforts discussed below), our knowledge of Iron Age settlement
archaeology is overwhelmingly biased towards the gravels. One of the major causes
of this bias is the fact that a very large proportion of the excavation has been carried
out in response to gravel quarrying. (Another reason is that excavation on the chalk
has been focused primarily on hillforts.) The effects of gravel quarrying have been
particularly marked in the areas around Stanton Harcourt and the lower Windrush, at
Cassington-Yarnton and around Berinsfield-Dorchester-on-Thames. Archaeological
mitigation in these areas has, however, been successful in providing us with an often
rich record of the sites lost.
5.6.40 As an ensemble, the sites in these areas - especially the Stanton Harcourt-lower
Windrush sites - have provided exceptionally rich bodies of evidence which have
provided the basis for detailed reconstructions of Iron Age agriculture and social
organisation (eg Lambrick and Allen 2004), and as groups should be regarded as of
national significance. It is more difficult to single out particular sites as being of
particular significance, but some elements are worthy of note. One is that some of the
excavations have been particularly extensive (eg Yarnton: Hey et al. forthcoming),
and giving a particular detailed picture of the development of shifting settlement over
time which could be regarded as being of national significance. A second feature is
the intensive sampling of sites (eg Gravelly Guy: Lambrick and Allen 2004) and
detailed analysis of plant and animal remains (eg Farmoor: Lambrick and Robinson
1979) with results that are certainly of regional significance. A number of sites have
yielded important assemblages of ceramics, some of which have been subject to
detailed analyses which are again of regional significance (eg Mount Farm: Lambrick
2010a; Gravelly Guy: Lambrick and Allen 2004). It is also worth noting that because
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of their contexts, the settlements beside hillforts at, for example, Castle Hill (Allen et
al. 2010), have a special interest in terms of understanding the role of hillforts and
their relationship with settlements, which again should be regarded as being of at least
regional significance.

Hillforts
Late Bronze Age precursors
5.6.41 Settlements which might be regarded as the precursors of Iron Age hillforts, first
appear in the middle or late Bronze Age. Two examples of such sites are known in
Oxfordshire, at Rams Hill (Bradley and Ellison 1975) and Castle Hill (Allen et al.
2010). The radiocarbon dates from Rams Hill (Needham and Ambers 1994), even
after its redating, are wide enough to allow a middle Bronze Age date, but do not
preclude the possibility that, like the defended enclosure at Castle Hill it dates from
the late Bronze Age. The defences at Rams Hill underwent several phases of
modification and investigation of the interior revealed a sparse scatter of features,
including four-posters, while the interior of the Castle Hill (Allen et al. 2010)
enclosure may have been too severely truncated for any features to survive.
5.6.42 It is possible that a number of other, similar sites may also have dated from the late
Bronze Age. These include Chastelton (Leeds 1931), Lyneham (Bayne 1957), Bladon
(Ainslie 1988) and Bozedown (Wood 1954; Howell 1996). It is possible that the
hillfort at Blewburton was also first constructed in the 8th century or earlier (Harding
1976; Collins 1947; Collins 1949; Collins and Collins 1953). It should also be
mentioned here that the Uffington White Horse probably also dates from the late
Bronze Age (Miles et al. 2003).
Iron Age hillforts
5.6.43 The HER data records 17 Iron Age hillforts in the aggregate areas. Of these, 9 lie on
the Berkshire Downs chalk, including Alfred’s Castle (Gosden and Lock 2001),
Hardwell Camp, Uffington (Miles et al. 2003), Rams Hill (Bradley and Ellison 1975),
Segsbury Camp (Lock et al. 2005) and Blewburton Hill (Collins 1947; Collins 1949;
Collins and Collins 1953; Harding 1976), as well as Castle Hill as an outlier (Allen et
al. 2010). A further 4 sites lie on the Cotswold limestone, including Chastleton Camp
(Leeds 1931); two lie in the bedrock and sandstone area, including Badbury and
Tadmarton, and single sites on the river terrace and the ironstone. These figures do
not include the valley forts at Cherbury (Arkell 1936; Bradford 1940; Lewis et al.
1985), in the bedrock and sand and gravel zone, and Burroway (Sturdy and Case
1961; Lambrick 1984) on the river terrace.
5.6.44 Most of the hillforts appear to have been constructed in the early Iron Age (eg Castle
Hill, Blewburton and Segsbury, and continued to be used in the middle Iron Age.
Cherbury and Madmarston, however, may have been constructed in the middle Iron
Age (Lambrick and Robinson 2009).
5.6.45 There is considerable variation in the size of the hillforts (ibid.). Most cover areas of
around 6 ha, but Bozedown, Segsbury and Cherbury were larger (c 10 ha), and
Alfred’s Castle so much smaller (c 1.6 ha) as to suggest that it was perhaps of a
different kind to the other sites discussed here (ibid.).
5.6.46 As a result, in particular, of research by the Oxford University Archaeological
Society, and the recent Hillforts of the Ridgeway Project (eg Gosden and Lock 2001),
excavation has been carried out at a large number of these sites, although the scale of
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the work varies. Much of the excavation has been focused upon the hillfort defences,
and has revealed details of a wide range of forms: box ramparts at Uffington,
Segsbury, Blewburton and Burroway, stone faced ramparts at Cherbury, Uffington
and Bladon Castle, a sarsen revetment at Segsbury and dump ramparts at Blewburton
and Madmarston. The only multivallate example is at Cherbury. At both Bladon and
Burroway the ramparts had been burnt. Excavation in the interior of the hillforts has
been more limited, but geophysical survey has also been used at some sites, and has
revealed considerable variation in the density of features. At Uffington, for example,
there was very little evidence for activity within the hillfort, while at Alfred’s Castle
and Segsbury the evidence suggests much more intensive activity. Ring gullies have
been identified at Segsbury, Alfred’s Castle and Cherbury, and pit groups at
Segsbury, Madmarston, Alfred’s Castle and Castle Hill.
5.6.47 Given their potential territorial significance, the best known of these hillforts, and
potentially all of them, should certainly be regarded as of regional significance. Given
the extent of research, the hillforts on the Ridgeway are now, as a group, among the
best-known hillforts in the country. The existence of settlements outside some of
these hillforts, at Castle Hill, Madmarston and Cherbury noted above, with the
potential for providing direct evidence for the relationship between the hillforts and
their surrounding settlements, also lends these sites a special significance.

The effects of quarrying
5.6.48 There are 186 entries on the GIS for the later Bronze Age/Iron Age period which
have been destroyed either by previous or current sand and gravel quarrying out of a
total of 840 entries within this aggregate area. This means that 36.3% of the known
later Bronze Age/Iron Age resource within the sand and gravel has been destroyed by
previous quarrying and 8.4% from current quarrying.
5.6.49 There are 20 entries on the GIS for the later Bronze Age/Iron Age period which have
been destroyed either by previous or current limestone quarrying out of a total of 266
entries within this aggregate area. This means that 1% of the known later Bronze
Age/Iron Age resource within the sand and gravel has been destroyed by previous
quarrying and 13.7% by current quarrying.
5.6.50 There is 1 entry on the GIS for the later Bronze Age/Iron Age period which has been
destroyed either by previous ironstone quarrying out of a total of 19 entries within
this aggregate area. This means that 25%% of the known later Bronze Age/Iron Age
resource within the sand and gravel has been destroyed by previous quarrying.

Research priorities
5.6.51 The research priorities set out below is based primarily upon the research agenda for
the later Bronze Age and Iron Age in the Solent Thames region recently outlined by
Lambrick (Lambrick 2010b).
Chronology
5.6.52 Although with the increasing application of radiocarbon dating, often now involving
large series of dates and Bayesian modelling (eg Hey et al. 1999), and detailed
analysis of ceramics (eg Lambrick and Allen 2004; Lambrick 2010a), the chronology
of the late Bronze Age and Iron Age is increasingly well known, a number of
significant issues remain:
• the development of Bronze Age ceramics
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•
•
•

the chronology of Bronze Age settlement
the development of hillforts
the chronology of fieldsystems, including the date of abandonment

Landscape
5.6.53 One of the major developments of the later Bronze Age, the establishment of field
systems and landscape divisions, although it is increasingly widely mapped, is still
poorly understood (Yates 2007):
• The use (pastoral vs agricultural) and significance (political, economic etc. ) of
field systems and land divisions
• The changing relationship between field systems and settlement and burial
• The extent to which field systems remained in use in the Iron Age
• The existence of boundaries not marked in archaeological visible ways
Subsistence and agriculture
5.6.54 Although the environmental evidence from sites on the gravels in particular is rich,
the detailed reconstruction of the subsistence economies still raises numerous
significant issues:
• The nature of changes in the pastoral economy associated with the setting out of
field systems
• The relative important of primary and secondary products
• The degree of specialisation in pastoral and arable agriculture at particular sites,
and The relationships between them
• The development of arable agriculture (eg the introduction of new varieties of
wheat)
• The function and significance of four-posters and storage pits, and the
relationship between them
Settlement
5.6.55 As outlined above, the development of settlement marks one of the clearest changes
across the period
• The decline of patterns of mobile domestic activity, and increasing stability
• The existence of seasonally mobile patterns of settlement
• The size of the populations associated with settlements
• The social composition of settlements
• Relationships between settlements and with hillforts
• The significance of differences between open and enclosed settlements, and
between other kinds of settlements
• The origins of hillforts in the Bronze Age
• The role of hillforts, and the character of activity and settlement within them
• The development of houses and of associated gullies
• The significance of ‘special deposits’ and ‘structured deposition’ on settlements
• The significance and context of conflict, and the reasons for the contrast between
elaborately defended hillforts and open settlements
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Burial
5.6.56 Burial practices are not well evidence in the later Bronze Age, and the significance of
burial practices in the Iron Age remains poorly understood:
• The reasons for the abandonment of funerary monuments
• The extent to which biases in fieldwork and post-depositional factors may affect
the preservation and recovery of Bronze Age burial evidence
• The significance of the changing contexts of burial
• The significance of variation in the character and frequency of occurrence of pit
burials in the Iron Age
• The status of Iron Age cemeteries
• The significance of special forms of burial
5.7
5.7.1

The Roman Period (AD 43–410)
Oxfordshire contains a large quantity and rich diversity of evidence for the Roman
period, although this is far from evenly distributed, as is emphasised below and can
be seen in Figure 8. The county contains landscapes and individual sites which have
generated a range of published work relating to, inter alia, small towns, a wide variety
of types of rural settlement and pottery production, which is of regional and national
significance. The Roman archaeology of the county has been reviewed in part or in
total in several different formats in recent years, and the following short sections on
Research Background and The Nature of the Record are derived largely from the
most recent of these overall summaries, prepared for the Solent-Thames Regional
Research Framework. For present purposes the Roman period is taken to include the
late Iron Age. The latter can be defined in many ways, but in the absence of an
independent (not historically-based) absolute chronology the key archaeological
marker of this period is the appearance of pottery of broadly ‘Belgic type’, typically
(but not exclusively) consisting of wheel-thrown vessels in grog-tempered fabrics
(but see further below). This ceramic tradition, and some developments in the
physical characteristics of settlements that appear to be coeval with it, relate to
activity that continues well past the time of the Roman conquest and is not
meaningfully divisible from the rest of the early Roman period, whereas in at least a
significant minority of cases the late Iron Age activity can be seen as distinct from
preceding settlement of middle Iron Age character. For these reasons the late Iron
Age and early Roman periods are reviewed together here.

Research Background
5.7.2

Although meaningless as an entity in the Roman period, the modern county of
Oxfordshire forms a convenient unit for analysis and as such has been relatively well
served by works of synthesis. Leaving aside antiquarian accounts (for which see
Henig and Booth 2000, 202-221), the county benefited from the relatively late
appearance of Volume 1 of the Victoria County History, in 1939 (Taylor 1939); the
summary of Roman archaeology presented there was able to take account of
pioneering work in aerial photography and of excavations such as Radford’s work on
the villa at Ditchley, as well as containing the typical gazetteer. The corresponding
volume for Berkshire, covering much of what is now the Vale of White Horse District
of Oxfordshire, was of an earlier generation (1904) and is accordingly less useful, but
a later survey, Peake’s The Archaeology of Berkshire (1931), took account of
subsequent work. Post-war summaries of Roman Oxfordshire were quite concise
(Taylor 1954; Young 1986) and the first modern full-length survey is Roman
Oxfordshire (Henig and Booth (2000), following on from Peter Salway’s Tom
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Hassall Lecture of 1997 (Salway 1999). With the greatly increased volume of
evidence available Roman Oxfordshire was inevitably a work of summary
throughout, dispensing with the gazetteer approach of the Victoria County History
(VCH). Short summaries have also dealt with localised areas of the county (eg Booth
1998; 2001; 2009; Copeland 2002). Although these generally add little in terms of
new data they do provide a closer focus on the areas concerned. Most recently the
Thames Valley area of the county has been subject to further review in an EH
(Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund) backed project entitled The Thames Through
Time, examining the whole of the Upper and Middle Thames Valley region (but
taking a very geographically-restricted view of the valley) through the first
millennium AD (Booth et al. 2007). The focus of this work on the archaeology of the
river gravels is useful in relation to the present project, and is also useful in placing
the Oxfordshire evidence in the wider context of the Thames gravels in adjacent
counties. There have also been reviews of particular aspects of the archaeology of
Roman Oxfordshire, of which the most significant have dealt with the pottery
industry (Young 1977 - reprinted in 2000 in its original form but with the additions of
a short introductory essay and a review of post-1977 bibliography pertinent to the
industry), rural settlement (Miles 1982) and late Roman cemeteries (Booth 2001).
5.7.3

Oxfordshire is notable for early antiquarian involvement in villa sites such as
Stonesfield and North Leigh, but systematic excavation of Roman sites in the county,
with the exception of Atkinson’s pre-First World War work at Lowbury Hill
(Atkinson 1916), did not begin until the 1920s, with the work of Hawkes and others
at Alchester (Hawkes 1927; Iliffe 1929; 1932). The scale of such excavation
remained generally small, despite the extent of destruction caused for example by
gravel quarrying, until the 1970s. Thereafter the emphasis of intrusive fieldwork
shifted almost entirely to threat-led work, the excavations of Brodribb et al. at
Shakenoak (republished in accessible form as a single BAR volume (Brodribb et al.
2005)) being the only significant exception in the 60s and 70s. The formation of the
Oxford Archaeological Unit in 1973 led to increasingly large-scale examination of
sites, particularly in the context of gravel extraction, prompted by the publication of
Benson and Miles’ (1974) survey of the aerial photographic evidence for the area (see
Section 4.1). While excavation was very largely concentrated in the Thames Valley,
however, other work considered wider areas, examining the Upper Thames region as
a whole (Hingley 1983) and the vale and downland areas to the south (eg Gaffney and
Tingle 1989; Tingle 1991). Since the advent of PPG16 the concentration of
excavation in the Valley has been maintained as this continues to be the focal area for
development within the county, although a notable exception has been the growing
scale of work in the Bicester area, where expansion is also considerable. Apart from
this, however, some of the most high profile (though not always high quality)
excavation outside the valley has been carried out in the context of research
programmes (eg Oxford University’s Hillforts of the Ridgeway project and Eberhard
Sauer’s work at Alchester) and of local archaeological initiatives, particularly at
Swalcliffe Lea, Wigginton and Gatehampton Farm, Goring.

The nature of the record
5.7.4

The Oxfordshire HER now has a fairly comprehensive record for the Roman period,
although there is inevitably a modest backlog of data entry, mainly for PPG16-related
‘grey literature’, and the coverage of artefact data is such that systematic recovery of
information on particular object types is not possible, nor is environmental evidence
recorded routinely. This is largely a result of the development in recent years of the
HER specifically as a planning rather than a research tool. The HER contains about
1000 records for Roman ‘monuments’ and ‘buildings’, some of which are
components of individual sites. These ‘monuments’ include some sites identified only
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from the air where morphological criteria make a Roman date certain or probable, but
some aerial evidence is omitted where dating is less clear (the bias of aerial evidence
towards the Thames Valley is well known, but this is exacerbated by the fact that
detailed plotting by the NMP has mostly been confined to the valley, although the
North Wessex Downs have been covered more recently). ‘Find spots’ of Roman
material, having no particular settlement associations, occupy an estimated further
900 records. The distribution of the Roman ‘monuments’ is relatively even across the
county, although there is a concentration in the Thames Valley, as would be expected.
Relatively thinly covered areas include parts of the Vale of the White Horse, west
Oxfordshire away from the river valleys, parts of north-east Oxfordshire around (but
excluding) Bicester, and the Chiltern dip slope (see further below). Portable
Antiquities Scheme data, whether incorporated into the HER or obtained directly, are
a valuable addition to the evidence base for this period.
5.7.5

Overall, the county is well-served by the journal Oxoniensia, published annually with
a high production standard. South Midlands Archaeology serves as a useful source of
short reports and in particular of accounts of work in progress. Many of the larger
excavation reports are of such a size, however, that they are not readily covered by
these journals. A number of the key excavations of the 1970s were published by the
CBA (Parrington 1978; Lambrick and Robinson 1979; Miles 1986) before the
establishment of Oxford Archaeology’s ongoing Thames Valley Landscapes and
related monograph series and occasional papers, while reports on Wilcote, Aves
Ditch and the Chalgrove-East Ilsley Pipeline have been published by BAR (Hands
1993; 1998; Hands and Cotswold Archaeology 2004; Sauer 2005b; Wilson 2008) and
aspects of recent work at Alchester and elsewhere have been published in national
journals (Sauer 2000; 2005a; Gosden and Lock 2003; Kamash et al. 2010). With this
range of publication options a lower proportion of important evidence is consigned
wholly to the ‘grey literature’ than might be the case in some other counties. The
majority of the numerous reports of this type deal with evaluations and watching
briefs having results of relatively minor significance, but a number of important
projects have also stalled at this stage.

5.7.6

The following review summarises the Roman evidence for each of the geologically
distinct resource areas in turn. These descriptions are related briefly to the wider
framework of Roman settlement in the county (essentially the network of major roads
and the principal nucleated settlements), making cross reference to sites beyond the
confines of the specific geological areas where necessary. While there are some
differences in the character of Roman settlement between these areas it is rarely
likely, let alone clear, that these differences result from the inherent qualities of the
different geologies, so the treatment of each as a closed unit is meaningless. The
summaries are not exhaustively referenced. Key references are given where this
seems appropriate, and some individual sites are referenced in relation to their HER
PRNs.

Ironstone Area
5.7.7

The Roman archaeology of this area of north Oxfordshire is very imperfectly known
for the same reasons that apply to the evidence for some other periods in this
overwhelmingly rural area, including: low levels of development and hence of
PPG16-driven investigation, relatively low-level aerial coverage/responsiveness and a
lack of systematic fieldwork. The degree of correlation between Roman and earlier
settlement patterns is essentially unknown, with the possible exception of Swalcliffe
Lea (see below).
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5.7.8

One major Roman road crosses the area, running roughly east-west from the major
settlement at Kings Sutton (south-east of Banbury and just in Northamptonshire), and
ultimately from Towcester on Watling Street, to the Fosse Way at Ettington
(Warwicks) and beyond. Within the ironstone area there is one important nucleated
settlement on this road, at Swalcliffe Lea, covering an area in excess of 20 ha. This
site lies close to the Iron Age hillfort at Madmarston and even closer to a
concentration of unenclosed settlement, presumably of Iron Age date, known only
from the air (see eg Henig and Booth 200, 10, fig. 1.5). Parts of the Roman site have
been excavated in piecemeal fashion over the years, revealing important evidence for
substantial stone buildings and associated activities such as iron working, quite
possibly including smelting (Henig and Booth 2000, 68-70, 160-1), but none of this
work has been published in detail (Shawyer 2000, 50-56; 2001, 49-54; 2002; 2003;
2005, 54-59; 2007).

5.7.9

There is no other evidence for nucleated settlement or even for minor Roman roads in
the ironstone area. The overall character and particularly the density of rural
settlement is equally unclear. The most obvious evidence is for a scatter of villas, of
which Wigginton (PRN 1617) is the best known and most substantial. It lies on
limestone immediately adjacent to but not actually upon ironstone, but may be taken
as an indication of the potential of the area to have contained very wealthy villa
estates. Further villas on the ironstone, none of which has been investigated
meaningfully, are known at Hanwell (PRN 1768) and Adderbury (PRN 3380), while
a further ‘building’, perhaps part of a villa complex, is known near North Newington
(PRN 5378) and ‘walls’, probably of Roman date, at a site (PRN 9110) c 1 km northeast of Hanwell. The character of the site which the latter represent is uncertain. A
mosaic pavement is reported from a site in Bloxham (PRN 16451) and presumably
indicates the presence of another villa, but nothing is known of other aspects of the
site.

5.7.10 Present data therefore indicate a maximum of six certain or possible villas (all on or
very close to the ironstone) in this part of north Oxfordshire. It is very unclear if the
estates of the type which they represent accounted for the majority of rural
landholding in the area (in which case a much greater number of villas would have to
be postulated) or whether lower status farmsteads were widely distributed, either as
independent holdings and/or in relation to villa estates, or whether the overall density
of settlement was very low (although a priori this seems unlikely). Evidence for
probable non-villa settlement is extremely restricted, however, and consists almost
entirely of small numbers of surface finds from a limited number of locations.
Slightly better evidence comes from the vicinity of Bloxham. A possible corn-drying
oven and other finds were recorded from just south-west of the village (PRN 1731),
while a possible cemetery is recorded to the south-east (PRN 2343) and another (PRN
1712) lay just to the west. This last site, which produced some settlement-related
features as well as 30 inhumation burials (Knight 1938), probably all late Roman in
date, is important as it is the only remotely substantial Roman cemetery known from
the whole of the northern part of the county. At Wroxton a group of five burials may
represent part of a larger cemetery (Chambers 1986) but if so its size is unknown. On
the basis of evidence from elsewhere in the county (Booth 2001) the size of the
principal Bloxham cemetery is consistent with association with a villa estate or other
established rural settlement.
5.7.11 It is striking that of the six potential villa sites (including Wigginton) all, with the
possible exception of the Bloxham example, are situated right at the margins of the
ironstone. Even given the small size of the sample this pattern seems too regular to be
coincidental. It is supported by the only unassociated findspot record that specifically
mentions roof tile (PRN 13148), in the west of the area near Hook Norton, also
located right at the edge of the ironstone. This evidence suggests that the locations of
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higher status rural settlement sites were at least in part geographically determined,
placed at the interface of the ironstone and adjacent geologies and thus able to exploit
a range of different resources supported by these. Whether such a pattern prevailed
among the lower status rural settlements is impossible to say. The distribution of
general findspots - i.e. of coins and (particularly) pottery might support such a view,
but substantiation of it would require more detailed comparative GIS analysis of the
HER record for all geologies. Among the individual finds on the ironstone, that of a
gold chain and pottery probably from Iron Down (Barford St Michael, PRN 1735;
Taylor 1939, 332) is particularly notable, although its significance in this location is
uncertain.
5.7.12 In summary, the present dataset is likely to represent only a small sample of the total
Roman rural settlement pattern in this part of Oxfordshire. By contrast Swalcliffe
Lea, the most substantial nucleated settlement in north Oxfordshire, may have been
the only site of its type in the area, although other minor nucleated settlements could
have existed at other points along the line of the east-west road and perhaps elsewhere
as well. The evidence for higher status rural settlement does show a strong preference
for locations at the margins of the ironstone, which might suggest that such sites are
less likely to have been centred exclusively on ironstone geology. These marginal
locations therefore have relatively high potential for the occurrence of sites of villa
type. It is less certain that this is also true of other rural settlements, since their
inhabitants may have been less able, by virtue of their status, to monopolise favoured
locations for occupation, although they presumably did so wherever opportunity
arose. General finds distributions across the ironstone are thin, however, and it may
be that this area was genuinely less favoured for settlement across the spectrum of
society, despite the presumption (above) in favour of a widespread and relatively
even distribution of Roman settlement.

Limestone area
5.7.13 For the purposes of characterisation of the Roman archaeology of the limestone the
latter can be divided into two main areas, a southern area comprising the Corallian
ridge south-west of Oxford and its outlying parts just east of the City, and a northern
‘Cotswold’ area north of the Thames. The latter, discussed first, can in turn be
divided into three zones, a western ‘Akeman Street’ zone extending from the county
boundary up to the valley of the Evenlode, a central zone between the Evenlode and
Cherwell valleys extending northwards from Woodstock, and a north-eastern zone,
lying east of the Cherwell and continuous with the Northamptonshire uplands further
to the north-east.
The Cotswolds - ‘Akeman Street zone’
5.7.14 Akeman Street, which runs roughly ENE-WSW through the entire length of the
southern part of this zone, forms the focus for its Roman settlement pattern. A short
length of a very straight WNW-ESE aligned road crosses Akeman Street west of
Ramsden, but although its Roman date is not seriously in doubt its significance
remains uncertain. Later prehistoric settlement evidence is scarce. The principal later
prehistoric monument of the area, the North Oxfordshire Grims Ditch (NOGD;
Copeland 1988), the western parts of which lie in this zone, is probably of late Iron
Age date and potentially of major importance in terms of the regional political
situation of that period, but it is of uncertain significance with regard to contemporary
settlement. In this respect, therefore, the recovery of a late Iron Age to early Roman
pottery assemblage in a recent evaluation at South Lawn Farm, Swinbrook, close to a
known later Roman ?farmstead (PRN 16556), is particularly important.
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5.7.15 Two major settlements, Asthall and Wilcote, lie on Akeman Street within this area.
Neither is situated directly on the limestone, but these sites were important for the
area early in the Roman period since they both appear to have had military
associations, albeit of slightly uncertain character. A further site, at Cornbury Park
(PRN 2400), marked by extant earthworks, has been claimed as an early Roman
military enclosure There is no supporting artefactual evidence and this interpretation
remains speculative; the site is not certainly of Roman date at all .
5.7.16 Subsequent to an early Roman military phase Asthall and Wilcote will have
developed significant market functions for the agricultural communities of this zone.
This is particularly the case at Asthall - the character of later Roman settlement at
Wilcote is rather more enigmatic. The rural settlement pattern of the area is
characterised by a marked concentration of villas, though a majority of these do not
lie on the limestone itself. Those that do are found at Fulbrook (PRN 15690), Chilson
(PRN 5655) and Shakenoak (PRN 1500). Only the last of these has seen significant
archaeological investigation (Brodribb et al. 2005). All three are situated at the
margin of the limestone, and a similar pattern can be observed in relation to the other
evidence for Roman activity in this zone, consisting principally of individual finds.
Apart from South Lawn Farm, Swinbrook the only substantive evidence for non-villa
features consists of a square cropmark enclosure, not certainly of Roman date, just
north-east of Shakenoak (PRN 15689), and a small cemetery of 12 or 13 burials
adjacent to Akeman Street about 1 km south-west of Asthall (PRN 1485).
The Cotswolds - ‘Central zone’
5.7.17 The southern part of this large area is again traversed by Akeman Street and the
eastern portion of the NOGD also lies here - Akeman Street seems to have been
deliberately aligned to cut through the NOGD area. Limited archaeological evidence
supports a likely late Iron Age date for the NOGD earthworks. As elsewhere on the
limestone data generated by systematic archaeological work are rare, but there is a
certain amount of aerial evidence, typically in the form of ditched enclosures. Some
of these are characteristically Iron Age in form (particularly banjo enclosures,
although continuation of activity into the Roman period in such sites is possible, and
has been demonstrated in recent (2010) excavation at Rollright Heath). However,
other more rectilinear enclosures, are more difficult to date on morphological criteria
alone and could be either later prehistoric or Roman, or both. A few are dated by
associated finds to the Roman period, but in some cases the HER has retained the
term ‘Romano-British farmstead’ (eg PRNs 1227, 1555 and 2440) derived from the
interpretation of aerial evidence presented in VCH volume I (Taylor 1939), at a time
when it was less clear that not all such enclosures could be presumed to be Roman in
date. The Roman date suggested for these sites may indeed be correct, but
corroborative evidence is needed to supplement that of enclosure form.
5.7.18 Akeman Street is the only certain Roman road running through this zone. Minor roads
and trackways must have existed but they are generally elusive, although a possible
road/trackway has been identified north of Enstone (PRN 11483). The principal (and
substantial) nucleated settlement in this zone lay on Akeman Street at Sansom’s Platt
(PRN 1263) but is known principally from aerial evidence (Winton 2001). There was
probably a further significant nucleated settlement, not linked to any known road
network, on the south-eastern fringes of Chipping Norton. This is represented only by
finds scatters, albeit quite extensive (PRNs 1282, 5630 and 16630), but among this
material is a stone head of Jupiter (Henig and Booth 2000, 127-8) which suggests the
presence of a shrine within the settlement. A further possible shrine (‘possible
Romano-Celtic temple’) is suggested north-west of Rollright (PRN 12254), while the
best-known site of this type in the area lies at Lees Rest, east of Charlbury and only
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just off the limestone here, although the multiple ditched enclosure at this site did not
obviously contain any substantial structure.
5.7.19 As with the ‘Akeman Street zone’, villas are a prominent, if not dominant, element in
the rural settlement pattern. At least nine such sites are known on the limestone in the
‘Central’ zone, stretching from Wigginton, lying on an isolated patch adjacent to the
ironstone in the north (PRN 1617) to Combe (PRN 16873) at the south-western
margin of this zone. The other sites are Beaconsfield Farm (PRN 2336), Callow Hill
(PRN 1226), Ditchley (PRN 1574), Enstone (PRN 5965), Great Rollright (PRN
16019), Lower Dornford Farm, Wootton (PRN 17205) and Spelsbury (PRN 16421).
Other particularly important villas, such as Stonesfield, the two Fawler sites and
North Leigh, lie very closely adjacent to the limestone in the Evenlode valley which
separates the ‘Akeman Street’ and ‘Central’ zones of the limestone. The
concentration of villa sites within the confines of the NOGD has been widely noted,
and suggests that this area was of particular importance as a place of high status
settlement. It is also notable that a number of these villas appear to have unusually
early origins when compared with similar sites elsewhere in the county (Booth 1999).
In a number of significant respects, therefore, the rural settlement pattern of this zone
is unusual and further elucidation of it, given that the scale of fieldwork has been
particularly small, would be welcome.
5.7.20 The villas were supplemented by a range of other sites, mostly enclosed. These are
likely to have been a very significant component of the rural landscape, but there is a
total lack of detailed evidence for any of them. There is therefore, for example, no
definition of the period of their use so it is impossible to say if they have comparable
sequences of development and use to those of the villas. Indeed little enough is
known of the latter, although some excavation has been carried out at Wigginton,
Callow Hill, Combe and Ditchley.
5.7.21 The main part of the ‘Central’ zone of the limestone is geologically more coherent
than elsewhere, and there were thus fewer opportunities to place settlements at its
edges, as seen elsewhere and on the ironstone. Only Wigginton, Beaconsfield Farm,
Great Rollright and Combe were so located, but the marginal (off-limestone) location
of the Evenlode valley sites, in particular Stonesfield, must be remembered. With a
sample of similar size, however, only two out of nine non-villa ‘farmstead’/enclosure
sites were similarly positioned. This may suggest that, as elsewhere, villas were often
preferentially placed in particularly favoured locations, but the overall numbers of
sites are too small for this assessment of potential difference between villa and nonvillas sites to be other than tentative. The general density of unassociated finds is not
particularly high, particularly in the area north-east of NOGD. This may reflect an
absence of fieldwork rather than a low level of exploitation of parts of the zone, but
there may have been genuine variation in the density of rural settlement across the
zone. Much more evidence would be required for this to be demonstrable, however.
The finds recorded from the ‘Central’ limestone zone include three (or more) coin
hoards, including an antiquarian find of a small early 4th century group from Combe
(PRN 1300). At least two hoards are known from Kiddlington, a silver hoard of
uncertain date, and one or perhaps two late 4th century hoards both with coins of
Arcadius and Honorius.
The Cotswolds - ‘North-east zone’
5.7.22 The density and character of Roman settlement in this area are very poorly
understood. The principal components of the Roman infrastructure of the wider area
are marginal to this zone. Akeman Street lies to the south and the Alchester to
Towcester road to the south-east. A less well-known Roman road runs north-south
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through the western edge of this zone, from Oxford in the south to the major
settlement of Kings Sutton (Northants) in the north. Nucleated settlements related to
the road network therefore border this zone. Alchester lies to the south, but as the
most substantial Roman settlement in Oxfordshire it would have had some influence
on settlements within the zone. A lesser roadside settlement, on a minor road running
north-west from the line of Akeman Street near Alchester, lies at Middleton Stoney,
just at the southern margin of the limestone zone, while further west the junction of
Akeman Street and the north-south road, near Kirtlington, may have been the site of
another minor nucleated settlement, again just outside the limestone zone. Just north
of here, and mostly east of the north-south road, lies the SSW-NNE aligned Aves
Ditch, itself once thought to be the line of another Roman road, but clearly a major
linear boundary of late Iron Age date (Sauer 2005b). This feature was almost
certainly of considerable significance in relation to the adjacent contemporary rural
settlement pattern and it is possible, although not demonstrable on present evidence,
that differences established at that time were maintained into the Roman period.
5.7.23 Within the north-east limestone zone proper, however, good evidence for rural
settlement is scarce. There are no known villa sites in this part of the county, although
several probable villas are known in the Bicester area to the south-east and a recently
discovered probable villa site (involving the metal-detector find of a group of 4th
century pewter vessels associated with a stone structure) at Mudginwell Farm,
Somerton lies above the Cherwell just off the edge of the limestone and only a few
hundred metres west of the line of the north-south road. A ‘settlement’ (PRN 2610)
and related earthworks, possibly of Roman date (PRN 16844) occur at Ballards Copse
near Upper Heyford, and a further ‘settlement’ (PRN 16638) is noted on the west side
of the deserted medieval village (DMV) of Tusmore, based on geophysical survey
which revealed part of a ditched enclosure (Mudd 2007, 77-8). The nature of these
‘settlements’ is unclear (the identification of a kiln within the Tusmore enclosure
(ibid.) is speculative). Other Roman rural settlements are likely to occur among the
undated cropmark enclosures known in this zone. Overall, however, the number of
otherwise unknown sites suggested by the presence of surface material is also very
small. It is notable that a number of recent projects in the area, for example at Ardley
(Hart et al. forthcoming; unpublished excavations at Ardley Quarry by Oxford
Archaeology) have produced evidence for later prehistoric activity but little or no
Roman material, although Roman finds and both cremation and inhumation burials
are reported from a site between Ardley and Middleton Stoney (PRN 3335). The
limited amount of Roman evidence may be an accident of the sampling regime, but
might suggest a relatively low density of Roman settlement in parts of this zone in
contrast to areas just to the south of it. Such a suggestion would require much more
detailed work before it could be substantiated, however, and the volume of
archaeological work carried out in relation to the expansion of Bicester has certainly
been a key factor in increasing knowledge of later prehistoric and Roman settlement
in this area.
The Corallian ridge
5.7.24 The Roman archaeology of the Corallian ridge is not particularly well known but it
does include some very significant sites, indicative of fairly intensive settlement. The
extent of the limestone area of the ridge west of Faringdon is quite limited, but late
Iron Age and Roman features indicating successive phases of settlement and related
field boundaries have been excavated at Watchfield (Birbeck 2001; Heawood 2004).
These are important in demonstrating continuity of settlement from the late Iron Age
into the early and middle Roman periods. Elsewhere in the area such evidence is
scarce and at sites such as Frilford/Marcham (see below) the question of continuity of
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ritual practice has been controversial (eg Harding 1987). A further important element
of the settlement pattern is a substantial but poorly understood settlement at Bowling
Green Farm, Stanford in the Vale (PRN 9237, on sand and gravel close to the
limestone area). Frilford/Marcham itself is a cult centre (with associated settlement
and a very important late Roman/early Saxon cemetery (PRN 7117), lying adjacent to
the Roman road running SSW from Oxford towards Wantage. This site is likely to
have been a significant market centre for the local rural population, as well as a major
regional religious focus with recent excavations of national importance (eg Lock et
al. 2003; Lock and Gosden 2004; Gosden et al. 2005; Kamash et al. 2010), although
assessments of the extent of the settlement component have varied, and this is
considered of relatively minor significance by the current excavators.
5.7.25 Rural settlement on the limestone includes a probable villa on its margin at Stanford
in the Vale (PRN 12754) and a variety of evidence, including aerial photographs, for
trackways and enclosures, the latter indicative of lower status rural settlement.
Examples of these are seen between Pusey and Charney Bassett, for example (eg
PRNs 12118, 7834) and include a possible linear settlement (PRN 12118) in the same
area. Such settlement patterns are likely to have been fairly widespread, a suggestion
supported up to a point by the general distribution of individual finds of pottery and
coins.
5.7.26 The extent of the limestone east of Oxford is extremely limited, but it nevertheless
supports a variety of site types. Closest to Oxford are components of the major
pottery industry, probably represented here by isolated finds and by a possible kiln at
the former Slade Hospital (PRN 16300) while the main north-south road from
Dorchester to Alchester passes barely 200 m to the east of this site (most of the
pottery industry is located a little to the west, off the limestone). A separate NNWSSE trending band of limestone roughly 3 km further east is again limited in area, but
close to its northern end lies the villa of Beckley (PRN 1355, see Corallian sand and
gravel below) and at the south end, at Holton, are a rectilinear enclosure (PRN 5541)
and a closely adjacent cremation cemetery (PRN 1774). Further findspots suggest
reasonably intensive use of this geology east of Oxford.

Sand and Gravel
5.7.27 Evidence from the sands and gravels is a major resource for the archaeology of the
Roman period in Oxfordshire. As for other periods, the capacity of these geologies to
produce cropmarks is well known and evidence generated in this way has been used
for many years. The exploitation of these resources, again over an extended period,
has resulted in a variety of archaeological responses including excavation, sometimes
on a substantial scale. The consequence of this is that, despite the survival of areas of
the gravel where the Roman settlement pattern is not well understood, overall the
sand and gravel areas have been much more extensively examined and studied than
other parts of the county, and the large body of data has been subject to quite recent
synthesis (Booth et al. 2007) within a framework that embraces the Upper Thames
beyond Oxfordshire and the Middle Thames as well. This work in turn builds on a
tradition of earlier analysis and synthesis which, unsurprisingly, has not really been
paralleled in other parts of the county (eg Benson and Miles 1974; Hingley 1983,
Lambrick 1992). A further consequence of the large dataset is that there is much more
evidence here than elsewhere for at least the spatial relationships between settlement
patterns of the Roman period and those of later prehistory and the early Saxon period.
While there is sometimes (though by no means always) a break in occupation
sequences between the middle and the late Iron Age on individual sites there is
nevertheless continuity of wider exploitation of the agricultural landscape across the
gravels. The later prehistoric settlement background is therefore not set out here, but
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rather such a background is presumed to be present, unless explicitly stated to the
contrary. In particular, it is notable that sites established in the late Iron Age (as
defined on ceramic criteria) almost invariably develop seamlessly into the early
Roman period. This issue of chronological definition is significant. Characteristic late
Iron Age pottery, in the sense of ‘Belgic style’ material, often wheel-thrown vessels
in grog-tempered and sand-tempered fabrics, is common in the Upper Thames Valley,
but less common in the northern part of the county - the ironstone and Cotswold
limestone areas discussed above. On some sites, in those areas hand-made pottery in a
middle Iron Age tradition could have continued in use up to the time of the Roman
conquest. The absence of ‘Belgic type’ material need not, therefore, indicate an
absence of activity during the late Iron Age as defined historically. Equally, however,
termination of occupation sequences within the ‘Late’ Iron Age would not necessarily
be identified at sites where only hand-made pottery was found. There is therefore
more chance of identifying chronological nuances in settlement sequences within the
Upper Thames Valley than in the areas to the north, and this point needs to be borne
in mind when attempting to correlate late prehistoric and early Roman chronological
sequences across the county.
5.7.28 For present purposes a distinction is drawn between the sand and gravel of the
Thames and its major tributaries entering from the north and east, on the one hand,
and the soft sand of the Corallian ridge and the northern side of the Vale of the White
Horse on the other. Small pockets of sand and gravel are found in the valleys of the
northern tributaries of the Thames well upstream of the points where these rivers
leave the Cotswold limestone zone, but north of the line of Akeman Street, at least,
these deposits are small in scale and have not hitherto produced any significant
evidence for Roman activity. Above Oxford, deposits of river terrace gravels are
found predominantly on the left bank of the Thames, with a corresponding
concentration of sites in this area.
5.7.29 For the most part the gravel areas of the county lie at some distance from major
elements of the Roman infrastructure. All the northern tributaries of the Thames are
crossed by Akeman Street at some distance from the Thames, and for the Thames
Valley above Oxford most of the principal nucleated settlements are found along that
line (for the exception at Gill Mill see below). Significant intersections of Roman
roads with the Thames itself are found only near Oxford and at Dorchester, albeit that
lesser crossings are likely to have existed elsewhere.
5.7.30 The importance of the Thames and its tributaries in terms of Roman infrastructure
remains debatable, but while local use seems certain (although not substantiated
archaeologically) direct evidence for use on a wider scale is also lacking and may
suggest that this was at a low level, at best. In terms of the integration of rural
settlement on the gravels with local and regional centres, the network of minor roads
and trackways, seen clearly in places on the gravel, was probably more important
than communication by river.
Thames Valley: west of the Windrush
5.7.31 This is an area of hitherto relatively limited gravel extraction with, for example, small
scale quarrying in the lower Leach valley just north of Lechlade, where pioneering
work in 1943 examined prehistoric features and part of a late Iron Age/early Roman
settlement at Langford Downs (Williams 1946-7). Much more significant gravel
extraction has taken place at the east end of the area in the vicinity of the lower
Windrush at Standlake, Brighthampton and Shifford, but even here is on a lesser scale
than seen further east. Overall, therefore, there has been less significant fieldwork in
this area than further down the valley, with relatively little excavation (Old Shifford
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(Hey 1995) is the principal exception). Nevertheless, in addition to analysis of the
extensive cropmark evidence useful contributions have been made as a result of
fieldwalking, geophysical survey and metal detecting, for example in the vicinity of
Clanfield and Bampton .
5.7.32 The evidence indicates intensive settlement in the Roman period, although there is the
typical problem of distinguishing Roman from later prehistoric settlement evidence
on aerial photographs in the absence of other dating evidence, with the consequence
that the relevant sites are rarely specifically assigned to the Roman period in the
HER. A dense cluster of interlinked enclosures and boundaries to the east of
Kelmscott (at SU 262 993) is a particularly good example of this. Many of these
settlements were linked by the trackways referred to above, seen clearly from the air
in areas such as SP 3602 and SP 3802 at Cote and Standlake respectively, and shown
to be of Roman date by excavation further west, at Filkins (Coleman and Hancocks
2004). In addition, there is a record of a minor Roman road of uncertain significance
at the west end of this area, near Little Faringdon (PRN 2586) and a minor road
aligned roughly NE-SW crosses the Windrush valley at Gill Mill, but it is unclear if
this extended significantly beyond the valley itself, whether on a continuation of a
south-west alignment through Cokethorpe Park or on an alternative line. At Gill Mill
itself this road formed a principal axis of the substantial nucleated settlement (see
Windrush to Evenlode below). This is the only major settlement in the area, though
there are hints of nucleation at Cote, where several settlement units concentrate
around an open space entered by a number of trackways. This kind of ‘village green’
settlement is seen elsewhere in the valley, most notably at Appleford where it was
discussed by Hinchliffe and Thomas (1980, 68-9). It may be of later Roman date. As
revealed from the air the character of the individual settlement components is simple
and suggestive of lower status occupation. Evidence for chronological development
in settlement patterns is seen most clearly at Old Shifford (Hey 1995), where a typical
late Iron Age-early Roman settlement within a subrectangular enclosure was
abandoned, perhaps as early as the end of the 1st century AD, and later trackways and
field boundaries of more rectilinear character were located to the north.
5.7.33 Villas are generally absent from this stretch of the river. The best-known example in
the area lies to the west just across the county boundary at Roughground Farm,
Lechlade. A possible villa site is known up the Windrush valley just south of
Ducklington (PRN 5991), but the features revealed from the air and in excavation do
not indicate a villa, whereas the presence of ‘many fragments of tegula and box tile’
(Chambers 1975, 180) do. Flue tile fragments are also known from a site at Clanfield
(PRNs 2425 and 8141) which has produced a large metal-detected finds assemblage
and other material associated with a fairly extensive cropmark complex. Again this
material could be suggestive of the presence of a villa but further direct evidence
(structures or clear cropmarks of structures) is lacking at present. The finds spread,
however, is estimated to cover as much as 15 ha, so the possibility that this site
represents a minor nucleated settlement might also be considered. A further possible
villa has been noted at Chimney (PRN 16743), but although the site is considered to
be quite extensive the only artefactual indication of the presence of a villa is a single
piece of flue tile. At present the identification of a villa here remains highly
speculative at best.
5.7.34 One other type of site present in this area is a possible shrine at Bampton. The
evidence consists of a cropmark of a distinctive polygonal form, a stone altar and,
again, numerous metal-detected finds, including a number of good quality brooches
(PRN 13958). The latter are not necessarily indicative of the presence of a shrine, but
in combination with the other evidence are suggestive of it. A comparable assemblage
of large numbers of coins and brooches is known from Leaze Farm, just 1 km west of
the county boundary in Gloucestershire near Lechlade, and is similarly interpreted
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(Miles et al. 2007, 312-314). More widely, unassociated finds distributions are
consistent with intensive use of the whole of this stretch of the upper Thames gravels
for agricultural settlements.
Thames Valley: the Windrush to the Evenlode
5.7.35 This area has seen very intensive exploitation for gravel for many years and
consequently has a reasonable body of excavated data for the Roman period. The
principal Roman settlement is at Gill Mill (Booth and Simmonds 2011), a complex
that occupies parts of the parishes of Ducklington, South Leigh and Hardwick. The
focal area of this major nucleated site, almost certainly centred on a road junction
within the curtilage of Gill Mill House itself, occupied some 10 ha, and in total the
parts of the focal and adjacent areas examined at various levels in the course of gravel
extraction over a period of more than 20 years amount to roughly 50 ha. This site has
recently been the subject of a partly ALSF-funded post-excavation assessment (ibid.)
which has emphasised its scale and importance. The settlement is notable for being
located in the bottom of the Windrush valley on the floodplain gravels, where it was
established probably at about the beginning of the 2nd century AD. The reasons for
placing the site in this problematic (because prone to flooding) location remain
elusive. The road junction involved the NE-SW road across the Windrush valley
mentioned above and a further road heading south-eastwards down the valley. Further
downstream a third road ran roughly parallel to the first, at a distance of some 600 m
from it. It is possible that all these roads were well defined only within the environs
of the settlement, where they were paved, and that beyond this they survived as no
more than trackways of local significance.
5.7.36 Gill Mill must have been the principal local centre for the settlements of the lower
Windrush Valley. The way in which these evolved in relation to a distinctive pattern
of site distribution and (probably) landholding established well before the Roman
period has been discussed recently in the context of the report on excavations at
Gravelly Guy, Stanton Harcourt (Lambrick and Allen 2004). The late Iron Age-early
Roman settlement at Gravelly Guy itself, the direct successor of long-lived Iron Age
settlement, ceased to be occupied in the early 2nd century AD, in line with a widely
observed regional pattern which seems to be particularly clearly seen on the gravels
(see Old Shifford, above). Gravelly Guy formed part of an extensive system of
enclosures and related features, but the same early 2nd century disjuncture of
settlement is seen also at small individual sites such as Linch Hill Corner (Grimes
1943-4) and even in relation to field systems, as at Ireland’s Land, Northmoor, where
a rectilinear field system probably of late Iron Age origin seems not to have continued
in use beyond the early 2nd century (Norton 2006). The corollary of this is that some
sites were only established in the 2nd century, perhaps as part of or subsequent upon a
major reorganisation of land holding at this time (Henig and Booth 2000, 106-110).
In this area such sites are represented by Watkins Farm (Allen 1990) and might also
have included Gill Mill (Booth and Simmonds 2011), established at about this time.
Opposite Stanton Harcourt on the right bank of the Thames the Roman rural site at
Farmoor (PRN D8342; Lambrick and Robinson 1979) also seems to have a middlelate Roman emphasis. Here were a droveway, other ditches, pits, wells and corndrying ovens, but no clear structural evidence - a pattern that seems to have been
common on other sites in the region from the late Iron Age onwards (Allen et al.
1984; Henig and Booth 2000, 82, 94-5). Other later Roman components of the
settlement pattern in this area have been identified, but more often on the basis of a
combination of aerial photographs and limited surface evidence than of extensive
excavation. The late Roman cemetery at Stanton Harcourt Cricket Ground, where 35
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burials were excavated (McGavin 1980) is, however, a good example of a site of this
type and period, in a characteristic location beside a ditched trackway.
5.7.37 On present evidence villas are completely lacking from this intensively settled area.
Specialist types of site might be represented by a possible small shrine structure at
Smiths Field, Hardwick with Yelford, although this could, even if the interpretation is
accepted, easily have been of significance for no more than the local community. At
Gill Mill (Hey 1995) structural evidence is generally lacking (three simple
rectangular stone built structures, probably of later Roman date, are the only ones
securely identified at this site), but a range of religious items, including sculpted stone
altars (one miniature) and reliefs as well as portable items suggest the presence of a
fairly important shrine here. Shrines/temples are a recurring feature of the larger
nucleated settlements of the county and the presence of one here would be
unsurprising on this basis alone. It is possible, however, that the unusual low-lying
location of this site reflected the importance of this spot in cult terms, which in turn
generated a closely-related settlement.
Thames Valley: the Evenlode to the Cherwell
5.7.38 This area has also seen extensive exploitation of its gravel resources, particularly at
Cassington and Yarnton. A large part of the area towards the confluence with the
Cherwell is of course occupied by the present city of Oxford, which has produced
both settlement evidence and numerous individual finds from the gravel terrace.
While irrelevant in terms of future mineral extraction, the Oxford evidence is
nevertheless important in demonstrating that, whatever the specifics of the historic
development of the area, in the Roman period the gravel terraces were used in much
the same way here as elsewhere in the valley. The gravel here carried a south-north
road that probably crossed the Thames in the vicinity of the present Folly Bridge and
eventually headed north up the line of the Banbury Road to cross the line of Akeman
Street in the vicinity of Kirtlington, where Roman and early Saxon settlement is
known on an isolated patch of gravel at the southern end of the village (PRN 16989).
The relatively limited scale of excavation here makes it impossible to tell if the
Roman features represent (among other possibilities) part of a minor villa complex or
a lesser roadside settlement. It is possible that a minor nucleated settlement was
located in the South Parks Road area of Oxford adjacent to the line of this road, but at
present the evidence from that area, mostly derived from relatively small-scale
observations and excavations, could also be consistent with rural settlement.
5.7.39 Another potentially important element in the settlement pattern of this area, although
of slightly uncertain significance, is the substantial ‘Big Enclosure’ at Cassington,
located near the confluence of the Evenlode and the Thames. This is generally agreed
to be of late Iron Age date, and is one of a series of major enclosures, or ‘valley forts’
located at Thames confluences (see also Abingdon and Dorchester below). In the case
of Cassington the validity of the valley fort interpretation is rendered uncertain by the
fact that the enclosure appears not to have been completed. The reason for this,
whether a direct result of a change in political, military or social circumstances, or
simply a consequence of a change of plan, is unknown. There appear to be no
contemporary internal features and subsequent use in the Roman period, including the
positioning of small pottery kilns within the enclosure, suggests low-status activity at
this time. The only unusual characteristic of the Roman activity in the Cassington
area, which may perhaps relate to some aspect of the perceived importance of the Big
Enclosure, is the presence of much the largest rural cemetery from the region, with
some 115 inhumations, just to the north of the enclosure. It is particularly unfortunate
that much archaeological information was lost in this area with no systematic record,
a consequence of the early date of some of the gravel extraction here.
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5.7.40 The area immediately east of Cassington, much of it also now extracted, is of
considerable importance in archaeological terms as the location of the Yarnton
project (Hey et al. forthcoming). This programme of fieldwork was carried out from
the late 1980s in an attempt to provide an integrated approach to a whole landscape
embracing ‘traditional’ gravel extraction territory - i.e. on the second terrace - and the
gravels of the floodplain terrace, largely covered with alluvium. A combination of onsite and off-site excavation and sampling therefore aimed at establishing both the
sequence and character of occupation in the rural settlement focus, occupied (with
minor shifts) continuously from the Early Iron Age to the middle Saxon period, and
the long-term development of environmental and agricultural aspects of the landscape
within which this settlement was placed. The results of the Iron Age and Roman
components of the project are about to be published (Hey and Timby forthcoming);
they provide much the most extensively analysed body of evidence for the evolution
of a local landscape in the Roman period in this area.
5.7.41 The extent of the gravel downstream from Yarnton as far as the Cherwell, except in
the vicinity of Oxford itself, is limited, and no significant Roman sites are known.
Roman activity is apparently absent, for example, on Port Meadow, where several
prehistoric features are known. For this zone overall, therefore, while Yarnton
appears as a fairly typical Upper Thames Valley site in many respects, it is, along
with the adjacent site at Worton, the only recognisable complex of its type in the
stretch of the valley between Cassington and the Banbury Road/South Parks area of
Oxford.
Thames Valley: the Cherwell to the Thame
5.7.42 This area, like the previous one, has seen considerable gravel extraction in key areas
over extended periods of time, with variable degrees of archaeological response.
These areas concentrate first on the southern and eastern fringes of Abingdon,
secondly, and currently, at the ARC/Hanson Sutton Courtenay pit, and thirdly in the
vicinity of Dorchester where, while the Roman town itself has not been affected,
large parts of its immediate hinterland have been removed with, in several cases, no
meaningful archaeological record. Although some extraction-related excavation has
taken place here (and limited excavation related to the construction of the Dorchester
bypass), the key locations of such work in this area for the Roman period have been
in Abingdon and at nearby Barton Court Farm, and in the Sutton Courtenay pit,
mainly in Appleford parish.
5.7.43 This stretch of the valley sees a number of changes in the nature of rural settlement
patterns. From Abingdon onwards the gravel terraces are as wide if not wider on the
right bank as on the left. More significantly, this stretch of the river accommodates a
more mixed settlement pattern, with a number of villas on or close to the gravels
interspersed with non-villa settlements (see below). The contrast with the valley
above Oxford is marked in this respect. The principal south-north Roman road
through the county crossed the Thames near Dorchester, entering the Roman town
from the south-east via a subsidiary crossing of the Thame before running up through
the eastern margins of Oxford and heading to Alchester. River crossings at Oxford
may have been more complicated, occurring in both the present Folly Bridge area and
probably also at Redbridge in south Oxford, carrying a road south-westwards towards
Frilford and Wantage, while one or more north-easterly routes provided a link with
the Oxford pottery industry and the Dorchester-Alchester road.
5.7.44 An earlier element of importance in the settlement pattern was the presence of large
enclosed sites (‘valley forts’ or ‘enclosed oppida’) at Abingdon and at Dyke Hills,
Dorchester. These have been grouped together with the Big Enclosure at Cassington,
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but are much more alike than they are similar to that site in terms of morphology. A
role as significant local/regional centres in the late Iron Age is generally accepted for
both. Unlike at Cassington, this role is likely to have been retained at these locations
at least in the early Roman period, particularly at Dorchester (although not
necessarily within the Dyke Hills site itself). Unsurprisingly, the combination of
enclosed centre and major road crossing over the Thames resulted in the probable
siting of a Roman fort here (although perhaps not until the early 60s rather than in the
immediate conquest period ) and, more certainly, the subsequent establishment of a
small town, later defended and as such one of only two sites of this type in the county
The nature of the development of Abingdon in the Roman period is less certain,
partly because key excavations, particularly at The Vineyard, remain unpublished, but
there seems to have been a significant change in site character in the 2nd century.
Arguably the site was affected by the widespread reconfiguration of settlement
patterns at that time, but while the intensive early Roman occupation may have
ceased, the later Roman settlement possibly retained a nucleated element, or perhaps
became an estate centre with stone buildings and relatively high status burials. In
terms of wider developments in the settlement pattern, however, it was presumably
Dorchester that was the principal focus for the area, and probably became even more
important in the late Roman period.
5.7.45 The importance of villas in this zone has been mentioned above. In fact only two
certain examples lie on the gravel, those at Barton Court Farm (PRN 8376,
erroneously not mapped as being on the gravel) and Dropshort (PRN 1857). A site at
Penn Copse, Sutton Courtenay (PRN 2852) has been claimed as a possible villa (eg
Miles 1982, no. 42) but recent work has not supported this conclusion, although a
significant ditched enclosure of Roman date is certainly present. Other villas lie
adjacent to the gravel, just to the south at Didcot West and at Burcot on the left bank
of the Thames opposite the gravel terrace at Northfield Farm (see below), with an
enigmatic possible villa on the southern slopes of Round Hill at Little Wittenham . Of
these sites the Dropshort building seems to have been quite substantial, though it is
known only from the plan of a partial (unpublished) excavation carried out in the
1960s and confined to the main house (recent aerial photographs provide good
context for this site, revealing a complex arrangement of enclosures). The villa houses
at Didcot, Barton Court Farm and Little Wittenham were all quite modest. Barton
Court Farm has, however, been fully excavated and published and its enclosures and
buildings interpreted in the context of an attempted reconstruction of the related
estate, based upon environmental data (Miles 1986). This is the only meaningful
attempt at such an exercise for a villa in the whole of Oxfordshire. The way in which
Barton Court Farm was integrated into the local landscape is relatively well
understood as a result. This is important because it demonstrates that other non-villa
elements of the rural settlement pattern are likely for the most part to represent
farmsteads that were independent of villa estates rather than forming parts of them.
Familiar elements - trackways and enclosures and other features - are seen upstream
of Barton Court Farm, as for example at Goose Acre Farm, Radley (PRNs 1881 and
12492) and south of Abingdon at Corporation Farm (PRN D14278.03) and (on the
left bank) at Otney (PRN D8469). A little further south, important evidence for arable
agricultural practice has been recovered at Drayton, within a ditched field system on
alluvium at the very edge of the gravel terrace (Barclay et al. 2003, 110-116).
5.7.46 The south side of the Thames, particularly in the parishes of Appleford, Long
Wittenham and Little Wittenham, has produced much the best evidence for non-villa
settlement in this area, the evidence from aerial photographs being supplemented by
significant excavation at Appleford (Hinchliffe and Thomas 1980; Booth and
Simmonds 2009) and smaller scale work at Long Wittenham (Gray 1977). The latter
area, centred on trackway and enclosure complexes at Northfield Farm has, however,
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benefited from detailed analysis of the cropmarks (Miles 1977; Baker 2002). A
particularly clearly-defined aspect of this landscape is the use of ditched trackways to
link discrete foci of settlement and other activity. The settlements include rectilinear
ditched enclosures and less formally-arranged elements, the latter seen particularly
clearly around the trackway junction/’village green’ site at Appleford Field
(Hinchliffe and Thomas 1980). The excavated evidence allows at least partial
reconstruction of the chronological development of this landscape. The regular
double ditched enclosure at Appleford Sidings and associated features just to the east,
for example, are of exclusively early Roman date. The former feature is interpreted as
containing a possible ‘proto-villa’ considered to be analogous to the early Roman
phase at Barton Court Farm, sites otherwise not paralleled in the area. A trackway
further west at Appleford Sidings, however, will have linked with those seen at
Appleford Field to the north, where the bulk of the Roman settlement evidence dates
to the 3rd and 4th centuries, albeit with Iron Age activity beneath. By contrast the
Appleford Sidings sites produced no evidence for Iron Age activity of any kind.
Instead it was notable that the alignment of the early Roman field system here was the
same as that of an underlying system of middle-late Bronze Age date. It is not
possible to be certain that the similarity in alignment was more than coincidental, but
this seems likely.
5.7.47 Despite the different date of some of its components the Roman landscape of this area
gives the impression of being well ordered. Occasional burials and very small
cemetery groups are further components of this landscape (eg PRNs 2834, 2835, 2385
and 15318.01.05). In addition, Appleford Field has produced two notable finds; a
large mid-4th century coin hoard (PRN 2859) and a spectacular collection of pewter
and ironwork from a well (PRN 9668). The pewter seems to include votive material
and it is quite likely that the whole well find constitutes a special deposit. It is
debatable whether the quality of these finds should imply the nearby presence of a
villa rather than the apparently lower status settlement indicated by the excavated
remains. A substantial area of the Sutton Courtenay pit located south-west of the
excavated part of Appleford Field was quarried without record, however, and the
nature of any possible Roman remains in this area is unknown. Another, smaller coin
hoard, terminating with an issue of Aurelian (270-275), comes from Long Wittenham
(PRN 2860).
5.7.48 On the opposite side of the Thames the defended enclosure of the small town of
Dorchester occupied an area of c 5.5 ha. Until recently the extent of extra-mural
settlement was uncertain - and remains so to the north, where it may have been
relatively limited, but burials were located both north and south of the town as well as
further distant to the north-east (at Queenford Farm, PRN 5416). Understanding has
been transformed, however, by very recent geophysical survey in the Overy/Meadside
area , which has not only established the line of the Roman road approaching
Dorchester from the south-east, and identified a completely unknown minor road
joining it from a north-easterly direction, but has also shown that both roads have
extensive arrangements of ditched plots fronting onto them, with indications of
intensive activity extending up to c 700 m south-east of the likely bridging point of
the Thame. The nature of this activity remains to be established but the character of
the plan is typical of nucleated settlements. Elsewhere, most of the known extramural
activity appears to be at least partly rural (i.e. agricultural) in character, as for
example at Bishops Court (PRN D4437) and Minchin Recreation Ground (PRN
26079). More certainly rural features - trackways, enclosures and field boundaries have been examined at Wally Corner and Mount Farm, respectively south and east of
Berinsfield. In both cases, however, while the finds are of sufficient quantity to
indicate the presence of domestic settlement, there is no convincing structural
evidence associated.
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5.7.49 Roman features west of Mount Farm , closer to the line of the Dorchester-Alchester
road at Allen’s Pit, included a pottery kiln and related features providing clear
evidence that component sites of the Oxford pottery industry extended as far south as
Dorchester (other evidence of pottery production may be located even further south in
the immediate vicinity of Dorchester itself). Further north, another potentially
important (but largely unexplored) pottery production site is located on a gravel
island a little to the west of the Dorchester-Alchester road near the Golden Balls
junction at Marsh Baldon (PRN 3972).
5.7.50 The Dorchester area is of particular significance for the late Roman period and events
relating to the transition to the early Saxon period, both on the basis of excavated
evidence from within the town and because of the voluminous discussion that has
been associated with antiquarian finds of three burials of this period, one from just
north of the town and the other two from Dyke Hills (Kirk and Leeds 1952-3;
Hawkes and Dunning 1961). The latter finds have now been augmented by the
discovery, in September 2010 in another part of the Dyke Hills, of remains of a
further burial associated with a late 4th century continental belt buckle and an iron
axe , indicating that the antiquarian discoveries was not an isolated individual and
confirming the military character of these burials. It is clear that the Dorchester area is
the focus for an unusual concentration of late Roman material, including coin hoards
and other metalwork (see eg Henig and Booth 2000, 181, fig. 7.1). This is underlined
by recent metal detector finds of characteristic late buckles from ‘the Wallingford
area’ (Appels and Laycock 2007; Booth 2009, 10), by other metal-detector finds
closer to Dorchester and, more particularly, by the finding of three Hawkes type IB
buckles in the ongoing Dorchester Project research excavation at the allotments
within the south-west quarter of the Roman walled town. Interpretation of material of
this type remains controversial, but there is no doubt of its significance for
discussions of this difficult and extremely important period. The central role of
Dorchester in developments at this time may be underlined by the occurrence of
major cemeteries associated with the town. These are at Queenford Farm and
immediately across the Thame at Church Piece, Warborough (PRN 10597) where a
very large cemetery of late Roman character has seen only minimal investigation
(Harman et al. 1978). The location of the latter, in particular, is curious. It lies 1 km
east of Dorchester across the Thames (there was presumably a crossing point between
the two, rather than a very roundabout access via the known road lines), but the
estimated size of the cemetery (with possibly up to 1000 burials; cf Harman et al.
1978, 4 and 15) strongly suggests that its associations must be urban rather than rural.
Interest in the late Roman cemeteries of Dorchester increased when radiocarbon dates
suggested that some of the ‘late Roman’ burials at Queenford Farm were of 5th
century and possibly even 6th century date (Chambers 1986, 58). These dates were
always problematic, and a recent redating programme (Hills and O’Connell 2009) has
demonstrated fairly conclusively that they are effectively wrong: use of the cemetery
might have continued into the early 5th century, but not thereafter. While altering our
perception of Queenford Farm, the redating, which still suggests a degree of overlap
in the chronological sequence of burial between Queenford Farm and the nearby early
Anglo-Saxon cemetery of Wally Corner, has underlined the interest and significance
of sites in this area for understanding developments in the 5th century. The point is
laboured here because any development on the gravel in the vicinity of Dorchester
takes place in a particularly sensitive location as far as these nationally important
questions are concerned.
5.7.51 Important evidence for this period is not just confined to Dorchester, however. It may
be taken to include the early Saxon cemeteries at Abingdon and Long Wittenham,
where unusually early (mid-5th century) material has been found. Most particularly,
Barton Court Farm has extremely important evidence for early Saxon settlement
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superimposed on parts of the late Roman villa complex. Two good examples of
small-medium sized late Roman rural cemeteries lie close by at Barrow Hills (PRNs
2903 and 13400.28). The latter of these produced unusually clear evidence for the
presence of late Roman cremation burials alongside the more typical inhumations,
and then became the location of the most extensive early Anglo-Saxon settlement yet
known in the county (Chambers and McAdam 2007).
Thames Valley: the Thame to the Goring Gap
5.7.52 This area has seen less intensive exploitation for gravel than further upriver, and this
has resulted in a smaller volume of excavation, although work has taken place in the
context of other types of development, for example in Benson and Wallingford, and a
number of pipelines cutting across the valley at this point have been subject to
archaeological attention (eg Ford 1990; Timby et al. 2005; Wilson 2008). The aerial
cover is variable and presents the usual problems of chronology in the absence of
associated dating material. A particularly good example of this is seen at Wallingford,
where a rectilinear enclosure of very ‘Roman-looking’ form produced (albeit from
excavations of very limited size) only Iron Age pottery (Moorey 1982, 56 and 59). A
useful addition to knowledge has been made by a programme of systematic
fieldwalking at North Stoke (Ford and Hazell 1989; 1990), work of a type not widely
undertaken in the Thames Valley.
5.7.53 The late prehistoric and Roman settlement pattern at the northern end of this stretch
of the valley is dominated by the presumed importance of Dyke Hills and the certain
influence of the later Roman town at Dorchester, recent additions to the plan of which
have been described above. A further feature of considerable, though perhaps only
short-lived, influence in the late Iron Age is another major linear earthwork, the south
Oxfordshire Grims Ditch, which runs eastward from the line of the Thames at
Mongewell just south of Wallingford. Like Aves Ditch (see limestone, the Cotswolds:
north-east zone) this is likely to have been a feature associated with Catuvellaunian
expansion in the late Iron Age (the date, at least, is reasonably secure), though
insufficient is known of later prehistoric sites in its vicinity for the impact (if any) of
its construction on settlement to be judged.
5.7.54 This is the only stretch of the valley where the course of the river is roughly
paralleled by the line of a Roman road, making some use of the Goring gap. The
principal south-north road coming ultimately from Silchester and running up to
Dorchester lay west of the Thames and traversed the gravel south of Brightwell cum
Sotwell, crossing the Thames at Shillingford just south-east of Dorchester . It has
been suggested recently that there was another south-north road line on the left bank
of the Thames running between Pangbourne and Benson (Sharpe and Carter 2008).
The suggestion is interesting but remains to be substantiated in detail. Dorchester
served as a junction for other roads, studied by Malpas (1987). These include a road
heading north-eastwards up the Thame valley from the river crossing at Shillingford,
and another heading south-eastwards over the higher ground to Henley. In terms of
minor routes, it is likely that the later well-known ford at Wallingford was used in the
Roman period, although there is no direct evidence of this.
5.7.55 The nature of rural settlement is variable. Villas are known at South Stoke (PRN
9770), located from the air, and Gatehampton Farm, Goring (PRN 15019), subject to
various programmes of excavation. The latter demonstrates that features related to an
establishment of this type could be spread over a fairly wide area, the excavated part
of the main villa house lying some 250 m from a corn drying oven which clearly
formed part of the overall complex. A regular rectilinear enclosure very recently
identified on a Google Earth image at Shillingford (at c SU 595 932) is in some
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respects reminiscent of the ‘proto-villa’ enclosure at Appleford Sidings , although its
exact date and character are as yet uncertain (a broad Roman date is not in doubt,
however). A rectangular enclosure at Moulsford (PRN 3148) has been suggested as a
possible villa site, but in the absence of further evidence is better regarded as a nonvilla farmstead enclosure. Other non-villa settlement-related features of late Iron Age
to Roman date have been examined by excavation on the Chalgrove to East Ilsley
pipeline north-east and south-west of the Thames at Berrick Salome and Brightwell
cum Sotwell respectively (Wilson 2008). Further sites have been examined at Benson
(PRN 16139) and Crowmarsh Gifford (Ford et al. 2006), but on a relatively limited
scale. Numerous findspots at Benson have been suggested as indicating a minor
nucleated settlement there (Taylor 1939, 332) but it is as likely that they represent a
fairly dense pattern of discrete farmsteads. A similar situation may have prevailed at
Wallingford, where again Roman findspots are numerous but, on present evidence,
dated features are largely absent. A fairly widespread scatter of rural settlement is
indicated by both aerial photographs and surface finds and supplemented by the
pipeline evidence. Few of the individual records, however, indicate substantial sites.
5.7.56 Settlement or settlement-related feature records are supplemented by evidence for
burials, for example at Benson (PRN 11980), but these typically occur individually or
in very small clusters (for the cemetery at Coldharbour Farm, Crowmarsh, close by
on the chalk). Finally, among the individual finds of note from the area are several
coin hoards. Of these the later 3rd century Chalgrove II hoard (PRN 16963) lies on an
isolated patch of gravel south of the village and east of the Thame, while the
similarly-dated Chalgrove I hoard was close by. A little further south a hoard at
Brightwell Baldwin (PRN 2922) is less precisely dated and located. Another later 3rd
century hoard comes from Crowmarsh, further south and some little distance east of
the gravels. The only other noteworthy record is of three Roman lamps from
Wallingford (PRN 7969). It is uncertain if these represent a genuine find or relate to
an antiquarian collection. The problematic nature of some finds, recorded as coming
from Wallingford but actually deriving from the much more wide-ranging collection
of W R Davies (which almost certainly did include some genuine local material,
however), is well known (eg Booth 2009, 9, with references).
Thames Valley: the Goring gap to Henley
5.7.57 This area includes not only sand and gravel deposits directly associated with the
relatively narrow Thames corridor but also those from the much higher (earlier)
terraces lying in the loop of the river here. Gravel extraction here has been on a
relatively limited scale, and purposive archaeological work even more limited in
scope. Aerial evidence is of much less value here than on the gravels elsewhere. The
principal factor constraining meaningful interpretation of the Roman settlement
pattern in this area is simply a lack of evidence, but whether this is a consequence of a
corresponding lack of work or whether it reflects, for example, a genuinely less dense
pattern of settlement on the higher ground, remains uncertain at present.
5.7.58 The Roman infrastructure elements are the south-north road or roads through the
Goring gap and the Dorchester to Henley road to the north, although this last lies well
north of any of the higher terrace deposits already mentioned. Nucleated settlements
are all but absent, although Silchester lies some 15 km due south of the Thames at
Pangbourne, close enough for its influence, both in social and economic terms, to
have been felt in the late Iron Age as well as in the Roman period. The only possible
local example may be Henley itself, the status of which in the Roman period is very
uncertain. The road alignment suggests that this was a significant crossing and/or
transhipment point on the river. Evidence of Roman settlement here is very scarce,
but does include a fragment of a substantial building, which may be of Roman date, at
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Bell Street (Moloney 1997, 113-5) and a few unassociated finds (eg PRNs 14230 and
15889). The building, albeit not well dated, is potentially consistent in character with
what might be expected at a minor roadside settlement.
5.7.59 Rural settlement evidence is very limited. A villa at Whitchurch (PRN 3230), which
lies 300-400 m upslope from the gravel of the valley bottom, is the only Oxfordshire
site of this type in this stretch of the valley itself, although other examples are known
on the Berkshire side at Basildon and Pangbourne, suggesting that this area (though
probably not the river gravel itself) was potentially attractive to villa builders.
Another villa (PRN 2190), partly known from excavation, lies on the higher gravel at
Harpsden Wood while a further stone building, less certainly a villa, is found only
about 1 km to the south-west of it at Harpsden High Wood . These constitute almost
all the significant evidence for rural settlement in the whole of this area. The only
other site of note in this area, albeit known only from surface evidence, is at Sonning
Common (PRN 16070) where the consistently limited character of a pottery
assemblage suggests that it might have derived from local production of sandy
reduced coarse ware. There is a reasonable scatter of individual find spots across the
gravel of the higher terraces. These may indicate a moderate density of settlement in
this area, but this is less clearly the case than in other parts of the Thames Valley.
5.7.60 In the valley scattered evidence for rural settlement comes from the area of
Caversham which has seen relatively large-scale gravel extraction but little associated
recording. A well containing a late Roman Christian lead tank and other finds is
known from here (PRN 14010). The tank is a very important individual find (one of
only two from Oxfordshire), but the potential of this kind of area to produce
significant settlement and other evidence is shown more clearly, for example, on the
immediately opposite, Berkshire side of the river at Thames Valley Park (Barnes et
al. 1997).
River gravels south-west of Abingdon
5.7.61 This area contains extensive deposits of gravel well to the west of the course of the
Thames. It is traversed in a NNE-SSW direction by the Roman road from Oxford to
Wantage, with the major religious complex at Frilford/Marcham lying at the north
end of the area and the apparently nucleated settlement at Wantage at the south.
Within this area lies the villa of East Hanney (PRN 7600) while the villa at Garford
(PRN 12136) is just outside it to the north.
5.7.62 Until relatively recently, significant archaeological work in the wider area was
confined largely to excavation around Frilford/Marcham and, in a development
context, in Wantage and Grove, with useful supplementary data derived from aerial
photographs. In the 1990s work related to a projected reservoir scheme in the area
east of East Hanney involved further examination of aerial photographs, fieldwalking,
geophysical survey and extensive evaluation trenching (Hearne 2000). Much of this
work was located on the area of gravels under discussion here. The only published
account is a very short summary by Hearne (ibid.). Now that the reservoir scheme has
been abandoned (at least in its originally proposed form) evaluation and related data
have just been made available in the HER. It is clear, however, that the area supported
a dense pattern of Roman rural settlement of non-villa character, with farmsteads
linked by trackways, at least in the mid to late Roman period. In many cases these
sites have Iron Age predecessors (op cit., 8, fig. 1). At the other end of the period,
finds from the villa at East Hanney include occasional early Saxon pottery sherds,
suggesting that at least some sites in the area have the potential to produce evidence
for the late Roman-early Saxon transition. This is a very important landscape for the
Roman period. The settlement pattern obviously has features in common with that
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seen on the gravels more closely adjacent to the Thames, but there may be subtle
differences as well, which could be identified through detailed analysis of the extant
data.
Corallian sand
5.7.63 The sands of the Corallian ridge (also known as the Midvale Ridge) have seen
variable degrees of exploitation, with quarrying around Hatford and Stanford in the
Vale, for example, and expansion of modern settlement, particularly at Faringdon.
Some of these developments have resulted in archaeological work, and Roman
features are also known from aerial photographs, while parts of the Vale have been
subject to fieldwalking campaigns of varying intensity (Tingle 1991; Miles 1982, 63).
No Roman finds are recorded on this geology from west of Faringdon, however. In
terms of the Roman infrastructure the most significant feature is the NNE-SSW
aligned road from Oxford to Wantage which clips the main block of this area of
geology at its eastern end at Frilford. As mentioned above, the principal foci of
settlement and other activity related to this road are at Marcham/Frilford and
Wantage. Within the area a further nucleated site may have existed at Bowling Green
Farm, Stanford in the Vale (PRN 9237), where there was certainly extensive
settlement, apparently particularly in the late Roman period. Salvage excavation
carried out in the 1980s in advance of quarrying has never been published and later
work was extremely haphazard in nature. This site remains very poorly known and
even less well understood.
5.7.64 The Roman settlement pattern of the area includes occasional villa sites, of which that
at Frilford (PRN 7115) is the best known and one south of the Frogmore Brook (PRN
12754) quite close to Bowling Green Farm is at the junction between the sand and the
limestone at this point. Late Iron Age-early Roman settlement has been excavated at a
couple of adjacent locations at Hatford Quarry (Bourn 2000; Booth and Simmonds
2004). The absence of any activity later than the mid-2nd century is notable here.
Other settlements are indicated principally from the air, supplemented sometimes by
the evidence of surface finds. Among these the record of tile as an inclusion in a
surface scatter (eg at PRN 12484) is particularly indicative of settlement, but the
presence of tile is not always noted consistently. A ‘settlement’ (PRN 17219) just
north of Bowling Green Farm is thought to contain a possible shrine on the basis of a
variety of recorded finds, apparently including a small hoard of silver coins (not
closely dated). No associated features are known. A convincing shrine structure,
meanwhile, is known from excavation at Coxwell Road, Faringdon, where it was the
only Roman building in an area of dense Iron Age activity (Weaver and Ford 2004,
132-136). It is clear that, although mapped otherwise, this site was located on the
sand (op cit., 123).
5.7.65 The distribution of both sites and isolated findspots on this geology shows a strong
concentration on the dip slope of the ridge running towards the River Ock and its
tributary streams. Among the individual finds a large early 4th century coin hoard
from Fyfield (PRN 7972) is notable, as are records of an exceptional number (ten
pieces) of items of late Roman ‘official’ metalwork from Chinham Hill, in the
vicinity of Bowling Green Farm (but not necessarily on the sand, depending on the
exact location of the findspot(s), which is only recorded to a kilometre square). The
cemetery at Frilford, which having late Roman and early Saxon burials is particularly
important in this same chronological context, lies just off the Corallian sand 12 km
east of Chinham Hill . A little to the north, excavation in advance of sand quarrying at
Tubney Wood has also revealed important evidence for Roman burial, although the
burials here were much fewer and were associated with enclosures and field
boundaries probably related to a settlement of farmstead type. The most recent
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analysis of this material, involving radiocarbon dating of human remains, has shown
that the burials associated with small ditched enclosures are in fact of 5th-6th century
date, although physically adjacent to definite late 4th century burials (Simmonds et al.
forthcoming). This is the only site in the county with a demonstrable succession from
late Roman to ‘sub-Roman’ burial practice of a type better known further west
(Webster and Brunning 2004); this evidence is arguably of national importance.
5.7.66 Isolated quite small areas of this geology occur both immediately west of the Thames
opposite Oxford and east of Oxford. Occasional Roman finds are located on or
closely adjacent to these areas. The only significant Roman site here is east of Oxford
where the villa at Beckley (PRN 1355) lies just on the gravel at its north-eastern
margins, overlooking the lower ground of Otmoor to the north.

Chalk area
5.7.67 The character of the evidence for Roman settlement on the chalk is very distinctive
and in some respects quite different from that seen elsewhere in the county,
particularly on the Berkshire Downs west of the Goring gap. The latter feature is
taken as dividing the chalk into two (east and west) areas which can be considered
separately.
The Berkshire Downs
5.7.68 The area has seen very little excavation, and most of this has been on a small scale,
some of it revealing Roman features in the course of work with an initial emphasis on
pre-Roman landscapes (as at Uffington and Alfreds Castle ). Parts of the area have
been subject to systematic field survey, particularly the Maddle Farm project
(Gaffney and Tingle 1989). In addition, the field systems of the Downs, revealed
from the air, have been the subject of study over a long period (eg Rhodes 1950),
culminating in the work of EH’s Lambourne Downs Survey as part of the National
Mapping Programme (Small 2002; Winton 2003). The date of these field systems,
and in particular the question of whether they can be shown to originate in the Iron
Age, has been the subject of continued debate, but the present consensus seems to be
that in the form which is currently apparent they are largely if not entirely of Roman
date .
5.7.69 The pre-Roman settlement background to this area is still not well-understood. The
hillforts of the Ridgeway were probably all out of use (or at least, not consistently
occupied) by the late Iron Age and the status of the banjo enclosures of the area is
unclear, though settlement at some might have continued into the Roman period. The
area lacks major features of Roman infrastructure. The probable nucleated settlement
at Wantage lies at the foot of the Downs close to the line of a Roman road that may
or may not have extended across the Downs either in a roughly NE-SW direction
towards Baydon, or NNW-SSE towards Speen. Both of these sites lay on Ermine
Street, to the south-west of our area and mostly well beyond the county boundary.
The south-north Silchester-Dorchester road along the right bank of the Thames adds
to the definition of the east side of the Downs by the river, although the road and river
routes are not always close together.
5.7.70 The field systems already mentioned are the most obvious features of the Roman
period in this area. Characterisation of settlement elements within these field systems
remains extremely limited, with the significant exception of the work of the Maddle
Farm project , but even here the excavation component, the only element that would
allow really meaningful definition of site character, was on a very small scale and the
recording and analysis of key artefactual evidence (particularly pottery) was
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inadequate to address this critical question (in addition the key sites examined, at
Knighton Bushes and Maddle Farm itself, lie just beyond the county boundary in
West Berkshire). The principal unresolved question for this area therefore relates to
the balance between villa and non-villa settlement and to the ways in which these
settlement types were linked (or not) to the prevailing field systems, and the
chronology of these connections. The only known villa-type settlement on this area of
the Downs is at Alfreds Castle , though further examples lie a short distance beyond
the county boundary at Starveall Farm, Maddle Farm and Stancombe Down . The
apparent absence of villas on and adjacent to the high scarp edge of the Downs is
unsurprising, as is the occurrence of villas on the lower scarp edge (but not on the
chalk) at sites such as Woolstone, Fawler (Kingston Lisle) and West Challow. A site
at Lockinge (PRN 7947), which is on the chalk south-east of Wantage, is of uncertain
character but a combination of metal detector finds, fieldwalking and geophysical
survey (Levick n.d.) alongside antiquarian notes suggests that this could be the
location of a villa, and further suggests a link between this complex and a probable
Iron Age settlement enclosure just to the east. A possible villa site lies just off the
chalk at the eastern extremity of the Downs just south of Moulsford (PRN 3148),
although this is indicated principally by a rectilinear enclosure and the identification
is far from secure. A further site is at Wittenham Clumps adjacent to the chalk
outcrop of Castle Hill, where the character of the building (PRN 3161) examined by
Rhodes (1948) has not been significantly elucidated further by the work carried out
by Time Team in 2004, although a rectilinear enclosure was again a significant
feature.
5.7.71 On the Downs proper very few enclosures are specifically dated to the Roman period
in the HER, with examples in the Maddle Farm survey area (PRNs 7545 and 7910)
and at Rams Hill (PRN 10557). Other likely Roman settlement sites are presumably
concealed within the mapped field systems, to which a specific date is not attached.
Even so, most of the (few) potential settlement sites indicated in the EH Lambourne
Downs survey lie in West Berkshire rather than on the Oxfordshire part of the
Downs. Settlement related features have, however, been recovered at Chilton (PRN
16761) and Lollingdon Hill, Aston Tirrold (PRNs 15242 and 15243). The latter is in
the lower-lying eastern end of the Downs and not far from other known settlement in
the Moulsford area (eg PRN 15642) which belongs topographically with the Thames
Valley.
5.7.72 There are two other notable aspects of the Roman archaeology of the area. One is the
evidence for the reuse of hillforts. The placement of a modest villa-type building
within the enclosure at Alfreds Castle is the most striking example of this (Gosden
and Lock 2003), but presents a contrast in chronology with the evidence from
Uffington Castle, Rams Hill and Castle Hill, Little Wittenham (and perhaps
Blewburton Hill) (ibid.). At these sites the known activity is consistently late Roman
in date and tends to involve burial as well as potential settlement, the most notable
example being at Uffington, where a Neolithic long mound was reused as a late
Roman cemetery. The dating of activity of this kind can be very late indeed, as
demonstrated by the coins associated with the Rams Hill burial (Sutherland 1940)
which indicate a date in the first decade of the 5th century at the earliest. A small coin
hoard at Uffington Castle is almost equally late in date (Booth and Oteyo 2003) and
pottery from here and from Castle Hill, Little Wittenham (Allen et al. 2010) also
appears to be very late Roman in character.
5.7.73 Shrines appear to be another noteworthy feature of the area. On its own the site of
Lowbury Hill (PRN 9723) is of considerable interest, but this is compounded by the
proximity of another possible shrine site at Churn Hill (PRN 9652), barely 2.5 km
distant to the north-west. The latter site is known only from the air, but consists of
very distinctive concentric regular rectangular ditches with rather more faint internal
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features. Its south-facing hillslope location contrasts with the hilltop situation of
Lowbury Hill and in view of the proximity of the two sites might suggest a rather
different sort of religious focus. On morphological grounds the site is just possibly
that of a villa, but on present evidence this seems unlikely. Just south-west of
Lowbury Hill a small but exceptionally interesting rural cemetery at Roden Downs ,
lying about 200 m beyond the county boundary in West Berkshire, is the only
significant site of this type on the Downs apart from the Uffington cemetery.
5.7.74 The area contains the usual scatter, in this case relatively thin, of finds of Roman
coins and pottery. Among these, metal detected assemblages, for example at West
Hendred adjacent to the Ginge Brook (PRN 16467), are likely to indicate the presence
of settlement, but are not yet supplemented by other evidence. PRN 7985 is a record
of a possible hoard including coins and a silver ring from the area of Hackpen Hill,
south of Sparsholt and Childrey, but the precise findspot and further details of the
objects concerned are unclear.
The Chilterns
5.7.75 East of the Thames the chalk of the western Chilterns forms a rather less coherent
area. In its southern part the chalk is overlain by patchy superficial geological
deposits, including gravel, and a much higher proportion of the whole area is covered
with woodland which has had a significant effect on the visibility of archaeological
features. Aerial photography is of limited value here, but surface survey is also
considerably hindered by present ground conditions. As essentially rural areas both
eastern and western parts of the chalk have seen only low levels of PPG16-related
fieldwork. Excavation in advance of construction of the M40, at the eastern end of
this area, revealed limited Roman activity, but systematic observation of the whole
route was not undertaken.
5.7.76 The prehistoric settlement background to the Chiltern chalkland in Oxfordshire is less
well known than for the Downs and cannot be characterised for the immediately preconquest period. The only readily identified large scale feature of this period is the
South Oxfordshire Grims Ditch, which extends up onto the chalk from the Thames at
Mongewell. The significance of the ‘Icknield Way’ as a long-distance route in this or
any other period has been questioned (Harrison 2003) and it is most unlikely that this
route formed a meaningful component of the Roman infrastructure of the area. Northsouth routes through the Goring gap, perhaps on both sides of the Thames (see
above), were important here, as was the NW-SE road from Dorchester to Henley,
which cut right across the area, linking Dorchester with what may have been the only
nucleated (though still very poorly understood) settlement in this part of the county.
5.7.77 As a whole, the most obvious Roman rural settlement component in the area of the
western Chilterns is a scatter of villas, not all of which (eg Harpsden) are on the
chalk. Of those that are, Bix (PRN 2866, 2867) lies securely within the chalk area
while a less certain example, at Whitchurch (PRN 3230), is at its south-western
margin. A site at Lewknor (PRN 5828), listed by Miles (1982, 71, no. 70) as a
probable villa has no structural or other obvious supporting evidence to suggest this
character, and moreover, while mapped on the chalk, is described by the excavator as
lying on greensand (Fasham 1973, 127). Nevertheless, with finds of a Roman ditch
(PRN 15833) and a pit and a burial (PRN 17413) at Chinnor, and combined with the
presence of a known Roman building immediately across the county boundary in
Buckinghamshire at Bledlow, these sites suggest the potential for location of
settlement on the lower part of the chalk scarp, as also seen in relation to the
Berkshire Downs. These and another site of uncertain status at Coldharbour Farm,
Crowmarsh are among the very few rural settlements in this area to have been
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sampled by excavation of any kind. A very few probable settlement enclosures
identified from the air have been specifically dated to the Roman period (PRNs 2044
and 9771) but not otherwise examined. The only other ‘feature’ of significance in the
area is a possible pottery production site at Swan Wood, c 1 km south of Nettlebed
(PRN 2025). This is known only from surface finds, but adjacent surviving
earthworks may be of a contemporary enclosure.
5.7.78 Occasional burials, like that at PRN 17413, do occur. Unfortunately the use of the
term ‘urn’ in older accounts is ambiguous and it is uncertain if this refers to burialrelated vessels or simply to pottery in a general sense. Such records occur for
example at Henley (PRNs 2186 and 2216) and between Britwell Salome and
Watlington (PRN 2062). One small but important late Roman cemetery of some 25
inhumation burials is known, at Crowmarsh (PRN 16009), probably associated with
the adjacent settlement mentioned above.
5.7.79 There is a general but not particularly dense scatter of Roman finds across the area,
though this tends to concentrate towards the scarp edge of the chalk and the area at
the eastern margin of the county north of Henley, for example, is noticeably lacking
in Roman finds. One notable characteristic of the Chiltern chalk, however,
particularly considering the relative absence of other material, is the occurrence of six
coin hoards (PRNs 2019, 2043, 2055, 2129, 13609 and 17274). These are distributed
along the western margin of the area, from Woodcote (PRN 2043) in the south to
Shirburn (PRN 2055) in the north. All are of later 3rd century date except for the
Shirburn hoard, an antiquarian find about which no details are known.

Summary of significance and potential
5.7.80 The potential aggregate procurement areas of Oxfordshire contain a wide variety of
significant archaeological evidence of the Roman period. The ironstone and limestone
areas include major nucleated settlements (Swalcliffe Lea and Sansom’s Platt
respectively) and a variety of villas, including particularly important sites such as
Wigginton and a concentration of sites of this type within the area of the North
Oxfordshire Grims Ditch. The latter area is exceptional in a number of respects and
can be regarded as particularly important. There is, however, a substantial lack of
evidence for non-villa rural settlement, but nevertheless the potential for such sites to
have been widespread on these geologies. Any such site can be regarded as highly
significant in regional terms because of the imbalance of evidence for lower vis-à-vis
higher status rural sites in all parts of the county except the Thames Valley. The
suggestion that villas and other settlements favoured locations at the margins of
particular geological zones should be considered with regard to the potential for
discovery of new rural settlement sites in these areas. The two nucleated settlements
are both highly important in terms of their place within regional settlement
hierarchies, as is the very poorly-understood site in the south-eastern fringes of
Chipping Norton. All have significant potential to make a major contribution to
regional studies in the event of aggregates-related or other development. Evidence for
cemeteries and smaller groups of burials is also very largely absent and would
therefore be of high significance if encountered, whether within the context of the
nucleated sites (where such evidence is currently unknown) or related to rural
settlements. The shrine at Lees Rest is the only certain example from these areas of
this specialised type of site; further examples, and other sites relating to specialised
activity such as pottery production, would also be highly significant in a regional
context.
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5.7.81 Much the greatest aggregates-related impact on the Roman archaeological resource in
the county relates to gravel extraction. A combination of the scale of the resource, the
extent (albeit partial) and character of archaeological examination of it (with a good
resulting level of publication, including synthesis), and the intrinsic quality of at least
some of the evidence examined (by non-intrusive as well as intrusive techniques)
means that the Upper Thames gravels deservedly occupy a high place in
considerations (principally) of rural settlement in Roman Britain and may reasonably
be regarded as making a nationally important contribution to this study as a result.
While in some respects well-known, this landscape still has the potential to produce
significant new evidence both to enhance understanding of it in its own terms and to
make wider contributions to Romano-British studies. Areas of interest where new
data could make important contributions might include consideration of the spatial,
social and economic relationships of rural settlement to local nucleated centres such
as those at Gill Mill and Dorchester ; improved characterisation of the range of rural
settlement form, with particular attention to the problem of rural buildings; wider
consideration of the nature of landscape organisation, including issues such as the
chronology and role of extensive trackway systems; the extent and causes of major
landscape reorganisation in the early 2nd century; the nature of landscape
development at the end of the Roman period and through the 5th century; the nature
of burial and other ritual practice associated with rural settlement, and so on. The
present evidence base allows us to frame all these questions - and in some cases to
express them in more detailed terms - but it provides a starting point for their
examination, and not yet the answers themselves.
5.7.82 The archaeological resource of the chalk within Oxfordshire contains a number of
sites of considerable intrinsic interest, including occasional rural buildings, certain or
possible shrine sites and cemeteries such as Uffington Castle and Crowmarsh. These
are presumed to be representative of a wider distribution of similar sites about which
nothing is known because of the limited nature of archaeological investigation here.
Equally, the risk to the resource from aggregates-related activity appears small. As
with the ironstone and limestone areas, however, the limitations of the present
evidence base mean that any new data relating to rural settlement will probably have
a significance out of proportion to the size of the interventions in which they are
recovered. This may be particularly the case in the Chiltern area where knowledge of
individual rural settlements and their wider patterns remains quite rudimentary. Areas
of particular interest will include the question of the use of hillforts and other later
prehistoric enclosures, both within the Roman period and into the 5th century. In
broader terms, however, the most significant aspect of the archaeological resource on
this geology, at least on the Downs, consists of the evidence for field systems, albeit
now much denuded by modern ploughing. This evidence complements and contrasts
in character with that for field systems seen in the Thames Valley and in other parts
of the county, and is particularly important in this respect as well as in its own right.
Impacts on any part of this resource, particularly if wide-ranging, will merit intensive
mitigation.

The effects of quarrying
5.7.83 There are 93 entries on the GIS for the Roman period which have been destroyed
either by previous or current sand and gravel quarrying out of a total of 644 entries
within this aggregate area. This means that 11% of the known Roman resource within
the sand and gravel has been destroyed by previous quarrying and 3% from current
quarrying.
5.7.84 There are 19 entries on the GIS for the Roman period which have been destroyed
either by previous or current limestone quarrying out of a total of 197 entries within
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this aggregate area. This means that 4.6% of the known Roman resource within the
sand and gravel has been destroyed by previous quarrying and 5% by current
quarrying.
5.7.85 There are 2 entries on the GIS for the Roman period which have been destroyed
either by previous or current chalk quarrying out of a total of 156 entries within this
aggregate area. This means that 1.3% of the known Roman resource within the sand
and gravel has been destroyed by previous quarrying and 5%.
5.7.86 There are 5 entries on the GIS for the Roman period which have been destroyed
either by previous ironstone quarrying out of a total of 27 entries within this
aggregate area. This means that 18.2% of the known Roman resource within the sand
and gravel has been destroyed by previous quarrying.

Research Agenda
5.7.87 The following research questions relate in the first instance to the archaeology of
Roman Oxfordshire as a whole and are then considered more specifically in relation
to the potential aggregate areas discussed above. There is no currently agreed research
agenda relating exclusively to Roman Oxfordshire, but in addition to being based on
the evidence summarised above the present discussion is informed by the wider issues
raised in James and Millett (2001) and particularly, because questions relating to rural
settlement are so fundamental here, by the work of Taylor (2007). It draws
specifically on the draft list of research questions prepared by Mike Fulford for the
Solent Thames Research Framework (Fulford 2010) and also on issues raised in the
closing chapter of the first published volume of the Thames Through Time series
(Booth et al. 2007, 414-418). Some of the following headings are modified from the
list set out by Fulford. In many cases the themes and related questions overlap.
Communications and trade
5.7.88 Fulford comments in relation to the River Thames that there is apparently ‘little
evidence of its use for communication/transport after the late Iron Age’ but equally
that ‘the river itself has also not been the subject of focused research’: and sets out
four questions
• What is the evidence for the use of this river for the movement of goods and
people?
• What is the evidence for Roman-period deposition in the river?
• What influence did the Thames have on the development of riverine settlements?
• In relation to the above, what is the evidence for change over time?
• Wider regional questions relating to the Roman road network are less relevant in
the county-specific context, but the issue of the relationship between roads and
the Thames, in particular, is certainly significant, and the importance of the road
network as the basis for the distribution of nucleated settlement is fundamental.
• What influence did the major roads have on the development of roadside
settlement?
• Can the distributions of specific artefact types be used as a basis for assessment
of the market/redistributive function of nucleated roadside settlements?
• What is the nature of the relationship between the major roads and the minor
track/lane infrastructure?
5.7.89 Trade continues to be discussed in terms of materials which can be assigned
(approximately) to known sources. In practice this really means pottery and stone - in
the latter case particularly quern stones, on which a considerable amount of work has
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been done. These topics do not raise many particular research questions as long as
this work continues to be regarded as routine, but the existence of distribution
networks not based on trade also has to be considered in relation to pottery and other
types of material (see further below).
5.7.90 There are a number of specific pottery industries and classes of pottery for which
improved data on spatial and chronological aspects of distribution are desirable.
These include samian ware, amphorae, mortaria, pink grogged ware, Alice Holt grey
ware, Overwey/’Portchester D’, Harrold shell-tempered ware, the Compton industry
(this last needs better characterisation). What non-ceramic and non-lithic evidence for
trade can be identified - particularly in relation to agricultural products? What other
lines of evidence should be considered in relation to this question?
Urban and military
5.7.91 While lacking major chartered towns, Oxfordshire offers a particularly wide spectrum
of what are often referred to as ‘small towns’, roadside settlements or nucleated
settlements. The last term is usually preferred here. While rarely strictly ‘urban’ in
character the agglomerated nature of these sites, and the fact that they are typically
related to the major road network, distinguish them from other forms of settlement.
Although there is no complete correlation, the evidence for military activity in the
county is largely concentrated at or near the sites of (some of) the later nucleated
settlements and for this reason the two classes of evidence are associated here.
• What is the nature and chronological range of Roman military activity in
Oxfordshire?
• Is there significant early military activity in locations away from later nucleated
sites?
• What is the evidence for settlement nucleation away from the road network? Can
minor nucleated sites such as Gill Mill (and perhaps Bowling Green Farm and
others) be seen alongside the more obvious roadside settlements? Do they share
similar functions?
• Can we identify further evidence to shed light on the character of settlement at
Henley?
5.7.92 Some of the nucleated sites, such as Alchester, are superficially quite well-known, but
none has seen extensive excavation and so in every case fundamental questions
remain to be answered before more complex issues can be addressed. These questions
will include: overall chronological range of activity, chronological variation in extent
of settlement, overall settlement morphology, relationship of intra-mural and extramural settlement areas (where defences are present), nature of economic basis (the
balance of trade/market/service functions, production or other specialist activities,
extent of direct involvement in agriculture etc.), nature of any ‘public’ buildings
(temples, at least, seem to be a consistently recurring features of the larger nucleated
sites), location and extent of cemeteries.
5.7.93 The key question is always that of the nature of the relationship between the
nucleated settlement and its (usually agricultural) hinterland.
Environment, resources and industry
5.7.94 We are relatively well-informed in broad terms about the environmental setting of
rural settlement in the Upper Thames Valley, but we have remarkably little
environmental evidence for other parts of the county, whether at a site specific or
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wider level. Establishing base line data for such simple questions as the nature and
extent of tree cover in these areas is still a fundamental need.
• What was the character of the landscapes of the county (especially beyond the
confines of the gravels) in respect of woodland cover - was it broadly as we see it
today, or were some areas substantially more heavily wooded, and what were the
principal components of that woodland?
• Can we identify evidence for woodland management in the Roman period, and
what form(s) does this take?
• What was the potential of soil types to sustain arable agriculture - were there
areas where this was not particularly viable and an emphasis on a pastoral
economy might be expected instead?
• Were there changes in the open/wooded landscape balance through time, and if
so were these driven by the requirements of arable agriculture or by other
factors?
• Areas of particular landscape impact would have been related to production of
ceramics and metals, particularly when these were well-established over a
sustained period, as was the case with the Oxford Roman pottery industry. In this
regard Fulford comments ‘we lack knowledge of the landscape and settlement
context in which these industries developed and operated and their impact on
woodland and its management’, and defines three related questions.
• What is the Roman landscape of the [New Forest and] Oxfordshire industries?
• What is the relationship between kilns, workshops and settlements?
• What is the evidence for the exploitation and management of associated
woodlands?
• Further questions related specifically to pottery production in the county include
• Can we distinguish macroscopically between products of particular Oxford
production sites?
• Can we identify the location and settlement context of currently unknown pottery
industries, specifically those currently defined as ‘west Oxfordshire’ and
Abingdon/Dorchester early fine wares?
• What is the relationship between the major industries (Oxford and ‘west
Oxfordshire’) and the smaller local producers, particularly those located on the
gravels in the Cassington/Long Hanborough area?
• Fulford indicates the importance of identifying iron production across the Solent
Thames area, in view of the relatively peripheral location of this area in relation
to major centres of production in the Weald, Forest of Dean and
Northamptonshire.
• What is the evidence for iron-making (as opposed to iron-working) across the
region?
5.7.95 By comparison with much of the Solent Thames area Oxfordshire is well-endowed
with building stone. More work needs to be done on identifying specific stone types
and locating (if possible) particular sources. The distribution of north Oxfordshire
limestones is related in part to questions about the use of the Thames. Fulford
identifies the distribution of Stonesfield Slate vis a vis other types as a specific
question. There is in fact very little evidence for the exploitation of Stonesfield Slate
in the Roman period, but the question is certainly relevant to analogous stone types
from north Oxfordshire, perhaps especially those used for roofing.
5.7.96 What are the sources and distribution patterns of the various local stone types used in
Roman settlements in the county, and what do these tell us about the nature and
mechanisms of exploitation and distribution?
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Geology, topography and rural settlement
5.7.97 Improving understanding of rural settlement is inevitably the major research objective
for the archaeology of the Roman period in Oxfordshire. Key issues are site density,
settlement morphology and character, the nature of structural components, the nature
of agricultural practice and evidence for non-agricultural economic aspects. All of
these can be considered against the frameworks of chronology and
regional/subregional variation. The latter is a particularly important issue. Potential
aspects of variation have been outlined above, but these are only reasonably clearly
defined for the Thames Valley gravels. Given the degree of variation in settlement
pattern discernible even just within the valley, it is all the more likely that distinctly
different topographical zones may have their own distinct settlement patterns. In
particular, evidence is almost totally lacking for the character (and certainly for the
extent and density) of lower status rural settlement in all areas of the county other
than in the Thames Valley. Simply identifying such settlement (at any level beyond
just that of surface finds) is significant - not because of the absolute rarity of these
sites but because of historical imbalances in the emphasis of work which have
resulted in a failure to locate and examine them. As Fulford has said of the wider
Solent Thames area ‘An ambition would be to reach the point, on the basis of
comparable data from different environments, of being able to offer characterisations
of the settlement and agricultural economies of these sub-regions’ .
5.7.98 A further key point in relation to all rural settlement areas is concerned with ‘off site’
elements. These will typically include the ditches that define trackways and field
boundaries, but may also include isolated agricultural features such as wells,
waterholes and corn driers, all of which can be particularly important sources of
environmental evidence. Perhaps most importantly, individual burials and small
cemeteries often fall into this category in rural contexts. All these feature types are
essential components of the ‘glue’ which holds rural settlement patterns together, but
are also significant elements in their own right, without which rounded understanding
of rural settlements and their agricultural basis is impossible.
• What is the evidence for settlement density across the county, and how does this
vary spatially and temporally? Can existing evidence be used as a basis for
predictive modelling of settlement density?
• What is the range of evidence for settlement morphology across the county, and
how does this vary spatially and temporally? What is the evidence for structural
types and is there any correlation of particular types with particular settlement
forms (eg vis-a-vis enclosed or non-enclosed settlement etc.)?
• What is the nature of agricultural practice across the county, and how does this
vary spatially and temporally? Can chronological trends (such as intensification
of arable over time) be identified? Can we distinguish sites on the basis of degree
of provision of agricultural installations (eg corn driers, millstones and
granaries)?
• Is there biological evidence for improvement of agricultural resources
(particularly the development of larger animal breeds) and does this correlate
with any particular type(s) of settlement?
• Overall, what is the nature of the relationships between villa (where present) and
other forms of rural settlement? Can the archaeological evidence shed light on
complementary exploitation of agricultural resources and on possible tenurial
relationships?
• Are there any significant non-agricultural economic activities associated with
rural settlement and, if so, what is their nature and geographical/temporal
distribution?
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There is almost no meaningful ecofactual evidence for the nature of agriculture
in any part of the county outside the Thames Valley and selected nucleated
settlements. What steps can be taken to address this critical imbalance?
Ensure that the scale of examination is sufficient to provide adequate definition
and characterisation of ‘off-site’ elements such as field boundaries and
cemeteries.
A number of sub-regional questions can be identified, largely related to the broad
imbalance of evidence between the Thames Valley gravels and other areas.
Among these Fulford notes specifically that in relation to ‘Claylands and
heathlands: we particularly need a much better characterisation of settlement
patterns in North-east Oxfordshire claylands and the Vale of the White Horse’ .
How different are clayland settlement patterns from those in other parts of the
county? Is the apparent absence of evidence, for example in the north-east of the
county, real?
Was the settlement pattern of the northern half of the county dominated by
Roman villas, and if not, what was the role of other settlement types and their
relationship to the villas?
Is the rural settlement pattern within the area of North Oxfordshire Grims Ditch
distinctively different from that outside this area, and if so, in what ways? Is the
apparent dominant presence of villas here a real feature, and if so, why?
Known rural settlement in the ironstone area tends to be located at the margins of
this geology. Is this is real pattern, or simply an accident of discovery?
Can we refine the date of field systems on the Berkshire Downs? What is the
chronology of their inception? If a Roman date is presumed/demonstrated, how
long did it take for these field systems to reach their currently identified form,
and did this then ossify, or was there continued evolution of field patterns
throughout the Roman period?
What is the density, character and chronology of rural settlement on the Downs
and what is the sequential relationship of such sites with the known field
systems?
How different is the pattern of settlement on the Berkshire Downs from that of
the Chilterns, and are the perceived differences related principally to geology, or
were other (eg social) factors also important?

Chronology and phases of transition
5.7.99 The Roman period, extending over at least 350 years, was not a monolithic or static
entity, even in rural settlements in Oxfordshire. Refinement of understanding of
processes of dynamic development within the period is critically dependent upon
improvements in the accuracy of dating of archaeological contexts and material.
While the broad framework for the region is clear, the detail is still obscure in many
aspects. Pottery is the principal dating medium. It is fundamental for definition of the
late Iron Age, as outlined above, but it is important to note that the date of the
introduction of ‘Belgic type’ pottery into the region is not secure (and in any case
may not have been synchronous) and is a subject that would repay close attention.
Within the Roman period many fabric and vessel form combinations are very longlived. The substantial domination of some site assemblages by products of a single
industry (Oxford) can have the effect of broadening rather than narrowing the date
ranges that can be assigned to individual context assemblages. Further concerted
work is therefore needed on refinement of the chronology of key Oxford products.
This is likely to be achieved principally through analysis of assemblages from
consumer sites, since production site deposits, while always very important, are
notoriously difficult to date closely. Other aspects of pottery where more detailed
work will improve dating include the systematic separation of several strands of shellOxford Archaeology
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tempered wares which comprise material from local and extra-regional sources with
potentially quite distinct chronologies.
5.7.100 A quite separate issue is the need for increased use of radiocarbon dating.
Notwithstanding the difficulties of the calibration curve, the systematic application of
the technique to deposits of late Iron Age character could be of value in helping to
refine the date of introduction of ‘Belgic type’ pottery, as well as for dating other
deposits of this period in sites where such material appears to be absent. Radiocarbon
dating also has great potential in relation to refinement of chronology in the late
Roman period and later (see also below). This technique should be used routinely in
‘late Roman’ cemeteries in order to establish the extent to which these really are
confined to the 4th century, both earlier and later burials, not otherwise
distinguishable on the basis of the burial rite, may be identified in this way.
Application of radiocarbon dating to late Roman settlement sequences, where these
can be clearly identified, will also be important.
5.7.101 The phases of transition at the beginning and end of the Roman period are of great
importance, but differ radically in character. Both are associated with key questions
of chronology. In the case of the beginning of the Roman period the question in fact
relates to the inception of the ‘late Iron Age’ in this region, since settlement of that
character is typically continuous through, and ostensibly mostly unaffected by, the
events of the Roman conquest. When this development, marked both by changes in
some aspects of settlement form and in particular by the adoption of new ceramic
styles, began, however, remains unresolved (and arguably insufficiently debated, see
above). Within the Roman period another substantial transition, manifested in
significant dislocation of settlement patterns and radical reorganisation of landscapes,
is observed in many sites in certain parts of the county (particularly the Thames
Valley) in the early part of the 2nd century AD. The reason for these changes is again
uncertain, but the question could be addressed by detailed examination of the
chronology of settlement change and by analysis of the types and geographical
distribution of sites that are affected.
5.7.102 In many ways the most important transitional phase of all lies in the late 4th and 5th
centuries, as it involves (in our region) fundamental longer term changes in the nature
of society, whether or not these include fundamental change in the origin of the rural
population. Meaningful consideration of this phase therefore also requires
understanding of the earliest Anglo-Saxon evidence from the county. As indicated
above, Oxfordshire contains sites which have potential to inform the debates about
this subject at a national and not just a regional level. Questions related to this
transition include the key issue of chronology, but also relate to the nature and
meaning of fundamental changes in the physical character of settlement, including the
apparent abandonment of ditched boundaries and the introduction of new structural
types, developments in burial practice (where the changes are arguably less radical
than in other areas) and the use of material culture, particularly the total
transformation of the type and range of ceramic material used (see also below).
• When is ‘Belgic type’ pottery introduced into the region? Is this introduction
synchronous across the region or does it correlate with specific site types or
geographical areas?
• How long does pottery in the ‘Belgic type’ ceramic tradition continue in
production and use? Again is there evidence for geographical variation in the
chronology of its demise?
• What can be done to refine the date ranges of key vessel types in the Oxford
repertoire through analysis of settlement site assemblages?
• Can the date of the early 2nd century settlement hiatus be refined - is this a single
‘event’, a series of unrelated events or a medium term process? What is its
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significance? Can evidence for a settlement hiatus at this time be identified in
other parts of the county or is it confined to the Thames Valley, and if so what
does this tell us?
Are other systematic patterns of phases of development discernible in the rural
settlement record, or is noticeable development (new buildings, enclosure layouts
etc.) a consequence of the vagaries of individual sites?
Can we use a combination of radiocarbon and conventional dating techniques to
refine the chronology of the latest phases of site sequences? How late does
occupation of ‘Roman’ sites continue? If it terminates before the ‘end’ of the
period as defined by conventional dating methods, why is this?
Are there patterns of ‘abandonment’ of Roman sites related to particular
chronological horizons or to geographical or functional/economic factors?
Where do the people ‘go’ in the early-mid 5th century?
What is the extent of correlation of location between early Saxon and late Roman
settlements and is there any pattern in the type of Roman sites producing early
Saxon settlement (for example are villas preferentially targeted?). Are these
correlations simply environmentally determined or can we identify other factors
at work?
Can we refine very late Roman and earliest Saxon settlement and artefact
chronologies to ‘join the gap’, or is the ‘gap’ real, perhaps particularly with
regard to artefacts?

People, society and material culture
5.7.103 Oxfordshire has better evidence than some areas for Roman cemeteries, but these are
still not particularly numerous, and are notably scarce for the early Roman period.
Excavation of individual burials and in particular of cemetery groups, where
identified, is a high priority. Full osteological analysis of the resulting human remains
is critical. In addition the increasingly recognised potential of isotope analysis to
provide information about diet and origin means that these techniques should be
applied wherever possible, particularly in relation to larger cemetery groups.
5.7.104 Identity can be considered at many different levels, and is not just about the
pinpointing of exotic incomers to a region. Material culture is an important aspect in
the construction of identities, and understanding of these is best achieved through
synoptic study of the range of material recovered in excavation and from surface
finds. Understanding the broad chronological and social trends that apply to each
category of material in an integrated way should be a standard approach that will
inform interpretation of the character and statuses of the individuals and groups
associated with each site. Aspects of the function of individual objects and classes of
material merit careful consideration where possible. The nature of distribution of
material is also relevant here, since some distributions are controlled by social
mechanisms rather than straightforwardly through trade (see ‘communications and
trade’ above).
• Can we identify a consistent late Iron Age ‘cultural package’, and if so, what is
its distribution?
• Are possible late Iron Age political boundaries (such as Aves Ditch) related to
any discernible variations in distribution of types of material culture and
settlement form?
• Are there identifiable early Roman burial traditions in the region, particularly in
rural contexts, and what form do they take?
• What does the osteological evidence tell us about changes in the physical
characteristics of the population of the region through the Roman period?
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5.8

What does Sr and O isotope data reveal about the extent of population mobility
in the region?
What does C and N isotope data reveal about diet and standards of nutrition, and
how does this compare with the evidence from other strands of the
archaeological record, particularly plant and animal remains?
What evidence can we identify for the use of material culture in modification of
identities within Roman settlement contexts?
How far can we correlate the evidence of material culture with that of settlement
character (and human remains, if possible) to identify distinct groups in the
society of Roman Oxfordshire, and what might such groups represent?
What aspects of material culture can we identify that might have been distributed
by means other than trade, how do such distributions vary across the range of
settlement types, and what does this tell us about the structure of society?
Crucially, how do such patterns change through time?
Can we refine understanding of the ‘abandonment’ of material culture at the end
of the Roman period?
How do we characterise difference between late Roman and early Saxon burial
populations? Is the most obvious distinction, the increased provision of grave
goods in the latter, more important than potential aspects of continuity (such as
the continued practice of extended supine inhumation)? What does isotope and
other evidence tell us about possible differences or degrees of continuity between
populations?

The Early Medieval Period (410 – 1066 AD)3

Introduction
5.8.1

This introduction has been taken and tailored from the recent Solent Thames
Research Framework, one of the latest and most comprehensive summaries of the
period for the region.

5.8.2

The early medieval period is one of important social, political, economic, cultural and
ethnic change. Study of the period is supported by some documentary sources and by
archaeology, but the interpretation of both sources is complex and controversial.
Some of the key developments in this period, such as the extent of continuity of late
Romano-British society, culture and economy; the date and nature of the arrival of
Anglo-Saxon culture and its associated Germanic incomers; settlement of the land;
the transition from paganism to Christianity; the development of kingdoms; the
emergence of urbanisation; land division and use; and the development of Minster’s,
estates and manors, are all open to intense debate. What is certain is that these seismic
shifts in culture, religion, economy and, to an arguable extent, population, took place,
and it is in this period that many of the administrative structures were created which
underpinned later medieval society, and indeed persist to the present day.

5.8.3

Archaeological evidence, traditionally given second place in terms of authority to
documentary evidence, is being given increasing precedence in efforts to resolve the
difficulties of the early medieval period. Early medieval material culture is, however,
relatively sparse in comparison to the preceding and following periods, which in itself
raises a number of problems for interpretation. This is partially due to the fact that the
majority of Anglo-Saxon pottery is handmade and fired at relatively low temperatures

3

All numbers in 4.8 refer to MOX numbers unless stated
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so does not survive to be found in fieldwalking, even where Anglo-Saxon settlements
have been identified . Coins circulate only from the mid-Saxon period, secular
settlement consisted of timber-framed buildings and sunken-featured buildings,
whose structures do not survive well in the archaeological record, and successful
Anglo-Saxon urban settlements lie destroyed or inaccessible underneath modern
towns. This is a difficult period to detect and find in fieldwork and evaluation
exercises (Hey and Lacey 2001).
5.8.4

Early Anglo-Saxon furnished cemeteries, with their wealth of material culture, offer
the most 'visible' aspect of early medieval archaeology, and this region has provided a
number of important cemetery sites. The visibility of such burial places, however, led
to considerable antiquarian interest in them. As a consequence, some of the more
important early Anglo-Saxon furnished cemeteries in the research area were
excavated in the 19th and early 20th centuries, with inevitable loss of archaeological
information. Nonetheless, the material evidence, particularly from the cemetery sites,
indicates that this region is particularly interesting in the way it exhibits a rapid
spread of Anglo-Saxon culture.

5.8.5

For the early and middle part of the Anglo-Saxon period (c 450-850), the boundaries
of the modern period have only a broad and passing relationship with any territorial
boundaries which can be reconstructed for the Anglo-Saxon period. By the later
Anglo-Saxon period, however, the territorial boundaries which still provide the
framework for modern county boundaries (at least until the boundary revisions of the
historic counties from 1974) were established. It is in this later period that the classic
open field manorial system also has its origins.

The early Saxon period (c 5th-6th centuries)
5.8.6

Consensus over the issue of the character of the transformation from Romanised
society to an early Anglo-Saxon one has continued to focus minds, although the
inappropriateness of trying to look for a single simple narrative is perhaps becoming
more accepted. In a sense the unusualness of the settlement and burial complex at
Dorchester may have distorted the view. Much was deduced and extrapolated from a
very small number of objects relating to a very small number of people, at a time
when the knowledge base of early Anglo-Saxon society in general, never mind in the
Upper Thames Valley was very meagre by today’s standards.

5.8.7

Reynolds has noted that the temptation has been (as it surely is with any
archaeological data set) to look for patterns and models by which settlement structure
can be explained. However, as Reynolds asserts (2003, 99) this has led to a few
classic type-sites (for instance West Stow, Mucking and West Heslerton) being used
to explain all lowland settlement form. As Reynolds states, it is as unrealistic to look
for uniformity in Anglo-Saxon society as it is in society of any age (2003, 99).

5.8.8

In certain key and famous sites, most noticeably Dorchester and Shakenoak the
evidence for an early Saxon presence on site is clear, but hardly grounds for
extrapolating from it an adoption of Roman culture by a general incoming population.
Dorchester has come to be seen in some respects as an exception to the rule rather
than the rule. If any sort of consensus can be suggested it is that such continuity
between the Roman and Saxon society in this area as did exist was locally determined
and dependent upon many variables. In addition, the issue of continuity is ambiguous
in itself - ‘continuity’ of what? Of buildings, building platforms, sites, agricultural or
commercial or industrial infrastructure and/or practices? Political or social
frameworks? Religious/ritual sites?
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5.8.9

The relations between the ‘resident’ population and incomers must have been
variable, but the idea that there was organised struggle for control in the Upper
Thames Valley is just not borne out by the evidence. For example, there is no
evidence of any early Anglo-Saxon defended settlement, or of violent destruction on
a large scale, or slaughter of any groups (Booth et al. 2007, 380). Rather the evidence
is of small populations engaged in farming, craftwork etc. - typically peaceful
activities. This is not to paint an overly utopian picture, and sporadic conflict on a
small scale may have been frequent.

5.8.10 While the appearance in the county archaeological record of the new Germanic
culture signifying the arrival of settlers from North-West Europe is unmistakable, the
process by which that demographic change happened, and the affect it had on the
resident society remains imperfectly understood.
5.8.11 The favoured regions for early settlement appeared to be the light and easily worked
soils on either side of the Thames. In the 5th and 6th centuries the Thames was a
corridor of movement linking embryonic groups along its length; only later would it
become a territorial and political boundary. The settlement at Dorchester
(MOX11010) seems to be an early focal point, and this point along the river would
become the seat of the first phase of Christianisation of the region.
5.8.12 Into the 6th and 7th centuries a power centre developed along the stretch between
Long Wittenham and Drayton/Sutton Courtenay, reflecting the emergent kingdom of
Wessex, which Hamerow and Blair argue represents the nucleus of the folk territory
of the Gewisse, and there is a strong case for seeing this area as the original heartland
of the later Wessex kingdom.
5.8.13 Away from the Thames Valley the early Anglo-Saxon presence is very hard to detect
- either from the archaeology or the history. There is little hard evidence for physical
continuity of settlement from the Roman period and a major part of that problem is
the invisibility of low-status buildings in the archaeological record (Booth et al. 2007,
409). More recently attention has focused on environmental evidence, and some
trends are beginning to be identified. The main conclusions so far are that the
countryside of the Anglo-Saxons continued to be exploited, but in a much less intense
way.
5.8.14 Much of the data for this comes from burial goods; traditionally the most easily
accessed archaeological material of the 5th century. Some of the finds have come
from near Burford (MOX2379), Minster Lovell (MOX2433), the Roman villa at
Shakenoak near Wilcote (MOX2526), Lyneham Camp (MOX1412), and Rollright
(MOX354), and all of these were recovered in the 19th century. However, this
reliance upon burial studies to extrapolate the character of the 5th-century settlement
pattern is risky and presumptive (Reynolds 2003, 98).
5.8.15 Generally chronological evidence for this period in Oxfordshire is relatively good.
Coin evidence is not particularly useful for dating the early Anglo-Saxon period, but
artefact typologies, particularly Tania Dickinson’s study of saucer brooches in
Oxfordshire, allow 5th, 6th and 7th century settlements and burials to be dated with
some confidence. Pottery studies are more problematic. The chronology of handmade locally sourced pottery of the early Anglo-Saxon period seems to last without
significant change or form into the 7th century and later. Pottery found at the mid- to
late-Anglo-Saxon settlement site of Yarnton, for example, was indistinguishable from
earlier pottery, and the site relied on radiocarbon dates for periodization (Hey 2004,
and see Mellor 1994 for detailed discussion of problems relating to Oxfordshire
pottery).
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The middle Saxon period (c 7th-8th centuries)
5.8.16 The 7th and 8th centuries saw major changes, with the coalescence of tribal
groupings, now displaying influences from the Midlands as well as from abroad
(Hamerow 1999, 31). The influence of Mercia spread, to the extent that the Upper
Thames Valley was no long a corridor, but a boundary region between Mercia and
Wessex. The division and delineation of land now became politically important, as
did the establishment of formal estates.
5.8.17 The increasing territoriality and political hierarchy can be seen at all levels, from the
appearance of ‘princely burials’ in the landscape to the establishment of physical
boundaries. Mercian influence has been seen implicit in the finds from Asthall
Barrow (PRN 1492). By the late 7th century there is in the Upper Thames Valley ‘a
recognisably medieval world of kings and nobles whose wealth depended on systems
for exploiting the land and its assets, namely the collection of taxes and food renders’
(Blair 1994, 49).
5.8.18 The north of the county did not appear to fall within the territory of the Gewisse, and
only appears as the approximate homeland of the probable land of the Faerpingas,
themselves becoming a part of the Middle Angles. Blair has suggested that the
settlement and burial ground along the Evenlode at Charlbury/Chadlington (MOX
3203 and MOX 3204) may be their nucleus.
5.8.19 Also there is a growing influence of the institutional control of land by the Church
(via minsters), in contrast to the personal control of territory by kings. The footprint
of the former is understandably much easier to recognise in the archaeological and
historical record. Thus the early development of minister sites such as Eynsham and
Bampton are better understood than the royal centres at Thame and Benson.
5.8.20 Middle Saxon evidence from north-east of the county is still scarce and difficult to
evaluate. Possible settlements are suggested by findspots, such as at Banbury
(Monument Number 337217), but are yet to be confirmed.

The late Saxon period (9th -11th centuries)
5.8.21 Ironically, as the documentary evidence increases in the form of charter evidence and
most obviously with Domesday, so the archaeological evidence becomes sparser and
where it is assumed or proved to exist - more difficult to get at. It is understandably
assumed that by the 10th century settlement has coalesced very much on the sites
where medieval settlements are established, so opportunities to excavate - at least in
the context of PPG16 related work, and particularly on anything approaching a large
enough scale - are almost non-existent.
5.8.22 The chalk downs of South Oxfordshire provide some of the best examples of the
estates of the time, each encompassing a mix of land to maximise their economic
potential, and many surviving intact as medieval and modern parishes (for instance
the group below the White Horse, Uffington - see Hooke 1987). Monastic estates,
outside of the urban spread, have also been investigated. The late Saxon foundation at
Eynsham is still clearly definable in the landscape, and again comprises a mix of
meadow, arable, pasture and heath (Booth et al. 2007, 119).
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Anglo-Saxon settlement and burial sites - regional characteristics and
variations
Ironstone
5.8.23 The post-Roman archaeological evidence from the north and north-east of the county,
including the chalk areas, of any category is very sparse, and it’s tempting to
conclude that the reasons are in some respects those influencing the amount of
evidence from other periods, namely, little PPG16-inspired work, or large scale
quarrying. The urban area of Banbury is something of a recent exception as far as
development is concerned, having been substantially expanded in recent years, but
this has yet to deliver any significant new evidence of this period. The only evidence
here is a linear feature and pit discovered at Hanwell Fields on the north-western
extent of the town (12216). The only other evidence from HER data of their presence
in the landscape is from a Romano-British site to the south-east of Bloxham.
5.8.24 Whether this absence of evidence is as clear an indicator of absence of population and
settlement in the Anglo-Saxon period as seems is perhaps still debatable, although
other evidence and recent county-wide reviews (i.e. Hamerow 1999; Blair 2004;
Booth 2007) would tend to suggest that this is indeed the case. It is pertinent that the
congruent areas of Northants and Warwickshire also show relatively low levels of
activity in this region.
Limestone (Northern)
5.8.25 Most of the 14 burial sites on the limestone were recorded in the 19th century, the
most recent excavation is nearly 30 years old (MOX 733 Charlbury). The majority are
situated on the edge of the limestone area, arguably where they may have been most
visible (particularly in the case of those burials under barrows, for example, Squire’s
Clump (275) near Churchill. Many appear to be overlooking river valleys such as the
inhumation cemeteries recorded near Soulsbury (MOX1412), Souldern MOX4731
and near Chalbury (733) overlooking the Evenlode Valley and those at Burford
(2379), North Leigh (2526) and Worsham (MOX24343) which all overlook the
Windrush Valley. Further possible Saxon inhumations have been discovered at Upper
Heyford (4828, 12823), a possible cemetery has also been identified at the villa in
Baconsfield (328) and with another one identified at Rollright (354).
5.8.26 The cemeteries and barrows are visible evidence of settlement in the vicinity but there
is a shortage of obviously associated settlements to go with them. Occupation
evidence has been found at Wooton just off the Roman Road. A Palace/manor site
has been identified at Woodstock. Miscellaneous finds implying a presence in the
area have been found near Chipping Norton in the form of a spearhead, a brooch at
Duns Tew, pottery at Woodstock and Great Tew and on multiperiod sites such as that
at to the south of Upper Heyford.
Limestone (Southern)
5.8.27 The limestone area in the south is less coherent and lies along an east west band
interspersed with sand and gravels. The early medieval archaeology which exists
within this band is varied and includes a number of Viking objects in the west, near
Buckland (12739), Saxon inhumations at Abingdon airfield (9026), a spearhead at
Horspath, a settlement with Sunken Featured Buildings to the north-east of Marcham
and a possible nunnery or fort on Wytham Hill (8648).
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Bedrock Sand and Gravel
5.8.28 The predominant form of evidence recorded on the bedrock sand and gravel are find
spots, particularly of brooches, which indicate a presence in the landscape, but
evidence for settlement and cemeteries indicating where they were based is rare.
Isolated findspots of brooches have been found West of Buckland (12730, 9776), at
Cherbury Camp (9478) and at Longworth (9305). Other isolated finds include a coin
near Hinton Manor (9479), a spearhead south of Frilford (1138) with pottery found
nearby (1141) and a sword pommel at Headington (5372).
5.8.29 More indicative of settlement are the pit and pots found at Hinton Manor (9479), the
rubbish pit at Cothill (8765) with burials found at Headington (12799) and east of
Tubney (1051). Aelfrith Dyke (23485), a north south territorial boundary, crosses the
bedrock sand and gravel for c 3km near Longworth.
Thames Valley gravels
5.8.30 The intensity of the Anglo-Saxon evidence along the gravel terraces - principally of
the Upper Thames Valley - is clear (albeit that it is still a lot less than the levels of the
Roman occupation). Within the Thames Valley Saxon settlement and exploitation of
the landscape has been discussed in detail in the Thames Through Time volume for
this period (Booth et al. 2007) and this has been briefly summarised here from west
east/south.
5.8.31 Settlement at the Thames/Windrush confluence is principally known from cemetery
sites with cemeteries found at Stanton Harcourt (probably 7th century) and during
gravel quarrying at Blackditch and Dix’s Pit associated with cropmarks of Sunken
Featured Buildings nearby. Very early 5th-6th century cemeteries have been
discovered at Brighthampton and Broughton Poggs and ones dating to the 7th-8th
century nearby at Standlake Down and Yelford, suggesting that the population in the
area must have been large and continuous. At the Thames/Evenlode confluence a
settlement with Sunken Featured Buildings existed at Eynsham dating possibly from
the 5th to the mid/late 7th century. Extensive gravel quarrying at Yarnton and
Cassington has contributed hugely to understanding the exploitation of the gravel
areas during this period. Cassington, like Dorchester and Abingdon, had been the site
of a late Iron Age oppidum which continued in occupation through the Roman period.
The Saxon settlement and cemetery were located c 1 km to the south west of this
earlier occupation. Yarnton has been included as a case study below but broadly both
these early settlements had Sunken Featured Buildings, post-built structures and
associated cemeteries. Other activities identified included weaving, bone and comb
making, bronze casting and a little iron working. A further settlement has been
identified at Worton close by, which, as at Yarnton and Cassington, was dispersed in
form. Environmental evidence for the 6th and 7th centuries in this area suggested a
mixed arable regime with arable practised on the higher gravel terraces and also on
the wetter gravel islands on the floodplain.
5.8.32 Further along the Thames in the area of its confluence with the Cherwell less has
been discovered. Early dispersed settlements have been identified at Littlemore, with
some evidence to suggest there was a settlement somewhere in the vicinity of modern
Oxford. The area between the Thames/Ock confluence at Abingdon and the
Thames/Thame confluence has the highest concentration of Saxon sites in the whole
Upper-Middle Thames study area (91). Small groups of Sunken Featured Buildings
have been identified at numerous locations in Abingdon, c 1 km to the north-east of
the town centre at Barton Court Farm, where a group of seven huts and post-built
structures, fence lines, a well and a pit were found on the site of an earlier Roman
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villa with pottery evidence suggesting possible continuity of settlement. This may
have been an outlying part of the much larger 5th to early 7th century settlement site
at Radley Barrow Hills c 300 m to the north-east.
5.8.33 Between Drayton and Sutton Courtney to the south of Abingdon is a further
important complex of sites, where in the 1930s Leeds excavated the first AngloSaxon settlement recorded in England. As at Yarnton this settlement contained both
Sunken Featured Buildings and post-built structures, with evidence for weaving, bone
and antler working. Dating evidence suggests that the settlement may be one of the
earliest in the area, possibly dating from the 5th and 6th centuries, and there is
evidence for burials close by. Other settlements of later dates lie in the vicinity,
including cropmark evidence of a number of large timber hall high status buildings.
About 6 km to the east at Long Wittenham an important early cemetery has been
discovered, associated with further large hall high status buildings.
5.8.34 The earliest evidence for possible early Germanic settlement comes from the Roman
town of Dorchester-on-Thames in the form of early 5th century burials at Dyke Hills
and Minchin Recreation Ground (discussed in more detail in section 4.7). Some
evidence of early settlement has been found close by along with further early
cemeteries in the vicinity, eg at Berinsfield and Burcot.
5.8.35 Further down the River lies Benson, a royal vill and the most valuable manor in
Oxfordshire by Domesday, with settlement evidence dating back to the 6th century.
At Wallingford along the river to the south a 5th-6th century cemetery is the only
evidence for early Saxon occupation. Nearby at Mongwell a Sunken Featured
Buildings and comb thought to date from the 5th century were discovered. Early
evidence has also been discovered at North and South Stoke nearby.
5.8.36 Further down-river still, in the Middle Thames area, the River terrace deposits are
more intermittent, with the chalk meeting the river directly in some areas. Here the
evidence for early settlement is less; this reflects a lower level of quarrying and
associated excavation, but it could also reflect the fact that the area was actually less
settled, as implied by Domesday. The HER records no Saxon sites of any date on the
River Thames sands and gravels between South Stoke and Reading, with the
exception of a small area to the south of Goring where a Sunken Featured Buildings
was discovered at Gatehampton Farm along with other multiperiod finds and features.
5.8.37 For the mid Saxon Period (7th to 9th centuries), Dodd (in Booth et al. 2007, 99)
records that during the 7th century evidence from cemeteries and settlements suggests
that there were significant concentrations of occupation at the confluences of the
Thames and its major tributaries, with the most intensive occupation concentrated in
the area between Abingdon and Dorchester as before. This period sees a change in
settlement pattern, with the appearance of status differentiation and specialisation of
settlement types. Evidence for groups of very large buildings and a rich cemetery
suggests that the earliest recognisable high status centres were in the vicinity of
Drayton, Sutton Courtney and Long Wittenham. The first Bishopric was established c
635 at Dorchester, with Minsters established throughout the region from the mid-7th
century. While no large towns existed, evidence increasingly suggests that the
Thames Valley settlements were associated with trade and exchange. Farmsteads are
less in evidence, possibly because of the reduction in pottery.
5.8.38 Royal settlements can be found for the first time and located in the area between
Drayton and Dorchester and cropmarks of large halls can be seen at Long Wittenham,
indicating high status sites. The best known of these lie between Drayton and Sutton
Courtney to the south of the early settlement excavated by Leeds, discussed above.
Recent excavations have found evidence for metal working and agriculture associated
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with these buildings with metal detecting in the area has provided evidence for high
status occupation in the form of valuable artefacts and jewellery. The richest 7th
century cemetery in the Upper Thames was found 650 m to the south at Milton,
excavated in the 19th century. Further evidence from stray finds indicate that the site
may also have had a continuing role as a trading centre. Other royal centres have been
identified through documentary sources and a number of Minsters were appropriated
at a later date for royal purposes, such as at Abingdon, where the later monks
believed that the site was appropriated by King Alfred.
5.8.39 The Minster Churches of the Thames Valley were to play an important role in the
settlement pattern of the mid-and later Saxon periods and are thought to have been
founded during the later 7th or early 8th centuries. They were usually situated inland
on sites with some strategic importance and also became significant as estate centres.
A number developed as urban centres which have remained market towns.
5.8.40 Very few rural farmsteads of the 7th century have been found in the area. One which
has been excavated is that at New Wintles Farm at Eynsham which showed several
phases of occupation where the settlement shifted from its 6th century location to its
position in the 7th to early 8th century. Both timber halls and Sunken Featured
Buildings were found, together with a building which has been interpreted as a
possible granary or shrine.
5.8.41 The general lack of domestic rural settlement in the Thames Valley probably reflects
a lack of datable artefacts for this period rather than lack of settlement. This lack of
evidence has led to a perceived abrupt dislocation in the settlement pattern during the
7th century, with the apparent abandonment of early Saxon sites by this period.
However, recent work, such as that at Yarnton using radiocarbon dating, actually
shows continuity of settlement. Here in the 8th or 9th century Sunken Featured
Buildings were built in the same area as early Saxon Sunken Featured Buildings, with
no change in form of artefacts, except (and crucially) that the use of pottery declined
to minimal levels in the middle Saxon period. There was also some evidence for
period settlement shift, over distances up to c 750 m, so that early Saxon settlement
areas were abandoned, used for agriculture, and then reoccupied when the settlement
shifted to that area again. The evidence from cropmarks in particular suggests that
settlements were larger and longer lived than previously thought. All the evidence
therefore points towards settlement continuity rather than dislocation.
5.8.42 One change identified between the early and mid-periods has been in the landscape
with the increased use of enclosures, suggesting a reorganisation of the farming
practices in this period. A further change in this period is the abandonment of the
early Saxon cemeteries with a move to smaller cemeteries. This may reflect a desire
to possess a settlement burial ground rather than be buried in a large traditional burial
ground of a kindred.
5.8.43 In the late Saxon period the landscape came to resemble more closely its medieval
form and provides the framework for which survives today. By the time of Domesday
occupation was widespread, although poorer land remained sparsely populated. The
evidence available in this period also increases, with architectural evidence still
visible in some churches and a plethora of documentary evidence. Archaeological
evidence however, declines for this period as up to now much archaeological
knowledge has come about through gravel extraction, whereas quarrying does not
occur in the centre of modern settlements where the original, late Saxon settlement
evidence is likely to be situated.
5.8.44 From 850 to 1150 rural society underwent a large change which led to the emergence
of the medieval manorial economy and its typical characteristics seen in the Thames
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Valley of nucleated village and open field farming. There is some debate when this
started but it is thought to have originated in the late Saxon period, as suggested by
evidence at Yarnton. Later Saxon estates were smaller than those in the mid-Saxon
period and were designed to contain a mixture of resources on different types of
ground and many became parished in the later period. Many of these estates were
long and thin, seen pioneered at Yarnton in the mid Saxon period and still seen
through the medieval period. The estates often included hay meadows closest to the
river, where presumably the ground would have been vulnerable to flooding, with
pasture to the edge of the gravel terrace and with crops grown on the higher ground.
Settlement was often located on the gravel terrace edge.
5.8.45 Few rural settlement sites have been excavated, those that are usually associated with
large fieldsystems of ditched enclosures, perhaps representing enclosures for houses
in settlements and fields and farmsteads away from settlement. Excavations have
taken place at Brighthampton within the core of a small Saxon village where an
enclosed piece of land and rectangular post-built structure was discovered, with
occupation ceasing around the mid to late 13th century. At Manor Farm, Drayton
excavations near the core of a village found a series of late Saxon enclosures at the
centre of which lay a large pond or hollow. Postholes were found which could have
been buildings and pottery suggested two or three phases of occupation on the site,
ceasing in the late 11th or early 12th century. At Yarnton 8th-9th century settlement
was replaced with a series of enclosures used for agriculture with a small smithy at
the periphery of settlement which had shifted again. Geophysical survey revealed
Sunken Featured Buildings associated with the enclosures, possibly small individual
farmstead tofts. The Norman church and manor house lies to the north perhaps
reflecting the location of the main late Saxon settlement here.
5.8.46 The other late Saxon settlement type within the Thames Valley are the towns,
represented by Oxford and Wallingford. While the late Saxon centre of both towns
lies on the river terrace gravels and their political, religious and economic was a key
influence on the surrounding area, they are not considered here as further quarrying
will not take place in the historic centres. Other settlement sites are represented by
being former Minster or religious sites which grew to be small towns such as
Dorchester.
The Evenlode and Windrush Valleys
5.8.47 Settlement becomes more visible in the upper reaches of the Evenlode and Windrush
valleys in the 7th century (Booth et al. 2007, 99) – seen in the number of cemeteries
found rather than settlement evidence. Three sites are identified along the Upper
Evenlode, an Anglo Saxon/Viking spur (529) found at Ascott under Wychwood, an
early medieval inhumation cemetery (3203) to the south of Chadlington and an early
medieval hut to the east of the cemetery (3204). Along the lower Evenlode, to the
north of Eynsham, where it turns south to join the Thames the site of an early
medieval cremation cemetery at City Farm (10772) has been discovered. To the south
of this the Saxon settlement mentioned above at New Wintles Farm has been
excavated (10781/3).
5.8.48 The River of the Lower Windrush valley splits into two at Witney and a number of
Saxon sites have been discovered within this wide valley. Three sites have been found
during the recent expansion of Witney, a series of possible Saxon timber buildings
(1691) in the south east and a square enclosure, tentatively interpreted as a Sunken
Featured Building, just to the south of this (1694). To the west of this possible
evidence of Witney’s Saxon defences has been found (1738). To the south of Witney
three inhumation cemeteries are recorded, one at Ducklington (1660), the other just to
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the south at Red Lodge (1783) and further south, one to the west of Hardwick (1659).
This last is quite close to the junction between the Thames and the Windrush. Just to
the west of the inhumation cemetery at Hardwick a cluster of three sites lies on a
gravel island, including an area of prehistoric to Saxon settlement containing Sunken
Featured Buildings, pits and enclosures (2927), a Saxon settlement which may be a
separate settlement or part of the same one (5466) and an inhumation cemetery. The
two settlements are clearly seen from the cropmark plots as extensive linears and
enclosures, some of which are prehistoric.
Cherwell Valley
5.8.49 The River Cherwell has some patches of river terrace gravel associated with it,
although there is no archaeological evidence that these were exploited during the
Saxon period. Only a Saxon disc brooch has been found on a patch near Bletchingdon
Thame Valley
5.8.50 On what appears to be a small tributary of the River Thame a patch of gravel exists at
Great Milton. Here several find spots of pottery have been recorded (5852). To the
north of this, again on a Thame tributary, settlement evidence from the Iron Age to
the early Saxon period has been discovered near Rycote (23367). A Saxon ‘pagan’
bead has been found on a third tributary on a small gravel island on Lobbersdown
Hill.
Chalk area
5.8.51 The burial sites recorded for this area, cover the chalk downs both west and east of
the Goring Gap. As with those for the limestone areas, all tend to be situated on the
edge of the Downs, seemingly with their visibility from lower levels in the landscape
in mind. Two major cemeteries have been identified: at Beacon Hill Lewknor
(MOX6303), and at Arn Hill East Lockinge (MOX10283). Two barrows are noted,
MOX172, Scutchamore Knob (which also contained secondary burials (MOX10495)
and the princely burial at Lowbury Hill (MOX9218). Fifteen other burial sites are
recorded; two south-east of Wantage (10283, 10298), four near Upton (23557, 12680,
9075, 9060), one to the south of Harwell (10458), two near Blewbury (23404, 10937),
to the south of Wallingford (6503) on Aston Upthorpe Downs, two further ones in
and around Lewknor, one at Chinnor (5972) and one at Lower Shiplake (12252).
Nearby the prominence at Goldbury Hill also produced burials (MOX210). Saxon
graves were reported from east of the royal site at Benson (MOX6978), although no
details are known.
5.8.52 Isolated finds of a brooches, spearheads, pottery, beads an axe and a comb have come
from the Downs above Moulsford (MOX8383), along the Ridgeway near the Devil’s
Punchbowl, near Blewbury (9082 and 8231) and on Aston Upthorpe Downs (9187,
8307, 8318). A sliver tag has been recorded at Kingston Blont, pottery and coins near
Lewknor in the east (6275, 6279), a coin and strap end and artefact scatter near
Ipsden and a further spearhead at Henley on Thames (7712). Further finds have been
recorded at Ashdown Park (9526), South of Compton Beauchamp and to the east at
White Horse Hill.
5.8.53 While a 5th and 6th century Anglo-Saxon presence is evident in the form of isolated
finds, settlement evidence has yet to be identified over the chalk downlands, although
a ditch and some pottery has been found at Goring. A Saxon Minster has been
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recorded south of Wantage on the chalk and a boundary dyke east of Wallingford
(6934).

The Y arnton project
Settlement and burials
5.8.54 This multi-period project, discussed above where relevant, is worth closer
examination in terms of the discoveries as a whole. Its research value and continuing
research potential cannot be overstated. It has provided a good example of an
unbroken sequence of rural settlement development from early Saxon right through to
late Saxon, and on into the medieval period.
5.8.55 From the late 5th to the 7th centuries settlement comprised a typically dispersed
scatter of Sunken Featured Buildings, similar to that seen on other gravel terrace sites.
In the 8th century the area was re-organised into a more formalised farmstead centred
on a post-built hall and associated paddocks and trackways. Was this change part of a
regional trend, driven by increased population pressure and secular administration,
motivated by the increased requirement for such settlements to generate surpluses?
Possibly, but the change seemed to coincide with the establishment of the powerful
Minster at Eynsham and it is possible that these developments were connected. By the
10th century Yarnton was part of the Minster estate, so it is possible that this was the
case from a much earlier date.
5.8.56 In association with the changing settlement pattern, the appearance of burials, some in
a small cemetery, is again indicative of a change in settlement form and social
framework. It might be said that in the early Saxon period the fixed points of social
identity of a region’s populace were provided by the settlements of the dead - the
cemeteries - while the settlements of the living were transient and fluid.
5.8.57 In the course of the 8th and 9th centuries the large cemeteries are abandoned and
replaced with smaller cemeteries seemingly associated with individual settlements. In
turn these seem to be replaced by centralised Minster-based cemeteries (Chimney for
instance) and finally Parish based cemeteries.
5.8.58 One of the most important parts of the Yarnton project was the attention given to
scientific dating. An intensive testing programme produced a suite of dates. These
clarified the chronological sequence of the site’s development and also highlighted a
particular chronological problem.
5.8.59 Traditional frameworks devised for the ceramic dating of sites are overdue for review
and amendment, even within the context of Roman period sites, usually considered to
be relatively well founded. For early and middle Saxon sites the situation has always
been very vague, with pottery fabric date ranges of three centuries considered as
accurate as can be. For once an intensive radiocarbon dating programme has been
combined with a sizeable assemblage of ceramic, stratigraphic and building typology
evidence, the whole demonstrating the existence of an 8th-9th century settlement
phase at Yarnton that - without the radiocarbon dating - would have been labelled as
6th-7th century. This has profound implications for the apparent scarcity of middle
Saxon evidence across the region as a whole.
Agricultural practice and land tenure
5.8.60 The late Saxon and early medieval evidence at Yarnton has shed light on aspects of
the transitional period before, during and after the Norman Conquest. A persuasive
case for linking the agricultural developments attested by the archaeological evidence
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to the changing ownership of the estate - from being part of Eynsham Minster’s estate
to that of a Mercian entrepreneur - has been made (Booth et al. 2007, 402-3). Such an
approach helps to populate an otherwise sterile landscape, and reinforces the potential
benefits that can be drawn from a joint archaeological/historical approach.
5.8.61 The issue of the development of hay meadows in lowland England has come to be
debated in the light of the increase in data. The spread of meadows seems to have
been somewhat haphazard and uneven through the late Saxon and early medieval
period. The Yarnton environmental evidence demonstrated that areas used as pasture
in early and middle Saxon times were later enclosed with ditches and hedges, and
managed as hay meadows. As Williamson says (2003, 164-5), this implies a
commitment by the community of resources to a pastoral economy and the growing
requirement to supplement natural winter fodder crops. By the late 13th century
around 4% of the land area of England and Wales (ibid., 166) was meadow, but the
regional variance was still marked.

The effects of quarrying
5.8.62 There are 43 entries on the GIS for the Anglo-Saxon period which have been
destroyed either by previous or current sand and gravel quarrying out of a total of 255
entries within this aggregate area. This means that 13.7% of the known Anglo-Saxon
resource within the sand and gravel has been destroyed by previous quarrying and 3%
from current quarrying.
5.8.63 There are 5 entries on the GIS for the Anglo-Saxon period which have been destroyed
either by previous or current limestone quarrying out of a total of 28 entries within
this aggregate area. This means that 3.6% of the known Anglo-Saxon resource within
the sand and gravel has been destroyed by previous quarrying and 14.3% by current
quarrying.
5.8.64 The most significant of the sites to be lost to terrace sand and gravel quarrying are a
number of early inhumation cemeteries; at Brighthampton (1960), City Farm (10772),
Purwell farm (10790), Cassington (3895), south of Abingdon (7511 and 7532), near
Dorchester (11091, 6045, 11136, 11050). A number of early settlements, some
including Sunken Featured Buildings, have been removed by gravel quarrying eg
Gravelly Guy (6857, 2730 and 6860), new Wintles Farm (10781), Purwell farm
(10793), three near Abingdon (8875, 10988, 492), near Drayton (191) and at
Dorchester (11050, 11010). All other records for this period relate to find spots, often
on excavated multi-period sites. There are no records of any other quarrying in the
aggregate areas affecting significant Anglo-Saxon remains.

Research Agenda
Summary of recent research
5.8.65 As far as the region that would later become Oxfordshire is concerned, research into
the subject has been relatively well-served in recent times, principally by Blair (1994;
2000) and Hamerow (1999). There have also been substantial reviews of the AngloSaxon period in the Thames Valley (Booth et al. 2007), and in the Solent Thames
Archaeological Research Framework. All these have built upon earlier surveys, both
published (for instance Benson and Miles 1974; Briggs et al. 1986), and unpublished
(Dickinson 1976).
5.8.66 Major and relevant (in the extra-urban context) sites in the past three decades include
Eynsham Abbey (Hardy et al. 2003), Yarnton (Hey 2004), Radley Barrow Hills
(Chambers and McAdam 2007), Drayton (Hamerow et al. 2007a) and Berinsfield
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(Boyle et al. 1995). It is significant that all of these are on or close to the terrace
gravels.

Future avenues of research
Settlement and land-use – RA 1
5.8.67 As more and more varied evidence accumulates relating to the post-Roman centuries
in the Upper Thames region, so the traditional patterns applied to the interpreted
development of society become more untenable and unsuitable. At several levels,
from the basic variation in sizes and types of rural settlement buildings, to the density
and character of features within a settlement, to the different roles played by
neighbouring settlements - all argue against a simplistic ‘pattern book’ approach to
the understanding of Anglo-Saxon society .
5.8.68 In the absence (it seems) of physical evidence of landscape organisation (i.e. formal
field systems) until late in the Anglo-Saxon period, future study must still focus on
settlements themselves (Booth et al. 2007, 415). While the growth of environmental
investigation can enable a much better picture of land use and farming patterns, the
difficulty in identifying large scale early Saxon landscape features means that the
study tends to be focused on the few features immediately within or surrounding any
settlement, however dispersed.
5.8.69 The variable geology of the county has had an undeniable effect upon the visibility of
the ephemeral archaeology of the Anglo-Saxon period. There is no doubt that the
combination of aerial photography over stripped or unstripped gravel terraces has
revealed extensive detailed spreads of features, which, once detected, are easy to
excavate. In contrast the clays, and woodlands and pastures over the limestone,
ironstone and chalk of the rest of the county are very difficult to visually scan, and
not easy to excavate. Given the concentration of excavation opportunities made
available by gravel extraction on the gravel terraces, the fundamental question must
be: is the apparent concentration of Anglo-Saxon settlement on the gravel terraces
real, or just a reflection of where excavation has taken place?
5.8.70 Even if settlements are hard to recognise in the landscape away from the gravel
terraces, cemetery distribution remains the best (if somewhat imprecise) indicator of
settlement distribution. The likelihood of extensive aggregate extraction over these
areas is low, so other options might be explored to try to add substance to our
suppositions.
5.8.71 The supposed phenomenon of the middle Saxon settlement shift, originally espoused
in the 1980s (Arnold and Wardle 1981), has since been seen to be a more subtle and
nuanced development than first argued (Hamerow 2002, 122-3). Reynolds argues that
we know too little about the process by which middle Saxon settlements became
villages (2003, 133), and though Yarnton has given us one important example, it is
just one case. Black Bourton is a village with much potential for demonstrating
continuity - is it an exception, or the norm? The problem remains that middle and
later Saxon settlements and any early Saxon antecedents may lie under the cores of
existing villages and towns, and are thus inaccessible except at best by very small
scale PPG16-inspired excavation.
5.8.72

If opportunities of investigation by excavation continue to be restricted, then other
avenues should be developed to augment the knowledge derived from documentary
sources. Two areas would be worth investigating. The use of LiDAR and geophysics
coupled with fieldwalking may contrive to produce a clearer understanding of
settlement presence and density, and otherwise invisible landscape features, in
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otherwise unexamined areas. A useful recent example of the potential of this
technique is the resource modelling programme undertaken in the Trent Valley
(Howard et al. 2008).
5.8.73 The programme of radiocarbon dating incorporated into the Yarnton project prompted
an unexpected (but welcome) re-evaluation of accepted chronologies. In the light of
this it would be valuable to revisit archived material from selected old sites to
reassess their interpretations. On the same lines, the use of strontium isotope analysis
is now common. The long-running debate on the ethnic origins of the occupants of
early Saxon burial sites in the region would be refreshed enormously by a targeted
programme of testing.
5.8.74 To summarise therefore:
• Low level of data makes it important to obtain palaeoenvironmental and
palaeoeconomic data to look at patterns and variations in settlement.
• Use environmental and waterlogged data to look at change from specialised
farming to a general approach in the 7th to 9th century, generally understand
exploitation of the landscape and look at when the classic open field system was
developed.
• Look more closely at evidence for continuity of settlement and agricultural
practices with Roman Britain and where this is not the case.
• In general look at evidence for the relationship between the Saxons and Romans
– in an economic, political and social context.
• Review of fieldsystems and landuse to identify early origins.
• Collate more information to assess settlement shift as seen in the Yarnton
excavations – how typical is this.
• Understand how the process of nucleation of villages and formation of open
fields and development of a system of local churches develops during and from
the Saxon period.
• Review of the evidence base – is there a concentration of activity in the Thames
Valley and not in other aggregate areas or is it more the fact that sites are more
visible and have been subject to more investigation in the Thames Valley than
elsewhere.
• Use un-intrusive techniques to further understand the settlement and utilisation
of the chalk and limestone areas and especially in areas where cemeteries exist to
try and trace associated settlements. Techniques could include aerial
photographic analysis, LiDAR, geophysics and fieldwalking.
• If more information can be collected from other aggregate areas how does this
compare in terms of settlement, landuse and economy with the Thames gravels.
Trade, Communication and transport – RA 2
5.8.75 Between the 5th century and the 10th century the Thames went from being a corridor,
attracting settlers into the heart of the region, but also tending to confine them to it, to
being a frontier between the rival emergent powers of Mercia and Wessex. How this
may be reflected in the archaeological record is an area that has yet to be examined.
The whole issue of water management, and in particular the construction of canals, is,
as John Blair has remarked, a neglected one (Blair 1994, 121).
5.8.76 The Thames valley from earliest times would have been the main trade route through
the region, especially evident in the early period. During the mid-Saxon Period (7th to
9th centuries), Dodd suggests that the evidence increasingly points to the fact that the
Thames Valley settlements were associated with trade and exchange. Study of this
aspect would expand knowledge on the relationships with the continent and
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elsewhere in England, allow an understanding of the economy and exchange in the
middle Saxon period, and how understand how this differs from the early and late
periods. Study of the distribution of Sceattas would help to understand the extent of
trade.
5.8.77 Any evidence for water based transportation would be important. However, there is
very little evidence for any Saxon activities along the Thames waterfront in Oxon, so
any evidence from the gravels which would address this would be advantageous. In
addition further work needs to be carried out on the reuse of Roman roads, the
location of Saxon roads and their continued use after the Saxon period.
Industrial sites – RA 3
5.8.78 The identification of iron working sites of the post-Roman period is bound to be very
difficult, given the ephemeral nature of contemporary settlement. Undoubtedly the
evidence of Anglo-Saxon smelting and iron working at Shakenoak only came to light
because of the Roman Villa excavations (MOX6584) (see Cleere 1972). So far, this is
the only clear archaeological evidence from the entire county, with the exception of a
small amount of evidence from Yarnton, of an industrial site.
5.8.79 By 1086, Oxfordshire had 250 water mills, the majority on the Thames, Cherwell,
Windrush and Evenlode, though there were others along smaller streams too, and
archaeological evidence for a possible mill leat in use in the eighth century has been
found at Oxford's Trill Mill Stream: many of the mills recorded in Domesday and
charter boundaries may have earlier origins (Blair 1994, 63). Understanding of the
evidence for use of the river for fishing and water mills and identification of the
locations for these activities, especially the origins of the Domesday mills would be
useful.
5.8.80 The probable location of some of the major fish-weirs on the Thames has been
suggested by John Blair, though no archaeological evidence has yet been found (Blair
1994, 124; see also Blair 2007).
Religious sites – RA 4
5.8.81 Knowledge of the nature and practice of pagan belief remains elusive. No pagan
Saxon religious sites are known in the county (although of course they may already
have been excavated, but remain unrecognised for what they are). This could include
shrines, or such as ritual embedded in daily life, as often suggested for later
prehistory, needs to be identified. It would also be useful to understand the demise of
survival of late Roman Christianity as well as pagan beliefs. Similarly understanding
of the significance and cultural context for the re-use of earlier sites for burial and
other ritual activity could be improved.
5.8.82 Pre-conquest Christian sites have received some attention, but these are usually in
urban contexts (Dorchester, Eynsham, Bampton) and still extant as religious sites, so
are inaccessible to extensive archaeological investigation. The nature of mid-late
Saxon religious sites, including the recognition and distinction of early Minsters and
monasteries, requires further work.
5.8.83 If available the study of the skeletons found during previous cemetery excavations
from the chalk, limestone and gravel areas using modern techniques such as DNA,
Carbon 14 and/or stable isotope testing could be an important step in identifying
population’s movement, diet, origins, health and ethnicity. The comparison between
Roman and Saxon DNA from skeletons would allow analysis of group identities and
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infiltration. The usefulness of radiocarbon dating for example was shown by dating
skeletal material from the site at Chimney (MOX1975) which allowed the site to be
dated to the later Anglo-Saxon period, making this the first known rural late AngloSaxon cemetery to be identified in the county. This cemetery, which may have
contained up to 2000 burials, probably originated after the Minster-priests of
Bampton acquired the Manor during the 950s, probably serving a larger area than
Chimney township and it may have been an ancillary Minster graveyard. The
movement away from communal large burial grounds to smaller, perhaps family
grouping should be studied for the exceptions and conformity and also in relation to
the social and economic changes of the mid-Saxon period.
5.8.84 Many of the churches within the aggregate areas will have had pre-conquest origins,
though this is not usually reflected in their visible fabric or in Domesday entries.
Further investigation in the form of co-ordinated and close monitoring of ground
work and examination of fabric to locate in situ or re-used fabric would help
understand the early origins of churches.
5.8.85 Though an invidious thought to many involved in heritage conservation and
management, the potential of controlled and systematic metal-detecting should not be
dismissed, and could add considerably to the sporadic database of evidence. A plot of
Anglo-Saxon findspots appears to show a dearth of activity in the north of the county,
although a plot of burial sites suggests that this must be unrepresentative; a
programme of controlled and systematic metal detecting may help to clarify this
apparent anomaly.
Sites of meetings and events places – RA 5
5.8.86 Whether for secular, political or ritual/religious reasons meeting ‘events’ can be very
difficult to identify, even if the location can be deduced or inferred from landscape
features or specific historical citations (i.e. hundred meeting places). The mid-8th
century site close to Dorney in the Middle Thames Valley is interpreted from its
archaeological remains alone as an example of a single meeting event (Foreman et al.
1999). With no structural evidence, and a large spread of pits (waterholes re-used as
rubbish pits), and a diverse and relatively high status finds assemblage, this may be
seen as a possible archaeological blueprint for other sites of similar events.
Sites of administration and justice - RA 6
5.8.87 The 8th-century estate centre at Higham Ferrers in Northamptonshire highlighted the
early development of secular regional administration, and a plausible physical
manifestation of the same, with what was interpreted as a collecting centre for tribute
(Hardy and Charles 2007). Evidence of a judicial role, alongside the administrative
one, for this Mercian centre was found in the form of possible execution victims. The
discoveries on this site chime with the new avenues of research advanced by among
others Reynolds (2009, 1999) who suggests the development of governmental
infrastructure began earlier than is traditionally accepted, and though fashioned in the
context of fairly primitive concepts of kingship, still represents a more sophisticated
approach to kingship than hitherto accepted, and one that is not only to be
reconstructed from documentary evidence, but can be discerned in the archaeological
record.
5.8.88 In the context of Oxfordshire, an obvious power centre that at least in part may have
fulfilled the same function as Higham Ferrers is the complex at Sutton Courtenay.
The question now is - how did such a centre operate? Are there other such centres in
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the northern part of the county, and if so how can they be archaeologically
recognised? In terms of administrative boundaries a useful avenue of research would
be an understanding of the relationship between later Saxon boundaries and parish
boundaries and as would a review of earlier linear boundary earthworks and
herepaths.
Opportunity - RA 7
5.8.89 On the (reasonable) assumption that neither of the sites mentioned above (i.e. meeting
places and sites of administration etc.) are unique, the main obstacle to the
recognition of either of these types of site is the limitation of available excavation
areas. Both examples were on sites of considerable size. It is unlikely that the full
understanding of either site would have been possible with only a fraction of the
archaeology revealed. It follows therefore that sites representing such activity may
have already been discovered in Oxfordshire, but due to the limitations of excavation,
may not have been recognised for their true character.
5.8.90 The gravel terraces along the northern bank of the Thames have obviously generated
a great deal of archaeology, in the wake of the quarrying over the last few decades.
Further along the terrace, towards the county boundary, and particularly to the west
and south of Bampton, in the region of Clanfield and Black Bourton, seems to be
something of a hotspot for Saxon and early medieval settlement and activity. Some of
the influences are obvious - the Minster at Bampton, which itself has been the subject
of much investigation by Blair (1994). However, the early and middle Saxon activity
at Black Bourton points to much earlier occupation of the area.
New perspectives on Anglo-Saxon society – RA 8
5.8.91 As well as directing investigations along familiar lines of inquiry, future research
should also be aware of new areas, where archaeology has shown it can shed light on
unexpected facets of Anglo-Saxon life. Only in the southern limestone area has a
definite Viking presence been recorded within the aggregate areas, where a number of
Viking objects in the west, near Buckland were found – is this typical? How can a
Viking presence in the landscape be defined and what is the best way to find evidence
of Vikings in the region? Once more evidence has been discovered then a greater
understanding of the role and influence of the Vikings can be deduced for the
aggregate areas.
Publication of excavated sites – RA 9
5.8.92 As well as formulating a research agenda for the contingency of the discovery of new
sites, it is as well to remember the sites that have been excavated but, due to the
circumstances of their excavation, have never been properly published. In the context
of the post-Roman period, the principal site in this respect in this county must be the
Anglo-Saxon settlement and cemetery at New Wintles Farm (MOX10783), to the
north of Eynsham. Spread over a large area of the terrace gravel, it was one of the
first in the region to display the dispersed character of early Anglo-Saxon settlement.
Based upon the existing interim report (Hawkes 1986) the interpretation is that the
evidence represents several phases of a single farm (rather than a dispersed but
contemporary settlement), lasting from the 6th to the late 7th century. The
uncertainties surrounding the chronology of such settlements have already been
alluded to (see Yarnton above) so a full review and analysis of the data from his site
would undoubtedly help to clarify this important question.
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Significant Anglo Saxon Sites
5.8.93 Given the relatively scare nature of Anglo-Saxon archaeology in the aggregate areas,
particularly away from the Thames Valley, in comparison with the evidence for
Roman and medieval occupation and exploitation, it is tempting to say that any
evidence of Anglo Saxon period should be classed as of high significance. However,
based on the review and research agenda discussed above the following sites have
been picked out as of special significance, the evidence for which is obvious above:
• Any evidence in the limestone, chalk and ironstone areas of Anglo-Saxon date
would be of significance given their relative current scarcity and potential ability
to inform study of settlement pattern and landuse in these areas (RA 1-8).
• Early Saxon settlements which may or may not have evidence for continuity with
the Roman period (RA 1).
• Cemeteries – any date (RA 4).
• Mid-Saxon settlements which may have evidence for settlement shift, continuity
or dislocation (RA 1).
• Saxon sites with good palaeoenvironmental data (RA 1).
• Late Saxon sites with evidence for nucleation and potential evidence for being
forerunners to their medieval form (RA 1).
• Sites with evidence related to the use of the river eg ports, fisheries, transport,
mills, water management (RA 2).
• Saxon Industrial sites – eg iron and bronze working (RA 3).
• Sites with evidence of pagan worship (RA 4).
• Early Minsters and religious sites (RA 4).
• Meeting, administrative and judicial sites (RA 5 and 6).
• Viking sites (RA 8).

5.9

The Medieval Period (1066 – 1540 AD)4

Introduction
5.9.1

While the medieval period is made up of many variable elements, only those of direct
relevance are discussed in any detail here. For example, sites and evidence which is
unlikely to be affected by future quarrying are not discussed. This is especially true of
existing settlement sites and the functions that are indigenous to them, given that they
will still be lived in or covered by more modern developments.

The evidence and the research background
5.9.2

4

While historical and architectural studies have largely and inevitably concentrated on
Oxford itself, in recent decades the county and its landscape has been the subject of
archaeological surveys, including Emery (1974), Hassall, Bond and Steane (Briggs,
Cook and Rowley 1986) and most recently Steane (2001).

All numbers in 4.8 refer to MOX numbers unless stated
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5.9.3

There is no classic county history for Oxfordshire, though the Victoria County
History has covered a reasonable proportion of the county (so far). There is as yet no
recent county archaeological overview for medieval Oxfordshire to parallel Roman
Oxfordshire (Henig and Booth 2000) and Saxon Oxfordshire (Blair 1994), but the
summaries of main medieval categories in the survey volume Archaeology of the
Oxford Region (Briggs, Cook and Rowley 1986) still retain validity. The recently
published An Historical Atlas of Oxfordshire (Tiller and Darkes, 2010) is also of
relevance to specific subjects and provides a good overview of the topics covered.

5.9.4

The Oxfordshire section of the Domesday Geography is as always an important view
of the county, and there is a county landscape volume (Emery 1974). The journal
Oxoniensia has been published since 1936 by the OAHS (now partly online) and has
published contributions in many relevant areas.

5.9.5

From 1973 the county’s archaeology was at first served fairly exclusively by Oxford
Archaeological Unit (OAU – now Oxford Archaeology). Outside the urban contexts
fieldwork was largely driven by the opportunities provided by gravel extraction along
the Upper Thames, and as such tended to focus upon Romano-British and prehistoric
archaeology. With the advent of developer funded archaeology in 1990, other
organisations have also participated. Local societies maintain a presence, although
they are not so integrated with the commercial units as in the past. Such fieldwork as
they do tends to concentrate on Roman and prehistoric sites. An exception is the
current investigative survey by SOAG (South Oxfordshire Archaeological Group) of
the site of Cadwell Manor (PRN864), near Chalgrove. Outside of the urban areas, the
driving force for the major part of archaeological investigation in the last four
decades has been aggregates extraction - principally gravel - and infrastructure
development - principally road schemes.

5.9.6

A summary catalogue and distribution of deserted and shrunken medieval settlement
(DMV) exists (Briggs et al. 1986, map) and some village plans have been examined
more closely (see Bond 1985).
• Seacourt – pioneering excavation on DMV (Biddle et al. 1968)
• Middleton Stoney – excavations by Rowley (1972)
• Thomley – documentary history (Holden 1985)
• Ascot under Wychwood – village topography study (Bond 2001)

5.9.7

The one notable exception since the excavations at Seacourt (1958-9) and Middleton
Stoney (1971-2), is Yarnton (excavated between 1990 and 1996 - Hey 2004).

5.9.8

The archaeology of the county in the medieval period has in recent years had nothing
like the attention lavished on it as the Anglo-Saxon period, and has also missed out on
wider regional surveys. Oxfordshire has had to rely on the surveys produced in the
first flush of modern landscape archaeology (Briggs et al. 1985) - still sound but
lacking the context of modern data. Neighbouring counties have fared better. To the
north-east (particularly Northamptonshire, Buckinghamshire, Bedfordshire and
Leicestershire) work by Lewis et al. (2001) and Williamson (2003) have shed light on
the rural settlement and environment of the East Midlands and East Anglia. To the
south and south west Aston and Lewis (1994) examined the development of medieval
rural Wessex (Wiltshire, Gloucestershire and Somerset).

5.9.9

Much of this geographical vacuum is being filled with the multi-volume Thames
Through Time, the medieval/post-medieval volume of which is forecast for 2011
(OA, forthcoming). A review of medieval Oxfordshire has also been undertaken as
part of the Solent-Thames research Framework for the Historic Environment, which
covers the counties of Oxfordshire, Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Hampshire, and the
Isle of Wight. Neither however, offer a county-wide coverage.
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5.9.10 The Norman Conquest forms the historical cut-off date between the Saxon and
medieval periods. However, this at least initially did not cause many changes in the
country in terms of settlement pattern and agriculture, nor did it introduce new
coinage or pottery (Munby 2010).
5.9.11 The in-depth archaeological investigation of a single rural settlement - such as at
Yarnton - has enabled a better understanding of the subtle changes of land-ownership
and exploitation from the later Saxon period into the medieval. A persuasive case for
linking the agricultural developments attested by the archaeology to the changing
ownership of the estate - from being part of Eynsham minster’s estate to that of a
Mercian entrepreneur - has been made (Booth et al. 2007, 402-3). Such an approach
helps to populate an otherwise sterile landscape, and reinforces the potential benefits
that can be drawn from a joint archaeological/historical approach.
5.9.12 By the time of the Norman Conquest Oxfordshire was a political entity, distilled from
the fluid state of a contestable region between Mercia and Wessex, yet still essentially
an artificial construction. Its geological regions still dictated the pattern of settlement,
but with less contrast than before. It remained throughout the medieval period as
essentially an agricultural county, utilising the fertile Thames Valley.
5.9.13 Such industry as became established was small-scale and localised to the area of
necessary raw materials. The influence of the church manifested through religious
houses was high, dictating much of the structure of rural society. Initially the two
great Abbeys of Abingdon and Eynsham dominated the north and south banks of the
Upper Thames. Later the proliferation of urban institutions in Oxford would add
further stimulus. There is little evidence in the county for Oxfordshire’s role in the
Anarchy, although a number of small castles and siege works were constructed,
though very few have ever been investigated archaeologically.

Landscape and agriculture
Introduction
5.9.14 The structure of the county’s overall landscape has been fairly well-covered both
overall (Emery 1974), and in the context of specific landscape regions:
• Wychwood – study of settlement around the forest, and changing shape of the
forest (Schumer 1999).
• Otmoor – study of settlement around Otmoor (Bond 1981).
• Yarnton – development of an Anglo-Saxon landscape and medieval field systems
(Hey 2004).
• Thames– development of river system (OA forthcoming).
5.9.15 The earliest broad impression of the distribution of arable land within the Thames
valley comes from the record of ploughteams in the Domesday Survey of 1086,
plotted by Darby’s Domesday Geographies. They show that arable farming was
extremely widespread throughout the Thames basin on the terrace sands and gravels.
Ploughteams were also especially numerous on the limestone of the Cotswold dipslope and the North Oxfordshire uplands, around the Vale of White Horse and the
limestone and bedrock sands and gravels of the Corallian escarpment to the north.
Only along the chalk downlands on the crest of the Berkshire Downs, the crest and
dip-slope of the Chilterns and in the forest areas of Braydon, Wychwood, are records
of ploughteams meagre or absent (OA forthcoming).
5.9.16 North of the Upper Thames terraces the landscape was dominated by mixed
landscape of pasture and arable, dotted with small areas of woodland, and the more
dominant forest area of Wychwood. The latter has benefited from a recent detailed
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history by Beryl Schumer (1999), which has caused the old assumptions about the
nature and use of such forests to be re-evaluated. Not surprisingly, assarting was well
documented in the Wychwood but surprisingly infrequent in the western part of
Wychwood (op cit, 24), except in the woods belonging to the parishes of Shipton and
Fulbrook.
Limestone – north (The Cotswolds)
5.9.17 This area of geology lies within the Cotswolds and gives it much of its character.
Many elements of the landscape still surviving today have their origins in the
medieval period. By the 11th century, the area was extensively settled and there was
little woodland. Common fields used for agriculture were in use soon after if not
before the preparation of Domesday Book. During the medieval period much of the
land was in large estates, both ecclesiastical and lay. Much of the prosperity of the
region came from sheep and there were large open sheep walks enabling the sheep to
move seasonally from high to low ground (Countryside Agency 1999).
5.9.18 After the problems of the 14th century, large estates were consolidated and a
prosperous cloth trade expanded from its early medieval beginnings with many of the
fast-flowing rivers used for fulling. The settlements and churches became rich and
elaborate. After the dissolution of the monasteries the large estates were further
consolidated leading ultimately to the large country houses and estates seen today
(ibid.). Throughout the medieval and post-medieval periods there was piecemeal
enclosure of the open fields, commons, waste and sheepwalks, but many sheep walks
remained unenclosed until the post-medieval period leading to the rectangular
landscape seen in places today (ibid.). The only medieval site associated with
agriculture within the HER are strip lynchets recorded near Chipping Norton (3339).
Limestone South/Bedrock Sand and gravels (Midvale Ridge)
5.9.19 The roughly east west ridge running just to the south of the Thames to the west of
Oxford and which extends north west beyond Oxford to Faringdon, is made up
largely of areas of Corallian limestone and bedrock sand and gravel and known as the
Midvale Ridge. The ridge is wooded in places with arable fields interspersed by
numerous small villages. Reference is made in Domesday to the good cover of
‘forests’ in the area, of which the later royal forests of which Wytham, Shotover and
possibly Bagley Wood are remnants . There are some remaining areas of limestone
heath which would have existed in the medieval period surviving at Cumnor
(Countryside Agency 1999, 54). Arable in the medieval period was dominated by
large open field farming characterised by less regular arrangements of open fields
than elsewhere interspersed between areas of common pasture and woodland.
Fieldsystems have been recorded near Southmoor (9484) and a rabbit warren to its
north-west (9175) dating to this period.
Chalk
5.9.20 The chalk area of geology is represented by the Chilterns in the south-east and the
Berkshire and Marlborough Downs to the south-west. The landscape of the Chilterns,
as indicated by Domesday, appears to have been similar as that seen today with
numerous woodlands, and sheep grazing on chalk grasslands linked by many sunken
lanes and trackways.
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5.9.21 The agricultural potential of the Chiltern escarpment has always been varied, by
reason of contrasts of relief and soil type. During the early medieval period a
significant amount of clearance of woodland and waste had taken place over the
Chilterns. The process of assarting through the 12th - and early 13th centuries added
strips to some pre-existing open fields, and probably also created some entirely new
common fields in the remoter upland areas where assarting had become concentrated.
The clearance of waste and woodland was also creating enclosed fields. However, as
the extent of waste and woodland dwindled, their economic value rose, and assarting
had largely come to an end by the 13th century. A level of stability had been reached,
which would endure with only minor modifications until the 16th century. Most
Chiltern farms contained a mix of strips in common fields, grazing rights on common
pasture, and enclosed arable land and pasture held in severalty, but the proportions of
each varied considerably (OA forthcoming).
5.9.22 The Oxfordshire Chiltern woodlands still cover c 30% of the area, which is high by
today’s standards, although the boundaries are likely to have fluctuated over time.
Medieval woodland in the Chilterns was of much more mixed character than the
Chiltern woodlands today, many of which are dominated by beeches. Settlements
were predominantly scattered in farmsteads and hamlets, although in the medieval
period much of the land on the plateau had not been reclaimed for cropping. As the
population increased though agriculture expanded, indicated by the creation of strip
lynchets on the steeper slopes. New farms and settlements were established on the
plateau and new small fields carved out of the large areas of common woodlands that
covered the plateau and given to tenants (Countryside Agency 1999, 59). A number
of field systems dating to this period are recorded on the HER, a number lie to the
east and south of Wallingford, others include those at Lambridge Wood (23555),
northwest of Henley-on-Thames (7680) and north of Woodcote (7973), with ridge
and furrow recorded north of Shiplake (7820).
5.9.23 Once again the current characteristics of the Berkshire and Marlborough Downs, are
largely derived from the medieval and earlier landuse. Here the landscape character is
essentially open, rolling downland grazed by sheep, bisected by numerous dry
valleys, richly farmed vales and valley landscapes with many extensive areas of
woodland. The Ridgeway runs the length of the Downs. This is probably prehistoric
in origin but would have still formed an important droveway in the medieval period
(Countryside Agency 1999, 92).
5.9.24 A major change in land-use can be seen on the Berkshire and Marlborough Downs
from the later prehistoric/Roman periods where they were used for arable, to the more
pastoral downland established for sheep grazing in the medieval and post-medieval
periods. It has been speculated that this was because prehistoric exploitation had
degraded the soils so it was not profitable to farm them, thus they were laid down to
pasture (Allen 1988). It would have also been influenced by the profitability of wool
production. However, there are areas where arable farming was obviously being
carried out on the Downs with ridge and furrow identified at Aston Upthorpe Downs
(9237). Strip lynchets which have been dated to the medieval period have been
recorded near Kingston Lisle (10029) and on the Ridgeway nearby (10692), on
Sparsholt Field (10697), on Arn Hill (10287), on Knowllend Down (9265 in the
south, at Harwell Field (10580) and at Aston Upthorpe (9086). Many of the roadways
and hollow ways across the Downs would also have dated to the medieval period and
the higher parts of the Downs provided extensive sheepwalks during the middle ages.
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Ironstone
5.9.25 Part of the ironstone area lies within the Cotswolds (see above), with the most
northerly part lying within what the Countryside Agency classifies as the
Northamptonshire Uplands (Countryside Agency 1999, 35). This area contains many
areas of ridge and furrow and deserted settlements and ironstone is a common
building material seen throughout the area. By the 11th century settlement was
frequent although there was still much woodland. Up to the 14th century colonisation
of the wooded areas increased and most of the woodland was cut down and nucleated
villages surrounded by opens fields and ridge and furrow cultivation became
prevalent. The area became prosperous as seen by the large churches, but as
elsewhere fortunes declined in the 14th century. Many settlements were deserted or
shrunk at this time and grazing dominated the landscape, much of it bought up by rich
landowners.
The River Sands and Gravels
5.9.26 This aggregate is associated with the Thames Valley and its tributaries. The upper
Thames basin is characterised by the early appearance and long survival of open-field
cultivation. The open-field townships of the upper Thames are unusual in having
considerable extents of alluvial flood plain within their bounds, providing them with
generous resources of meadow and pasture (OA forthcoming).
5.9.27 From the early middle ages up to the 19th century the landscape of the Thames valley
contained two fundamentally different types of field systems: open fields and
enclosed fields. Both were associated with mixed farming systems, but there was a
difference in emphasis: open fields were for crop production, with the essential
manuring being provided mainly by livestock grazing over the lands which lay fallow
every two or three years. Enclosed fields were used to restrict stock. The open
agricultural fields were cultivated using ridge and furrow cultivation, evidence for
which has been recorded south-west of Harwick in the Windrush Valley (1699), south
of Radcot (12484) and associated with a droveway (9899) near Radcot. Medieval
field systems have been recorded at Buscot (4579), southwest of Clanfield (2228),
Cote (2975), Watkins Farm (2679) and south of Radley (8542).
5.9.28 The alluvial floodplains of the Thames and its tributaries were used to provide grass
for grazing and hay. Port Meadow has been grazed by cattle more or less
continuously for well over 900 years; and Yarnton, Pixey and Oxey Meads had been
treated as hay meadows probably for almost as long (OA forthcoming). One
characteristic of the Thames floodplain meadows was wherever ridge and furrow
furlongs abut a watercourse, there is a very strong tendency for the ridge and furrow
to be aligned at right-angles to the stream. Drainage will have been a particularly
important consideration where open fields have encroached over the flood plain, and
to the north of Binsey, immediately north-west of Oxford, ridge and furrow may still
be seen abutting the Thames itself (OA forthcoming).
5.9.29 The spread of meadows seems to have been somewhat haphazard and uneven through
the late Saxon and early medieval period. The Yarnton environmental evidence
demonstrated that areas used as pasture in early and middle Saxon times were later
enclosed with ditches and hedges, and managed as hay meadows. As Williams says
(2003, 164-5), this implies a commitment by the community of resources to a pastoral
economy and the growing requirement to supplement natural winter fodder crops. By
the late 13th century around 4% of the land area of England and Wales (op cit., 166)
was meadow, but the regional variance was still marked.
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Wychwood
5.9.30 The original extent of Wychwood at its largest in the late 12th century covered a large
part of west Oxfordshire north of the Thames, extending eastwards to the Cherwell
and north to the just north of Chipping Norton. The area therefore covered the
Thames Valley sand and gravels to the south and the limestone to the north. While
not densely forested it would have been subject to forest law which would have
significantly influenced landuse within it. Assarting from the forest has taken place
since at least the Norman period and through the 12th century the principal focus of
activity was the enlargement of the large central clearing south of the Evenlode,
around Finstock, North Leigh and Ramsden. During the following century, assarting
continued in northern, central and south-eastern Wychwood. By this process the
woods of Cogges, Eynsham and Stanton Harcourt were eventually sundered from the
rest of Wychwood (OA forthcoming). By the early 13th century it can be seen to have
retreated from the Thames Valley and from the Cotswolds, leaving a strip between
the two. After the 13th century only 3 areas of woodland remained in the centre of
this area (Tiller and Darkes 2010, 49). The well-wooded Wychwood country is
uncharacteristic of the Cotswold dip-slope as a whole, which otherwise has only a
few scattered woodland records.

Rural settlement patterns
5.9.31 Oxfordshire shared in the general progress of rural settlement in the 12th-13th
centuries. Rising population and the parochial church system led to the evolution of
the open field system. Under the organisation of the manorial system, coupled with
the impact of the landowning religious houses, a multi-layered and predominantly
agricultural economic model was developed, trading through a network of markets.
5.9.32 The county’s increasing prosperity would - outside the towns - be reflected in the
development and elaboration of manorial or monastic residences, such as Hardings
Field, Chalgrove (PRN4486), or Dean Court, west of Oxford (PRN D13861).
5.9.33 The broader scope of the development of lower status rural settlement in central and
lowland England has been the subject of several key studies in recent times. Lewis (et
al. 2001) concentrated on the evolution of dispersed settlement and processes of
nucleation of settlement and the development of the open field system in the medieval
period. They argued that it was not a uniform process, and in some areas was not
completed until well in to the 13th century. Considering the beginnings of nucleation,
Brown and Foard (1998) argued (on the basis of an increasing quantity of
archaeological evidence from Northamptonshire) that the process of nucleation and
the establishment of open fields were not necessarily concomitant or closely and
causally related, and that nucleation arose from the establishment of large estates, not
their dismantling.
5.9.34 Another angle of approach - not so closely related to the archaeology - has been
offered by Kerridge (1992) who suggested that the development of subdivided fields
was a result of a move from extended family-based holdings to individual nucleated
farms - “the replacement of kinship by lordship as the key articulating force in
society”, as is succinctly put by Williamson in his resume of the debate (2003, 20).

Dispersed settlement – barometers of change?
5.9.35 Recent work (Lewis et al. 2001) on dispersed settlement in the East Midlands has
highlighted the sensitivity of single farmsteads or small hamlets to the vicissitudes
and pressures of survival. Such settlements can be seen as very sensitive barometers,
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indicating (by their appearance) a critical threshold of regional prosperity, and - by
their disappearance - signalling a concomitant downturn. Lewis also suggests that a
major factor influencing the longevity of a settlement - at this level of individual
settlement - must have been the health and mental well-being of the occupant (op cit.,
188).
5.9.36 While rural settlement - outside surviving villages - therefore has traditionally been
identified by earthworks and cropmarks, these tend not to pick up the isolated and
often short-lived farmstead. Examples of these have come to light serendipitously in
the course of PPG16-related fieldwork, usually on the fringes of urban areas (for
instance Old Grimsbury, Banbury: Hardy 2000), or in road corridors (for instance, the
M40 corridor revealed a number of small settlements on the chalk scarp at Tetsworth
(PRN 4095) and Attington (PRN 855 and PRN 15830) (Hinton D, Oxoniensia 38
1973, 116-118)).

Rural Settlement - Desertion and shrinkage
5.9.37 Bond proposed a figure of ‘nearly 150’ identified deserted or shrunken rural
settlements, and estimated that nearly a quarter of all medieval villages are now
deserted (1985, 141). Beresford and Hurst, in their earlier seminal work (1971),
suggested that around 40% of those desertions had occurred before 1450. As the
Figure 12 shows, the overall spread covers nearly all parts of the county, but as Bond
says, (1985, 141), there does appear to be clusters of desertion (for instance below the
Chilterns), but without a better idea of the chronology of desertion in each case, and
proven causes, the true patterns (if they exist) are not discernible. Steane (2001, 8-9)
suggested a number of reasons for settlement abandonment, which can be
summarised as:
• a legacy of (unrecognised) early and mid-Saxon settlements.
• seigneurial re-organisation, either driven by secular planning, or as a by-product
of monastic land control.
• general population reduction as a result of the Black Death, although very few
villages can be demonstrated (by documentary evidence) to have disappeared
completely because of it. Tusmore in the NE is one, and Tilgarsley, west of
Eynsham is another.
• early 14th century economic decline unconnected with plague - Langley, on the
Evenlode, virtually ceased to exist in 1327.
• the geographical marginality of a settlement, and lack of basic amenities or
seigneurial ‘protection’.
• conversion of land to pasture in the later medieval period, and emparking (later
still).

Settlement within the aggregate areas
5.9.38 Away from the urban areas, villages and hamlets most of the sites recorded on the
HER relating to settlement are for deserted and shrunken medieval villages.
Limestone North
5.9.39 This area was extensively settled by the 11th century. Smaller towns and villages lie
at the scarp foot in the valley bottoms or on the valley sides with the gentlest
gradients. Away from the sheltered town and village sites, usually near water, the
settlement pattern is mainly that of small hamlets and isolated farmsteads, with the
higher ground sparsely populated (Countryside Agency 1999, 43).
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5.9.40 Away from the Thames valley this area has the highest amount of shrunken or DMVs
recorded on the HER, possibly reflecting the marginal nature of farming in this area
which was affected by the economic decline in the 14th century.
5.9.41 Within the limestone areas of the Oxfordshire Cotswolds DMVs are recorded at
Dunthorpe (850), Over Chalford (3282), Broadstone (58), Gagingwell (1249),
Asterleigh (45), Ditchley (867), Ludwell (1185), Slape Copse (1472), Wootton
(1510), Dornford (1184), Westbury, Hordley (1440), a possible one at Northbrook
(3472),at Cotes (4745) and at Grange (4769). Shrunken medieval villages are
recorded at Showell, together with a chapel and grange (2323), Cleveley (888),
Dunthrop (850), Steeple Barton (1182) and at Caulcott (4976).
Limestone South/Bedrock sand and gravels (Midvale Ridge)
5.9.42 The settlement pattern along this ridge is mainly of a dispersed nature. Away from the
towns, the eastern part of this area is characterised by a pattern of small villages
perched on spurs above the lower lying land. No settlement evidence is recorded
within the limestone in this area but DMVs have been recorded on the bedrock sands
and gravels at Carswell (9648), possibly at Newton (9309), Draycott (996), Tubney
(2626), Bessingleigh (9131) and at Sandford on Thames (10927).
Chalk
5.9.43 The settlement pattern in the Oxfordshire Chilterns in the medieval period is of
scattered early farmsteads and hamlets with small villages in the valleys close to
water supplies, associated with Norman churches, village ponds and village greens.
The Chilterns also suffered from shrinking settlement with DMVs at Watcombe
(6785), Bix (6394), Huntercombe (6446), Swyncombe (6786), Anthills (6897),
Watcombe (6785) and Gangdown (6447). Shrunken villages have been recorded at
Hempton Wainhill (5983), Lewknor (6272) and Shirburn (6213). A medieval
farmstead has also been recorded west of Stokenchurch (6304).
5.9.44 The settlement pattern to the west of the Goring Gap on the Berkshire and
Marlborough Downs is concentrated within the valley floors where they are sheltered
and close to water. The area is on the whole thinly settled and both the hamlets and
villages are normally compact in nature. To the west of the Goring Gap the only
deserted settlement recorded is at Betterton (MOX10297) three kilometres SE of
Wantage.
Ironstone
5.9.45 Part of the ironstone area lies within the Cotswolds (see above), with the most
northerly part lying within what the Countryside Agency classifies as the
Northamptonshire Uplands (Countryside Agency 1999, 35). Settlements occupy both
the river valleys and the higher ground, with nucleated villages surrounded by open
fields. The area became prosperous during the early medieval period as seen by the
large churches, but as elsewhere fortunes declined in the 14th century. Many
settlements were deserted or shrunk, such as those at Lea (4038), Broughton (10743),
Wykeham (4265) and Deddington (3763).
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Terrace Sands and Gravels
5.9.46 Medieval settlement in this area is characterised by nucleated villages, generally
located on rising ground or confined to the raised gravel spreads above valley
bottoms with occasional hamlets, farmsteads or inns near to crossing points of the
Thames on lower ground.
5.9.47 Many shrunken and DMVs have been identified within the Thames Valley. Shrunken
villages have been recorded at Radcot (9780), Yelford (1957), Moreton (2657),
Yarnton (3966), Binsey (12072), Fifield (6950) and Cogges (1735). Deserted villages
have been identified near Buscot (9916), Benneye (2134) near Clanford, Alwoldsbury
(1873) 3km south of Bampton and another 2.5km to the south west of Bampton
(1880), Newton (9608), Shifford DMV (1956), Pinkhill Farm (2711), Whitley (2821),
Somerford just south of Cassington (8667), Thrupp (8413), Grove (6726), Nuneham
Murren (6518), Mongewell (6487), North Stoke (6573), Gatehampton (8142) and
Bulney 7696) south of Henley on Thames. Other settlement evidence is recorded at
Aston (12501), Brighthampton (2970), house platforms at Standlake (2035), Yarnton
(11186) and at the Walter Wilder Foundry east of Wallingford (446).
5.9.48 Deserted and shrunken settlements have also been found on the terrace sands and
gravels along the Tributaries of the Thames. On the River Winrush a deserted village
has been identified at Cokethorpe (1654). Within the valley of Highmoor Brook a
deserted village has been discovered at Marsh Haddon (1593) and along the
Broadwell Brook a shrunken village at Langford. Within the Cherwell Valley
deserted settlements have been recorded at Hampton Gay (66) and Thrupp (3802) and
a shrunken village at Hampton Poyle (3832). A shrunken village has been recorded at
Ascott (6100) and a deserted one at Little Chilworth (5646) within the tributaries of
the River Thame.
5.9.49 A selection of the corpus is discussed in more detail. For example, on the floodplain,
just south of Yarnton/Cassington lies the site of Somerford (8667), surveyed in 1982.
It shared the field system of Cassington in 1230, but may have disappeared
completely by 1316. The reason for its abandonment is unknown. However, the site
of a 12th- to 14th-century DMV upstream at Pinkhill Farm (2711) was excavated in
1973 by Keane (OUAS unpublished), who interpreted the deposits as indicating that
the building platforms had been raised, possibly to alleviate waterlogging.
5.9.50 Shifford DMV (1956) is situated on the riverside south-west of Brighthampton.
Recognised from aerial photography, the layout of roads, tracks paddocks and
platforms are among the most visible of any DMV in the county. It has not been
archaeologically investigated. Neither has the possible site of Alwoldsburie
(MOX1873), further upstream, south-west of Clanfield, mention in Domesday, and
surviving (it seems) until at least early 11th century. In contrast, northeast of Shifford,
the site at Yelford (MOX1957) has suffered some ploughing disturbance and
destruction by localised development.
5.9.51 Seven identified DMVs are scattered along the terrace gravels to north, south and
west of Bampton, and two sites are situated on the south bank of the Thames at the
western edge of the county. None of them have been archaeologically investigated.
5.9.52 On the gravel terrace downstream of Oxford, two DMVs are identified north of
Wantage, Paufrey (6746) and Tulwick (6726); the latter was partly excavated by
Sturdy in the mid-1960s (1965-7; (CBA Newsletter 9, 1967, 9). Of the two sites near
Wallingford, Mongewell (6487) is now covered by the buildings of Carmel College,
and Fifield (6950) is within Benson aerodrome.
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Churches and Religious Houses
5.9.53 The histories of religious houses in the county have been extensively studied (for a
summary see Bond 1986, 143-7). Their archaeological potential has had some
attention, but in the context of modern commercial archaeology opportunities to
investigate what are typically protected ecclesiastical sites are very rare. The precincts
of the two great Benedictine monasteries of Eynsham and Abingdon have been fairly
extensively examined, either by excavation or by geophysical survey (see Hardy et al.
2003, and Biddle et al. 1968), as have parts of some of the smaller institutions, like
Bicester Priory (see Hinton 1968; 1969).
5.9.54 Outside of the urban areas of the county, opportunities of investigation of any aspects
of church or monastic archaeology are rare, and rest mostly with their numerous
holdings, either in the form of granges or manors held in demesne. The key site in this
respect, is Dean Court, in Botley, on the western edge of Oxford (Allen 1994). Other
opportunities may exist at abandoned chapel sites.
5.9.55 No sites of medieval chapels or churches outside urban areas are listed for the
ironstone area. The majority are scattered throughout the terrace sands and gravels.
Downstream from Oxford, the site of St Mary Magdelene’s Chapel (7453) is thought
to lie just south of Culham. Further church sites have been identified at Lyneham
(1333) along the River Evenlode, and at Minster Lovell (2450) in the Windrush
Valley. The rest of the sites lie within the Thames Valley; at Stadhampton (6110), a
preceptor near Radcote (2133), site of chapel at Chimney (1979), Godstow Nunnery
(12106), chapel at Culham (7433) and the site of a church to south east of Abingdon
(8432). Also along the Thames valley a chapel and cross are recorded at Radley
(8428) with further cross bases recorded south of Stanton Harcourt (2634) and at
Marston (8505).
5.9.56 Three chapels have been recorded in the northern limestone area in the Cotswolds; at
Showell (1079), north east of Chipping Norton (4860) and at Ledwell where the site
of the chapel of St Mary Magdalene has been recorded (4661).
5.9.57 A medieval cross is recorded on the chalk in the Chilterns at Adwell (6315) and the
site of a chapel has been chapel on the Berkshire Downs near Dragon Hill (23075). A
cross has been recorded on the Midvale Ridge within the bedrock sand and gravels at
Great Coxwell (10174) and the site of a church plotted at Tubney (2624).
5.9.58 Only one medieval church site has recently been investigated, Bix Gibwyn church,
near Henley in the Chilterns (6407). Small scale excavation and survey by SOAG and
a team from the Victoria County History has revealed part of the graveyard, and
further work is anticipated (http://www.soagarch.org.uk/bixgibwynchurch.html).

Military
5.9.59 Oxfordshire is not particularly well-endowed with medieval castles. Outside the
urban fortifications associated with Oxford or Wallingford, examples are few in any
of the geological areas. Two are known in the ironstone region: Deddington (255) and
possibly Barford St John (3681). The former was excavated between 1947 and 1951
and again between 1977 and 1979. The latter was evaluated in 1972 (Aston 1972).
5.9.60 In the Cotswolds two motte-and-bailey castles are registered. One at Mixbury,
Beaumont Castle (55, SM 102) - recorded as a 12th/13th century castle - was subject
to amateur excavation in the early 1950s but nothing since. The earthwork remains of
Swerford Castle PRN 1151 were excavated by Jope in 1956. A further ringwork/moat
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was recorded at Ardley (1117). Two Mottes have been identified at Faringdon and
Hinton on the bedrock sand and gravels along the Midvale ridge (9783, 9184).
5.9.61 Within the terrace sand and gravels three castle sites are recorded at Ascott-under
Wychwood within the Evenlode Valley. That at Ascott Doilly was investigated in
1946-7 (Jope and Threlfall 1959) and also by Bond (2001, 43). South of Oxford, a
possible castle has been identified at Benson (6952 – now built over), a motte and
bailey lies west of Wallingford (6502) and another at Brightwell cum Sotwell (7280).
5.9.62 Generally the castles’ locations are not necessarily related to strategic nor geological
considerations, and owe more to local seigneurial factors, in the context of political
ambitions or aspirations. In some cases these appeared to be little more than
rudimentary earthworks and temporary fortifications, and have been interpreted
(Bond 1985, 149) as ‘adulterine’ castles associated with the Anarchy in the first half
of the 12th century, such as Bampton (1867) and Radcot (10800) seen on the River
sands and gravels.
5.9.63 However, investigation by Channel 4’s ‘Time Team’ in 2008 (Wessex Archaeology
2009) demonstrated that the castle at Radcot, with its apparently simple surviving
earthworks, had a much more complex history than was assumed. Provisional
interpretation of the results suggested that it started life as a seigneurial fort, possibly
built by Hugh of Buckland in the early 12th century. The archaeological remains
suggest that it was upgraded by Matilda during the anarchy, and rebuilt extensively as
a residence in the later 13th century. After late medieval dereliction, it was remodelled again during the Civil War, and it was this remodelling that resulted in the
earthworks that are visible today.
5.9.64 Evidence of medieval archery butts have been found at Duns Tew in the Cotswolds
on the Bedrock sand and Gravels (3656) near some medieval earthworks. These
reflect rare evidence of what would have been a common activity.

Battlefields
5.9.65 Two known medieval sites have been identified within the aggregate areas. The battle
of Radcot Bridge (9781) was fought on 19 December 1387 at Radcot Bridge, a bridge
over the River Thames now in Oxfordshire but then the boundary between
Oxfordshire and Berkshire. It was fought between troops loyal to Richard II, led by
court favourite Robert de Vere, and an army captained by Henry Bolingbroke, Earl of
Derby.
5.9.66 The Chalgrove Battlefield (6119) is dated from the medieval period but in fact was
fought in 1643 and was one of a number of small scale actions between Essex's army
and the Oxford royalist forces that followed the fall of Reading
(http://www.battlefieldstrust.com/resource-centre/civilwar/battleview.asp?BattleFieldId=10).

Moated sites
5.9.67 Moated sites may include what could be construed as fortified manors, but in any
event they predominantly (and predictably) occur on ground that can be easily
modified to provide water for the moat. Ten are noted to the west of Oxford, all
situated in the cores of villages. An exception is the moated site at Friars Court
(2084), to the south of Clanfield.
5.9.68 Only two moated sites are recorded on the ironstone, at Barford St John (3668), and
at Little Rollright (10708). Two have been identified on the Cotswold limestone, at
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High Lodge in Wychwood (MOX233), and in Ewedown Copse, east of Faringdon
(189); this may be a more modest moated house platform, perhaps similar in status
(and date?) to that of the Harvey family (12th-13th century) within the precinct of
Eynsham Abbey (14218).
5.9.69 To the south and east of the county, moated sites tend to appear in clusters, possibly
suggesting a degree of social competitiveness. Given the unsuitability of the geology
for moat-building, only five moated sites are sited on the chalk, all within the
Chilterns, two at Lewknor (6317 and 6270), one a kilometre to the east at Aston
Rowant (6352), one at Britwell Salome (6787) with a one possible example at Pyrton
Manor (6176). On the bedrock sand and gravel, a cluster of three is recorded at
Holton (5651), one east of Farringdon (189) and a single example at Tubney (2625).
5.9.70 It is on the gravel terraces west of Oxford that most moated sites are situated. There is
a cluster to the south and west of Stanton Harcourt, bordering the Lower Windrush:
two at Standlake (1986, 1987), at Gaunt House (2610), Northmoor (2666), south of
Standlake (1962) and to the south of Hardwick (1655). Another cluster is situated at
Brightwell cum Sotwell (7280, 7276), and at Crowmarsh (6964).
5.9.71 Others within the terrace sands and gravels include that at Cogges in the Upper
Winrush Valley (1753), at Broughton Pogges along the Broadwell Brook (2325), to
the south of Hampton Poyle in the Cherwell Valley (3940), at Islip (5231), at
Chiselhampton and Chalgrove (6064 6141) along the Thame and its tributaries.
Further moats in the Thames Valley include one near Black Bourton (2109), west of
Bampton (1833), at Hardwick with Yelford (1985), Hardwick (1655), 2 examples
south of Abingdon (8434/5), south of Benson (6952) at Mackney Court (7262), at
Mappledurham (8070), near Chasey Heath (8071) a moat at Radcot associated with
the castle as discussed above (10800) and three near Eynsham (3893). The only
intensively investigated moated manor site remains that of Barentin’s Manor at
Chalgrove (PRN 4486), dug in the late 1970s (Page et al. 2007).

Fishponds and fisheries
5.9.72 Documentary research has produced far more evidence for medieval fishpond
construction and management than archaeological investigation.
5.9.73 Two possible pre-Conquest references to fishponds have been identified, in charters
possibly dating to AD 959 and 968 relating to adjoining estates at Besselsleigh and
Cumnor. Mention is made in their boundary perambulations of a feature called
‘styrigan pole’ or ‘strygan pol’, which has been interpreted as meaning ‘fishpond’
(Bond forthcoming).
5.9.74 From the crown and the nobility, the construction and exploitation of fishponds
became associated with religious houses and with the knights and gentry. Though it
was traditionally assumed that such ponds and river fisheries provided a major food
resource, the development of systematic and rigorous environmental sampling and
wet sieving of deposits encountered on archaeological sites has allowed a major
reinterpretation of the role of fish in the medieval diet. It is now clear that a major
part of the diet, at all but the highest and lowest levels of society, was sea fish,
imported in bulk, mainly from the east coast. In contrast, freshwater fish were
primarily reserved for royal, monastic and high status consumption.
5.9.75 Both castle and manor site at Middleton Stoney (PRN 1148), occupied during the
12th and 13th centuries, and Barentin’s manor at Chalgrove produced only small
quantities of freshwater species (Levitan 1984, 111, 121-2, and Wilson et al. 2005).
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5.9.76 The accumulated floor deposits at Eynsham Abbey provided a stark contrast with the
physical remains of the imposing flight of fishponds nearby. The monastic diet (at
least for the ordinary monk) seemed to rely very heavily upon imported salted
herring; more than ten times as many herring bones were recovered from the kitchen
floor deposits as any other species (Sergeantson 2003, table 10.19).
5.9.77 So it seems that consumption of river fish was a minor constituent part of the diet,
although there remains much documentary evidence for the control and management
of river fisheries. For instance Eynsham Abbey was leasing a string of fisheries along
the Thames between Standlake, Pinkhill and Wytham in 1302, and in 1360 their
Thames fisheries were valued at 73s and those on the Evenlode 4s (Chambers 1936,
16, 34, 67). Medieval references to river fisheries sometimes imply no more than a
legal right to take fish from specified lengths of river. Quite often, however, there is
an implication of some physical structure, a dam or barrier placed across the river
with nets or traps. The Domesday record indicates that there were a minimum of 85
full fisheries on the Thames. Evidence could include metal, stone and ceramic
artefacts, such as fish-hooks and net-sinkers or wooden or basketwork items. This
method of fishing continued to be used on the Thames and other rivers into the early
20th century (OA forthcoming). However, physical evidence of the means by which
the fish were harvested (i.e. fish traps etc.) is so far absent from the Upper Thames
and its tributaries, where the fisheries were generally more concentrated in the lower
parts of the valleys. Physical evidence of fishing along the River valleys in the region
is therefore rare.
5.9.78 Fishponds are not unexpectedly rare on the ironstone, the only example being at
Barford St John on a moated site (3668), and chalk geologies, with the only example
in the Chilterns at English Farm, south east of Wallingford (6462). The limestone
area of the Cotswolds by contrast has 13 examples recorded, among them one
associated with the site of a medieval mill at Glympton (1237), and a group of ponds
associated with the DMV of Old Chalford near Enstone (767). Further examples can
be seen at Old Charlford (3312), near Woodstock (1574), near Ardley (4811), a
possible one to the north-east of Middleton Stoney (4975), another possible one to the
south of Fritwell (4816) and at Cottisford (4751). Also within the Costwolds but on
an area of bedrock sand and gravel, three fishponds have been recorded at Northbrook
(12234/5/6). The only other example on this geology lies within the Midvale Ridge at
Dry Sandford (9132). Also on the Midvale Ridge within the southern limestone band
three possible fishponds have been identified at Coleshill (10187), Pusey (9287) and
Garford (10906).
5.9.79 Within the River terrace sands and gravels in the Thames Valley a number of
examples have been recorded: near the mill at Radcot (9898), south of Oxey Mead
near Yarnton (3947), to the south-east of Kidlington (3963), at East Hanney (6744),
north of Long Wittenham (6063) and north west of Cholsey (8224). Along the River
Cherwell they have been identified at Hampton Poyle (3833) and at Islip (5260).
5.9.80 It might have been anticipated that the location of ponds would merely reflect the
geology and availability of water, and also that their distribution in Oxfordshire
would be similar to that of moated sites, but not so. Moats and fishponds occur
together most commonly in the clay vales, but here there are certain localities,
including the Upper Thames Valley above the Windrush, the area around Otmoor and
the spring-line beneath the Berkshire Downs and Chilterns, where moats are present
in some numbers but few fishponds have been recognised; an assumption that here
the moats themselves were used for the storage of fish receives some support from the
documentary record (Bond and Chambers 1988, 353-5).
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5.9.81 There is also the possibility that the occurrence of moats in these ‘clusters’ may
emphasise the ‘status’ connotation of a moat, suggesting a developing social
competition among the higher status families.

Industries
Quarries
5.9.82 Stone quarrying is important in the limestone areas for fine limestone and stone
slates, and in the chalk areas for chalk rubble and clunch.
Northern Limestone (Cotswolds)
5.9.83 The creamy-grey oolitic limestones of the Cotswolds provided some building stones
of high quality, including freestones suitable for dressings which, by the 13th century,
were already being carried as far as Oxford. The most important quarries, and the first
to be documented, were at Taynton. Extensive hummocks and hollows of the
medieval quarries at Taynton still survive north-east of the village, on the rising
ground east of the Combe Brook (PRN 38) (OA forthcoming). The Domesday survey
also mentions the quarry at Taynton held of the king with the rest of the manor by the
abbey of St Denis outside Paris. Several other Cotswold quarries were supplying
stone for building works lower down the Thames during the Middle Ages. The abbot
of Bruern’s quarry at Milton-under-Wychwood lay about a mile to the north-east of
the Taynton quarry, and worked the same geological bed, but the quality was inferior,
and records of its exploitation are somewhat intermittent (Bond forthcoming).
5.9.84 Also within the northern limestone area the winning of stone slates was a specialised
industry, which came to be centred at Stonesfield where the quarry pits are still
extant. A cluster of quarries are recorded in and around Stonesfield (3106, 3054,
3052), but as they were worked through into the post-medieval period, their origins
are unclear.
5.9.85 An obvious association with the limestone quarrying is the site of two lime kilns on
the outskirts of Charlbury (3155). The process of calcining chalk or limestone
(calcium carbonate) to produce quicklime (calcium oxide) in the middle ages
involved loading it into a kiln between layers of coal and heating it to a temperature
of between 900 and 1100 degrees C. Quicklime had many uses, including the
neutralisation of acid soils in farming, the preparation of hides in the leather industry,
and the bleaching process in paper-making, but its principal use in the middle ages
was in building, where it was slaked with water to form lime putty, then mixed in a
ratio of one part lime to two or three parts sand to form mortar. It was also not
uncommon for kilns to be constructed close to the site of major building projects (OA
forthcoming).
Corallian Limestone (Midvale Ridge)
5.9.86 The escarpment of Corallian limestone extending from Faringdon to Oxford and
beyond produced several different types of stone, all of similar colour to the Cotswold
stone, but of coarser texture. The Corallian beds also produced hardstones capable of
providing larger squared blocks for coursed masonry and some freestones, both of
which were in increasing demand by the 13th century. The first source of these stones
was Wheatley. At Wheatley limestone was quarried during the 12th century and from
1400 onwards and quarries have been recorded in two areas (5541/2) and were also
associated with a limekiln (5421). Towards the end of the 14th century the market for
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Wheatley stone was challenged by new quarries opened up at Headington, which also
provided Corallian hardstones and freestones, and had the advantage of being a few
miles closer to Oxford. Other quarries have been identified at Iffley (up to 1300),
Cowley (during the first decade of the 14th century) and Elsfield (in the 1370s) (OA
forthcoming). Corallian quarries have also been recorded at Temple Cowley (5449)
and Barracks Lane (23545) in Oxford.
Chalk
5.9.87 Chalk provided local building material throughout the Marlborough Downs,
Berkshire Downs and Chilterns. Being relatively light, it was especially suitable for
roof vaults (it was used for this purpose in the Tower of London in 1278), and, being
easily worked, it was capable of taking intricate carving in interiors; but it weathers
poorly and was unsuitable for external carving (OA forthcoming). No quarry sites
have been recorded on the HER in these areas.
Sand and Gravel
5.9.88 Sand and gravel quarrying is mainly a phenomenon of the post-medieval and modern
periods, however quarries have been found of possible medieval date along the River
Windrush to the south east of Hardwick (1699 and (1821) and at Cote (2975 in the
Thames Valley).

Milling
Watermills
5.9.89 Mills, that is watermills, were very numerous by the time of Domesday (1086)
throughout the region (except where water was lacking) and many of these will have
been on the site of later mills, whose ponds and leats may be much older than the
present structures. The change from horizontal to vertical-driven wheels may have
started in the late-Saxon period. Excavations at High Wycombe and Reading have
revealed traces of early mills. Oxford castle mill was observed in 1930 and more
recently destroyed without record (Munby 2010). Mills were originally restricted to
royal and monastic centres such as Abingdon Abbey. By the 13th century vertical
mill wheels had superseded all the horizontal types, the change probably reflecting
the expansion of feudal monopolies. The number of mills increased significantly
between the late 11th and 13th centuries and resulted in many conflicts relating to
flooding or interrupted flow downstream (Bond 2010, 68).
5.9.90 Domesday recorded some 250 mills in Oxfordshire, with 20 of these places having
three or more mills. Two watermills are recorded both on the River Glyme, one at
Glympton (1239) and one fulling and grist mill downstream at Hordley (1550) (see
Forman 1983, 110). South-east of Brackley was the watermill at the site of the
monastic grange at Fulwell, owned by Osney Abbey. The biggest concentration of
mills was around Oxford, but only a few of these survived into later centuries (Bond
2010, 68).
5.9.91 Most conspicuous in the overall distribution of mills is their absence from the
Chilterns, where there were few suitable streams. Mills were most common on the
faster-flowing tributaries from the Cotswolds and north Oxfordshire Uplands (ibid)
On the Thames mills find their greatest concentration between Dorchester and Henley
(ibid). Mills were most often used to grind corn, although cloth fulling was also
undertaken. Over 20 fulling mills are documented in Oxfordshire before 1540, with
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the greatest concentration on the Windrush, with some on the Thames and on the
Cherwell and its tributaries (ibid).
5.9.92 The only watermills recorded on the HER are along the Thames Valley and its
tributaries. These include the site of a watermill possibly belonging to Philbert’s
Manor, in East Hanney in the early 14th century (6742), sites of mills on Shill Brook
near Black Bourton (2207), at Radcot (9802), south of Radcot (9898) and south-east
of Standlake (2644). There is also the site of water mill on Gallos Brook at Weston on
the Green (5047).
Windmills
5.9.93 Windmills are as likely to have appeared first in this region as anywhere in England,
when they came into use in the late 12th century. Much can be learned of their
character from a study of the earlier post-medieval survivals. While mill footprints
are not an unusual find, evidence of the physical remains, even where sites have
continued in use, is less common.
5.9.94 Only eight windmills are still standing in Oxfordshire. Where no structure stands, the
sites have been deduced from documentary references and/or the presence of mounds,
although ascertaining whether the mound is a purpose-built platform for a mill, or a
pre-existing earthwork (eg a prehistoric or Anglo-Saxon barrow) from its appearance
is problematic. No potential medieval windmill platform has been archaeologically
investigated in this county. Within the HER evidence for medieval windmills have
been recorded in the Chilterns near South Stoke (7983), on the bedrock sand and
gravel north west of Southmoor (9303) and a windmill mound at Weston on the
Green (5047 – Foreman 1983).

Pottery
5.9.95 Oxfordshire has benefited enormously from Maureen Mellor’s exhaustive study of
medieval pottery in the county (1994). Fourteen major pottery traditions (four with
production sites outside the county) have been identified from the material from over
700 sites. While the periods and areas of production and marketing have been
deduced from the spread and chronology of fabrics on sites across the county and
beyond, there is as yet very little actual evidence of production sites. An exception
(albeit only partially revealed in a pipeline watching brief), is the late medieval
production site at Nettlebed in the Chilterns, where pottery kiln and clay pits have
been found (6436). This is the only site on the HER which records pottery production
within the aggregate areas.

Sawpits
5.9.96 Peculiar to the chalk uplands, and indicative of the forest cover, are sawpits, of which
there are two in Lambridge Wood just north of Henley (7673/4) and one south of
Kidmore End (8115) both in the Chilterns. Interestingly there are none identified in
the county’s other wooded area, Wychwood.

Transport: Rivers and canals
5.9.97 There is debate about the importance of water transport in medieval England
(Edwards and Hindle 1991; Langdon 1993; Blair 2007) and further debate about the
navigability of the Thames in the late medieval period (Davis 1974; Prior 1981; 1982;
Peberdy 1996).
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5.9.98 The facility of river transport seems to have been constantly at odds with the
provision of and demand for the installation of mills, weirs and fish traps. How much
the obstructed water highway encouraged the growth of road transport is debated.
Davis (1973) argued that that the deterioration of the Thames navigation may have
been a significant factor in the decline in Oxford’s economic fortunes in the later
Middle Ages. While several incidental documentary references show that grain was
regularly transported downstream by water, even from the upper reaches of the
Thame, it is now generally accepted that Oxford’s trading viability was not
necessarily in commodities typically carried by water (Bond forthcoming).
5.9.99 Weirs and mills were certainly a hazard to navigation (and so mentioned in Magna
Carta), and the difficulties of navigation between Oxford and Reading are thought to
have led to the increased importance of Henley as the transhipment port for the cereal
grown in the south midlands and destined for London. Henley and other local ports
were used for exporting Chiltern products such as firewood and tiles.
5.9.100 However, only recently has the subject of medieval water transport in Oxfordshire
been reviewed in any detail. Blair (2007, 264-83) has shown that the navigability of
the Thames was not merely maintained, but actively improved during the early
Middle Ages. In 1274 Edward I ordered the Thames ‘to be so widened that ships and
great barges might ascend from London to Oxford, and descend, without hindrance
from any weirs; as the Thames was so narrowed in divers places that ships could not
pass'. A series of canalised and artificial watercourses along the upper and middle
Thames has been postulated, associated with the centres of Faringdon, Bampton and
Blewbury; some of these are datable from charters and place-names to the late AngloSaxon period. The modern landscape of these areas, particularly in the area to the
south of Bampton, shows a network of streams and brooks, many clearly
incorporating ‘straightened’ stretches and artificial cuts. Some are depicted in the
earliest (17th century) maps of the area, but to date little scientific examination of
them has been attempted.
5.9.101 Medieval features identified on the HER relating to the Thames and river transport
are the sites of flashlocks at Shifford (1996) and Abingdon (8592), the medieval
bridges west of Godstow nunnery (99), the bridge on the Seacourt Stream (8662) and
the site of the Shillingford ferry bridge (7357).

Fords
5.9.102 A number of fords are preserved in riverside place names along the Upper Thames,
such as Duxford, Shifford and Swinford, the latter two representing crossings used by
herded livestock - sheep (Shifford), and pigs (Swinford). Incidentally, it should be
noted that the former’s original spelling in Domesday - Dudochesforde - suggests it
may have been a ford belonging to Dudoc. South of Oxford the fords tend to have left
their legacy in the towns which developed around them - Sandford on Thames,
Wallingford, Shillingford, and Appleford. No medieval fords have been identified on
the HER within the aggregate areas.

Ferries
5.9.103 Archaeological evidence for ferries potentially includes approach roads or causeways
and landing-stages on either bank, ferry boats, and perhaps temporary or permanent
shelter for the ferryman. Tracks approaching the sites of medieval ferries are likely to
survive if the ferry itself survived into later centuries, as at Bablock Hythe (2611),
and in those circumstances there is potential for one or more buildings on either bank.
However, often the ferry (and/or ford) was superseded by a bridge (eg at Swinford;
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PRN 1176 SM233), destroying any trace of earlier structures. No further ferry sites
are identified on the HER within the aggregate areas.

The effects of quarrying
5.9.104 There are 12 entries on the GIS for the medieval period which have been destroyed
either by previous or current sand and gravel quarrying out of a total of 664 entries
within this aggregate area. This means that 1.6% of the known medieval resource
within the sand and gravel has been destroyed by previous quarrying and 0.9% from
current quarrying.
5.9.105 There are 4 entries on the GIS for the medieval period which have been destroyed
either by previous or current limestone quarrying out of a total of 116 entries within
this aggregate area. This means that 3.4% of the known medieval resource within the
sand and gravel has been destroyed by current quarrying.
5.9.106 Very few medieval sites have been recorded as being affected by quarrying, mainly
one assumes due to the fact that quarrying occurs away from standing buildings and
settlements. The most significant site to be affected by quarrying on the terrace sands
and gravels are the DMVs at Thrupp (8413) and at Whitley (2821). A fishpond
(3947) and a moat (1655) and also been removed. No other sites have been affected
by quarrying in the other aggregate areas. It is possible that historic landscape
features dating back to this period may have been lost without recognition or record.

Research Agenda
5.9.107 One of the pieces of research and dissemination which could be most usefully
undertaken would the production of an up-to-date detailed volume on medieval
Oxfordshire, taking in recent discoveries and work undertaken on its component parts
such as the forthcoming Thames through Times volume. This has been undertaken for
both the Saxon (Blair 1994) and Roman periods (Henig and Booth 2000) and should
take into account all the recent grey literature associated with PPG16 and PPS5
related work.
Settlement and landuse – RA 1
5.9.108 The documentary resource of Oxfordshire is substantial, but the concomitant
archaeological resource in this regard has yet to be sufficiently explored.
Investigation of fields and field systems would be useful, but more so if associated
with their parent settlements. The differences and/or similarities between the
aggregate areas could be explored during this process. This could include the plotting
of all areas of extant and previously extant ridge and furrow in relation to settlements
and valley pastures. Evidence could include analysis of early maps, LiDAR and aerial
photographs. Analysis of evidence would help understand the extension of arable into
the wooded areas, onto Downland of the chalk and limestone, dates of early enclosure
and dates of hedges. Study of the origin of the open field system discussed in the
Saxon period section above could also continue into this period using these
techniques.
5.9.109 Such extensive survey techniques including documentary research, aerial
photography, field-walking and botanical investigation would also be useful in
assessing relative dates of hedgerows. As always, employing documentary and field
techniques in combination offers more hope of a fuller understanding than either
approach on its own.
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5.9.110 Archaeological techniques also have considerable potential to throw light upon the
evolution of field systems, but by the very nature of excavation, its application is
limited in spatial terms, and the excavation and scientific dating of earthworks of
cultivation and of field boundaries has rarely been seen as a priority. Such dating
would therefore be useful as would the use of environmental data from such work to
look at landuse, type of crops grown, likely diet and natural resources in the vicinity.
5.9.111 In the river valleys on the river terrace and gravels definition of the precise nature of
groundwater conditions and the frequency of flooding will define areas which were
suitable for different landuse and settlement. This work could be carried out using
existing geotechnical data, both archaeological and non-archaeological. It would also
indicate where medieval settlement may be masked by alluvium and protected,
perhaps in a waterlogged and well-preserved condition, by this layer from later
activities.
5.9.112 An analysis of what survives in the landscape from the medieval period would be a
key factor in defining the significance of areas where this survives. A county historic
landscape characterisation project would be a good place to look at this issue on a
county wide level, on the basis of which more detailed analysis could be undertaken.
This could result in detailed examination of typical settlement and landuse types in
the different aggregate areas, and consideration of variations in these over time.
5.9.113 Other useful research for understanding landuse and settlement could include:
• The management of water resources, including water meadows within the river
valleys.
• Evidence for rabbit warrens, non-extant medieval parks, former woodland banks
and the former extents of Wychwood forest.
• Evidence for woodland industries such as charcoal burning and sawpits.
• The origins of the different types of settlement, eg nucleated, dispersed etc.,
within the different aggregate areas.
• The origins of manorial sites, their relationship to villages and their abandonment
• Examination of dispersed settlements as potential barometers of changes as
discussed above.
• Key deposits which exist in a form which may contain palaeoenvironmental
remains which may shed more light on farming and industrial activities and diet
(such as those seen in garderobes and waste and refuse pits and deposits,
especially if they are rich in charred or mineralised material or are waterlogged)
should be sampled and the results analysed to inform understanding of a wide
variety of aspects of medieval life.
Deserted and shrunken villages – RA 2
5.9.114 A summary catalogue and distribution of deserted and shrunken medieval settlement
exists (Briggs et al. 1986, map) and some village plans have been examined more
closely (see Bond 1985);
• Seacourt – pioneering excavation on DMV (Biddle 1961).
• Middleton Stoney – excavations by Rowley (Rowley 1972; Rahtz and Rowley
1984).
• Thomley – documentary history (Holden 1985).
• Ascot under Wychwood – village topography study (Bond 2001).
5.9.115 Only one piece of detailed work has been carried out since these studies, at Yarnton
(excavated between 1990 and 1996 - Hey 2004). The successful project on the multiperiod site at Yarnton is of course a major step forward, buts its benefit would be
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much greater if there were other sites with which to compare and contrast it. The
preference would be for a site uncontaminated and undisturbed by post-medieval
settlement and activity, and the scope of investigation would - as was the case at
Yarnton - encompass both the structural heart of the settlement and the surrounding
field system. To what extent is the Yarnton example of land use and agricultural
practice typical of the times and area? Within the context of potential future
aggregates extraction areas, are there perceptible differences in the land-use upstream
and downstream of Oxford?
5.9.116 Steane (2001, 9) has stressed that the whole subject of settlement desertion is in
urgent need of individual studies to update the somewhat antiquated impression
reliant on surveys from decades ago. He highlights the case of Thomley (PRN 1077),
a hamlet on the border with Buckinghamshire, as an example of what assiduous
documentary detective work can do. Holden’s intensive landscape and documentary
study (1985) illustrated Thomley’s development, situated between prosperous
neighbouring settlements of Worminghall and Waterperry, and (crucially) lacking its
own communal and commercial infrastructure. Though apparently prosperous in the
13th and early 14th century, its fortunes rapidly declined. Archaeological
investigation in tandem with such detailed historical study could help explain the
nuances of the waxing and waning of medieval settlement in Oxfordshire. This
should be done for all of the aggregate areas as what is applicable to the
circumstances of one may be very different in the others.
5.9.117 In the context of candidates for such a study a number of DMVs are located along the
gravel terraces. These include Shifford DMV (1956) and Alwoldsburie (1873),
further upstream, south-west of Clanfield, mentioned in Domesday, and surviving (it
seems) until at least the early 11th century.
Churches and religious houses – RA 3
5.9.118 While churches and monastic sites etc. will not be affected by future quarrying, it is
possible that some of the sites of former chapels and churches or cross bases may be
more vulnerable. Therefore research could be undertaken on these sites to examine
issues of significance and vulnerability and to look at:
• reasons why former chapel sites were subsequently abandoned within the
different aggregate areas
• understanding the distribution of crosses and cross bases within the aggregate
areas
Military – RA 4
5.9.119 While the larger castles will not be affected by future quarrying, it is possible that
some of the smaller siege works constructed during the Anarchy may be more
vulnerable. Very few investigations have been carried out on these smaller
earthworks and structures and they would therefore benefit from closer study and
analysis, such as was seen at Radcot.
5.9.120 It would be useful to try and identify further evidence of military butts dating to this
period and undertake some archaeological investigate to establish their survival and
form.
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Battlefields – RA 10
5.9.121 The location and likely extent of all battlefield sites within the aggregate areas should
be defined so they can be adequately protected and avoided.
Moats and fishponds – RA 5
5.9.122 Very few of these features have been investigated in the aggregate areas. This should
be addressed not just for the information that can be obtained on the moats/fishponds
themselves but also because of their potential to contain waterlogged
palaeoenvironmental data and well-preserved organic artefacts.
5.9.123 Further documentary and field research using LiDAR and aerial photographs could
allow a more comprehensive distribution pattern to be identified and may help
understand further their chronology and character and why their distribution and
density is so different across the different aggregate areas.
5.9.124 In the case of fisheries further research would be beneficial to understand their
relationship with weirs and mills/bridges.
Quarries – RA 6
5.9.125 Very few medieval quarries have been identified within the aggregate areas, despite
the fact that stone from the aggregate areas has been used throughout this period for
building. Quarries could be identified from a combination of documentary and field
survey work and the study perhaps expanded to include limekilns. This could be
combined with examination of the means of transporting stone from the quarries to its
destination, i.e. was river or road transport favoured where options existed.
Mills – RA 7
5.9.126 Further work could be undertaken to identify the location of both water and wind
mills, both from documentary evidence and field survey, and to look at issues relating
to the continual use of early sites. Other work could consider:
• The management of water resources: including leats for mills.
• The location of fishponds and fisheries; their relation to weirs and mills/bridges.
• Location and survival of early horizontal wheel mills.
• Location and survival of later vertical wheel mills.
Pottery – RA 8
5.9.127 The discovery of pottery kilns may always be a possibility where clay overlies the
aggregate areas. Such sites may be identified during development work as seen at
Nettlebed.
Transport – RA 9
5.9.128 Evidence for the use of the Thames for navigation will contribute to discussion of the
issue. In the light of this research could be usefully undertaken on:
• The location and analysis of any canals and artificial water bodies, including
artificial leats, and their function.
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•
•
•
•
•

The identification of wharves and other evidence for river transport so that the
extent of this can be identified.
Collation of evidence for medieval boats, barges and punts.
The extent of road transport networks and bridges from both archaeological and
documentary sources.
Evidence for further flash gates on the Thames.
Sites of ferries and fords.

Material culture – RA 11
5.9.129 Analysis of small finds discovered through metal detecting and recorded through the
Portable Antiquities Scheme could provide information on trade at local, regional and
international levels.

Significance of Medieval Sites
5.9.130 For the medieval period one of the most significant assets is the landscape itself
where this survives, rather than the individual elements that create it. The more intact
a landscape, with identifiable elements of medieval field systems, hedges, boundaries,
mills, and settlement etc., the more significant it is. The identification of coherent
medieval landscapes has not been systematically undertaken, but a programme of
research (above), starting perhaps with Historic Landscape Characterisation, should
establish the potential for this to be done.
5.9.131 Based on the review and research agenda discussed above the following types of sites
which may be affected by future extraction have also been highlighted as being of
particular significance:
• Identifiable medieval woodland, hay meadows and water meadows – RA 1.
• Deserted and shrunken villages or abandoned farmsteads/manors etc. - RA 2.
• Former chapel sites and extant crosses– RA 3.
• Siege works and military butts – RA 4.
• Quarries – RA 6.
• Mills, in particular any with a horizontal wheel – RA 7.
• Pottery kilns – RA 8.
• wharves, weirs, flash locks, evidence of river transport (including vessels) – RA
9.
• battlefields – RA 10.
5.9.132 Of less significance but still of value:
• Elements of field systems and landuse which do not have the coherence
discussed above, eg individual boundaries – RA 1.
• evidence for woodland industries – RA 1.
• waste/refuse pits – RA 1.
• moats and fishponds and fisheries – RA 5.
• artificial water bodies associated with the Thames to aid navigation – RA 8.
• sites of ferries and fords – RA 9.
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5.10 The Post-Medieval and Modern Periods (AD 1540-present)
5.10.1 For the purposes of this assessment the post-medieval and modern period is defined
as beginning in c 1540, the date of the Dissolution of the monasteries, and ending in
the present. The immediate aftermath of the Dissolution of the monasteries saw
changes in land ownership and potentially could be expected to have had a major
impact on the landscape. Indeed the later 16th century is characterised by changes in
agricultural practise and by some early enclosure in the countryside, and by
increasing urbanisation. There is limited evidence for the abandonment of rural
settlements, arising from displacement for emparking and enclosure; most deserted
rural settlements seem to have been abandoned in the later medieval period.
5.10.2 The geology and topography of Oxfordshire has resulted in a variety of patterns of
land use and settlement. It divides between the Central and South Eastern Provinces
as defined by Roberts and Wrathmell (2001). Most of the county falls into the Inner
Midlands sub-province, where arable agriculture and nucleated settlement are the
norm. This includes the ironstone, sand and gravel and large parts of the limestone
aggregate areas. The south-east corner, part of the chalk area, forms part of the
Thames sub-province and the level of dispersed settlement increases. The southern
edge of the county, again within the chalk area, falls into the East Wessex subprovince where small nucleated settlement is the norm. Towards the west, in the
Cotswold Scarp and Vale, in the limestone area, are regions of very dispersed
settlement.
5.10.3 By the end of the 18th century Oxfordshire was still largely a county of open fields;
the Davis map of 1797 shows a largely unenclosed landscape (Munby 2003, 2).
However, parliamentary enclosure, disafforestation and improvements in the
communications network in the 19th century led to some significant changes to the
landscape of the county. Few new settlements have been founded since the start of
this period, although many have altered in size and importance. Enclosure and
establishment of parked estates resulted in some loss or displacement of some
villages. The transfer, in 1974, of the Vale of White Horse and parts of South
Oxfordshire from Berkshire to Oxfordshire represented a significant change to the
county.
5.10.4 The River Thames and its tributaries have always formed one of the main influences
on the development of the region, providing major communications routes linking
both the county and more distant parts of England with London. The county’s
closeness to that city and its resource needs has been another important influence.

Research Background
5.10.5 Recent work on post-medieval Oxfordshire has included work for the Solent Thames
Regional Research Framework. As part of the process of producing this document, an
assessment of post-medieval and modern Oxfordshire (Rhodes 2006) was produced.
This document paid particular attention to the built environment. In 2003, Munby
published his Tom Hassall lecture which gave a brief overview of post-medieval
archaeology in Oxfordshire (Munby 2003). Currently volume 4 of the Thames
Through Time series dealing with the archaeology and history of the medieval and
post-medieval periods in the Thames Valley is being prepared by Oxford
Archaeology for EH (Heritage Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund), and drafts for
many of the chapters have been completed (OA forthcoming).
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5.10.6 Urban archaeology for this period has been served by the production in the 1970s by
surveys of the small towns of Oxfordshire (Rodwell 1974). The involvement of the
county in the recent EH project to provide extensive surveys of the towns in
Oxfordshire has begun, but to date no material has been published. For central
Oxford, an Urban Archaeological Database (UAD) has been prepared and the
associated Assessment and Research Agenda phases are underway. For the built
environment there are Pevsner’s Buildings of England and for Oxford City the
RCHME Inventory volume.
5.10.7 The amount of historical source material for the post-medieval and modern periods is
enormous. Antiquaries wrote about visits and journeys and published their surveys of
particular counties: for Oxfordshire Plot (1677) and Wood in Oxford itself (1674); for
Berkshire King (1887). Local societies have long existed and their archives and the
journals they established and continue to publish remain an important resource. Maps
are another valuable resource, mainly of 17th century or later date, although Agas
produced his map of Oxford in 1578. Tithe maps, enclosure maps, estate maps and
county maps all predate the OS maps, whose coverage began in the early 19th
century.
5.10.8 One of the most useful published sources is the Victoria County Histories, which
provide an overview on a parish by parish basis. Unfortunately, that covering the part
of the county formerly in Berkshire was produced at a fairly early stage when the
scope was generally limited to manorial and church history. For Oxfordshire there is
almost the opposite problem with very broad coverage and the series still incomplete.
5.10.9 The most recent synthetic study of the Oxfordshire landscape was published in 1974
just after the reorganisation of local government and the redrawing of county
boundaries (Emery 1974). The volume dealt with the historic county of Oxfordshire
and omitted those portions of the modern county which historically were part of
Berkshire.
5.10.10 There has been no Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) programme carried out
for Oxfordshire, but the southern and south-eastern edges fall within either the North
Wessex Downs or Chilterns Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). Both of
these areas have been covered by HLC, but not the Cotswold AONB which includes
part of the north-west of Oxfordshire.
5.10.11 The Defence of Britain Survey was a national initiative to record military remains,
ranging in scale from anti-tank trenches to airfields. This huge database is a valuable
resource and the project has generated a number of published syntheses. A new
project to extend the scope of the defence record, now including air raid shelters and
other civilian facilities, was launched in 2007. The area has also featured in a number
of the thematic syntheses produced by EH, eg Dangerous Energy and Cold War, as
well as non-military themes such as Hospitals.
5.10.12 Individuals and local groups have also carried out research projects. A Historical
Atlas of Berkshire was compiled by Joan Dils (1998) and a volume for Oxfordshire
was published in 2010 (Tiller and Darkes).
5.10.13 The weakest aspect of evidence is almost certainly that from archaeological
excavations and surveys. Building studies are becoming more common, but there
have only been a limited number of major excavation programmes on sites from this
period and most are in urban contexts. The bulk of post-medieval work has been on
industrial sites, while features of this date have also been recorded on sites with an
earlier chronological emphasis.
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5.10.14 The sheer quantity and variety of available evidence for this period indicates strongly
the need for a combination of resources from archaeologists, architectural, national
and local historians. Specialist studies of topics such as railways or the Civil War
make a valuable contribution.

The nature of the record
5.10.15 The Oxfordshire HER has a growing record for the post-medieval and modern
periods, although there is inevitably some backlog of data entry, mainly for PPG16related ‘grey literature’. The HER contains about 852 records covering ‘monuments’
and ‘buildings’, some of which are components of individual sites and ‘finds’, which
is much less than earlier periods. It does not include Listed Buildings unless these
have additional historical significance. Portable Antiquities Scheme data, whether
incorporated into the HER or obtained directly, are a valuable addition to the
evidence base for this period, as post-medieval artefacts have often been given
limited consideration in the analysis of excavation data.
5.10.16 The NMP coverage has not identified any sites as post-medieval or modern. It is
possible than some of the undated features may date from this period, but these are
very unlikely to include any significant sites.
5.10.17 The county is served by the journal Oxoniensia, published annually and including
non-archaeological articles relevant to this period. South Midlands Archaeology
serves as a useful source of short reports and in particular of accounts of work in
progress. Many of the larger investigation reports are of such a size, however, that
they are not readily covered by these journals, and many have been published as
monographs. Some evidence is confined wholly to the ‘grey literature’.
5.10.18 The following review summarises the post-medieval and modern evidence for each of
the geologically distinct resource areas in turn. These descriptions are related briefly
to the wider framework of later settlement in the county. The summaries are not
exhaustively referenced. Key references are given where this seems appropriate, and
some individual sites are referenced in relation to their HER PRNs.

Ironstone Area
5.10.19 In the north of the county, including on the ironstone outcrops, the spread of preParliamentary enclosure was limited. This was despite the potential for mixed
agriculture of the ‘uncommonly good soil’ of the area (Leland, quoted in Emery
1974, 108). In Broughton the castle demesne was enclosed for pasture by Sir Richard
Fiennes in the 1590s. The result was that 66% of the parish was enclosed. In the
parish of Adderbury, by contrast, only 18% of land seems to have been enclosed
(Emery 1974, 108-9). However, by 1835 most of the area had been enclosed.
5.10.20 The amount of land passing into lay ownership following the Dissolution was smaller
than in other parts of the county and there were few gentry houses apart from
Broughton Castle. Banbury was the only major settlement, lying on the River
Cherwell.
5.10.21 The region played an important role in the Civil War in the mid-17th century with the
Battles of Cropredy Bridge (1644) taking place to the north of Banbury and Edgehill
(1642) just west of the ironstone area in Warwickshire. There would appear to be
potential for evidence of troop movements in areas which may be used for quarrying,
although little has been recorded anywhere in the vicinity.
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5.10.22 The road network to Banbury was improved considerably during the 18th century,
with turnpikes of the road from Oxford to Banbury and then Coventry (1754-5), from
Banbury to Stratford-upon-Avon (1753), Warwick (1744) and to Brailes (1781-2).
The Turnpike Trusts were not set up to create new routes but to improve and maintain
existing roads. Later Acts extended the Turnpikes into a network across the county. A
number of milestones and tollhouses survive and are listed on the HER.
5.10.23 In the following century the railways brought further improvement. The Oxford,
Worcester and Wolverhampton Railway included a branch to connect Chipping
Norton with the Oxford to Worcester line. Subsequently the branch was extended to
Kings Sutton on the Oxford to Banbury line. The line, known as the Banbury and
Cheltenham Direct Railway, was finally completed in 1887. Railway closures took
place in the early 1960s and only Adderbury Station remained open to serve the
ironstone traffic, but it too closed at the end of 1967 when ironstone working ceased.
5.10.24 More obviously of economic benefit were the railways and tramways built to serve
the North Oxfordshire Ironstone Field (Tonks 1988). These lines branched of the
Kings Sutton to Chipping Norton line, and off the main GWR line to the north (ibid.,
6). The most extensive lines served the Wroxton Quarries (ibid., 140-1).
5.10.25 The major industry of the ironstone area was the extraction of ironstone for the
production of iron, although Banbury specialised in the plush (napped cloth) industry
(Beckinsale 1963). At East Adderbury there is the site of ironstone pits, tramway and
railway siding (PRN 148 and 149), and at Bloxham 19th-century ironstone workings
(PRN 5621). The Brymbo ironworks were established at Hook Norton in 1896 (PRN
525). Also at Hook Norton were the Earl of Dudley’s quarries which were linked to
the Banbury and Cheltenham Direct Railway by a cable-operated incline from
Swerford Road (PRN 526), and the workings of the Hook Norton Quarries
partnership PRN 4344). The Wroxton ironstone works and quarry and railway (PRN
2233), which were established in about 1917, closed in 1967.
5.10.26 One of the few industries leaving archaeological remains in the ironstone area was
stone quarrying. A number of small quarries are known only from their appearance on
the early OS maps, including for example Hornton (PRN 51, 4566 and 4567),
Shutford (PRN 4561 and 4562), Epwell (PRN 4560), and Shennington (PRN 4545,
4550 and 4551). Often associated with the quarries are lime kilns, as for example at
Swalcliffe (PRN 497).
5.10.27 There are still two small areas of active ironstone working, at Alkeston and Wroxton,
but these are not on the scale of early 20th century. The area of the main Wroxton
ironworks has been restored to fields and put back into arable cultivation, with the
railway line removed. However, many of the field boundaries do not correspond with
those shown on the 1st Edition OS maps of the 1880s and the size is generally bigger.
The original road layout has survived, but areas of woodland have been lost. Around
Shenington former quarry areas have also been restored to fields, but again with
detectable changes to the historic landscape character. The situation at Shenington is
complicated by the construction of the Edgehill airfield in World War II. The
northern part of the airfield was quarried to supply hardcore for construction of the
M40 and the restoration work has compounded the changes to the landscape. The
unquarried parts of the airfield remain and have a variety of uses, including gokarting.
5.10.28 The archaeology of the ironstone industry is the most important heritage asset for the
area. It is of regional significance and the HER entries from within quarry areas for
quarrying features include PRNs 2233, 4412, 4542, 4550, 4561 and 4567. The airfield
is also of regional significance and the late 20th century kart track was registered as a
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Grade 3 heritage motor racing venue in LARA’s (Land Access and Recreation
Association) register. Quarrying has had a moderate impact on the landscape of the
region.

Limestone Area
5.10.29 The Oxfordshire limestone can be divided into two main areas, a northern ‘Cotswold’
area north of the Thames, and a southern area comprising the Corallian Ridge
(Midvale Ridge) south-west of Oxford and its outlying parts just east of the City.
Cotswolds
5.10.30 The Cotswold limestone falls partly within the Cotswolds Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB). No HLC has been prepared for this area, but the Landscape
Character Assessment (Cotswolds AONB 2002) document contains sections on the
evolution of the present landscape. The development of the landscape in the postmedieval period began with the Dissolution, when private landowners were able to
amass extensive estates from former monastic lands, within which they created new
houses set in parkland. These houses were built in limestone which was also used for
vernacular buildings in an area where woodland was limited. In the south of the area
lay the Forest of Wychwood, studied by (Schumer 1984 and 1999). Freeman (1997)
has also studied the more recent history of Wychwood. During the post-medieval
period the former medieval Royal forest of Wychwood was encroached upon,
increasingly enclosed and deforested. The process was gradual and unsuccessful
attempts were made to halt it.
5.10.31 Many of these early houses, which were extended and rebuilt in successive centuries,
remain important landscape features. Two, of clear national significance, are
Rousham and Blenheim, both Grade I Listed Buildings. The spread of gentlemens’
houses and parks is illustrated by A New Map of the County of Oxford Divided Into
Hundreds, published by Smith in 1801.
5.10.32 In the Cotswolds most land was still unenclosed at the beginning of the Civil War
(Emery 1974, 109). The majority of enclosure took place between 1785-1835, with
parts of the west around Burford following. Land usage shifted away from traditional
sheep farming to increased cattle rearing and dairying, with fodder crops and cereals.
These changes were driven by the increased demand for food caused by the
Napoleonic Wars (1799-1815) and the growth of towns.
5.10.33 In the late medieval period Cotswold towns such as Burford and Witney had grown
rich on the wool trade, but by the 16th century the trade was in decline. Much of the
post-medieval textile industry was specialised and concentrated on urban areas.
Witney developed a specialised blanket weaving industry, and Chipping Norton a
tweed mill, whereas Burford stagnated.
5.10.34 The roads in the area were improved during the 18th century. A series of Turnpike
Acts led to technological improvements in coaches, such as improved springing. In
Oxfordshire, the earliest Turnpike Acts were for the roads from Stokenchurch to
Oxford and Woodstock (1718), and then from Woodstock and Oxford on to the
Cotswolds past Chipping Norton (1730) (Lawrence 1977). These roads were the main
through routes from London via Oxford to the Cotswolds and Gloucester. By 1760
the Turnpike road network included routes north to Banbury and west to Burford.
Further improvements were brought about by the railways. In 1890 a short branch
linking Woodstock with the main line was opened as a private venture financed by
the 8th Duke of Marlborough. The economic importance of the new railway system
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was clear and is emphasised by the struggle to construct a line to serve Chipping
Norton. The main pressure came from two local business men, William Bliss, owner
of Bliss Tweed Mill, and Robert Hitchman, a brewer (Hitchman’s Brewery). Initially
they attempted to ensure that the line from Oxford to Evesham and Worcester passed
through Chipping Norton. The Oxford, Worcester and Wolverhampton Railway was
not persuaded and the line bypassed the town by 4 miles. Eventually a separate
branch was built to connect Chipping Norton with that line, of which the Hook
Norton Viaducts (PRN 12465) formed part. The line through Chipping Norton was
much used during World War Two, but closed finally in 1964. During World War II a
number of airfields were operating, including Upper Heyford, which became even
more important during the Cold War.
5.10.35 Aside from textiles the only industries in this area were gloving and quarrying. The
main quarry was at Taynton (PRN 38) where exploitation began early in the medieval
period. Taynton stone was used for the main buildings of Blenheim Palace and less
hard-wearing stone from a quarry at Glympton for its Kitchen court (Stocker 2006,
167). There were a number of quarries at Pudlicote (PRN 10571, 16662-16666), and a
number of other smaller quarries. Some smaller quarries exploited the Cornbrash and
Forest Marble for local use. Stonesfield Quarry, which closed in 1909, was exploited
for slate for roofing (PRN 634, 4618).
5.10.36 The individual limestone quarries are not extensive in area, with that at Shipton-onCherwell, where there is also a cement works, probably the largest. Their impact on
the landscape has therefore not been significant, other than to the local area. This
Cotswold landscape is regarded as of national importance, as recognised by its
AONB status. The HER does not record any sites from the post-medieval or modern
periods affected by quarrying which are not related to the industry (PRN 4225,
16770, 16661, 703), except possibly one milestone (PRN 10252).
Corallian Ridge (Midvale Ridge)
5.10.37 Most of the Corallian Ridge (Midvale Ridge) lies along the south of the River
Thames, west of Oxford. This area was traditionally used for open field agriculture,
with extensive sheep rearing, although cloth working was not carried out locally. The
only major settlement was Faringdon. Enclosure took place early, with Hatford
enclosed in the mid-15th century. As in the Cotswold area a large number of gentry
estates were founded and stone was the usual vernacular building material until the
19th century. By the end of the 18th century the western part was mainly given over
to dairying and pigs, with the pasture giving way to cereals, roots and pulses in the
east. Coleshill, the Earl of Radnor’s estate, was developed as a model farm during the
19th century (PRN 10539).
5.10.38 Good east-west transport routes apart from the River Thames were developed. A
Turnpike Road ran from Oxford to Faringdon (1733) and the main through route from
London to Bristol and the West was via Henley and Faringdon. The main railway
through Oxfordshire was the Great Western Railway (GWR) which was planned to
run from London to Bristol and beyond. The railway had reached Reading by early
1840 and then extended to Swindon along the southern edge of the Corallian Ridge
(Midvale Ridge).
5.10.39 Again airfields were opened on the limestone. At Watchfield airfield the ‘Blind
Landing School’ was established and instrument landing tested and developed. After
the Second World War Watchfield was briefly the home of the School of Air Traffic
Control (1946-1950).
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5.10.40 Historic development along the eastern part of the Corallian Ridge (Midvale Ridge)
limestone area, around Headington and Wheatley, is very closely associated with the
city of Oxford. Both were open parishes, with the quarrymen of Headington in
particular gaining a reputation for independence of character.
5.10.41 Further from Oxford the pattern of development has been similar to that west of the
Thames. The area was traditionally associated with growing barley, but again
dairying increased in importance over time. Gentry houses were established on a
limestone outcrop at Woodeaton (Listed Grade II*) and at Holton Park (Listed Grade
II). Holton Park became a hospital during World War II and Woodeaton House was a
Cold War control centre.
5.10.42 Throughout the entire region industry was essentially limited to quarrying. The
limestone areas of the Corallian Ridge (Midvale Ridge) are overlain in many areas by
sand and gravel deposits, particularly the Corallian sand. They have been much less
exploited than the Cotswold limestone and there is only one quarry currently in
operation, at Hatford where sand is also extracted. There was a brick kiln on the site
(PRN5191). On the Corallian Ridge (Midvale Ridge) Coral Rag was exploited, and
also Hardstones, most significantly at Headington (PRN 5154, 6502). These quarries
now lie within the built-up suburb of Oxford. The impact of the extraction industry
has been limited to very local areas and again the HER only records quarries and
related activity at Lye Hill and Hatford (PRN 1028, 5191). It is possible there is a kiln
in Brick Kiln Plantation, Beckett Park, Shrivenham (PRN 11997).
5.10.43 The most significant heritage feature in the limestone areas is the landscape of the
region. Although there are several ROMP sites, future quarrying is unlikely to have
more than a local impact on the landscape, as has resulted from past work.
Sand and Gravel Area
5.10.44 This area occupies the central part of the modern county with Oxford at its centre and
has always had superior communication routes compared to the rest of the county. It
has therefore seen the most intense activity and development across the post-medieval
and modern periods.
5.10.45 The majority of the sand and gravel deposits in Oxfordshire are associated with the
river valleys of the River Thames and its tributaries. Across the middle of the county
these deposits overly Oxford Clay. In the clay vales and on the river terraces open
fields predominated well into the 18th century (Emery 1974 110-11). During the postmedieval period the majority of the former medieval Royal forest of Shotover, east of
Oxford, was enclosed and deforested, in the same way as the Wychwood Forest in the
west.
5.10.46 The river valleys had, like the rest of the county, a significant number of gentry
houses, including Shotover House and Radley Hall. Possibly the most significant was
Nuneham Courtenay, (Listed Grade II*). The new village of Nuneham Courtenay was
created by Lord Harcourt in 1760, when the old village was removed to allow the
landscaping of his park (Batey 1968, 109-10).
5.10.47 During the post-medieval period there was an increasing trend for part of the
population to move to towns. Urban expansion in the 18th and 19th centuries was
encouraged by improvements in communication and developments in transport, and
also by developing industries in urban areas. More recently Kidlington and Didcot are
both villages that have experienced significant growth and are now essentially towns.
In the case of Didcot the expansion was due firstly to the building of the GWR line to
Oxford and the construction of the new railway station, and then to the creation of a
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military depot at the junction during World War One. New towns were not common,
but Carterton was founded in the 19th century and Berinsfield, to house Oxford
overspill, in the 20th century.
5.10.48 The central vales were important for wheat and malt, although farmers usually raised
livestock as well. The crops were in the main sent to London, although brewing was
carried out locally. Malting continued in Wallingford until the late 20th century.
5.10.49 Robert Campbell attempted to convert Buscot Park into an industrial production
centre. He grew sugar beet from which he intended to manufacture sugar and alcohol.
The distillery and a mill, gas works, artificial fertiliser works and vitriol works were
built on an island at Buscot Lock (PRN 7002-3, 14307). The enterprise failed and the
main surviving evidence of his occupation lies in the early use of concrete for farm
buildings in Buscot village.
5.10.50 Numerous watermills are recorded and include West Mill, Watchfield (PRN 10536),
now a private museum; the Mill and Mill House, Enstone (PRN 31), a late 17thcentury mill house and watermill, now a dwelling, but with mill machinery still
surviving, and a listed building; and a water mill and paper mill at Sandford on
Thames (PRN 2). Another paper mill built in the 19th century and producing mill
board for book binding was sited at South Hinksey (PRN 303), while Wolvercote
Mill supplied the Oxford University Press. Ardington Mill (PRN 9725), now a listed
building, was constructed in the early 19th century and redeveloped in the later 19th
century. Many water mills are still standing and many are listed buildings, others,
such as the water mills at Bablakes House, East Challow (PRN 13694) and at
Charlbury (PRN 261) survive only as ruins. Malting and paper making were the most
significant industries apart from agriculture and minerals working.
5.10.51 Oxford’s importance meant that many of its roads were turnpiked in the 18th century
as discussed elsewhere. In the 20th-centry the introduction of the internal combustion
engine and motor vehicles led to further development of the road system, particularly
in the years after the Second World War. The ring road around Oxford was begun in
the 1930s although not completed until 1965 (VCH Oxfordshire, vol 4, 284-6). The
main north-south route through central southern England, the A34, still runs past the
west side of the city.
5.10.52 However, up until the mid-19th century water provided the main transport routes,
using the rivers and later the canals. The Thames was one of four royal rivers and the
Crown exercised jurisdiction and appointed water bailiffs (ibid., 291-3). Upstream of
Oxford the Thames provided a link with the Cotswolds. Downstream in the late
medieval period Henley-on-Thames served as the port for the transport of produce to
London, and for goods coming from London (Peberdy 1996). There were problems
with navigation further upstream, mainly the stretch of the river between Burcot and
Oxford, and in the early 17th century there were moves to improve navigation as far
as Oxford. In 1605 the first Oxford-Burcot Commission was appointed, but ceased in
1611. A further Oxford-Burcot commission was established in 1623 and its main
achievement was the introduction of pound locks at Culham (PRN 9995), Sandford
(PRN 1233) and Iffley (PRN 581) (Thacker 1914, 70-73). The first pound lock was
built at Iffley in 1631; the lock was rebuilt and lengthened in 1793. The remains of
the pound lock built by the Oxford-Burcot Commission at the upstream end of the
Swift Ditch at Culham survive (PRN 9995) and have listed building status. Both
Iffley lock (Wessex Archaeology 1999) and the Swift Ditch lock (OAU 2000) have
been investigated archaeologically.
5.10.53 The first barge to travel from London to Oxford arrived in the city in 1635 (Thacker
1914, 72). Trade suffered during the Civil War when Oxford served as the Royalist
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capital. River navigability remained dependent on water levels in the river; in dry
periods in the summer water levels in the river fell and navigation was difficult.
5.10.54 In the late 18th century the Oxford Canal, first proposed in 1768, was built to link the
Thames at Oxford via Banbury with Coventry and the Grand Union and Grand
Junction Canals. The canal opened in 1790. The canal suffered from the competition
of the railways but continued in use into the 20th century. Lord Nuffield bought the
canal basin in 1937 and Nuffield College was built on the in-filled site in the 1950s.
Many of the locks, bridge and other features of the Oxford canal are recorded on the
HER, such as swing bridges (PRN 1396, 4226), a milestone (PRN 4655) and King’s
Lock (PRN 12651).
5.10.55 In the early 19th century the Wilts and Berks canal was built between Abingdon and
the Kennet and Avon Canal at Semington in Wiltshire. The canal opened in 1810. It
was intended to link the West Country and the Midlands, and allowed transport of
coal from the Somerset coalfields. A branch of the canal linked with a wharf at
Wantage. The canal was not a great commercial success although it continued to
operate until 1901. In later years the canal suffered from the competition provided by
Brunel’s Great Western Railway (GWR).
5.10.56 The GWR ran from London to Bristol and beyond, but Oxford and Abingdon were
only connected by spurs. Wantage was linked by a tramway. Other railway lines
across the county linked Oxford to Birmingham and Southampton and the route from
Bletchley ran to the city via Banbury. The advent of the internal combustion engine
and the development of motor transport led to a decline in the profitability of the
railways and eventually to the closure of many of the smaller branch lines built in the
railway’s heyday.
5.10.57 Oxford’s airport at Kidlington is a legacy of wartime military development. The
centre of the county has a long history of military activity. The City of Oxford served
as Charles I’s capital from 1642 to 1646. Around the city were a number of outlying
garrisons to help protect it from attack and this area also contains the site of the Battle
of Chalgrove.
5.10.58 During World War I a number of airfields were established in Oxfordshire, for
example at Bicester, first used in 1917 and declared surplus to requirements in 1920,
and at Weston on the Green, used from 1916 until 1921. Didcot, located on a major
railway junction, was chosen as the site for a large Army Ordnance depot which
developed during World War I.
5.10.59 In World War II numerous airfields and related facilities were established in
Oxfordshire, and construction on many begun before the war (Brooks 2001, passim).
Construction on RAF Abingdon began in 1929 and the base opened in 1932. The base
closed in 1992, although it is now used by the Army as Dalton Barracks. Weston on
the Green, closed in 1921, was taken over by the Air Ministry in 1939 and is still used
today for parachute training. Construction began at Benson in 1937. RAF Benson is
still operational today, and RAF Brize Norton, opened in 1937, also remains a key
operational base.
5.10.60 Other airfields were established during World War II. Chalgrove was opened in late
1943 and was used by the Martin Baker Company to test its ejector seats. Kidlington
was requisitioned in 1939 and closed in 1945 but is now Oxford (Kidlington) Airport.
Mount Farm opened in 1940 as a satellite station for RAF Benson, and was used by
the USAF during the war. It closed shortly afterwards and the land was sold to an
aggregates company for gravel extraction (Brooks 2001, 155). Stanton Harcourt
airfield was also sited on the Thames gravels.
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5.10.61 During World War II, numerous pill boxes and other defensive features were
constructed as defences against possible invasion. Many pillboxes are listed on the
HER. Most notable as part of the defences in Oxfordshire is the stop lines: sections on
the Thames, between Frilford and Fyfield and between Abingdon and Reading, and
another on the River Cherwell, include pill boxes, anti-tank emplacements and other
components (Foot 2006, 317-23 and map).
5.10.62 Large scale quarrying for sand and gravel did not begin in Oxfordshire until after
World War II, although there is evidence for local extraction including on the line of
the railway in south Oxford. The pit remaining after gravel had been extracted to
construct the line was immediately converted for use as a reservoir for the city’s
water supply, now Hinksey Outdoor Pool, part of a leisure centre.
5.10.63 Other mineral working has a much longer history. Brick works and kilns have been
found at Sandford-on-Thames (PRN 11590), at Didcot (PRN 11890) and in Nuneham
Park (PRN 11893). Brick kilns are shown in Eynsham Hall Park (PRN 13200) on
Davis’ map of 1797 and ‘John Strange’s brick and tile works’ are marked east of
Henley Park in Bix and Assendon (PRN 11891).
5.10.64 A more unusual application of the mineral resource of the area is the production of
lead crystal glass. George Ravenscroft was a London merchant who imported fine
Venetian glass among other items. English glassmakers had been trying for some
time to imitate the Venetian wares and sometime around 1673 Ravenscroft became
involved with a new glassworks at the Savoy in London. In 1674 he opened another
plant in Henley and applied for a patent for lead-crystal glass, then called flint glass.
It is reported that a particular type of sand, found on the Stonor estates at Nettlebed,
was important in the mixture. A former employee, Hawley Bishopp, kept production
going and the works appear to have closed around 1861 (MacLeod 1987).
The impact of quarrying in the sand and gravel areas
5.10.65 The scale of 20th- and 21st-century sand and gravel extraction means that the impact
on the landscape is considerable. Work is ongoing and there are several active
ROMPs in place so this impact will continue. The HER also records a few postmedieval sites and finds from old extraction areas: a ford at Standlake (PRN5315), a
spur at Stanton Harcourt (PRN 16620) and the surroundings of the former Gill Mill
(PRN843). Further sand and gravel extraction is unlikely to make any significant
impact on known archaeological features, but has the potential for a greater impact on
unknown buried archaeological remains from the post-medieval period. However, the
greatest impact of quarrying will be in terms of the further erosion of the historic
landscape.
5.10.66 Former extraction areas can remain very visible in the landscape, not respecting the
historic field pattern and having already removed traditional boundaries. Often the
pits are left to fill with water, which may in turn create a wildlife habitat. Others are
used for landfill, such as parts of the Radley Lakes, themselves created by extraction
works, where waste from Didcot Power Station has been dumped.
5.10.67 Gravel extraction is still being carried out on the north side of the A40 between
Cassington and Yarnton, where again lakes have been created in former pits. Until the
A40 was constructed in the 1930s, the floodplain from the River Thames north to the
railway line was meadow, divided between West Mead, Oxey Mead and Pixey Mead.
Division of the hay from the meadows was still being made by drawing lots, a
medieval tradition. The road disrupted this allocation, but now the gravel extraction
has removed the northern part of the meadows as well (Hey 2004, 219-223).
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5.10.68 Similar large-scale change to historic landscape character can be seen around
Dorchester-on Thames. The small town remained largely surrounded by farmland
until World War II, although quarrying was already underway at Burcot just to the
north, where Allen took a classic photograph demonstrating the formation of
cropmarks (Allen 1984, 73). During the war an airfield was established just west of
here at Mount Farm and after the war gravel extraction began in the same area. The
former airfield has been used in part for gravel working and the construction of
Oxford overspill housing at Berinsfield. The town is now surrounded by a ring of
lakes to its north and is separated from the River Thame on its east side by another
lake.

Chalk Area
5.10.69 The chalk areas within Oxfordshire lie in the south of the county and are divided into
two parts by the Goring Gap, through which the River Thames flows. To the west the
chalk lies within the Berkshire and Marlborough Downs and to the east it forms part
of the Chilterns. Both the Chilterns and the North West Downs, which includes the
Berkshire and Marlborough Downs, are Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONBs) for which historic landscape characterisation has been carried out.
Berkshire and Marlborough Downs
5.10.70 Prior to the Dissolution in the mid-16th century much of the area was held by
monastic houses, but the bulk passed into lay ownership. The land was predominantly
used for sheep, and many of the villages were involved with the wool industry, with
cloth moving to the major industrial centres of Newbury and Reading. A spinning
house was located in Wantage. The Oxfordshire and Berkshire wool industries
peaked in importance before the 17th century before beginning a continuous decline.
5.10.71 Inclosure of land began in the 14th century, but accelerated from the 17th century.
The current landscape of the Downs consists mainly of a pattern of post-enclosure
fields, mostly dating from the18th or very early parts of the 19th century. Throughout
the later historical period there has been a move to more varied agriculture, with a
greater proportion of cereal and root crops in the east. Most fields have been
categorised by HLC as amalgamated or reorganised fields, but these are interspersed
with some designed landscapes and gallops associated with horse racing, which is
now one of the most important elements of the local economy and employment.
5.10.72 The area has remained predominantly agricultural with no significant industry
established and Wantage the only settlement of any significant size. The extraction of
chalk has in the main been confined to small local pits, although two quarry sites have
been identified. Neither the Letcombe (Childrey) Quarry or the Moulsford Downs
Quarry is still in operation and neither is subject to ROMP. Their impact on the
archaeological resource for the period has been negligible, and the HER contains no
relevant entries.
5.10.73 Chalk and flint have been used for vernacular buildings across this area, but since the
19th century brick has been preferred. Of the handful of gentry house sites dating
from the 17th century only a few continued in importance. Ashdown House was the
home of the Earl of Crewe and Lockinge House (demolished in 1947) (PRN10541) of
Lord Wantage, the two largest land holders into the 20th century. Chalk ashlar was
used in the construction of the former, a Grade I Listed Building.
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Chilterns
5.10.74 Much of the landscape of the Chilterns had its origins in the medieval period,
including a number of coaxial fields associated with roads and trackways linking the
valleys and higher ground, perhaps to facilitate seasonal movement of stock. Assarts,
created by woodland clearance can also be identified. Most of the existing fields
within the Oxfordshire Chilterns pre-date the 18th century, but along the northwestern edge of the area are some regular fields created by parliamentary enclosure.
5.10.75 The Chiltern landscape is also characterised by large amounts of woodland, some of
which is surviving ancient woodland. However, the demand for wood as a fuel and
the growth of the furniture industry in the 18th and 19th centuries led to creation of
managed secondary beech woods. Wood was worked in the forest by bodgers and
evidence for their activity does survive. A medieval or post-medieval saw pit and
mound is known at Rotherfield Greys (PRN 14036), a rabbit warren and sawpit at
Greendean Wood, Mapledurham (PRN 13246). The main furniture factories
developed around High Wycombe in Buckinghamshire, but a factory did exist in
Chinnor and there were sawmills at Goring Heath.
5.10.76 Larger settlements tend to be found near to the River Thames, with Henley-onThames the largest. Its importance as an inland port diminished when the railways
were constructed in the 19th century, but the growth of recreational use of the river
helped it to thrive.
5.10.77 There is a high level of dispersed settlement across the area. In the north-west there
are nucleated clusters and in the south-west farm clusters, but isolated farmsteads
occur throughout. The level of arable production increased towards the River Thames
around Goring where larger fields were created in the 20th century. Mixed farming
with substantial dairy herds is more common than purely arable production.
5.10.78 The Chilterns area contains a significant number of country houses surrounded by
parks. The landed elite were attracted to the region in part by its proximity to London
and to Windsor. Greys Court, Mapledurham House, Stonor Park and Shirburn Castle
are all of national importance, designated as Grade I Listed Buildings. Stonor Park is
a Grade II* Registered Park and Garden and those at Greys Court and Shirburn Castle
Grade II. Around Henley there is a cluster of estates, including Phyllis Court, now a
country club, which belonged to the Parliamentarian Bulstrode Whitelock, who
surrounded it with significant defences during the Civil War.
5.10.79 Along the River Thames many villas were constructed in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. Good communication links with London and the increasing interest in
leisure pursuits drove the move towards a country retreat for the weekend.
5.10.80 Apart from quarrying and associated industries, the timber working, malting and
brewing represented the major industry of the area. There is a windmill site at
Nettlebed (PRN D453), a windmill at Lewknor (PRN 5854) and the site of another
near Westfield Hose, Henley on Thames (PRN 165). Water mills were also in use,
including that at Mapledurham, which is a rare survival of a working mill, a Grade II*
listed building. Later in the period paper mills were in use at Rotherfield Peppard and
at Shiplake.
5.10.81 Improvements to the transport links to the area began with early Turnpike Acts for the
road from Henley to Abingdon (1736) (Lawrence 1977), the main through routes
from London via Henley and Faringdon to Bristol and the West. The rail network was
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very limited, but two branches were constructed, one to Henley from Twyford on the
London to Reading line, which is still operating. Another ran from Princes
Risborough in the north to Watlington. This line closed to all traffic in 1961 and track
between Watlington and Chinnor was lifted. The remaining line from Chinnor to
Princes Risborough is now preserved as the ‘Icknield Line’.
5.10.82 The Chinnor Station lies adjacent to the site of the former Chinnor Cement Works,
which operated for most of the 20th century. This was the most significant element of
the extraction industry in the area. The only sites within chalk quarries recorded on
the HER are located there (PRN 4445, 8782) and both are linked to the chalk working
and the railway which served it. This quarry and its infrastructure would have been of
regional importance, but has been redeveloped for housing since closure of the works.
5.10.83 Chalk extraction was only a significant industry in one other part of the Chilterns area
of Oxfordshire, at Caversham on the outskirts of Reading. Around the suburbs of
Caversham and Emmer Green there are extensive remains of underground chalk
mining, but almost all are now in Berkshire as Caversham was transferred from
Oxfordshire in 1911. The chalk was mainly used in brick manufacture. Most of
Caversham is now covered with housing.
5.10.84 The small-scale chalk extraction has had little impact on any below-ground
archaeology from the post-medieval and modern periods. The scale has also limited
the impact of quarrying on the nationally important landscape of the Chilterns and
Downs to a very local level.

Conclusions
5.10.85 Much of the post-medieval and modern archaeology comprises extant settlements and
buildings, which will not be affected by quarrying and therefore the associated
features archaeology will not be affected. The existing settlements have not featured
strongly in the above analysis for that reason.
5.10.86 Large-scale quarries are unlikely to be located in the chalk and limestone areas, as the
ROMPs list confirms. The areas most likely to be affected by extraction are the river
valleys where sand and gravel can be exploited. Much of our knowledge of earlier
human occupation has been derived from work in advance of gravel extraction, and
the importance for understanding and knowledge of the prehistoric, Roman and
Saxon archaeology of Oxfordshire has been significantly enhanced through
aggregates work (see above). For the post-medieval and modern periods the potential
is much less, because there are far fewer significant below ground archaeological
features for those periods in areas away from existing settlement. However, largescale extraction work can have a significant impact on the historic landscape, both
during the lifetime of the quarries and through the method of reclamation after
closure.

The effects of quarrying
5.10.87 There are 9 entries on the GIS for the post-medieval/modern period which have been
destroyed either by previous or current sand and gravel quarrying out of a total of 429
entries within this aggregate area. This means that 1.2% of the known postmedieval/modern resource within the sand and gravel areas has been destroyed by
previous quarrying and 0.9% by current quarrying.
5.10.88 There are 7 entries on the GIS for the post-medieval/modern period which have been
destroyed either by previous or current limestone quarrying out of a total of 115
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entries within this aggregate area. This means that 1.9% of the known postmedieval/modern resource within the limestone area has been destroyed by past
quarrying and 1.4% by current quarrying.
5.10.89 There are 2 entries on the GIS for the post-medieval/modern period which have been
destroyed either by previous or current chalk quarrying out of a total of 103 entries
within this aggregate area. This means that 1.9% of the known post-medieval/modern
resource within the chalk area has been destroyed by past quarrying.
5.10.90 There are 5 entries on the GIS for the post-medieval/modern period which have been
destroyed either by previous or current ironstone quarrying out of a total of 36 entries
within this aggregate area. This means that 13.9% of the known postmedieval/modern resource within the ironstone area has been destroyed by past
quarrying.
5.10.91 The impact of aggregate extraction on the archaeological record is limited for the later
historical periods as it has generally been confined to areas which were, and many of
which remain, open country. The key impacts are therefore those on the historic
landscape. For this period the latter include features relating to 20th century military
and civil defence activities, which themselves generated significant landscape change.
Designed landscapes are common in Oxfordshire and many are included in the EH
Register of Parks and Gardens. It is unlikely that any of the surviving houses or parks
are likely to be affected by potential aggregates extraction.
5.10.92 The impact of aggregate extraction on historic landscape character does not end with
the closure of quarries, but extends into the ways in which the land is then reused.
5.10.93 The presence of the aggregates industry has generated its own archaeological record,
much of which will have been lost as quarries closed or techniques were modernised,
and has influenced the development of nearby settlements and the transport
infrastructure. Turnpike roads, the construction of bypasses around towns and
villages, the widening of major routes and finally the construction of new motorways
all had an impact on the landscape and also generated a growing demand for
aggregates.

Post-medieval and Modern Research Agenda
5.10.94 The research agenda which follows is in large part informed by that recently
produced for the Solent-Thames Research Framework and that for Oxfordshire
(Rhodes 2006). However the research agenda presented here is very much targeted at
the archaeology and historic landscapes likely to occur in areas of aggregate
extraction. The omission of reference to standing structures in this research agenda is
not to deny their importance as evidence of the past, but is simply a reflection of the
fact that they will not be affected by aggregates extraction.
Dating and Sequence
5.10.95 The documentary records for this period mean that chronology and dating are better
understood than for earlier ones. However, this does not mean that there is no
uncertainty over the timing of events, particularly those affecting changes to the rural
environment and land use. Opportunities to obtain reliable dates for features, finds or
landscapes elements should therefore be taken whenever possible.
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Landscape and land use
5.10.96 One of the major influences on the rural landscape during this period was the
enclosure of open fields and of waste and common land, whether by agreement or
through acts of parliament. In Oxfordshire there was some limited enclosure in the
late medieval period and early post-medieval period, but most enclosure took place in
the 19th century. Changes in the landscape wrought by enclosure and agricultural
improvements, increasing urbanisation, and major developments in the transport
infrastructure are all linked and are among the defining characteristics of the postmedieval and modern periods. Similarly, large-scale aggregates extraction will have
the potential to alter the historic landscape pattern and to influence the future
direction of landscape development, particularly in the nature of use of closed
quarries. Understanding these developments and their relationships is critical to
understanding the period. Key objectives are therefore:
• Completion of Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) for Oxfordshire.
• Continuing map regression and fieldwork to trace and confirm the development
of village landscapes, land-use and field patterns, preferably linked with building
studies of associated farmsteads and other buildings etc., and of other land-uses
such as quarrying.
• In conjunction with this work, identification and study of significant gardens and
parks, particularly where they are not on the Register of Parks and Gardens.
• The characterisation of farm and vernacular buildings in association with
fieldwork on rural landscapes.
• Increased use of LiDAR for landscape studies, particularly in terrains such as
woodland where evidence for previous boundaries etc. is more difficult to
identify by conventional means.
• Investigation of 20th-century landscapes, which often change and develop
rapidly.
• Investigation of woods, commons and associate industries. The extent and use of
woodland outside the royal forest of Wychwood is not well understood.
Settlement
5.10.97 In rural areas settlement and landscape cannot be regarded separately. Historic
Landscape Characterisation can lead on to more detailed consideration of the
development and character of settlements. Towns are omitted from consideration here
as explained above. However it must be recognised that villages and other rural
settlements did not exist in isolation from towns. There was a settlement hierarchy,
and towns and villages developed as part of that hierarchy. The aggregates industry
may have influenced the evolution of parishes along the open or closed model. Open
parishes were less influenced by the control of landowners with large holdings around
the village.
5.10.98 Parish surveys could explore the development of settlements in more detail, including
relationships with outlying farms and hamlets, morphology and landuse etc.
5.10.99 Individual studies of selected villages as representative of settlement types could be
promoted, using techniques of landscape archaeology and documentary work, to
consider issues such as how quarrying has influenced development of specialist
industrial villages.
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Social and administrative organisation
5.10.100 The archaeology of social organisation and administration for this period lies
mainly in towns and villages and in the associated buildings and structures. As such it
is unlikely that the evidence for social and administrative organisation is likely to be
affected by aggregates extraction. However there are areas or themes that might be
relevant and for which evidence might be recovered in aggregates work.
• Evidence for population movement and insularity, whether this takes the form of
abandoned settlements or distinctive forms of material culture.
• Social hierarchy, perhaps most relevant to urban areas.
Built environment
5.10.101 The built-environment is largely, though not exclusively, associated with the
urban areas and therefore its consideration is largely irrelevant to aggregates
extraction. One aspect which is very relevant, however, is the study of the types and
sources of the building materials used in the built environments (see below, ‘Crafts,
trade and industries’). Also relevant to this is the transport network available (see
below, ‘Transport and communications’).
Ceremony, ritual and religion
5.10.102 The period begins with the conversion of the established Church from Roman
Catholic to Anglican Protestantism and the Dissolution of the monasteries,
developments which lead to major changes in landownership. Subsequently the rites
of established church have evolved and with it have gone changes in church
furnishings and decoration. Catholicism, never completely eradicated, has been reestablished, and new nonconformist churches have grown up. At all periods, but
particularly from the second half of the 20th century onwards, immigrants from
abroad have brought a variety of different religions or sects, producing even within
this limited geographical area, a multi-cultural society. However, little evidence for
organised religion and ritual in the post-medieval and modern periods is to be found
outside urban areas and the impact of aggregates extraction is likely to be very
limited.
• Impact of reuse of stone from monastic buildings.
• Influence of changes in land use following the Dissolution on quarrying
industries.
Warfare, defences and military installations
5.10.103 Oxfordshire has played a major role in Britain’s defences throughout this period.
Oxford was the Royalist capital for much of the First Civil War, and the defences of
the city have been explored archaeologically. There were also outlying garrisons at
Wallingford, Faringdon, Burford, Woodstock, Banbury, Eynsham, Islip, Abingdon
and Brill, and further afield troops at Reading (Reid 1998, 31). Two major battles
took place in Oxfordshire, Chalgrove and Cropredy Bridge, although neither is near
an area of quarrying. The ironstone fields in the Alkerton area are close to the site of
the Battle of Edgehill, over the Warwickshire boundary. Evidence for minor
skirmishes may survive.
5.10.104 In the 20th century a large number of airfields were built, some during World
War I, more during World War II, and some of these survived into the post WW II
world. A number are still vital bases today while others, such as Mount Farm, have
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been targeted for aggregates extraction. In World War I there was a major Ordnance
depot at the rail junction at Didcot, on a site now occupied by Didcot Power Station.
During the Second World War numerous pill boxes and other works were constructed
in the early part of the war as part of the anti-invasion defences. A number of other
military and Civil Defence establishments were founded during the Cold War.
• Continue to seek opportunities to extend knowledge of Civil War activity.
• Identification of 17th to 19th century military sites and First World War
defences.
• Extend the scope of information about World War II defensive arrangements to
include more on civilian defence, particularly air raid shelters and including both
identification and recording of sites and accompanying oral testimony. The sites
of some anti-aircraft batteries around Oxford are known. Further work on these
defences could be undertaken.
• Study of continuity and re-use of military sites and structures.
• Further studies of Cold War operations and defences should be pursued, in order
partly to identify features for protection
• Survey of World War II airfields before they are destroyed, redeveloped or
quarried.
Material culture
5.10.105 Material culture does not receive the attention it deserves, and this is particularly
true for the post-medieval and modern periods. Historical archaeology in the USA has
demonstrated the value of studying the more recent material culture. It is unlikely that
aggregates extraction work will provide significant opportunities to advance such
studies, however, other than those associated with the quarrying industry itself.
Crafts, trade and industries
5.10.106 Oxfordshire is not generally associated with industry, in the sense of ‘heavy
manufacturing’ and extractive industries. And yet two motor manufacturers - Morris
at Cowley, Oxford, and MG in Abingdon – are closely associated with the county,
and more recently it has been the home to a number of Grand Prix teams and their
associated engineering works. In the north of the county there were quarries and
associated infrastructure to exploit the ironstone deposits, and the Brymbo ironworks
was established at Hook Norton. A variety of industries including cloth working,
brewing, and brick and tile production as well as well as more traditional crafts have
been present in Oxfordshire. Much of the industry is urban based and therefore
peripheral to the concerns of this document. However these industries had an impact
on the development of the transport infrastructure, on the wealth of the county –
providing jobs for example – and as a consequence, they had an impact on the
development of settlements and the settlement hierarchy. It is important to understand
the developments and changes that have already impacted Oxfordshire industries, but
also those changes that might occur in the future.
• Identification of evidence for cottage industry during archaeological
investigations generally.
• Identification and recording of small-scale rural industries- eg water cress
production in the Chess Valley (Bucks) and at Ewelme (Oxon).
• Study of the woodland industries that were associated with the now largely lost
woodlands, which are not well understood, for example the supply of timber for
lime burning and charcoal burning.
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5.10.107 Extractive industries: the locations of the main stone quarries are well
documented, and the connections between these quarries and known buildings in
Oxford in particular have been studied. This links with our understanding of supply
networks and sources of building materials including stone. The ironstone quarries of
North Oxfordshire and their transport infrastructure have been studied thoroughly, but
generally the archaeology of the extraction industry and their workforces has not been
systematically considered.
Transport and Communication
5.10.108 The River Thames continued to be a major link in the transport network into the
20th century, while the importance of the River Kennet was increased when it was
incorporated into the Kennet and Avon Canal. From the mid-19th century the
railways played a major role in transportation, although more recently road transport
has overtaken them. Issues for consideration include:
• Long distance route ways and communications need to be borne in mind when
studying landscape changes brought about by enclosure in individual parishes.
• The development and impact of turnpikes on the development of Oxfordshire
agriculture, industries and crafts and settlements.
• The social impact of later road transport.
• Archaeology of canals and associated structures. Their impact on industries,
crafts and agricultural production.
5.10.109 There is also a need to know more of the archaeology of river craft, from sailing
barges to punts, extending what is known from other sources. During the earlier parts
of the post-medieval period, water transport would have been used to move building
stone.
5.10.110 The range of resources available for studying the post-medieval and modern
periods is vast, and wherever possible the archaeological investigations should be tied
to documentary sources. For the very recent past oral history can also contribute.
Post-medieval and modern studies need therefore to operate as a collaboration
between archaeologist, local and social historians, historical geographers and other
interested parties. There are numerous groups and individuals involved in this work,
many of them amateurs, and this interest and enthusiasm must be harnessed.
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6

AREAS OF POSSIBLE FUTURE EXTRACTION

6.1

Introduction

6.1.1

Areas of possible future extraction can be broken down into three categories:
• ROMPS (Review of Mineral Permissions).
• Extant permissions not already quarried.
• Nominated sites.

6.1.2

Each of these sites or areas have been plotted on the GIS and compared with the
known archaeological resource which they might affect if/when quarrying goes
ahead. Where the discussion for the individual potential quarry sites suggests that
there may be a possibility of significant archaeological deposits being disturbed by
future quarrying then a detailed evaluation strategy is likely to be required to further
define the extent, survival and significance of this resource, leading to development
of suitable mitigation. Guidance for the levels of significance of sites is provided in
Section 5. Where less archaeological potential is identified, this does not necessarily
preclude the need for further evaluation and/or mitigation. This is discussed further in
Section 7 below.

6.1.3

It is difficult prior to further evaluation to define whether these sites identified with
potential to be significant are nationally, regionally or locally significant, even if the
general type of archaeological features present has been attributed or defined. For
example, a nationally important type of site may have been identified from aerial
photographs during the NMP survey. However, this was undertaken at least 15 years
ago and the current significance of the site will be at least in part be determined by its
current level of preservation. It may be that in some cases the attributes that may have
once made it nationally important may have been removed by c 15 years of
cultivation or ongoing dewatering. Alternatively, there may have been changes in
perception of the importance of particular types of site with the passage of time.

6.2

Romps - Introduction

6.2.1

Information relevant to the Review of Old Mineral Permissions (ROMPs) was
obtained from John Duncalfe (Senior Planner Minerals and Waste, Development
Control, Environment and Economy, Oxfordshire County Council). Point data for
these sites were added to the GIS and a 1 km study area plotted around them. Using
these data the impact of previous and current quarrying on the archaeological
resource could be identified in these study areas, and the potential for any new
quarrying to affect known and, in some cases, unknown archaeology, assessed.

6.2.2

This analysis was carried out using the GIS resource, but by visual analysis rather
than running queries. The HER and NMP point data were used, as well as
examination of raster data containing the NMP cropmark plots for the Thames
Valley. The Abingdon Reservoir sites were not relevant here as no ROMPs occur in
the relevant area west of Abingdon.

6.2.3

If, as in some cases occurred, previous or current quarrying had removed or was in
process of removing all the aggregate resource in a 1 km study area, then the
assessment was carried out for a wider area, looking at the archaeological potential
for areas which may be quarried in the future if the ROMP was activated.
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6.2.4

6.3

This written summary assessment should be used in conjunction with the figures
produced for each ROMP (figures 12a-12aa) which show geology, previous and
current quarrying and archaeological sites. A map showing the location of all the
ROMPS has also been included here as figure 12.

ROMP assessment

Shennington – Ironstone – Active Phase I (figure 12a)
6.3.1

There are few archaeological records within the 1 km study area. A large area of
previous quarrying dominates the centre of the study area within which no
archaeological features are recorded. Mesolithic flints have been found in an area of
previous quarrying extending into the 1 km study area in the north.

6.3.2

Located on the ironstone geology as yet unaffected by quarrying in the study area,
Bronze Age artefacts and a medieval arrow head have been recorded. An ‘old stone
quarry’ has been identified by the HER 1 km away from the centre point of the study
area.

Balscote-Hornton-W roxton – Ironstone – Active Phase I (figure 12b)
6.3.3

The whole of the 1 km radius around the centre point location for the ROMP has
already been previously quarried. Archaeological records within the quarried area
include two find spots of Roman pottery and an historic quarry site. There is an area
of current quarrying extending into the south of the study area within which no
archaeological features have been recorded.

6.3.4

Previous quarrying extends over most of the ironstone geology in this area outside the
study area. The surviving area to which the ROMP may apply is a finger of ironstone
c 200 m to the north of the study area, in which no archaeology is recorded, and a
more extensive area to the south-east around and to the south west of Wroxton within
which the following archaeological discoveries have been recorded:
• Roman coin.
• Undated stone surface.
• Romano-British cemetery.
• Two prehistoric lithics scatters.
• Post-medieval kitchen garden at Wroxton.
• Post-medieval milestone.
• Univallate hillfort at Castle Bank.
• Possible pit alignment at North Newington.

6.3.5

This area obviously has high potential to contain further evidence from the prehistoric
and Roman periods. Some of this, such as the possible pit alignment and RomanoBritish cemetery, may be significant. It is unlikely that permission would be given to
quarry the hillfort.

Great Rollright – Limestone – Active Phase I (figure 12c)
6.3.6

The eastern edge of the 1 km study area lies c 300 m to the west of the Rollright
Stones and the plethora of associated archaeological sites which lie east of that
monument. A current quarry exists within the centre of the study area but no
archaeological features have been identified within this quarry area. The only known
archaeological site within the aggregate resource within the 1 km study area, is a
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possible Romano-Celtic temple in the east and an undated ironstone pounder found
just to the east of the area of current quarrying.
6.3.7

The majority of the limestone geology within the study area forms a band running
from the north-east to the south-east. The nationally important archaeological features
associated with the Rollright Stones are also positioned on this band of limestone.
The possible temple within the study area located on this band suggests that the
geology in this area has high archaeological potential to contain further significant
archaeological deposits.

Dean Pit – Clay – Active Phase I (figure 12d)
6.3.8

Dean Pit lies in an area of small islands of river terrace deposits associated with the
River Evenlode. In the centre of the study area is an area of previous quarrying within
which are three archaeological records: an irregular prehistoric enclosure, a Saxon hut
and an historic quarry.

6.3.9

The previous quarry has removed c 75% of this island and there are seven others
within the 1 km study area, unquarried. No further archaeological features have been
recorded within the study area on the gravels. On an island with a small quarry just
outside the study area to the west, two further archaeological sites have been
recorded; an Anglo-Saxon inhumation cemetery and an area of Iron Age pits and
finds.

6.3.10 The archaeological features discovered within and just outside the study area suggests
that these islands have high potential to contain significant surviving archaeological
deposits.

Slape Hill – Limestone – Active Phase I (figure 12e)
6.3.11 Within or close to this 1 km study area are a number of earthworks and upstanding
tumuli. There has been one previous phase of quarrying in the study area, to the north
and east of the centre point, which has clearly removed part of the Grim’s Ditch
earthwork, marked on the OS base map in this location, and a Bronze Age ring ditch.
A number of other archaeological sites have been identified in the study area in the
unquarried areas.
6.3.12 In the south-eastern quadrant:
• Slape Copse DMV.
• Romano-British pottery.
• A further section of Grim’s Ditch running north-south.
• An undated refuse pit.
• Two milestones at Wootton.
• A post-medieval road.
• A Roman refuse pit.
6.3.13 In the south west quadrant:
• Undated banks and ditch.
• Linear earthworks east of Callow Hill villa.
• Iron Age/Roman linear feature.
• Romano-British Bronze finger ring.
• Callow Hill Roman villa (just outside).
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6.3.14 In the north-west quadrant:
• Milestone.
• Prehistoric flint arrow heads.
6.3.15 The limestone geology covers the majority of the study area except for narrow strips
associated with streams running through the north. The area is obviously rich in Iron
Age and Romano-British archaeological evidence, with Akeman Street running c 400
m to the south of the study area. The site of the DMV is also of importance. The
archaeological features discovered within and just outside the study area suggest that
the unquarried areas have high potential to contain significant surviving
archaeological deposits.

Duns Tew – Horsehay (Dormant) (figure 12f) and Duns Tew Blue Barn
Farm (Active Phase I) – Soft Sand (figure 12g)
6.3.16 The centre points of these two ROMPs lie either side of the Duns Tew to Bartongate
Road, c 275 m apart, separated by a band of bedrock, sand and gravel. The centre
points of the ROMPs themselves lie on Limestone. Due to the closeness of the
ROMPs the study area boundary has been drawn around them both. There are two
small areas of previous quarrying within the bands of sand and gravel and no
archaeological evidence has been found within them. Only limited unquarried sand
and gravel has been mapped within the study area, running NE-SW through its centre.
6.3.17 In the northern area of Limestone, associated with the Horsehay ROMP, there are no
known archaeological finds recorded within the study area. The closest
archaeological finds and features on the limestone geology lie c 150 m to the northeast of the edge of the study area where a Saxon brooch, a Roman coin and a postmedieval pound were found.
6.3.18 In the southern area of limestone associated with Blue Barn Farm ROMP a number of
sites lie to the south; two banjo enclosures, curvilinear features and an undated linear
or trackway. This ROMP therefore has greater archaeological potential to contain
significant sites dating to the Iron Age.

Ardley – Limestone – Active Phase I (figure 12h)
6.3.19 Most of the 1 km study area to the north and south of the Ardley ROMP centre point
is being quarried by a current quarry. Within the current quarry a substantial pit
alignment of Bronze Age or Iron Age date, an Iron Age settlement and an isolated
early Iron Age cremation burial are known. Most of the study area lies within the
limestone geology, except for a strip to the east. On the edge of the limestone in the
east a medieval fishpond/pool has been recorded. The rest of the known sites all lie to
the west and include a milestone along the road, a Saxon/Iron Age enclosure ditch
and undated postholes, Roman cremation and inhumation burials and finds and an
undated linear pit boundary. Further undated small rectangular enclosures lie just on
the western study area boundary. The evidence suggests that further quarrying in this
area will affect an area with prehistoric and Roman potential, with the area of
cremation and inhumation burials being most readily identifiable as significant.

Stratton Audley – Limestone – Active Phase I (figure 12i)
6.3.20 This ROMP lies on a small area of limestone to the north-east of Bicester. OS
mapping indicates that a large area of the limestone has been quarried away, although
no current or previous quarry has been identified on the GIS. Only one area of
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archaeological features has been identified on the Limestone, possibly just within the
quarried area, in the form of a series of possible Anglo-Saxon skeletons discovered
alongside the Turnpike road from Bicester to Buckingham. If further skeletons were
present then these would be significant.

W hitehill, Tackley (Dormant) (figure 12j) and Shipton-On-Cherwell –
(Dormant) – Limestone (figure 12k)
6.3.21 The centre points of these two ROMPs lie c 1 km apart so the study area boundary
has been drawn around them both. The northern ROMP (Whitehall, Tackley) lies on a
narrow band of limestone on a bend of the River Cherwell. A previous quarry has
removed some of the limestone here. The southern ROMP (Shipton-On-Cherwell)
lies on a larger area of Limestone, of which c 90% appears to be within the footprint
of a current quarry.
6.3.22 There are no known archaeological features within the footprint of the previous
quarry at Whitehall. In the northern part of the study area, however, there are a
number of sites and find spots which may be affected by any future quarrying. Those
on the limestone geology include a quarry and kiln and Neolithic flints. On the
boundary of the limestone and the river terrace deposits associated with the Cherwell,
is a Roman or medieval farm settlement. On the river terrace are recorded a
prehistoric core and flakes, a ring ditch and an undated pit. A concentration of
archaeological sites lies on the limestone just to the north of the study area at Tackley
and Akeman Street runs c 250 m to the north of the study area.
6.3.23 Within the southern area associated with the Shipton-On-Cherwell ROMP four sites
lie within the area delineated as a current quarry and are assumed therefore to have
been removed. These are a quarry and kiln, a possible Bronze Age barrow, a
Palaeolithic hand axe and a Roman habitation site.

W oodeaton – Limestone – Active Phase I (figure l)
6.3.24 The GIS does not record any limestone deposits here, although there are small
outcrops in the vicinity. A small current quarry is present on the site of the ROMP.
There are no recorded archaeological sites in the immediate vicinity, but Woodeaton
has high archaeological potential; a major Romano-British temple complex and
underlying prehistoric features lie c 500 m to the north-east of the quarry. The quarry
is also close to the medieval village core, suggesting that medieval remains may be
present.

W orsham, Asthall – Limestone – Dormant (figure 12m)
6.3.25 This ROMP lies at the centre of an area of irregularly shaped limestone outcrops
which cover c 75% of the 1 km study area. The GIS records no current or previous
quarries, although the OS base map does indicate a small area of historic quarrying in
the centre of the study area.
6.3.26 The dominant archaeological site here is Akeman Street Roman road which runs SWNE through the study area c 130 m to the north of its centre point. Just off the road
itself Mesolithic and Neolithic flints have been discovered, along with a medieval or
Roman quern stone. There have also been two finds of Roman coins to its south. in
the western part of the study area immediately west of the Windrush the major
Roman settlement at Asthall lies astride Akeman Street, and in the north-east of the
study area a possible Roman bridge or ford has been identified where the Roman road
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crosses the stream at Asthall Leigh. This all suggests that the area has high potential
to contain further Roman deposits or finds.

W hitehills, Burford – Limestone – Active Phase I (figure 12n)
6.3.27 The ROMP centre point lies on the southern edge of a band of limestone crossing the
northern part of the study area. An area of current quarrying extends to the north-east
of the centre point; no archaeological features have been recorded within this. A
further area of current quarrying clips the southern boundary of the study area,
although this does not correspond with any mapped aggregate deposits.
6.3.28 Akeman Street Roman road crosses the southern half of the study area. Within the
area of unquarried limestone adjacent to the road in the east is a Roman inhumation
cemetery. Also in the east, two prehistoric lithic scatters are recorded and an undated
enclosure lies to the north-west. The presence of the Roman inhumation cemetery
suggests that further quarrying could affect significant remains.

Hardwick – Sand and Gravel – Active Phase II (figure 12o)
6.3.29 Much of the terrace deposits in this ROMP are covered by alluvium associated with
the River Windrush. Previous quarrying extends into the north of the study area. The
majority of the rest of the study area is covered by current quarrying. Quarrying has
removed a number of archaeological sites:
• Part of a series of linear features seen from the NMP raster in the west.
• Medieval moat.
• Bronze Age findspot.
• An extensive series of linear features and rectangular and circular enclosures.
• An Iron Age banjo enclosure and prehistoric artefacts at Mingies Ditch.
• An undated human skull.
• Palaeolithic handaxes.
6.3.30 Current quarrying in the northern part of the study area has revealed extensive and
dense spreads of Iron Age and Roman features related to the Gill Mill complex
centred further north.
6.3.31 Some unquarried areas exist to the east and west of the quarried areas. Within these
areas are a rectangular enclosure, linear features and a small circular enclosure seen
from the NMP in the south-west and a ring ditch in the west, just outside the study
area. In the east a whole series of medieval and post-medieval quarries have been
identified, associated with what appear from the NMP plot to be alignments of pits,
an enclosure and what could be a cropmark of a large building. A further
concentration of linear features and pits can be seen in the north-east of the study area
on a spur of unquarried gravels. Cropmarks show up on the gravels and on the high
the potential to be archaeologically significant.

Dix Pit – Sand and Gravel – Active Phase I (figure p)
6.3.32 The study area surrounding the centre point of this ROMP is very archaeologically
rich with the majority of archaeological information coming from excavations
associated with quarrying in the area. The majority of the study area has been
previously quarried, with the majority of the unquarried area located in its southern
half, with some additional areas to the north-east.
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6.3.33 The NMP cropmark plots reveal that the area already quarried was a rich landscape
utilised throughout the prehistoric period. The most important monument excavated
was the Devils Quoits henge (now rebuilt), which formed the focus of a landscape of
Bronze Age barrows and ring ditches, settlements and Beaker burials. There is also
evidence for Neolithic and Iron Age settlements and early exploitation is indicated by
the discovery of Palaeolithic handaxes. The Gravelly Guy complex, excavated in
advance of quarrying, displays complex settlement features from the Neolithic to the
early medieval period.
6.3.34 Within the southern unquarried area, which merges into the study area for the
adjacent ROMP at Linch Hill and Watkins Farm, fewer archaeological features are
recorded compared to the rest of the study area, perhaps due to lack of archaeological
work. A few linear features can be seen along the edges of the gravels in the southeast with a concentration of linear features and enclosures plotted from the NMP in
the south. Just to the west of the ROMP study area a large area of complex cropmarks
survives at Standlake. In the unquarried north-western part of the study area lies a
prehistoric to Roman settlement and cemetery at Stanton Harcourt. A Bronze Age
round barrow has also been plotted in this area. Given the significance of the
archaeological deposits excavated here and the date and attribution of the unquarried
cropmarks, it is likely that further significant remains will be found here.

Linch Hills and W atkins Farm – Sand and Gravel – Active Phase II
(figure 12q)
6.3.35 Despite being close to the Dix Pit ROMP this study area is less archaeologically rich.
There are two main concentrations of features to the west and in the centre of the
ROMP, with a number of smaller areas of discrete cropmarks mainly in the north of
the study area. There has been relatively little in the way of previous quarrying
recorded on the GIS, with two small areas in the western quadrant of the study area.
However, the OS base map shows further areas of quarrying in the form of lakes in
the centre, west and north-west parts of the study area.
6.3.36 In the quarried areas in the centre of the site recorded on the GIS and from the OS
base map, medieval pottery and a field system, a Roman farmstead and Iron Age
settlement have been excavated in what is now a lake at Watkins Farm. An Iron Age
to Saxon enclosure has been identified to the north-west.
6.3.37 In the parts of the study area unaffected by previous quarrying are elements of the
field system revealed at Watkins Farm, associated with two further undated
complexes of cropmarks to the west, in the form of undated pennanular gullies, linear
features and enclosures. On the boundary of the study area in the south-west lies a
denser complex of features and enclosures. In the north-west of the study area, on a
surviving strip of land, a trackway runs NE-SW and to the south-east of this a dense
cluster of small enclosures which are undated but may form a prehistoric settlement
site. Just to the north of Watkins Farm a further undated linear field system can be
seen and to the north-east of that lies a small complex of linear features and
enclosures. To the south-east of Watkins Farm a couple of Bronze Age spearheads
have been discovered.
6.3.38 Whilst therefore the archaeological potential within this study area is not immediately
as significant as that of Dix Pit to the north-west, the evidence indicates occupation
within this area from the Neolithic period onwards, the exact significance of which
can only be determined by further archaeological work. More of the archaeological
resource has survived previous quarrying in this area, which may be affected by the
ROMP.
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Sandhills – Soft Sand – Active Phase II (figure 12r)
6.3.39 This ROMP is made up of a globular band of bedrock, sand and gravel to the south of
Faringdon, running NE-SW and to the north-west within the study area. The band
also extends south-westwards for a short distance outside the study area. There are
two discrete areas of previous quarrying in the centre and to the east of the study area.
Possible prehistoric ring ditches lie within the central area of quarrying.
6.3.40 Within the urban area of Faringdon a Neolithic flint axe, Iron Age and Roman
pottery, an Iron Age and Roman settlement, a further early Iron Age settlement and
Roman shrine have all been found. Outside the urban area other known
archaeological sites within the area of unquarried sand and gravel include an area of
ring ditches and a number of undated pits and enclosures just to the north-east and
north-west of the ROMP centre point. These sites would be vulnerable to further
quarrying and may prove significant.

Stanford-in-the Vale – Soft Sands – Active Phase I (figure 12s)
6.3.41 Within the majority of the study area for this ROMP the dominant aggregate resource
is limestone with some narrow strips of bedrock sand and gravel extending in from
the edges of the study area. There are both limestone and sand and gravel quarries
within the centre and extending south within study area. Both limestone and sand and
gravel have been/are being quarried here.
6.3.42 The only known archaeological site to have been affected by the current quarry is a
Neolithic/Bronze Age flint scatter. Known archaeological finds within or just outside
the study area within the aggregate geologies includes a Roman coin in the north-west
and two prehistoric lithic scatters in the south and east.

Baulking – Fullers Earth – Active Phase II (figure 12t)
6.3.43 The ROMP lies within the Vale of the White Horse c 2 km north-east of Uffington.
This has been allocated for Fullers Earth and is not further considered here.

Radley-Thrupp Lane (figure 12u) and Radley-Thrupp Farm (figure 12v)
– Sand and Gravel – Active Phase II
6.3.44 These two ROMPs have been assessed together given their proximity and the level of
previous quarrying within their joint study area, which has removed much of the
existing archaeological resource.
6.3.45 The river terrace gravels run in a thick band across the study area NE-SW, with a
further area in the north just to the south of Abingdon. Current and previous
quarrying has removed the majority of the main band, with the resource surviving
only in a very thin strip to the north, and a thicker strip to the south and west, mainly
covered by alluvium. The northern area to the south of Abingdon is also undisturbed.
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6.3.46 The existing quarrying has removed a landscape which appears to have been occupied
and utilised throughout prehistory and through to the medieval period. Archaeological
discoveries include:
• Palaeolithic handaxes and a Mesolithic pick.
• Neolithic ring ditch, settlement, field systems and finds.
• Bronze Age flint tools.
• Iron Age enclosures and settlement, prehistoric burials.
• Roman field system and settlements and,
• A DMV.
6.3.47 In the unquarried areas, an area of extensive cropmarks still exists in the north-east of
the study area, as do several in the northern part, including evidence for a number of
areas of Roman trackways and enclosures. To the north of these cropmarks in the
very north of the study area is a whole sequence of HER sites associated with the
Barrow Hills linear barrow cemetery. Various scatters of lithics and pottery are also
recorded in this northern area.
6.3.48 To the south of the previous quarrying no archaeological features are known within
the gravels, probably due the masking effects of the band of alluvium that crosses this
area. However, to the west a further concentration of sites exists on and close to a
gravel island at Andersey within and just to the west of the study area. The complex
includes findspots of Neolithic and Bronze Age flint flakes and cores, and a Roman
bracelet and pottery. The southern part of the study area contains a further small
gravel island which may have higher archaeological potential, although no sites have
been identified on it to date.
6.3.49 Given the significance of the archaeological deposits excavated in this area and the
date and attribution of the unquarried cropmarks, it is likely that further significant
remains will be found here, especially associated with the Barrow Hills cemetery.

Sutton W ick – Sand and Gravel – Active Phase II (figure 12w)
6.3.50 The gravel geology covers the majority of the ROMP study area, with the exception
of an area in the west. Previous quarrying has removed a large swathe of the resource
north-south through the centre of the study area. A smaller area of current quarrying
is recorded in the south-east of the study area, south of a small gravel island. This is
another rich archaeological landscape, including Neolithic ritual monuments and
Bronze Age barrow cemeteries with many areas of cropmarks plotted on the NMP.
Alluvium potentially masks further archaeological sites from view.
6.3.51 In what is now covered by Abingdon in the north of the study area, previous
quarrying has removed a series of ring ditches associated with Corporation Farm
barrow cemetery. Other features within this area include Saxon sunken-featuredbuildings (Sunken Featured Buildings), enclosures and linear features running northsouth and a small henge monument. To the south of this complex, medieval pottery
and Neolithic and Bronze Age finds and linear features were present. In the gravel
island in the centre of the study area another complex of ritual and mortuary features
and sites was discovered, either pre-dating, or associated with, the Drayton North
Cursus. These sites include a Neolithic pit alignment, a long barrow, a Neolithic to
Saxon ritual and settlement site, and, just to the east of the quarry, a Neolithic
mortuary enclosure. Other sites of more domestic character within this island include
various linear features and prehistoric enclosures, a Bronze Age field system and pits,
a Roman enclosed settlement and field system, and an Anglo-Saxon settlement. A
Palaeolithic handaxe is also known.
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6.3.52 Whilst quarrying has already removed some nationally significant archaeological
sites, there is still a large area of unquarried gravel which may produce further
significant archaeological evidence. Cropmarks and sites identified in the west of the
study area include undated pits, linear features and enclosures, a cremation burial,
Mesolithic, Neolithic and Bronze Age artefacts, a possible Bronze Age barrow and a
Neolithic long barrow, suggesting that the ritual use of the landscape continues in this
area. To the south-west further prehistoric and medieval cropmarks can be seen and in
the south, Neolithic pits, a stone axe, an Anglo-Saxon settlement and inhumation
burial, an Iron Age to Saxon ditch and a Bronze Age settlement underlying that
dating to the Saxon period, have all been identified.
6.3.53 To the east there is an extensive area of Iron Age and Romano-British cropmarks,
mainly representing a field system but with some smaller enclosures. A Bronze Age
burial and Neolithic and Bronze Age finds have also been located here. A Neolithic
mortuary enclosure has been identified just to the east of the quarried area on the
gravel/alluvial boundary.
6.3.54 The second gravel island in the study area, of which the southern part is currently
being quarried, has produced a number of Mesolithic, Neolithic and Bronze Age
finds. There are also a number of rectangular enclosures which may be post-medieval
stock enclosures. These are all located to the north of the quarried area but will be
removed by any subsequent quarrying here.
6.3.55 If further quarrying takes place in this area the known sites discussed above will be
affected and there is considerable potential for further unknown features of
prehistoric date to be located beneath the alluvium. For example, the cursus
mentioned above stops at the edge of the gravel island, and whilst not recorded during
quarrying to the north, may survive below the alluvium in the unquarried area to the
south. Given the significance of the archaeological deposits excavated here and the
date and attribution of the unquarried cropmarks, it is likely therefore that further
significant remains will be found here.

Sutton Courtney – Sand and Gravel – Active Phase I (figure 12x)
6.3.56 The Sutton Courtney ROMP study area is mainly made up of river terrace gravels,
apart from the area on which Didcot Power Station sits in the south of the study area.
Previous quarrying in the area has removed the sand and gravel in all but two small
areas in the west and a small area in the south-east of the study area. Looking further
afield, unquarried areas lie under the village of Sutton Courtney to the west and under
Appleford to the east. Small areas also lie in the north to the south of the Thames and
to the east of Didcot power station.
6.3.57 Within the quarried part of the study area relatively few archaeological sites have
been recorded, though this probably reflects the lack of archaeological recording of
the earlier phases of extraction. Those present include a Roman linear settlement and
aggregate field system in the south, linear features and pits and an undated enclosure
in the west and north-west, a Bronze Age palstave in the north, Iron Age pottery in
the east and an undated field system close to the centre point of the study area.
6.3.58 Outside of and just to the north-west of the study area between it and the Thames, a
Roman rubbish pit and mammoth tooth, possible Roman cremation burials and
pottery, Saxon ditches and post-holes, rectilinear enclosures, a Saxon inhumation
cemetery and a Bronze Age ring ditch have been discovered. To the north-east of the
study area a possible Roman villa has been discovered next to the Thames close to a
double concentric circle cropmark. Still to the north, but further south, a large
cropmark complex has been identified, associated with a Neolithic stone axe, a late
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Bronze Age to Saxon complex, a Bronze Age Beaker burial, a hoard of Iron Age
currency bars, Roman trackways and inhumations, a Roman coin hoard and a pewter
hoard and a middle Saxon inhumation cemetery just to the west of Appleford. An
Iron Age/Roman field system has been located to the south of this, just east of and
extending into the study area.
6.3.59 In the unquarried areas in the north-west of the study area, south of the Thames and
east of Sutton Courtney, Bronze Age implements have been found, an undated
enclosure identified and an Anglo-Saxon burial site associated with a dense area of
linear and curvilinear cropmarks plotted. In the unquarried area to the north, a Bronze
Age ring ditch and Roman pottery have been recorded and to the south-west, within
the unquarried part of the study area, the rest of the Roman linear settlement and
aggregate field system seen extending from the quarried area. To the west of this lies
an Iron Age settlement. In the south-east lies an area of linear features representing a
probable Iron Age/Romano-British farmstead and field system. It can be seen,
therefore, that if further quarrying were to take place in the study area and its
surroundings significant archaeological sites will be affected.

Ewelme – Sand and Gravel – Active Phase II (figure 12y)
6.3.60 This ROMP is for sand and gravel, although no Sand and Gravel deposits are mapped
here on the GIS, which only shows the surrounding chalk. The ROMP lies to the
south-east of the historic village core of Ewelme and is crossed by Swan’s Way. Two
previous quarries exist to the north and south of the centre point which partially
overlays the chalk finger in this area. The only archaeological sites recorded within
the quarried area are a Roman coin and pottery. Three archaeological sites/records lie
on the chalk in the north and north-west, a possible limeworks, a Mesolithic flint
implement/Neolithic pottery and a Roman coin and coin hoard.

Ambrose Farm – Chalk – Active Phase I (figure 12z)
6.3.61 The centre of this ROMP lies on an area of chalk which mainly covers the eastern and
south eastern part of the study area. A small pre-existing chalk quarry exists to the
south-east of the centre point. Whilst no archaeological sites lie within the footprint of
the quarry, the Icknield Way forms its north-western boundary and runs right through
the centre of the study area in a NE-SW direction. The rest of the archaeological
resource in the study area is made up of a flint scatter in the north and a Roman coin
in the south. The presence of the Roman road increases the archaeological potential of
this ROMP.

Caversham – Sand and Gravel – Active Phase I (figure 12aa)
6.3.62 The ROMP at Caversham is surrounded by the urban area of Reading on three sides,
with Sonning Common forming its north-eastern boundary. The river terrace gravels
within the study area run NE-SW through the study area. The whole of the resource
within the study area has already been quarried away for both limestone and sand and
gravel. Quarrying has also removed all the resource to the south-west and up to
Sonning Eye in the north-east. The only area which can potentially be subject to
further quarrying, which is not under settlement, is to the north-east of Sonning Eye
where the gravels extend in a narrowing strip to Shiplake.
6.3.63 Archaeological features removed by quarrying include a Roman well and finds in the
extreme south-west of the quarried area. Within, and just to the north of, the study
area quarrying has removed late prehistoric ditches and pits and undated cropmarks
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and a Palaeolithic core, waste flake and handaxe have been found. In a distinct area of
quarrying, just to the north-east of the study area, a series of Saxon timbers and peat
deposits were found.
6.3.64 To the north-east of the study area, in the area of sand and gravel away from
settlement areas, which could be quarried in the future, a number of sites have been
identified; a barrow cemetery, two sets of cropmarks with pits, linear features and
enclosures and an Iron Age flint artefact. There is therefore the possibility that
significant archaeological deposits could be affected in these areas if quarrying were
to take place.
6.4

Extant permissions not already quarried

6.4.1

The Minerals and Waste Local Plan for 2006 identifies four main areas for potential
future extraction (see Figure 13, and figures 13a-13e for detailed maps), divided into
8 mapped areas. All are in sand and gravel areas and are within areas which have
already seen at least some extraction. Each of these areas was polygonised within the
GIS and the archaeological potential of each is discussed below. The areas assessed
here are originally divided into two main designations:
• Areas where the principle of new sand and gravel quarrying is accepted. Exact
boundaries will be determined at planning application stage.
• Areas (resolved) to be permitted subject to agreement.

6.4.2

The majority of areas where planning permission has been accepted in principle and
labelled ‘areas permitted or already worked’ have already been quarried. The extent
of this quarrying has been indicated below and the assessment of these quarried areas
is included within the high level assessment in Section 3. However, some of these
areas have not yet been quarried and the archaeological potential of these areas are
discussed below along with areas labelled ‘areas resolved to be permitted subject to
agreement’ and ‘areas to be submitted subject to agreement’ which have also yet to be
quarried. This ensures that only potential impacts from future quarrying are
considered here.

Sutton Courtenay (figure 13a)
6.4.3

The map for this area shows a large area labelled ‘area permitted or already worked’
which has already been quarried apart from a small area along the western edge
which contains no known archaeological sites. A small area in the south east is
labelled ‘area to be permitted subject to agreement’. This area has been fully quarried
since permission was granted in 2006. The exception is a very small area extending
south of the quarried area. No archaeological sites are recorded in this area. The
archaeological potential of this area has been assessed as part of the Sutton Courtney
ROMP.

Sutton W ick (figure 13b)
6.4.4

There are three areas allocated as ‘area where the principle of new sand and gravel
working is accepted in an area of previous quarrying’ (annotated as ‘area to be
permitted subject to agreement’ on figure 13b). One of these lies in the south-east and
has already been quarried, one to the north of this has been partially quarried and one
to the west has not been quarried. The majority of the areas labelled ‘permitted areas
or already worked’ have been quarried except for a small island of gravel in the south
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east. The topographic location of this area suggests in may have a high archaeological
potential.
6.4.5

The archaeological potential of this area has been assessed as part of the Sutton Wick
ROMP. It is very rich archaeologically, with significant archaeological sites already
removed and with the potential for further sites to be discovered. However, within the
unquarried area to the east no known archaeological features have been recorded,
although this is probably because of the masking effects of the alluvium in this area.
Within the quarried area labelled ‘area permitted or already worked’ just to the east of
this area, a number of sites have been recorded on the gravel island here. These
included three areas of finds of Mesolithic, Neolithic and Bronze Age date (10372,
10456, 10455) and a possible site of a Roman stock enclosure (11120). A number of
rectangular features and curvilinear ditches can also be seen from the NMP data. The
western unquarried strip is also mainly covered by alluvium but contains a prehistoric
cremation burial and trackway (6295), and a number of undated linear features are
shown on the NMP.

Stanton Harcourt (figure 13c)
6.4.6

All of the large area of ‘permitted or already worked permissions’ have already been
quarried. There are four areas defined as ‘area where the principle of new sand and
gravel working is accepted’ (annotated as ‘area to be permitted subject to agreement’
on figure 13b), along the extensively quarried Windrush valley. They are allocated at
the edges of previously/currently quarried areas. The north western most area
identified is just to the south-east of Ducklington. To the east of this area a large area
is identified at Gill Mill. This has also mainly been quarried, except for a very small
area currently being extracted in the south adjacent to the River Windrush, within the
Hardwick ROMP. This area contains dense Iron Age and Roman features. The
potential for significant remains to be present in any part of this area has been
discussed above and is generally high.

6.4.7

An area of permitted quarry lies at the centre of the Linch Hill and Watkins Farm
ROMP 1 km radius. This area has already been quarried.

6.4.8

The fourth area is labelled ‘area resolved to be permitted subject to agreement’ and
lies to the south near Stonehenge Farm. Much of the permitted area has already been
quarried apart from a strip to the east. The north of this as yet unquarried strip lies just
within an area of very dense cropmarks plotted on the NMP and recorded on the HER
as a prehistoric to Romano-British linear settlement. The site itself includes a section
of curving double ditched parallel linear features, other linear features and some
square enclosures and part of a line of possible pit-like features. The archaeological
potential in this area is therefore likely to be high.

Cassington (Y arnton Area) (figure 13d)
6.4.9

There is a small area of permitted quarrying subject to agreement. This is made up of
a small area of unquarried land to the east of Oxey Mead, overlain with alluvium. The
Duke’s Cut canal forms its southern boundary out of which (based on its location) a
mammoth tusk was found. However the quarried area immediately to the west is very
rich archaeologically and it is likely that this area will also contain significant
archaeological deposits. Most of the quarry permissions in this area are made up of
areas which are ‘permitted or already worked’. Some of these areas are already
quarried but a large area in the middle is not. This area is overlain with alluvium and
contains a number of known archaeological sites: a possible Roman villa,
Mesolithic/Bronze Age lithic scatters, a prehistoric mortuary enclosure and associated
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inhumations, a multi-period settlement, a Bronze Age settlement with ring ditches
and a post-medieval field system. The archaeological potential in this unquarried area
is therefore high.

Caversham area (figure 13e)
6.4.10 All this area has been quarried.
6.5
6.5.1

Nominated sites
A ‘list of possible minerals sites’ has been recently prepared by Oxfordshire County
Council in response to a public consultation exercise (see Section 1.3). The list
contains a total of 47 sites in the sand and gravel area, 8 soft sand sites and a total of 9
crushed rock sites. The locations of these sites have been plotted on figure 14. A
quick review of the impact of each of these nominated sites on the known
archaeological resource has been undertaken for each.

Sand and Gravel
SG-01 Land west of A420, Faringdon (Bedrock sand and gravels)
6.5.2

This site lies within the Sandhills ROMP study area and the only known
archaeological site within it is a series of undated pits and enclosures.
Sg-02 Land West of Wicklesham and south of A420 (Bedrock sand and gravel)

6.5.3

This site lies within the Sandhills ROMP study area, no archaeological sites have
been identified within the nominated site area.
SG-03 Land adjacent to Benson Marina (terrace sand and gravels)

6.5.4

Only an identified linear feature has been recorded within this nominated area
SG-04 Land at Mead Farm

6.5.5

This is a small area of land to the south of Yarnton which contains no recorded
archaeological sites. The lack of cropmarks recorded from the NMP may well be due
to the fact that any features within the sands and gravels may be obscured by the
alluvium which covers this area.
SG-05 Land to the east of Cassington quarry

6.5.6

This is a small area to the south of Yarnton sandwiched between the railway and
Northern bypass to the east of the quarried Oxey Mead. One archaeological site has
been identified along its western edge, an undated linear field system. The lack of
cropmarks recorded from the NMP may well be due to the fact that any features
within the sands and gravels may be obscured by the alluvium which covers this area.
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SG-06 Extensions to Sutton Wick
6.5.7

These are two small areas within the Sutton Wick ROMP study area in an area which
has already been extensively quarried. The northerly of the two appears to lie mostly
within an area which has been at least partially quarried, and no archaeological
features have been recorded within this area. The southerly area lies just to the south
of an area of quarrying and to the south of a gravel island and again has no
archaeological features recorded within it. In both sites the sands and gravels are
covered with alluvium which may have masked any features below it from detection
during the NMP. Quarrying in the area has discovered a number of significant sites –
see the Sutton Wick ROMP study area.
SG-08 Land at Lower Road, Church Hanborough

6.5.8

The nominated site is split into three adjacent sites, two to the east of Lower Road
north-west of Cassington and one to the west, extending up the Evenlode Valley. The
site to the west of the road contains an undated, presumably Bronze Age ring ditch
(2952), an Iron Age settlement (2932), the site of a Bronze Age cemetery (10771) and
a Mesolithic core. It lies just to the east of an existing quarried area where further
Mesolithic finds have been made and a round barrow cemetery (10764), a Bronze
Age disc barrow, a hengiform Neolithic/Bronze Age monument (10765) and an Iron
Age settlement (2935) are known.

6.5.9

To the east of the Lower Road undated, but probably prehistoric, oval and circular
enclosures (2963), an undated, probably Bronze Age, ring ditch (2953) and undated
enclosures have been identified. The site of Eynsham paper mill (2961) may also
extend into the area.

6.5.10 The area west of Lower Road has known potential to contain significant
archaeological sites. It is likely that this is also the case for the area to the east of the
Road.
SG-09 Land north of Drayton St. Leonard and Berinsfield
6.5.11 A number of sites have been identified within the HER for this area, comprising a
Bronze Age circular enclosure with a double concentric ring ditch, probably a barrow
(6864), other possible barrows (6112, 6078), undated enclosures, linear features and
parallel lines (6044), (6081). Any quarrying here will disturb known features of
archaeological significance.

SG-11 Land east of Spring Lane, Sonning Eye
6.5.12 A barrow cemetery has been identified in the centre of this site (7823). Iron Age
artefacts (7873) and further undated cropmarks (7824, 7859) have also been
identified. Quarrying to the west of the site discovered a multiperiod occupation site
with evidence dating from the early Mesolithic to the early medieval period,
including inhumation burials, Saxon timbers and peat deposits. Any quarrying here
will disturb known features of archaeological significance.
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SG-12 Land south of Chazey Wood, Mapledurham
6.5.13 This site lies on the edge of Reading and contains a Bronze Age barrow cemetery
(10902) and an undated circular enclosure (8106). Any quarrying here will disturb
known features of archaeological significance.
Sg-13 Land at Shillingford (terrace sands and gravels)
6.5.14 This nominated site comprises three areas. The largest, to the east, contains a number
of sites recorded on the HER and an area of cropmarks plotted by the NMP. The
cropmarks show a possible Romano-British settlement (7006) with rectangular
enclosures and perhaps elements of a related field system. Also within the area are
two long barrows (7065, 7064), a late Bronze Age pit and an unrelated, undated ditch
seen during the laying of the Chalgrove to East Ilsley pipeline (23402), with a further
undated linear feature also recorded in the area. Just outside the area immediately to
its east a Roman burial has been found, suggesting that more such features may be
present in the vicinity (6963), and a findspot of Roman pottery is also recorded.
6.5.15 Of the two smaller areas to the west of Warborough that to the east lies just south of a
Neolithic mortuary enclosure (380) and contains the recently-discovered cropmarks
of a Roman settlement enclosure and associated trackway. That to the west contains a
possible Bronze Age ring ditch, a linear ditch and a pit (11044). It also lies close to a
hoard of Iron Age gold cons (7239) and a findspot of Roman spoons. Warborough
itself nearby has a rich archaeological resource including a possible Neolithic cursus
and settlement, Bronze Age round barrows and a Roman settlement. More
importantly, recent extensive geophysical survey has shown the existence of a minor
Roman road and associated settlement enclosures linked to comparable features lining
the main Roman road approaching Dorchester from the south-east, together forming a
very substantial eastern ‘suburb’ of the Roman town of Dorchester, which lies just
over the river Thame to the west.
6.5.16 From sites known within the nominated sites and close by it is likely that any
quarrying within this nominated site runs the risk of disturbing significant
archaeological remains.
SG-14 Land at Stonehenge Farm, Northmoor
6.5.17 This area is currently being quarried
Sg-15 Dairy Farm, Clanfield
6.5.18 This is a large area which extends to the north of the Thames and along Black
Bourton Brook. Either side of the brook there are a number of cropmark sites,
including an undated settlement, linear features and trackways (2163), a postmedieval drainage system (2233), a further undated settlement complex in the south
(4749), an undated trackway (1934), undated rectilinear enclosures and trackways
91907), a Bronze Age ring ditch (1935), an unusual large oval ‘Burroway-type
enclosure’ dating to the late Iron Age (204) and a Neolithic ground stone axe. Any
quarrying of this site will disturb known features of potential archaeological
significance.
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SG-16 Land at Stonehouse Farm, north-east of Cassington quarry
6.5.19 This is quite a large area stretching from the south of Yarnton to the railway. No
archaeological sites have been recorded in this area. The lack of cropmarks recorded
from the NMP may well be due to the fact that any features within the sands and
gravels may be obscured by the alluvium which covers this area.
SG-17 Land at Culham
6.5.20 This area has a number of small areas of cropmarks which are not recorded on the
HER and comprising small areas of linear features and circular cropmarks, the latter
occurring both singly or in groups, some of which could be Bronze Age barrows,
others enclosures. There are also a number of rectangular enclosures with internal
features. Those sites recorded on the HER include a possible Bronze Age barrow
cemetery (81) and a series of undated strip lynchets (7483). Any quarrying in this
area may affect potentially significant deposits, especially associated with the barrow
cemetery.
SG-18 Land at Standlake
6.5.21 No sites have been identified within this area either by the HER or NMP, but it lies in
an otherwise rich archaeological landscape as shown by the numerous cropmarks
plotted in the vicinity. The sand and gravel here is overlain by alluvium which may be
masking archaeological features from detection.
SG-19 Bridge Farm, Appleford
6.5.22 This area lies just to the north of an extensive quarry. Only one cropmark, a
rectangular enclosure, has been identified from the NMP, but not allocated a number
on the HER. The HER records one site, a possible Bronze Age ring ditch (7567).
Quarrying has the potential to affect significant archaeological deposits in this area.

SG-20 Land between Eynsham and Cassington
6.5.23 This area contains no identified archaeological sites, with the exception of the
findspot of a Palaeolithic handaxe (3001). However, the sands and gravels here are
covered by alluvium which may be masking features from identification through the
NMP.
SG - 20a Wharf Farm, Cassington
6.5.24 This area contains the site of Somerford deserted medieval settlement (8667) and an
associated mill and an undated enclosure (8906). Just to its north lies the site of an
Anglo-Saxon Sunken Featured Building at Tolley’s Pit (10763). A post-medieval
wharf lies on its northern edge and a canal lock has been erroneously plotted within
the centre of this site away from the canal (2715). The sands and gravels here are
covered by alluvium which may be masking further features from identification
through the NMP. Just to the north and east of this site, in an area not covered by
alluvium, lies a very distinct area of cropmarks within the site of a previous quarry
which is not recorded on the HER. This appears to represent an enclosed prehistoric
settlement with round houses and many internal features.
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6.5.25 The known presence of the Somerford DMV and close proximity of both the Sunken
Featured Building and an enclosed prehistoric settlement makes it likely that
significant archaeological remains are present within this site, perhaps masked by
alluvium.
SG-20b Land at Eynsham
6.5.26 A Neolithic settlement and stone axe (2771) and a Bronze Age to Iron Age settlement
and Iron Age pottery have been identified in the centre of this site (2888). Any
quarrying on this site may therefore affect significant, known archaeological deposits.
SG-21 Beef Unit Extension, Gill Mill, Witney
6.5.27 This area along the Windrush valley has seen extensive quarrying. This area contains
a number of linear and circular cropmarks including three Bronze Age ring ditches
(1687/8), an Iron Age farmstead (1799) and an undated series of linear features and
enclosures (1686). Any quarrying on this site may therefore affect significant, known
archaeological deposits.
SG – 22 Ducklington Farm, extension to Gill Mill Quarry, Witney
6.5.28 This area along the Windrush valley has seen extensive quarrying. No cropmarks
have been identified in this area, probably due to the presence of the alluvial layer
which covers the sand and gravel here and may be masking earlier sites. No sites have
been identified on the HER.
SG 24 Windrush North, western extension to Gill Mill Quarry
6.5.29 This area along the Windrush valley has seen extensive quarrying. This area contains
a number of linear and circular cropmarks including an undated trackway (1812), two
complexes of rectangular, circular and oval enclosures (1696, 1697) and a complex of
undated linear features.
SG – 34 Part Springhill Farm, extension to Gill Mill Quarry
6.5.30 This area along the Windrush valley has seen extensive quarrying. This site contains
no known archaeological finds or cropmarks.
SG – 27 Vicarage Pit, Cogges Lane, Stanton Harcourt
6.5.31 This site lies in an area which has seen extensive quarrying. Part of the southern part
of the nominated site has already been quarried, revealing extensive archaeological
remains including a barrow cemetery (6636), Neolithic enclosure (6610) and a
Roman settlement (6861), amongst others. The edge of an extensive series of
cropmarks extends from the existing quarry into the nominated site and includes a
series of pits (6618) and various enclosures (6619) which may be associated with the
barrow cemetery to the south. A dense collection of pits and other features can also be
seen to the north of this which does not have a HER point associated with it. A further
complex of features has been identified as a series of possible medieval and postmedieval quarries (1822). Part of this site lies within the 1 km radius of Hardwick
ROMP and lies just to the north of the Dix Pit ROMP.
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SG-28 Guy Lakes north, adjacent to B4449, Stanton Harcourt
6.5.32 This site lies in an area which has seen extensive quarrying which has shown high
potential for significant archaeological remains to be present. No features have been
identified within the site but the sand and gravel in this area is masked by alluvium.
Part of this site lies within the 1 km radius of Hardwick ROMP.
SG-29 Sutton Farm, Sutton, Stanton Harcourt
6.5.33 Half this area is covered with alluvium which may be masking any archaeological
features; only one linear feature has been identified in this area. In the west where
there is no alluvium a cropmark complex comprises various undated linear features
(2876), an undated ring ditch (2755) and a possible Anglo-Saxon settlement (11332).
Any quarrying on this site may therefore affect significant, known archaeological
deposits.
SG-30 Home Farm, Brighthampton, Standlake
6.5.34 An extensive series of cropmarks has been identified to the north of this site and
excavated as part of quarrying. The cropmarks formed a prehistoric and Roman
settlement complex (2016) which extends into this site. A barrow cemetery was also
identified close by (2977) and a further series of enclosures has been identified on the
site (2066). Any quarrying on this site may therefore affect significant, known
archaeological deposits.
SG-31 Land east of Sutton, Stanton Harcourt
6.5.35 This site contains a number of identified archaeological sites and cropmarks:
• The site of a post-medieval watermill by the Thames (2779).
• A series of undated trackways, linear features and enclosures (2809, 2881/2,
2851).
• Findspots of Roman pottery (2758, 2762) a Mesolithic tool (2873) and Bronze
Age implements (2776).
• A Romano-British trackway (2807) with associated enclosures.
6.5.36 Any quarrying on this site may therefore affect known archaeological deposits.
SG-32 Off Downs Road (adjacent to Standlake Arena), Standlake
6.5.37 This site is small but contains part of a Bronze Age barrow cemetery (2977) and
therefore any quarrying here may affect significant, known archaeological deposits.
SG-33 Land south of Wallingford, New Barn Farm, Cholsey
6.5.38 A number of linear cropmarks have been identified on this site, including an undated
trackway (8272).
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SG-36 Land at Friars Farm, Stanton Harcourt
6.5.39 This site has a number of linear features, pits and one enclosure plotted by the NMP
but the only HER reference is to an undated ring ditch (2798). A Mesolithic axe
(8169) and a Roman coin have been found on the site. The south-western half of the
site is covered by alluvium which could mask archaeological features. Any quarrying
on this site may therefore affect known archaeological deposits.
SG-37 Land at Grandpont and South Hinksey
6.5.40 This site includes the terrace gravels associated with the Hinksey stream and runs
along the railway. No archaeological sites have been identified within the site. It
appears that the northern part of this site has already been quarried.
SG-38 Land at Rectory and Ansell’s Farm, Langford and Home Farm, Kelmscott
6.5.41 This is a large area with many cropmark complexes. To the east of the road from
Longford to Grafton there are a Neolithic causewayed enclosure (75), a Bronze Age
ring ditch (2201) and a Roman settlement (2200). A further dense complex of
cropmarks not recorded on the HER lies to the south east of the Roman settlement. It
includes a possible late Neolithic henge (2144) associated with a variety of linear
features and enclosures with possible hut circles representing an undated settlement
(2142, 2143).
6.5.42 To the west of the road undated cropmarks in the form of linear features, trackways
and enclosures including hut circles, have been plotted over much of the area (2343,
2331, 2323, 2138, 2139, 10020, and 2342). Further complex and dense cropmark
complexes have been identified as an Iron Age and Romano-British settlement with
two foci (103), a series of linears, pits and a Neolithic causewayed enclosure (2335).
6.5.43 Any quarrying on this site will therefore affect significant, known archaeological
deposits.
SG-39 Land off Aston Road, Brighthampton, Standlake
6.5.44 Most of this site lies under a band of alluvium. A number of linear features possibly
defining trackways have been identified from the NMP, and the HER records undated
rectilinear enclosures and linear features (2030). Away from the alluvium, cropmarks
have been identified as a possible Saxon settlement complex with Sunken Featured
Buildings, pits and enclosures (2015). Any quarrying on this site will therefore affect
significant, known archaeological deposits.
SG-41 Land north of Lower Radley
6.5.45 The site contains a series of cropmarks in the form of both linear features and
enclosures, including a possible ring ditch. Archaeological work along the route of
the Abingdon pipeline, which crosses the site, revealed multiperiod features including
pits, post-holes, storage pits and field system ditches, with evidence recorded from
the early Mesolithic through to the Roman period (12698). A long barrow and
Romano-British cremation urn have been found in the north of the site. A further
findspot of Neolithic to Bronze Age flint flakes have also been noted in the strip of
alluvium covering the eastern half of the site. Any quarrying on this site may
therefore affect significant, known archaeological deposits.
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Sg-42 Nuneham Courtenay
6.5.46 The majority of the sand and gravel on this site is covered by alluvium which may be
masking archaeological features. Away from the alluvial area only a few small linear
and curvilinear features can be seen from the NMP.
SG-47 Land at Wallingford, Benson
6.5.47 This nominated area is split into two by Shillingford Road. The only archaeological
site recorded for the smaller area to the east of the road is a Lower Palaeolithic
handaxe (392). In the large area to the west of the road a series of artefacts dating
from the Neolithic through to the Roman period have been found (6967). Just to the
south of the nominated site a small cluster of archaeological sites are recorded
including a Bronze Age inhumation with a Beaker (496), a Neolithic axehead and a
further Bronze Age Beaker and Roman and prehistoric finds. This suggests that
significant Bronze Age archaeological features may extend into this part of the
nomination site.
SG-53 land north of Didcot perimeter road
6.5.48 This site contains a complex of linear cropmarks, a trackway, pits and rectangular
enclosures, recorded as an undated farmstead complex, probably later prehistoric to
Roman in date (1071). Any quarrying on this site may therefore affect known
archaeological deposits. The north-western part of the site lies within the 1 km radius
of the Sutton Courtney ROMP.
SG 56 Thrupp Lane, Radley
6.5.49 This area is currently being quarried. No archaeological features have been identified
here from the NMP or HER.
SG-57 New Barn farm, Cholsey
6.5.50 This is a very small area and is covered with alluvium. No archaeological features
have been identified within this site.
SG – 58 Chestleton Farm, Clanfield
6.5.51 This site includes a number of cropmarks plotted from the NMP. In the centre of the
site is an extensive area of cropmarks representing a Roman settlement (2118) with
elements of a field system. Throughout this area are undated and unattributed circular
cropmarks, sometimes in isolation and sometimes conjoined. Some have been
recorded in the HER, including a conjoined example associated with linear features
(2154, 2226). Other miscellaneous rectangular enclosures and linear features (2110,
2225), and a linear feature associated with a macula (2221, 2145), also lie within the
area.
6.5.52 Any quarrying on this site may therefore affect significant, known archaeological
deposits.
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SG- 58a Manor Farm, Clanfield
6.5.53 This site includes a number of cropmarks plotted from the NMP. In the eastern half of
the site is an extensive area of cropmarks which appear to show parts of a field
system and settlement with enclosures and trackways (2165). Numerous smaller
cropmarks of linear features, curvilinear and rectangular enclosures (2203, 2161,
2157, 2156), a small double ringed circular enclosure (2158) and a Bronze Age
curvilinear enclosure (2238) are present. Roman pottery and coins have also been
found in the area.
6.5.54 The western part of the site also contains a number of cropmarks including an
extensive, dense series of linear features and regular and irregular enclosures
representing an Iron Age settlement, field system and droveways (89). Also in the
area is a further series of linear features and enclosures representing undated hut
circles within an enclosure (2155). Other features include an undated rectangular
enclosure amongst a series of linear features (2162) and an undated pennanular
enclosure (2160). The area also includes a Bronze Age bowl barrow (2080).
6.5.55 Any quarrying on this site may therefore affect significant, known archaeological
deposits.
SG-59 Stadhampton
6.5.56 This site lies in a loop of the River Thame and contains a number of undated, small
enclosures (6091). Any quarrying on this site may therefore affect known
archaeological deposits.
SG 60 White Cross Farm, Wallingford
6.5.57 No cropmarks or HER sites have been identified within the site. Part of the eastern
half of the site lies under alluvium which may be masking archaeological features.
SG-61 Mains Motors, Ewelme
6.5.58 On the geology map used for the GIS this area lies just off the chalk but within the
joint study areas of the Ewelme and Ambrose Farm ROMPS. No archaeological
deposits are recorded within the aggregate areas.
SG-62 Appleford, Didcot
6.5.59 The site lies next to an existing quarry. Within the quarried area close to the boundary
of the present site a Romano-British enclosure and field system were recovered
(1072). It is possible that that site extends into the north-east of the nominated site
where linear features, square enclosures and a large semi-circular double ditched
enclosure have been plotted by the NMP. Any quarrying on this site may therefore
affect significant, known archaeological deposits.
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Soft Sand
SS-01 Tubworth Barn, Tubney (Bedrock sand and gravels)
6.5.60 No archaeological sites have been identified here.
SS-03 Hatford Site, Sandy Lane, Hatford
6.5.61 Most of this site lies within the 1 km area associated with the Stanford in the Vale
ROMP. One site has been identified within it, a possible Roman wall and pottery
(9696). Quarrying to the north of this site revealed prehistoric to Roman settlements.
SS-04 Land at Pine Woods Road, Kingston Bagpuize
6.5.62 A possible medieval or post-medieval rabbit warren has been identified on this site
and Bronze Age spearheads and pottery have been recovered here.
SS-05 Land at Kingston Bagpuize
6.5.63 A number of archaeological discoveries have been recorded on the GIS for this area.
These comprise a Bronze Age field system and pits (1029), a Bronze Age flint
arrowhead and lithic scatter, the site of a Roman villa (1011) and a Roman trackway
(1133). Any quarrying on this site may therefore affect known significant
archaeological deposits.
SS-06 Dun’s Tew Quarry northern extension
6.5.64 The site lies within the joint area associated with the Duns Tew – Horsehay and Blue
Barn Farm ROMPs. No archaeological features have been identified on the site
SS-07 Home Farm, Shellingford
6.5.65 This site lies partially within the Stanford-in-the-Vale ROMP area. No archaeological
sites have been identified within the site.
SS-08 Shellingford Quarry
6.5.66 This site lies partially within the Stanford-in-the-Vale ROMP area. No archaeological
sites have been identified within the site.
SS-12 Land at Chinham Farm, Faringdon
6.5.67 No archaeological sites have been identified within these two areas, although
archaeological features have been identified during quarrying to the south (Bronze
Age inhumation burials and ring ditches) and west (a large Romano-British
settlement or villa at Bowling Green farm). It is possible therefore that this site also
has the potential to contain archaeological features.
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Crushed Rock
CR-01 Merton Grounds Farm, Wendlebury
6.5.68 On the geology map used for the GIS this area does not coincide with any of the
aggregate geologies.
SS-02 Stuart Farm extension, Whitehill Quarry, Burford
6.5.69 On the geology map used for the GIS only part of this site coincides with any of the
aggregate geologies, in this case Limestone. Within the limestone area a Roman
cemetery (7117) has been recorded in the north alongside the Roman road of Akeman
Street which runs through the site. Any quarrying on this site may therefore affect
significant, known archaeological deposits.
CR-06 Western extension to Hatford Quarry, Sandy Lane
6.5.70 Part of this site is shown as a current quarry. No sites are known within the
unquarried area but a prehistoric to Roman settlement was discovered within the
quarried part (9705), suggesting that the unquarried area has potential to contain
archaeological features.
CR-03 Southern extension to Rollright Quarry
6.5.71 This site is currently being quarried and lies within the Rollright ROMP study area.
CR-07 Adjacent to Whitehill Quarry, Burford
6.5.72 On the geology map used for the GIS no aggregate geologies are recorded here.
6.5.73 The Roman Road, Akeman Street does form part of the southern boundary of the site
which suggests that the site may have archaeological potential.
CR-08 Castle Barn, Sarsden
6.5.74 These two small areas have no known archaeological features within them; although a
Bronze Age round barrow has been identified just to the north of the northernmost
area.
CR-09 Great Tew Estate, Great Tew
6.5.75 On the geology map used for the GIS no aggregate geologies are recorded here.
CR-10 Burford Quarry south west extension, Burford
6.5.76 On the geology map used for the GIS no aggregate geologies are recorded here.
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CR-11 Hatford northern extension, Hatford
6.5.77

6.6

A number of sites are recorded within this site on the HER, including an Iron Age
settlement (9697), an Iron Age to Roman settlement with inhumation burials (10816)
and a series of undated linears (9684). Any quarrying on this site may therefore affect
significant, known archaeological deposits.

Extensive areas of proposed quarrying

6.6.1

By dividing these nominated sites up into their component parts it is easy to miss the
areas which now have large concentrations of nominated sites and/or sites with
permission. Within these areas, if all the nominated and permissive sites are quarried,
there will be significant impacts to large continuous areas of the archaeological
resource and historic landscape.

6.6.2

The areas of sand and gravel deposits which may be extensively quarried in the future
lie within the valleys of the Thames tributaries; along and close by the Windrush
(Figure 15), along the Black Bourton Brook, Langford Brook and their tributaries
(Figure 16) and along the whole of the lower Evenlode valley to its confluence with
the Thames (Figure 17).

6.6.3

Within the northern part of the lower Windrush lie the nominated sites SG 28, SG 27,
SG 24, SG 34, SG 23, SG 22, SG 21 and the two permitted sites at Gill Mill. Sites
within the vicinity include SG 36, SG 29, SG 31 to the north-east and SG 39, SG 30
and SG 32 to the south-west. Also within the valley are the Hardwick, Dix Pit and
Linch Hill and Watkins Farm ROMPS, although much of these have been quarried
out. Much of the Windrush valley has already been quarried and has been found to be
a very rich archaeological landscape (see above) and these proposed, future quarries
will remove the majority of the remaining archaeological resource and historic
landscape in this valley and its vicinity.

6.6.4

In the area of the Black Bourton and Langford Brook tributaries (Figure 16) there has
been no quarrying recorded to date. The area retains its historic landscape and its
archaeological potential reflected both in the numerous cropmarks plotted on the
NMP and recorded on the HER. Proposed quarrying in this area would remove a
large area of the previously undisturbed archaeological and historic landscape through
the nominated sites of SG 38, SG 58, SG 58a and SG 15. Little archaeological work
has been carried out in this area but it contains extensive cropmarks identified from
the NMP. Upon investigation some of these could prove to be of national
significance.

6.6.5

The lower Evenlode valley to its confluence with the Thames (figure 17) has seen
relatively little quarrying. However, there are a number of large nominated sites
covering the majority of the sands and gravels along the valley. Once again this
valley is high in archaeological potential with a rich, relatively undisturbed historic
landscape which would be affected by future quarrying. The nominated sites which
would affect the majority of the valley and at its confluence are SG 08 in the northern
valley and SG 20, SG 20a and SG 20b around the historic settlements of Eynsham
and Cassington.
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7
7.1

MANAGEMENT OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE

The management process

7.1.1

By definition, the majority of intrusive work related to aggregate sites of whatever
type tends to involve complete destruction of any archaeological deposits and
material located in the areas extracted. Such destruction may sometimes be mitigated
or avoided in the case of works that relate to the infrastructure of quarries (eg roadways), rather than to the extraction areas themselves. Such mitigation would be by
design based on previously-obtained detailed knowledge of the nature of the
archaeological resource in these areas. Mitigation of the threat from extraction can be
achieved by exclusion from extraction programmes of particular areas containing
archaeological material considered to be sufficiently important (eg Scheduled
Monuments or monuments of equivalent significance) to merit such exclusion, or
where the cost of archaeological work might outweigh the value of the potential
mineral resource. These exceptions apart, total destruction of the archaeological
resource is usually anticipated.

7.1.2

Within the context of the planning policy process as outlined in Section 1.3 good
practice guidance for the management of aggregate sites is provided by Mineral
Extraction and Archaeology: A Practice Guide (Minerals and Historic Environment
Forum, 2008). The guidance follows national policy and now well-established
principles and policies:
• Early identification of the potential impacts of quarrying is a key element in
working towards the goal of achieving sustainable minerals development and
appropriate treatment of archaeological remains.
• Assessment of the proposed site early in the process is an important risk
management tool, thereby minimising the possibility of the unexpected.
• Pre-determination evaluation is necessary to allow an informed and reasonable
decision on an application.
• Only by determining the character, significance, survival and extent of the
archaeological remains can a suitable mitigation strategy and management plan
be developed which may include both preservation in situ of nationally
significant remains and/or preservation by record.

7.1.3

The Practice Guide also confirms that the decision making process should be
undertaken within the context of an environmental impact assessment (EIA) and
should be undertaken in close consultation with the relevant statutory body at all
stages if assessment.

7.1.4

The Practice Guide outlines the evaluation techniques which should be considered to
inform the planning process and guide mitigation. Evaluation may be required as part
of the EIA process to inform the planning decision, or afterwards as a condition of
planning approval. All archaeological works should be discussed and agreed with the
relevant curatorial, planning archaeologist and early consultation is advisable and
most effective.

7.1.5

Pre-determination works are listed as:
• Aerial photography transcription.
• Archaeological survey.
• Desk-based assessment.
• Evaluation trenching.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excavation (rarely).
Fieldwalking.
Geomorphological mapping.
Geophysical survey.
Palaeoenvironmental analysis (rarely).
Sediment coring (rarely).
Test pits.

7.1.6

Where nationally important remains have been identified during this process there
should be a presumption in favour of preservation in situ, rather than preservation by
record (by excavation and recording), as defined in national policy PPS5 as discussed
above. Preservation in situ could also involve preservation by design, for example by
maintaining water tables on sites with nationally significant waterlogged deposits.

7.1.7

Post-determination works are listed as:
• Archaeological survey.
• Evaluation trenching.
• Excavation.
• Palaeoenvironmental analysis.
• Sediment coring.
• Strip, map and sample.
• Test pits.
• Watching brief.

7.1.8

In reality less intensive and intrusive surveys, such as a desk-based assessment, are
carried out first. These in turn inform the decision making process about the necessity
and scope for more detailed work. The effectiveness of each technique is to a certain
extent defined by the circumstances of the site and type of archaeology and geology
(discussed further below). As the Guidance document states:
For example, linear evaluation trenches are generally effective for finding
continuous features such as field systems, enclosures, forts or large ring
ditches (Hey and Lacey 2001, 59). Conversely, they are poorly suited to
finding dispersed, small or non-continuous remains such as post-built
buildings, pits or hearths (MHEF, 2008, 13).

7.1.9

Similarly sampling frequencies used in trench evaluation will also have a significant
effect on the reliability of the results. It has been shown (Hey and Lacey 2001) that an
evaluation strategy based on a sample of 2% or 2.5% is unlikely to give results in
which confidence could be placed, while a 5% sample would allow more confidence
to be placed on the results.

7.1.10 Importantly the guidance highlights the fact that:
The quality of pre-determination archaeological information required for
proposed mineral developments is a significant consideration for developers
and curators because there is usually limited potential for amending
permissions to take account of nationally important archaeological remains
should these be found post-determination (MHEF, 2008, 13)
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7.2

Case studies

7.2.1

Three case studies have been undertaken to further discussion as to the effectiveness
of different evaluation and mitigation strategies. The case studies are discussed
below, with a detailed checklist of each type of evaluation work undertaken for each
site and their effectiveness provided in a tabulated format in Appendix 2.

7.2.2

Much of the aggregates extraction in Oxfordshire has been carried out under
permissions granted before the implementation of Planning Policy Guidance 16
(PPG16, pre-1990). In addition the level of quarrying for chalk, limestone and
ironstone has not been particularly extensive in the recent past. These factors have
restricted the selection of case studies covering a spectrum of minerals resources and
which have significant levels of archaeological investigation. Case Study 1 - Yarnton
represents large scale gravel extraction on the Thames terraces. Case Study 2 - Gill
Mill is also a gravel extraction site, although in the Windrush Valley rather than the
River Thames itself. A combined sand and limestone quarry on the Corallian Ridge
was selected as Case Study 3 - Stanford-in-the-Vale.

7.2.3

For each of the selected case studies attempts were made to identify all the associated
archaeological investigations. The search involved examination of published reports
and monographs, OA’s internal records, the HER records and information held within
the EH Investigations Index, which includes grey literature. While it is possible that
some previously unpublished and unreported work has been carried out, the level of
the search makes it unlikely that significant phases of work have been overlooked.

Case study 1 – Y arnton
Summary of the work
7.2.4

Permission was granted without any archaeological conditions in the 1980s for the
extraction of gravel from a 140 ha site between Yarnton and Cassington, partly on the
Second Gravel Terrace but with a large part on the Thames floodplain. The floodplain
was then thought not to have been used for occupation in the past and only limited
archaeological work had been carried out in the area. After an initial evaluation, an
extensive programme of excavations, largely funded by EH, extended over a 10 year
period with completion of the fieldwork on the floodplain in 1998. The project has
comprised a mixture of large scale landscape survey combined with site-specific
investigation, permitting the examination of the archaeological landscape in
considerable depth whilst still recovering an overview. All of the archaeological
investigations for the site have involved OA (previously OAU), apart from the aerial
photographic survey and geophysical surveys which were carried out by EH.
Archaeological strategy

7.2.5

In the early 1960s Professor St Joseph took a series of aerial photographs of this area
of the Thames valley. One, taken in 1962, showed a cropmark site in one of the fields
on the Second Gravel Terrace scheduled for gravel extraction. The discovery of this
photograph immediately before quarrying was due to start prompted emergency
action and the initiation of archaeological work in 1989.
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7.2.6

In September 1989, OA funded a rapid evaluation of the western two hectares within
Worton Rectory Farm field in the area scheduled for gravel extraction. Nine trenches,
representing 3% of the available area, were excavated to coincide with the cropmarks
and to assess parts of the site apparently buried beneath colluvium below the edge of
the gravel terrace. A high density of features, largely of Iron Age and Roman date,
was revealed, a sample of which was excavated by hand. The results were sufficiently
important to persuade EH to fund the rescue excavation of one hectare of the most
densely occupied area in spring 1990. This excavation revealed further Iron Age and
Roman occupation with, in addition, evidence of Saxon settlement. Subsequent
topsoil stripping by machine of a further one hectare area to the east in May 1990
revealed more Iron Age, Roman and Saxon features. Limitations on time and
financial resources meant that this area could only be dealt with in cursory fashion.

7.2.7

In autumn 1990 the eastern side of the field was stripped of topsoil and a grant from
EH allowed a further 2.5 ha to be examined, largely to investigate the Saxon
settlement, although cropmarks suggested that a late Roman enclosure was also
present. Overall, therefore, the Yarnton site comprised area excavation and
observation of c 5 ha on the second gravel terrace along with some wider survey work

7.2.8

In 1990 EH carried out an assessment of the aerial photographic record for the region.
This was followed by a programme of fieldwalking undertaken in arable fields in the
autumn of 1990 over 182 ha within the extraction area and beyond it, to provide
landscape evidence associated with the settlement site. A geophysical survey was also
undertaken and a metal detecting survey was carried out to try and detect cemeteries
from associated metalwork.

7.2.9

In 1990 a small evaluation was carried out on Yarnton Cresswell Field, which lay
immediately west of the Yarnton excavations discussed above. Twenty-four trenches
were excavated representing a 1.5% sample of an 8 ha area. Two supplementary
trenches were also excavated in the field to the south. Archaeological features were
identified in 22 of the trenches and were predominantly of later Bronze Age and
early-middle Iron Age date. An evaluation was carried out on Yarnton Floodplain in
autumn 1991 followed by an excavation of 3.5 ha of the floodplain in 1992-3
revealing domestic occupation, ceremonial monuments and burial sites dating from
the middle Neolithic to the end of the Bronze Age. A small number of later features
were also encountered.

7.2.10 In 1993 EH funded OA to undertake a machine-trenched evaluation to assess the
archaeological resource of all parts of the study area not previously investigated.
Some 340 trenches, mostly 30 m by 2 m, and 51 test-pits were excavated within an
area of 70 ha covering the pit, floodplain and gravel terrace (a c 2% sample). For the
purposes of fully understanding the settlement and landscape context of the sites
found within the gravel pit, the study area was redefined to include the adjacent site at
Worton which lies just beyond the limit of extraction to the north-west, and the land
around both the current Yarnton and the Worton settlements. The trenches were
targeted to examine Worton cropmarks, first recorded in the 1930s and visible in the
summer of 1990 to the west of the modern hamlet, and to establish the western limit
of the Bronze Age/Iron Age settlement. Palaeochannel sampling was also undertaken
to retrieve environmental data.
7.2.11 A research design was adopted following this work which led to large scale
excavation (a further 10.5 ha) and observation work (5 ha), mainly on the floodplain,
and the excavation of a substantial site on the Second Gravel Terrace (Cresswell
Field). More systematic collection of environmental evidence over the area and
methodological studies, particularly of the use of geophysical survey in alluviated
areas, was also undertaken. The results of the geophysical survey showed that this
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technique was less successful in identifying features in the alluvial areas (Linford,
2004, 250).
7.2.12 Excavations at Yarnton Cresswell Field took place in the spring of 1995. An area of
approximately 1 ha was investigated revealing a dense scatter of features representing
occupation activity from the late Bronze Age through to the middle Iron Age. Earlier
prehistoric and Saxon occupation evidence was also found. The final major
component of the Yarnton project was the Yarnton Floodplain Project B, carried out
in 1995-8. This was designed to investigate, through excavation, selected Neolithic
domestic and funerary sites on the floodplain, but it also provided more details for
later periods.
7.2.13 Some further work was carried out in 2005-6 for the Cassington West Pit Extension,
which had been evaluated as part of the Yarnton Phase 1 work. Strip, map and sample
(SMS) was carried out over 11.8 ha and various features were excavated fully.
Effectiveness of evaluation strategy
7.2.14 An analysis of the effectiveness of the different evaluation strategies to identify
Saxon remains was carried out within the report on the Saxon and medieval
excavations (Hey 2004). The results were mixed. Within the Cresswell Field area
features did not show up on aerial photographs. Fieldwalking only found Iron Age
and medieval pottery, and therefore did not reflect the underlying Saxon settlement.
Trenched evaluation failed to find the Sunken Featured Buildings and the Saxon
timber buildings were misidentified. Magnetometer survey did not find the post-built
structures but did identify the Sunken Featured Buildings.
7.2.15 At the Worton site Sunken Featured Buildings and post-in-trench buildings were
visible on the aerial photographs, although dating was not possible using this source.
Fieldwalking produced a small scatter of Saxon pottery, but it was thought that this
was a fortuitous result of recent deep ploughing of Saxon contexts, given that the
pottery would not have survived long on the surface. Magnetometer survey identified
post-in-trench buildings and other buildings, but not post-built structures. Evaluation
of a 2% sample discovered two Sunken Featured Buildings. Other trenches were
successfully targeted on the cropmarks and geophysics results.
7.2.16 It was concluded that these techniques were more effective in finding early Saxon
sites, which are more finds-rich and have a higher proportion of easily identifiable
Sunken Featured Buildings, whereas middle Saxon sites are less easy to define
because of the lack (in this region) of durable finds and because of the use of postbuilt structures. The presence of sites was much harder to predict under the alluvium
on the floodplain and within areas of silt. Metal detecting failed to find the known
inhumation cemeteries, but this was attributed to the destruction of the graves in the
period since they were first identified 150 years ago (Hey 2004, 16-18).
7.2.17 The analysis of trenching strategy concluded that:
The success of evaluation trenching for locating Saxon sites was mixed, with
no contemporary features found in Cresswell Field, but two sunken-featured
buildings at Worton. Sampling at a level of 2% is unlikely to locate dispersed
settlement of the type which characterises early Saxon settlement in the area,
except by chance (Hey and Lacey 2001). Once features have been detected
by other means, trenched evaluation to retrieve evidence of the character of
occupation features, their date and state of preservation can be very
effectively undertaken (ibid., 18).
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Discussion
7.2.18 The above synopsis of work illustrates how evaluation results and non-invasive
surveys have been used to inform the development of the mitigation strategy and to
target excavations effectively. Initially the successive phases of the project appear to
have built upon the previous one, but from 1994 a more research-oriented strategy
was adopted. The site proved to be far more complex and significant than had
originally been expected and the scope of the mitigation expanded to accommodate
this. One perceived weakness may lie in the fact that no areas of archaeological
interest were excluded from gravel extraction and there was therefore no preservation
in situ. However, as the permission for extraction pre-dates PPG16, the extent and
success of the archaeological programme is remarkable. It also showed clearly how
some evaluation techniques are better at detecting some types of archaeological
deposit with other techniques being more effective in other circumstances, although it
should be noted that the discussion here has focussed largely upon the detection of
evidence for the Anglo-Saxon period.
7.2.19 Other archaeological work was carried out in the vicinity during the period of gravel
extraction: auger survey and evaluation for the Yarnton Manor woodland scheme in
1990, and evaluation of the A40 by-pass in 1991-2 and for a recycling plant in 19967. The results of these projects have also contributed to the understanding of
development of the Yarnton and Cassington landscape.
7.2.20 This phase of work at the Cassington pit represented the first large-scale episode of
gravel extraction on the floodplain in this region and it presented the first opportunity
to investigate floodplain archaeology on any scale. The problems of detecting sites on
alluviated topographies from the surface has been known about for some time, but the
complex interrelationship between the location of early features, subsequent land use,
alluviation and colluviation has only recently been realised. The project specifically
involved methodological studies, particularly of the use of geophysical survey of the
alluvial areas. The provision of funding from EH meant that the scope of many of the
archaeological investigations was extended beyond the boundaries of the gravel
extraction area, resulting in a significant landscape study.
7.2.21 Archaeological work at Yarnton has benefited from a long-term relationship between
the developer (ARC, now Hanson Aggregates Ltd), the archaeological contractor, EH
and the local authority. With funding support from EH the results of the project are
being produced as a series of period-based volumes, of which the Saxon-Medieval
was published in 2004 and that on the Iron Age and Roman phases is about to go to
press.

Case Study2 – Gill Mill
Summary
7.2.22 Work at Gill Mill to date falls into two main blocks: work from 1988-1999 in the
north-western half of the quarry, undertaken under the terms of a pre-PPG16 planning
consent (Phase 1), and work from 2001 to the present in the south-eastern part of the
quarry, undertaken under the terms of a PPG16 planning consent (Phase 2). The area
covered by the two phases of work is very substantial, but the Phase 2 work, in
particular, has involved extensive excavation. A recently-completed Post-excavation
Assessment Report on the Phase 2 work up to 2009 has been funded by the developer
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in line with the terms of the relevant planning condition (it should be noted that the
costs of archaeological work in Phase 2 are split between the developer, Smiths, and
the owners of the block of land in question, the Stanton Harcourt Estate). At the same
time, a proposal (OA 2009) for a parallel assessment of the more disparate stages of
work undertaken in Phase 1, on the basis that it was desirable to treat the whole
quarry area as a single entity (and that parts of the principal Roman settlement within
the site lie in both Phase 1 and Phase 2 areas), was accepted by EH. This work has
been funded with money from the Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund.
Archaeological Strategy
7.2.23 OA has been involved in archaeological investigation at Gill Mill since permission
for extraction of gravel was first granted in 1988. Phase 1 of the works, which ended
in 1999 (except for periodic work in Area 13, a long-term ‘Reserve Area’), was
carried out prior to PPG16. An archaeological condition attached to the consent made
provision for evaluation and ‘further investigation’, but without any clear definition
of the nature of reporting of this work beyond identification of the need for such
reporting. There was little evidence available at that stage for any significant
archaeological remains in the area. Aerial photographs were generally unrevealing as
much of the quarry area was masked by alluvial deposits. The most prominent
indicator of potential archaeological significance was the presence of a small Roman
carved stone relief built into a 19th-century outbuilding of Gill Mill House, which lay
towards the south-eastern side of eth quarry area as then proposed.
7.2.24 The Phase 1 quarry was divided into several areas, which were evaluated in advance
of works. The exception to the evaluation programme was the Reserve Area (see
above) which has been examined in several phases of strip, map and sample (SMS).
This area provides a back-up reserve for use when there is an unusually high demand
for gravel and also serves as a location for dumping inert landfill material. The
presence of a significant Roman settlement and (to a much lesser extent) middle Iron
Age activity was soon identified and in some areas a high level of preservation of
water-logged deposits noted. The latter factor resulted in one area of the site (Area 2)
being removed from the extraction programme. This decision was based in large part
on the presence of waterlogged timbers revealed by evaluation trenching, and the
implications that related features and structures would have had for the cost of
excavation and subsequent work. More extensive excavation under watching briefs
was carried out for a number of nearby areas. The later stages of work in Phase 1 (in
Area 9 in 1997-1999) involved total stripping of the area, but since this was regarded
as ‘watching brief’ work the number of archaeological interventions that followed
recovery of the plan was quite limited.
7.2.25 The Phase 1 results, particularly deriving from the later stages of work, informed the
strategy adopted for Phase 2, which was subject to planning conditions under PPG16.
Given the known presence of significant archaeological features on the site, a
decision was made not to carry out trial trenching, but to proceed straight to area
stripping under a watching brief, in order to avoid the expense of two sets of
archaeological investigation. In the event, the work carried out was SMS. This
procedure was followed, revealing considerable variation in the density and
complexity of settlement - from 2001-2005 generally low feature densities were
recorded and the approach proved cost-effective. Thereafter, greater (and hitherto
unexpected) densities of features were encountered in one area (Tar Farm 4) and
considerable archaeological costs resulted. It is worth noting that the strategy adopted
was informed by interpretation of the nature of the large Roman settlement which
generated the vast majority of archaeological evidence. This was seen to be a linear
development based on the course of a Roman road running NE-SW across the
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Windrush valley (and first encountered in Phase 1 Area 2 in 1988). It was not until
work was well advanced in Phase 2 Area 4 that it was realised that there was a second
road, running roughly at right angles to the first, down the Windrush Valley (and
therefore through the axis of this part of the quarry), also forming a focus for
intensive large-scale settlement activity.
7.2.26 The SMS approach has been maintained in more recent work in Phase 2, and the
density of features reduced very considerably away from Tar Farm Area 4. It remains
unpredictable, however; in 2011 the stripping of the second part of Tar Farm Area 6
revealed a remarkable density of Iron Age ad Roman features (the first half of this
area, stripped previously, had contained a very low density of features). Work was
temporarily halted while the developer assessed the cost effectiveness of working that
part of the site, and has only resumed after a close and critical examination of a
sampling strategy for the area...
7.2.27 Part of a possible Phase 3 area has recently been evaluated. This has followed a more
conventional programme of desktop survey (including examination of aerial
photographs, which do provide some useful information for this part of the valley),
geophysical survey and trial trenching (at a 2% sample level). The results of this work
will inform the planning application and should allow any areas where there is a
dense concentration of archaeological features to be identified (although it seems
unlikely that such areas exist). Such areas could then be omitted from future
extraction plans if they would be uneconomic to pursue or if nationally significant
remains discovered. Equally, the results of the evaluation will inform other
appropriate mitigation strategies in the event of planning consent being granted.
Discussion
7.2.28 The results of Phase 1 illustrate the benefits of evaluation for sites where there is no
evidence for archaeological features before work commenced. A relatively small
depth of alluvium was sufficient to mask features, which were revealed in the
evaluation and enabled part of the area to be removed from the extraction programme.
For Phase 2 the view was taken that a global ‘strip and record’ procedure would be
followed. This has produced good results from the point of view of understanding an
extremely extensive and important settlement site (particularly in the areas Tar Farm
3 and Tar Farm 4 examined from 2005-2008), but from the point of view of the client
it is possible that had the extent and complexity of archaeological features been fully
understood prior to stripping, more of the core area of the Roman settlement would
have been taken out of the extraction programme.
7.2.29 In the case of the more recent (Phase 2) work at Gill Mill, however, it is likely that
only an intensive evaluation (with a sample level of, say, at least 5%) would have
provided any sort of indication of the true density and complexity of features in Tar
Farm 4. Even then, individually very important features, such as two small stone
buildings and a high status burial, might easily have been missed by such an
approach, and a different view of the character of the site might have emerged.
However, the density of archaeological features in the second block of Tar Farm 6
was completely unexpected and evaluation would have drawn attention to its
potential. For Phase 3 a programme of evaluation has been put in place.
7.2.30 Archaeological work at Gill Mill has benefited from a long-term relationship between
the developer, the archaeological contractor and the local authority. This has enabled
an understanding of the nature and significance of site to be developed during the
work and to be fed into the mitigation process. The scale of the work has also meant
that a sufficient area was investigated to place the Roman settlement into a wider
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landscape context and to explore the later prehistoric background to the settlement.
Finally it is hoped that the post-excavation and publication elements of the work will
be carried out as one project, but the funding source (ALSF) drawn on for the postexcavation assessment of Phase 1 works is no longer available, and the status of full
analysis and reporting of these works is therefore currently uncertain.

Case Study 3 - Stanford-in-the-Vale
Archaeological Strategy
7.2.31 The quarry areas at Bowling Green Farm, near Stanford-in-the-Vale lie on the
Corallian Ridge and can be exploited both for Corallian sand and limestone, although
the sand has been the primary resource. The two form intersecting layers and a poor
market for limestone has recently resulted in an application for an extension in order
to access sand without the need to remove and store overlying limestone.
7.2.32 The first consent for aggregates extraction, for sand only, was granted in 1987
following a Planning Inquiry. A rapid and small evaluation was carried out at the predetermination stage to inform the Inquiry. The 400 trenches represented much less
than the 2% sample which was considered the norm at the time. An area of Iron Age
and Roman occupation had been identified from archaeological work at Chinham Hill
in the 1960s and finds had been uncovered by the plough in the adjacent field. The
evaluation confirmed that the Iron Age and Roman occupation continued into the
quarry site. Subsequent piecemeal excavations revealed that there had been a
farmstead on the site in the middle-late Iron Age, which continued in use into the
Roman period. In the later Roman period the settlement developed into what
appeared to be a craft and market centre. Unfortunately the results of the work were
never collated or published, and only very brief summary accounts exist (eg South
Midlands Archaeology 18, 19).
7.2.33 In 1993 an application for an extension to the quarry, from which both sand and
limestone would be extracted, was granted. This site was evaluated postdetermination with 22 trenches, representing a 1% sample. Roman linear features,
possibly field boundaries, were identified, but again the level of reporting was very
limited (grey literature, Oxfordshire HER).
7.2.34 A further extension (Chinham Farm) to the quarry, for both minerals, was granted
permission in 2007. Prior to determination a desk-based assessment was prepared.
This suggested that the management strategy should consist of trenched evaluation,
which would inform whether SMS or full excavation might be appropriate. It has not
been possible to identify what archaeological work was subsequently carried out,
apart from a reference to an unpublished report on the excavation of an Early Bronze
Age ring ditch in 2007.
7.2.35 Another application for an extension, this time for the removal of sand overlying the
limestone, was submitted in 2010. This was supported by a desk-based assessment
which recommended a combination of evaluation and SMS.
Discussion
7.2.36 The archaeological investigations carried out at the Bowling Green Farm and
Chilham Farm quarries since the late 1980s have identified a significant Roman
settlement, earlier Iron Age occupation and a Bronze Age ring ditch. However, the
work has suffered from a lack of coherence and poor publication. Several
archaeological organisations have carried out work within the quarry areas and there
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has also been a significant level of survey and excavation in the surrounding area.
There is little evidence to suggest that the results of earlier work have been used to
inform a targeted programme or to tie it in with a research design, possibly in part
because of the difficulty in accessing the information. One organisation has never
produced any report on their work, even as ‘grey literature’.
7.2.37 Where evaluation has been carried out, the size of the sample has been unusually low,
in the region of 1%. While this was sufficient to identify the presence of
archaeological remains and assign them to a particular period, it did not provide a
good basis for interpretation of the site’s development. The level of subsequent SMS
and excavation appears to have been very limited and not adequate to explore the
significance of a site, which appears to have undergone significant development
during the Roman period.
7.2.38 The major weakness in the mitigation for this area is the absence of any attempt to
draw together the results, for example preparation of an overall plan of the site, or to
place it into any regional context. The standard of archaeological investigation does
not seem to have been influenced by PPG16 beyond the submission of a desk-based
assessment at the planning stage. Although the most recent of these was produced
after the publication of PPS5 in 2010 it does not fully comply with the requirements
of that document in respect to defining the ‘significance’ of the heritage assets
identified, despite quoting Policy HE6.1. The desk-based assessment treats different
types of historic asset in isolation and fails to discuss the significance of the possible
archaeological features identified.
7.2.39 Future evaluation and mitigation at Chinham Farm will need to ensure that PPS5
requirements are met, including the need to contribute to knowledge and
understanding of the past through publication of results, as stated in Policy HE12.3.
First there is a need for the results of previous work to be drawn together as part of a
desk-based assessment or future heritage strategy/assessment.
7.3
7.3.1

Evaluation and mitigation - Issues raised by case studies
The evaluation and mitigation processes with regard to quarrying are outlined in
detail in Mineral Extraction and Archaeology: A practice guide (MHEF 2008). This
section looks at some of the issues which may affect the success of these processes,
illustrated in the case studies above. It also suggests ways in which the evaluation and
mitigation processes can be tailored specifically to ensure successful outcomes for
both the archaeological resource and the developer in areas of proposed quarrying. It
does not repeat detailed guidance on evaluation and mitigation processes summarised
in section 6.1 and detailed in MHEF (2008).

Evaluation
7.3.2

The different archaeological evaluation techniques are designed to identify the
presence, nature, extent, survival and significance of the archaeological resource. No
single technique can identify all archaeological remains, and a combination of
techniques is usually applied, with the least intensive and non-intrusive
methodologies adopted first, leading to more intensive and intrusive work if proven
necessary.

7.3.3

As stated in PPS5, evaluation should be of a sufficient level to ensure that the extent
of the impact of the proposal on the significance of any heritage assets can be
adequately understood (HE6.3). Only by physically evaluating or excavating a site
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can the full significance of a site begin to be judged, especially where issues of
survival are relevant. A well-preserved site is likely to retain its significance; a badly
damaged one may not.
7.3.4

The desk-based assessment or heritage baseline assessment forms the initial stage of
evaluation work. This looks at the following desk-based sources as a minimum:
• The Historic Environment Record and reports on previous work held by the local
authority.
• The National Monuments Record and aerial photographs held by EH.
• Historic maps and documentary sources held by the Local Record Office and,
• A walkover survey (not desk-based but carried out as part of this process).

7.3.5

More specialist data may be available in the form of LiDAR data, especially for
terrace sand and gravel aggregate areas, held by the Environment Agency. If at a high
enough resolution this can be used to identify archaeological features still defined by
very faint earthworks and is an essential tool for identifying features within
woodland.

7.3.6

At the desk-based assessment stage relevant research agendas should be identified to
ensure that all subsequent work can be carried out within a research framework. For
the Oxfordshire aggregate areas these would include the research agendas compiled
within this document and that for the Solent Thames discussed above.

7.3.7

The desk-based assessment should also look at the historic landscape to allow the
identification of historic hedgerows protected by the Hedgerow Regulations (1997),
and the identification and assessment of significance of key landscape features. It
should collate enough data to allow assessment of the effects of the development on
the setting of the surrounding historic landscape.

7.3.8

The desk-based assessment will draw this information together to assess the
archaeological and historic landscape potential of the proposed site and suggest ways
in which this potential can be further defined through an evaluation strategy agreed
with the curatorial authority.

7.3.9

A particular problem associated with river terrace sand and gravel areas is that some
of the proposed quarry sites may contain alluvial deposits. These deposits will often
mask any features below them. This makes it difficult for the desk-based assessment
to identify prehistoric and Roman sites from aerial photographs, which decreases the
ability of the assessment to accurately judge the archaeological potential for these
periods.

7.3.10 Another issue of relevance to river terrace sand and gravel areas is the possible
presence of waterlogged archaeological and palaeoenvironmental remains, preserved
within or below the alluvium, in palaeochannels, or simply (as at Gill Mill, for
example) within ‘ordinary’ archaeological features where the groundwater level is
high. Where palaeochannels are suspected or in areas of deep alluvium, a programme
of geotechnical work may be appropriate to define this potential. This could take the
form of a borehole survey from which the relevant deposits could be mapped and
modelled. This would inform the necessity for, and scope of, any further evaluation or
mitigation of these deposits.
7.3.11 Once desk-based work has been completed a series of evaluation options can be
applied. In terrace sand and gravel areas, not containing alluvium, it may be that
enough information has been obtained about the presence and nature of the
archaeological resource from examination of aerial photographs to allow trial trench
evaluation. In some exceptional cases, such as seen at Gill Mill above, further phases
of evaluation may be by-passed in favour of strip, map and sample excavation. As
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seen at Gill Mill, however, whilst this is good for the identification of all
archaeological deposits, it does not allow an initial assessment to take place which
would allow the definition of areas which may be too expensive to excavate or areas
which should be preserved in situ because they are of national significance. Early
identification of complex areas of archaeological features, or of nationally important
sites through the evaluation process will also prevent the unnecessary stripping of
areas of such areas or sites with the resulting unnecessary cost and the risk of damage
to these deposits.
7.3.12 In the non-terrace sand and gravel aggregate areas there will generally be less
information to draw upon to accurately gauge a site’s potential at the desk-based
assessment stage. There is generally less development and/or quarrying in these areas
and therefore less developer funded archaeological work to inform the process. These
areas also lie outside the NMP study area and the use of aerial photographs to identify
cropmarks may be less effective in these areas given the potential differences in land
cover and geology.
7.3.13 Where the desk-based assessment identifies that a site has archaeological potential,
but this potential is not sufficiently defined, then additional stages of evaluation may
be required before a trench evaluation and/or excavation is carried out. If the site is
cultivated, or capable of being cultivated, then fieldwalking may be an option. This
would only identify certain types and/or dates or artefacts which are robust enough to
survive in the ploughsoil. The case study at Yarnton illustrated clearly that Saxon
artefacts were not discovered during the fieldwalking survey, despite the presence of
extensive Saxon settlement below. The presence of alluvium would also restrict the
potential for pre-medieval artefacts to be discovered, if ploughing has not exceeded
the depth of this deposit. (It is assumed that most alluvial deposits in this region date
between after the Roman period, but this is not always the case and sequences need to
be considered on an individual site basis).
7.3.14 The use of a geophysical survey is common not only for proposed quarry sites but
also for other proposed developments where the ground has been relatively
undisturbed. Again, this is better at identifying certain types of sites than others (such
as inhumation cemeteries). Once again, as seen at Yarnton, this technique will not be
as effective within areas of alluvial cover.
7.3.15 Metal detecting can be useful for identifying certain site types such as cemeteries
(where these contain metal artefacts), as tried at Yarnton, and the use of Portable
Antiquity Scheme records for data on metal finds in the area will complement such
surveys where these data has not yet been added to the HER.
7.3.16 Trial trenching is often the only way to identify the likely true potential of a site. As
discussed above it can be used to target cropmark sites seen on aerial photographs or
be used after fieldwalking and/or geophysical survey has defined areas of
archaeological potential which can be targeted by trenching. In both cases, blank
areas are also trenched to ground-truth the reliability of the previous surveys. As
discussed above, and in more detail in Hey and Lacey (2001), the percentage and
location of trenches in relation to each other are key factors in the success of the
evaluation to truly reflect the potential of the site. Consideration must be given to the
fact that even a 5% sample may still miss evidence for key phases or site types.
7.3.17 The importance of ‘off-site’ elements i.e. non-settlement areas, such as field systems,
trackways and cemeteries has been mentioned above, but these features are frequently
missed in evaluation trenching or (for example in the case of field boundary ditches)
an absence of dating material results in them being regarded as of little, or at best
uncertain, significance.
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7.3.18 Effective evaluation benefits the developer, reducing uncertainty about the level of
archaeological investigation required and its associated time and financial costs.
Successful evaluation will allow the development of a suitable mitigation strategy.
This may allow for areas of nationally significant archaeological deposits to be
preserved in situ or by record through excavation, and for other significant
archaeological deposits to be preserved by record through excavation. Both
evaluation and mitigation should allow the identification of significant historic
landscape features and should allow an assessment not just of the effects of quarrying
on the setting of the historic landscape but also of the effects final mitigated, postquarry landscape on the historic landscape.

Mitigation
7.3.19 Mitigation through specific area excavation or strip, map and sample are accepted
ways in which the effects of quarrying can be mitigated. Quarrying often allows very
large areas to stripped and investigated so that whole landscapes can be recorded.
These large-scale excavations are a particular feature of mineral extraction and the
archaeological information which can be retrieved provides a valuable insight into
settlement, burial and landuse from the Neolithic to the present, especially on the
densely populated terrace sands and gravels. It is possible that a similar density of
archaeological sites is to be found in the other aggregate areas, but there have been far
fewer, large scale excavations within these areas in Oxfordshire so meaningful
comparison is not currently possible.
7.3.20 Given the complexity and density of archaeological features frequently encountered,
particularly in the terrace sand and gravel quarry sites, the accepted strategy is to
excavate only parts of certain features. It is important, therefore, that there should be
an integration of methodologies for fieldwork and subsequent analysis to ensure that
certain features, in particular linear features, are excavated in a way that is considered
adequate to achieve their characterisation. This is frequently interpreted as relating to
feature morphology, fill sequence and, in general terms, date. In some cases a very
low level of sampling is considered adequate to address these questions. Much less
commonly considered are aspects that relate to potential variations in the distribution
of artefactual and ecofactual material, including the presence of special deposits, the
location of which is often completely unpredictable in terms of distribution within
features (with the obvious exception of feature terminals which are often the location
of such deposits and should be excavated as a matter of course). For meaningful
assessment of such distributions a consistent level of feature sampling is required and
should be implemented in practice. This is also important for the comparative
examination of distributions and volumes of artefactual and ecofactual material across
sites and beyond, an as yet greatly under-exploited area of analysis. A technical
corollary of this approach is the need to be able to calculate volumes of excavated
feature fills in order to ensure comparability of data across excavated areas and,
critically, at inter- as well as intra-site level. The desirability of the adoption of this
approach to site sampling underlines the importance of closer integration of
excavation and post-excavation data recovery and analysis; i.e. the need to ensure that
fieldwork strategies really do provide the data required for meaningful analysis of the
site at the reporting stage.
7.3.21 In some cases, although rarely on the terrace sands and gravels, a watching brief
alone may be a suitable form of mitigation. Watching briefs are employed when
evaluation techniques have not detected significant archaeological or
palaeoenvironmental remains but there is still considered to be some potential for
them to survive (MHEF 2008, 28). This allows for the stripping of the site to be
undertaken under archaeological supervision with the proviso that if archaeological
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deposits are found these can then be recorded and if necessary excavated by the
archaeologist.
7.3.22 The other reason for a watching brief, probably unique to quarrying, is where
Palaeolithic artefacts may be expected. Hardaker (2004) has noted that Palaeolithic
material occurs at the base of gravel deposits or within the gravel stratigraphy. As
such, archaeological survey prior to development or gravel extraction will rarely yield
evidence of Palaeolithic archaeology, because it is generally not found on the surface.
It is therefore desirable for a watching brief to be kept as extraction proceeds below
normal archaeological levels.

Reporting
7.3.23 It is important that the results of any archaeological investigations should be made
available promptly in order to inform further stages of work and to allow the updating
of research designs. This allows key research questions to be formulated and the
mitigation programme to be designed accordingly.
7.3.24 The final analysis of the site and dissemination of the results should be carried out as
a unified process. Given the large scale nature of quarry evaluation and excavation,
often requiring a number of different evaluation procedures, and the longevity of the
evaluation and mitigation process, the use by a client of a number of different
archaeological organisations to carry out this work is common. The more
organisations there are involved the less likelihood there is for an integrated
assessment and report to be produced on all the work undertaken. Case Study 3 is an
example of this, where the results from at least three organisations have not all been
made available, much less drawn together to provide a coherent picture of the site.
This is in contrast to the approach used in Case Studies 1 and 2 where a single
archaeological contractor was involved. Even where numerous organisations are
involved in a project, a successful outcome can be achieved. The archaeological
investigations for the Channel Tunnel Rail Link in Kent and London represent the
work of several organisations, including OA, Wessex Archaeology and the
Canterbury Archaeological Trust, as well as local communities from the 1990s
onwards. The results have been assembled into a common data resource which is
readily accessible online.
7.3.25 One other important aspect of this process, as discussed in the Minerals Guidance
document, is:
A key part of post-permission mitigation is the assessment, analysis,
archiving and dissemination of information – …. Later on there may be
significant opportunities for developers to use interpretative, educational and
outreach initiatives to engage with the wider community and gain
recognition for their investment in the archaeological heritage (MHEF 2008,
15).
7.4
7.4.1

Preservation of intensively quarried areas
There should be a presumption for preservation in situ where nationally significant
remains are discovered through the evaluation process or if nationally important
remains are found post-determination (guidance on nationally important sites can be
found in Section 4). There are certain special circumstances in the terrace sand and
gravel areas which may lead to a decision that preservation in situ could be enforced
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even in areas where perhaps the presence of nationally significant remains has not yet
been proven.
7.4.2

This may be applicable in areas where large amounts of extraction have been carried
out, such as the Windrush valley (Figure 15) and in the areas of the Sutton Wick and
Sutton Courtenay ROMPS (Figure 18), where the archaeological resource is
becoming increasingly rare. The area in the bend of the Thames containing
Dorchester has also been heavily quarried. From both cropmark evidence and
excavations associated with previous extractions, these three areas are very likely to
contain significant archaeological sites, potentially of national importance.

7.4.3

In the Windrush valley are the very rich archaeological landscapes at Gill Mill, the
ritual landscape associated with the Devils Quoits which lay within a landscape of
Bronze Age barrows, settlements and Beaker burials and Neolithic and Iron Age
settlements.

7.4.4

Significant archaeological complexes associated with the Radley, Sutton Wick and
Sutton Courtney ROMPS include a Neolithic ritual monuments, mortuary enclosure
and pit alignments, Drayton North Cursus, Bronze Age barrow cemeteries and field
system, Sunken Featured Buildings within an Anglo-Saxon settlement, a Saxon
cemetery, an Iron Age settlements and burials, Roman settlements and cremation
burials, a villa and a DMV (Figure 18). This all indicates a part of the Thames valley
that was intensively occupied and utilised for settlement, ritual and burial throughout
prehistory and into the Anglo-Saxon period. The find spot of a Roman altar is also
significant.

7.4.5

Similarly, at Dorchester (Figure 19), many significant sites are known from
excavations or cropmarks in the vicinity, including a Neolithic henge and causewayed
cremation cemeteries and other enclosures, ditches, droveways etc., an early
inhumation cemetery, Bronze Age ring ditches, Iron Age rectangular enclosures,
Romano-British settlements and inhumations, Anglo-Saxon inhumation cemeteries
and settlement and Sunken Featured Buildings, multiperiod settlement and of course
the Dyke Hills Oppidum.

7.4.6

If these areas were to be further quarried, extensive mitigation would be needed if
permission is granted. It is however, likely that this landscape will contain significant
archaeological features which will need to identified during the evaluation process
and preserved in situ.
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8

CONCLUSIONS

8.1.1

The aggregate producing areas within the county of Oxfordshire cover approximately
half of the county. Nearly two thirds of the HER records for the county lie within
aggregate producing areas, the majority occurring in the sand and gravel areas, where
they are twice as dense as elsewhere in the county. The archaeology of these areas is
the most at risk, as gravel extraction occurs on an extensive scale. Nevertheless,
archaeological work in advance of extraction allows the opportunity to address
outstanding research questions and the scale of extraction allows analysis at a
landscape level.

8.1.2

The extraction of hard rock aggregates such as limestone, ironstone and chalk occurs
on a less extensive scale and usually takes the form of extensions to existing
workings. In this sense it is easier to predict where extraction will occur, but the
nature of the archaeological resource of these areas is less well understood than that
of the sand and gravel areas.

8.1.3

The nature of the aggregate areas means that comparisons can potentially be made
between the archaeological character of different environments such as the floodplain,
river terraces and uplands and the utilisation of these areas by past populations. This
is, however, dependent on the adequate provision for environmental sampling and
analysis within any programme of fieldwork. An assessment of significance of the
archaeological sites which may be present within the aggregate areas has been made
which has fed into a series of research agendas for each period. This will help guide
both the evaluation and decision making process and inform decisions on the levels of
mitigation and/or preservation in situ required.

8.1.4

The levels and type of evaluation and mitigation employed will depend not only on
the potential of the archaeological resource but also on the geology on which it lies.
Different techniques may need to be employed on the terrace sand and gravel areas
from those used on the ironstone, limestone and chalk, or where alluvium is present.
Mitigation may also differ in that some of the denser archaeological landscapes in the
sand and gravel may have to be preserved in situ, not just because they contain
elements of national significance but because the cost of the archaeological work may
exceed the value of the gravel, as seen at Gill Mill. It may be that in some heavily
quarried areas within the sand and gravel, sites are left in situ with no further
quarrying in order to preserve the last remnants of potentially nationally significant
archaeological landscapes.
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Detailed Methodology for Management and Use of
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Preliminary Data Processing
Each of the datasets were either provided as a table containing grid co-ordinates (as in the
Abingdon Reservoir sites) which were used to create point data within the GIS or as
Shapefiles which could be loaded straight into the GIS. In all cases the attribute tables within
the GIS were tidied and amended where appropriate and duplicates were removed. The
exception to this was in the NMP data which were provided as georeferenced raster datasets
as well as a point dataset. As these rasters were not to be included in statistical analysis these
were left as a visual representation within the GIS.

During the this processing stage there were two decisions that had to be made which affected
the later analysis; the processing of the Linear HER data, and how to process the multi-period
sites.
7
The linear features within the HER could not be included in the later analysis in their initial
form. The analysis was reliant on a point in polygon approach meaning the linear features
needed to be present as points. The analysis is also based around the spatiality of sites in
relation to the underlying geologies. As such a point was created along the linear in each of
the geological zones it intersected. It was decided that these would count as multiple sites do
to the size of the features involved.

Multi-period sites within the HER become an issue in any analysis where one considers the
number of sites by period. In the dataset some of date ranges given to entries can span a wide
gamut of phases. This gave rise to two immediate concerns. Does the site count as one mutliperiod site or one site per period? In an archaeological sense whilst there may be activity over
all these periods, it is not really the same 'site', except in terms of classification. Yet it was
also decided that to split these records into many single period sites was not efficient in the
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scope of the information provided in the datasets. This meant the data was kept as provided as
a single site.

Accepting the data as a single site meant the record needed to be query-able for each period it
represents in the GIS. The formatting of the date information in the attributes was insufficient
for this purpose. Text stating 'Bronze Age – Medieval' does not allow a GIS search for the
record using any of the in-between periods. The final records were therefore manually altered
to give the date code for each period. A Late Neolithic to Early Iron Age site thus becomes
'LNE, EBA, MBA, LBA, EIA'. Whilst slightly cumbersome, this approach allowed LIKE
statements to be used within the GIS to extract all the sites needed per period. In this case it
would be SELECT * LIKE '_BA' to include it in a Bronze Age query.

The final archaeological datasets included 3 point shapefiles for the HER, NMP and
Abingdon Sites. It was requested that these datasets remain separate in the analysis. Each
dataset could be queried based on Period or Geology as necessary. These were supplemented
by the NMP raster layers. The mineral site datasets consist of a point shapefile for the ROMP
sites, and three polygon shapefiles for the Geology, Previous, and Current quarries.

Statistical analysis
Heritage resource by period
The data was queried through GIS to produce a count of sites within each period range within
each of the following areas:

•

aggregate resource areas (sand and gravel, limestone, chalk and ironstone)

•

Current quarries by aggregate area type (sand and gravel, and Limestone)
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•

Previous Quarries by aggregate area type (sand and gravel, limestone, chalk and
ironstone)

The three data sets were queried separately, as was the total number of findspots within each
period and dataset.

From this analysis the percentage of records within each period for each dataset was
calculated as well as for the total number of records.

Heritage records density by aggregate area
The number of records per aggregate area was also counted. The aggregate areas for each type
were calculated and analysed within GIS. A percentage of the total number of records per
dataset as well as the density of records within each aggregate area were also calculated by
calculating the total areas within each resource area. A further breakdown was also derived of
percentage of total sites, and density of sites, by period and broken down by aggregate area
using this data.

Total Area of Quarries
GIS was used to calculate the total area of current and past quarries by quarry type and
compared to the total aggregate area in square Kilometres.
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Appendix 2
Case Study Summary Table
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Figure 1: The aggregate resource
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Figure 2: Previous and current quarries
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Figure 3: Example of National Mapping Plots
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Figure 12: All ROMP sites
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Figure 12a: Shenington
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Figure 12aa: Caversham
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Figure 12c: Great Rollright
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Figure 12d: Dean Pit
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Figure 12e: Slape Hill
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Figure 12f: Duns Tew - Horsehay
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Figure 12g: Duns Tew - Blue Barn Farm
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Figure 12h: Ardley
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Figure 12i: Stratton Audley
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Figure 12j: Whitehill, Tackley
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Figure 12k: Shipton-On-Cherwell
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Figure 12l: Woodeaton
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Figure 12m: Worsham, Astall
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Figure 12n: Whitehills, Burford
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Figure 12o: Hardwick
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Figure 12p: Dix Pit
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Figure 12q: Linch Hill & Watkins Farm
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Figure 12r: Sandhills
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Figure 12s: Stanford-In-The-Vale
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Figure 12t: Baulking
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Figure 12u: Radley - Thrupp Lane
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Figure 12v: Radley - Thrupp Farm
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Figure 12w: Sutton Wick
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Figure 12x: Sutton Courtenay
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Figure 12y: Ewelme
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Figure 12z: Ambrose Farm
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Figure 13a: Extant Permissions - Sutton Courtenay
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Figure 13b: Extant Permissions - Sutton Wick
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Figure 13c: Extant Permissions - Stanton Harcourt
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Figure 13d: Extant Permissions - Cassington (Yarnton Area)
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Figure 13e: Extant Permissions - Caversham area
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Figure 15: The Windrush Valley showing the extent of previous, current and proposed quarrying
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Figure 16: Black Bourton and Langford Brook tributaries showing
the extent of previous, current and proposed quarrying
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Figure 17: The Evenlode valley and its confluence with the Thames
showing the extent of previous, current and proposed quarrying
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Figure 18: Sutton Wick and Sutton Courtenay area showing
the extent of previous, current and proposed quarrying
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Figure 19: The Dorchester area showing the extent of previous,
current and proposed quarrying
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